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PREFACE
Since the beginning of the search for a quark gluon plasma and the emergence
of high energy nuclear collisions, the issues related to thermal and chemical equilibration have always been a focal point of many theoretical investigations.
These
issues are critical for experimental detection of a quark gluon plasma in high energy
nuclear collisions, because most of our knowledge of the plasma and its signals has
been based on the assumption that it is in both thermal and chemical equilibrium.
In the last few years, it was realized that hard or semihard processes will dominate
the collision dynamics and constitute most of the initial energy deposition in the central region of ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions. Since the initially produced patrons
carry relatively large transverse momenta, it becomes possible to estimate the initial energy density and the equilibration time scales using perturbative QCD. Several
Monte Carlo models have been developed to study the production and evolution of
a dense partonic system. However, there is still not a consensus on issues related
to patton equilibration. This Workshop intended to bring together a small group of
actively interested experts to address these issues and provide insight for future investigations. It became possible thanks to the generous support by the LBL Nuclear
Science Division Director, T. J. M. Symons, who enthusiastically embraced the idea
and provided the means to hold in the two weeks of August 23 - September 3, 1993.
Informal and stimulating are the two words which can best describe the atmosphere of the workshop. As we have planned, the workshop was limited to only about
40 participants.
Each day there were only two to three talks in the morning. All
afternoons were free for discussions which are crucial for the purpose of the workshop. Each week, a whole day was also devoted for shorter talks. After two weeks
of intense and stimulating discussions, participants have come out knowing better
theirs own and other people's work. As one participant put it, "the skeletons have
come out from all these discussions, we can see things much clear now". Another
important aspect of the workshop was the interaction between theorists and local
experimentalists.
Talks were arranged for three major experiments, STAR, PHENIX
at RHIC, and ALICE at LHC, to provide an updated picture of the current design of
detectors for future experiments. Two afternoons were also dedicated to joint discussions in which experimentalists could ask some questions from their note books on
related theoretical issues. Special thanks goes to H. Gutbrod, J. Harris, P. Jacobs,
S. Margetis, A. Ponskanzer, and other local experimentalists who contributed to the
lively discussions.
The success of this workshop certainly should be attributed to many helpful advices my co-organizers, M. Gyulassy and B. Mfiller have given. The help from my
local colleagues, K. Eskola and M. Redlich is gratefully acknowledged. I am most
iii

grateful for A. Nellis for her assistance throughout the whole stage of this workshop.
Finally, I would like to thank all participants who have made this workshop an unforgettable experience. I hope two weeks of intense and stimulating discussions will
bear fruitful results in the years ahead.

Xin-Nian Wang
Berkeley, California
January 3, 1994
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RELATIVISTIC
"RE-CREATING"

HEAVY

ION COLLISIONS:

THE EARLY

UNIVERSE

IN THE LABORATORY

Berndt Mfiller
Department of Physics
Duke University
Durham, NC 27708-0305

Abstract
Central nuclear collisions at energies of many GeV/nucleon may
provide for conditions similar to those in the early universe during the first few microseconds, where the transition from highly
excited hadronic matter into quark matter or quark-gluon plasma
can be probed. Here I review our current understanding of the
physical properties of a quark-gluon plasma and review ideas
about the nature of, and signals for, the deconfinement transition.
I also discuss recent progress in the treatment of the formation
of a thermalized state at the QCD parton level.
INTRODUCTION
After a collision between a heavy nucleus of at many GeV/nucleon and a heavy
target nucleus several hundred charged particles are emitted. No one would care
to study such events, unless there existed a compelling reason for doing so. The
current interest in"nuclear collisions at very high energies (far above 1 GeV/u in
the c.m. system) is fueled by the expectation that a quark gluon plasma may be
created temporarily in these events [1-3]. Whereas there is general consensus among
theorists that QCD at thermodynamic equilibrium exhibits a phase transition from
the normal color-confined phase of hadronic matter with broken chiral symmetry
to a deconfined, chirally symmetric phase at sufficiently high energy density, many
aspects of this transition are still a matter of debate. Such "details" are, e.g., the
order of the phase transition, the precise value of the critical energy density, the
nature of experimentally observable signatures of the transition, and how fast thermal equilibrium conditions are established in nuclear collisions over a sufficiently
1

i

large space-time volume. These questions require much further theoretical and experimental study. As befits the theory-oriented nature of this Workshop, I am here
concerned with an up-to-date survey of mostly theoretical aspects of ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collisions.
The "Cosmic"

Connection

Perhaps the most compelling reason why we should attempt to study the
hadron matter to quark-gluon plasma transition in laboratory experiments is that
it occurred in the early universe [4]. The history of the thermal evolution of our
universe is depicted in Fig. 1. The relation between temperature T and cosmic
time t is approximately given by [5]:
TMeV _, (5.75N.f(r))¼ts_/2,

(1)

where Nf(T) describes the number of particle degrees of freedom that act as effectively massless modes at a given temperature,
and the subscripts indicate the units
in which T and t are measured. From the present temperature of the cosmic background radiation (2.7 K) we extrapolate back to a temperature of about 2 x 1012K
200 MeV at about 10ps after the "big bang". This is the temperature
above
which, as we will discuss in detail below, hadrons dissolve and their constituent
quanta, quarks and gluons, are liberated.
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Tracing the history of our universe backward, this is only the first phase transition involving fundamental quantum fields that we encounter. Most likely, more
transformations
of a similar nature have occurred at even earlier times. If our

current ideas of the origin of electroweak symmetry breaking are correct, a phase
transition in the Higgs vacuum took place at t _ 10 ps, when the temperature was
around 250 GeV. A similar phase transition at much earlier times (t _ 10-35s) associated with the "grand'! unification of electroweak and strong interactions may have
led to exponential inflation of cosmic scales, due to the anti-gravitational
pressure
exerted by an unstable vacuum state [6,7].
Why should!we care about events that occurred during the first microsecond
of the life of our universe? The reason is that some of the unsolved problems of
cosmology are, most likely, associated with events in the era before about 1 _ts:
• The observed baryon number asymmetry in the universe is probably due to
baryogenesis by topologically nontrivial field configurations (sphalerons) during
the electroweak phase transition [8].
• The nature of dark matter may be associated with properties of the Higgs or
the QCD vacuum [9].
• The near isotropy of the background radiation, and the deviations from homogeneity underlying the observed large-scale structure of the universe were,
according to current thinking, determined during the phase transition causing
inflation [10].

i

Understanding of the dynamical nature of phase transitions in elementary quantum field theories is thus essential to further progress toward the solution of these
puzzles. Since the QCD phase transition is the only one of these that appears
accessible to laboratory experiments, we must study it carefully.

Quark Stars
In addition to events in the very early universe, quark matter may also play
a role in the internal structure of collapsed stars. At the high densities reached in
the core of neutron stars nucleons may well dissolve into their constituents, forming
baryon-rich cold quark matter. This would not lead to greater stability of neutron
stars, quite to the contrary: since quark matter would allow for a higher central
density of the star at a given total star mass, its formation would actually facilitate
collapse to a black hole. Neutron stars with a quark core have a lower value of their
upper mass limit, probably somewhere between 1.5 and 2 solar masses [11]. Stars
with a quark core would be more compact and hence could sustain higher rotation
rates [12]. This observation would be of practical interest, if pulsars with periods
in the sub:millisecond range are eventually detected.
The problem with quantitative predictions here is that dense baryon-rich nuclear matter is expected to contain a large strangeness fraction, because the inclusion
of strange quarks can lower the Fermi energy. This holds true for baryonic matter
as well as quark matter. Unfortunately the equation of state of baryonic matter
containing hyperons is poorly known. The scalar coupling strength of A-hyperons,
which is not well determined experimentally has a large influence on the central
density of hyperon-rich neutron stars. This uncertainty can easily mask the formation of a quark matter core [11]. Better understanding
of strangeness carrying
3

hadrons in dense baryon-rich matter, which can only come from high-energy nuclear collisions, is therefore essential for further progress towards the understanding
of neutron star structure. Recent work of Glendenning and collaborators has elucidated the essential role played by strange quarks in the formation and stability
properties of collapsed stars with a quark core [13]. Their results indicate that
neutron stars with a quark core could be an abundant species of cosmic objects.
THE

EQUATION

Hot Hadronic

OF STATE

OF HADRONIC

MATTER

Matter

One can consider color-singlet hadrons, i.e. baryons and mesons, and see how
far one gets with taking into account their known interactions and excitation spectra. This approach was pioneered by R. Hagedorn [14], and later studied by Hagedorn and Rafelski [15,16], Walecka [17], Gasser and Leutwyler [18], and many others
[19-25]. The interactions among hadrons in a dense gas cause modifications of their
properties, for instance changes in the masses and lifetimes. Since the ab-initio
studies of hadron properties at finite temperature and, especially, baryon density
by means of computer simulations of lattice gauge theory are still in their infancy,
most investigations have been based on phenomenological approaches to QCD. Techniques, such as chiral perturbation theory, QCD sum rules, and hadronic dispersion
relations, provide a semi-quantitative
picture of what probably happens to hadrons
in a medium of moderate density, but their limits of applicability remain rather
unclear. However, most studies agree that hadron properties at zero net baryon
density change rather slowly with temperature, and most hadron masses drop precipitously when the temperature of the medium approaches 150 MeV (see Figure
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Figure 2. Medium modification of QCD condensates.
(a) Change of the quark condensate in a pion
gas as function of temperature as predicted by chiral perturbation
theory [18]. (b) Dependence
of the condensates
of light quarks, gluons and strange quarks as functions of the baryon density
predicted by a QCD sum rule approach [25].
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The change with increasing baryon density is predicted to be more gradual, starting
with a linear drop at low densities, because the baryon density addes, but with
opposite sign, to the quark condensate in the vacuum (see Figure 2b). Overall, a
picture is emerging where hadrons undergo a drastic change in their properties at
temperatures
around T = 150 MeV, and even earlier at finite baryon density.
The best place to look for medium effects on hadron structure is therefore in
relativistic nuclear collisions involving a large degree of baryon stopping, such as the
Brookhaven AGS -- especially with the 197Au beazn--or possibly the CERN-SPS
in Pb+Pb collisions. In the case of matter depleted of baryons the medium effects
set in so late that it will be very difficult to disentangle them from the quark-gluon
plasma phase transition.
Quark

Matter

Alternatively, one considers the fundamental
constituents of hadrons, i.e.
quarks and gluons, and studies the equation of state on the basis of quantum chromodynamics.
This approach, anticipated in pre-QCD days by P. Carruthers [26],
was pioneered by Collins and Perry [27], Baym and Chin [28], Friedman and McLerran [29], and by Shuryak [30].
The theory of the equation of state of quark matter is directly based on the
fundamental QCD Lagrangian
]

gs
_QCD

= -

1
4 E

Fa
_.._
pat_g
+
a

7(i"0.

- g7 "A,T
°" - ms)_'

(2)

f=l

where the subscript f denotes the various quark flavors u, d, s, c, etc., and the nonlinear glue field strength is given by
a = O_,d_ - c3_,d_,+
a gjabc
_r A bA
F_,
_, ¢,,.

(3)

QCD predicts a weakening of the quark-quark interaction at short distances or high
momenta Q2, because the one-loop series for the gluon propagator yields a running
coupling constant
g2(Q2) =

161r2
(11 - 2
_NI)ln(Q

=/h 2) ,

Q--.
2--°° o.

(4)

The QCD scale parameter is now quite well determined by comparison of results of
lattice gauge simulations with charmonium spectroscopy [31] to be A _ 150 MeV
(see Figure 3). The vanishing of the QCD coupling constant at short distances,
called "asymptotic freedom", has often been taken to imply that interactions among
quarks and gluons are negligible in the limit of high temperature or high density.
As we shall see below this is not the whole truth, because long-wavelength modes
continue to have an important influence on the properties of the quark-gluon plasma.
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For a first impression let us suppose that interactions among quarks and gluons
can be taken into account perturbatively at high energy density. At temperature T
and quark chemical potential p (one-third of the baryochemical potential #B = 3#),
..

the energy density of weakly interacting

_g= 16ou_
_r2
(1_q+e_

gluons, quarks and antiquarks

_c_s),
15

is:
(5a)

211r
50 ) + (¼
=6N I r-='T 4(1 ---,.

7r )] ' (sb)
,,')( 1--o.

where as = g2/41r is the strong coupling constant.
Since we have neglected the
quark mass, we inserted a factor N I counting the number of quark flavors active at
a given temperature (essentially those with my _ T). Clearly N I > 2 at all relevant
temperatures,
and N! = 3 in the range 200 MeV << T < 1 GeV where strange
quarks can be considered light, as well. The other thermodynamical
quantities of
interest, i.e. pressure P, entropy density s, and baryon number density PB, are
easily obtained from eqs. (5):

p = 3_, _=

, ps = _

T

(6)

Note that the simple relation between e and P holds only as long as all particles
are considered massless.
In order to find the location of the phase transition toward hadronic matter
we have to incorporate the breaking of scale invariance provided by QCD interactions. The simplest way of achieving this is by invoking the following argument. Free quarks and gluons can only propagate where the complex structure

of the real QCD vacuum has been destroyed. The vacuum realignment costs a
certain amount of energy per unit volume, expressed by the QCD scale anomaly
eo - B = (_--#,F_,vF*'Va_'_ (240 MeV) 4, and the "wrong" vacuum is endowed with
a negative pressure P0 = -B. The relation ¢0 = -P0 is mandated by the Lorentz
invariaace of the vacuum state. The negative sign is easily understood as signal
of the instability of the wrong vacuum state which collapses if not supported by
the pressure provided by free partons propagating in the volume filled with it. The
equation of state of the quark-gluon plasma then takes the simple form
e = ¢_(T, _u)+ ¢g(T,/_) + eT(T, _u)+ B;

(7a)

P - Pg(T, _) + Pq(T, t_) -t- PT(T, _) - B.

(7b)

A lower limit of stability of the plasma state is obtained by setting P = 0. This
yields the stability line in the T-/_ plane shown in Figure 4. Of course, the plasma
phase becomes unstable against formation of a gas of color-singlet hadrons even
earlier, when its pressure equals that of a hadron gas at the same temperature T
and chemical potential/_.
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Figure
4. Stability
line of the quark-gluon
plasma in the T-_ plane for two values of the strong
coupling
constant.
The lines indicate
where the pressure
of a gas of quarks and gluons vanishes.
The quark-gluon
plasma is unstable
in the lower left region of the figure.

In order to explore this aspect further, let us restrict ourselves to the baryon-free
case/_ - 0, and explore the coexistence between the quark-gluon plasma phase given
by eq. (7a) and hadronic matter, represented by a gas of massless, noninteracting
pions:
_.2
_,r = 3_-_

T 4,

1=
P_ = _,._.

_, P, ¢, and P, are shown as functions of T in Figure 5.
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temperature (for as =0). A first-order phase transition occurs where the pressure of the two phases
is equal. The solid line indicates the stable phase.

Thermodynamical
phase stability requires that the phase with the larger pressure dominates, and phase equilibrium is achieved when P(Tc) -'- P,r(Tc). As Figure
5b shows, one finds Tc _ 0.75B¼ _ 170 MeV in this model. Due to the vacuum
rearrangement energy B, the energy density between the two phases differs greatly
at this point, by the amount A_c _ 4B _ 0.8 GeV/fm 3. This simple model obviously predicts a first-order phase transition between the pion gas and quark-gluon
plasma with a large latent heat A_c.
Of course, our model is grossly oversimplified because, as we saw earlier, other
hadron masses begin to decrease substantially around T _ 150 MeV, leading to
an increase in the energy density of the hadronic phase. In parallel, interactions
between quarks and gluons cannot really be considered as perturbative in the range.
Tc < T _< 2Te. More reliable predictions concerning this phase transition can be
obtained by numerical simulations of the QCD equation of state on a discretized
volume of space-time, usually referred to as lattice gauge theory. In this approach
[32] one approximately calculates the partition function for a discretized version
of the QCD Lagrangian (2) by Monte-Carlo methods. In principle, this technique
should accurately describe the quark-gluon plasma as well as the hadronic phase but,
in practice, its accuracy especially at low temperature is severely limited by finite
size effects and other technical dit_culties. Where the numerical results are most
reliable, i.e. for the pure gluon theory without dynamical quarks, the calculations
predict a sudden jump in the energy density at a certain temperature while the
pressure rises more gradually, as shown in Figure 6.
When dynamical quarks are added, the picture becomes less clear for two
reasons. One is that the calculations involving fermion fields on the lattice are
much more time consuming, and hence the numerical results are less statistically
meaningful and reliable. Moreover, the definition of quark confinement becomes
rather fuzzy in the presence of light quarks, because the color flux tube between
two heavy quarks can break by creation of a light quark pair: QQ ---, (Q_)(qQ).
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E.g., highly excited states of charmonium (cE) can break up into a pair of D-mesons
[(c_) and (eu)] . Thus, in the calculations the QQ potential does not rise linearly
with distance, but is effectively screened.
For massless dynamical quarks there exists a new order parameter, the quarkantiquark condensate (01ql0) in the vacuum. When it assumes a nonzero value,
chiral symmetry is spontaneously broken, as can be seen as follows: The scalar
: quark density has the chiral decomposition "qq = "qLqR + "qRqL, hence the broken
vacuum state contains pairs of quarks of opposite chirality. A left-handed quark,
say, can therefore annihilate on a left-handed antiquark in the vacuum condensate,
liberating its right-handed partner. This process is perceived as change of chirality
of a free quark, which is exactly the same result as that of a nonvanishing quark
mass. However, in reality the current mass of the light quarks u, d is nonzero, and
the chirality of a light quark is never exactly conserved.
All one can do, therefore, is to look for sudden changes in the quark condensate.
If these are discontinuous, one deals with a phase transition, otherwise with a
possibly rapid, but continuous change of internal structure as it occurs, e.g., in the
transformation of an atomic gas into an electromagnetic plasma. The identification
of the nature of the phase change i_ complicated by finite size effects. The best
published results, by the Columbia group [34,35], for a 163 x 4 lattice indicate
a surprisingly strong dependence of the phase diagram on the magnitude of the
strange quark mass. For the physical mass ms _ 150 MeV there seems to be no
discontinuity, but only a rapid change in the energy density over a small temperature
range (about 10 MeV). However, it is probably premature to consider this as the
final verdict.

PROPERTIES

OF THE

QUARK-GLUON

PLASMA

Let us now come to our main theme, i.e. the physical properties of a quarkgluon plasma. So far, we have neglected interactions among quarks and gluons in
the deconfined phase, except in eq. (5), where we included the contributions of oneloop diagrams to the energy density and pressure of a quark gluon gas. Graphically,
eq. (5) corresponds to the diagrams

where dashed lines denote gluons, and straight lines denote quarks. As (6) shows, we
1 because the perturbative excitations are massless. This changes
still have P -- _e,
in the next order because gluon and quark degrees of freedom develop an effective
mass, which leads to screening of long-range color-electric forces. Technically, the
screening mass is obtained by summing an infinite chain of one-loop insertions in
the gluon propagator
....
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The contribution of all diagrams except the first two, which are already included
in (5) can be summed analytically and yields a contribution to the gluon energy of
order aa/2 with a rather large coefficient [36].
The QCD Plasmon
We can obtain more insight into the properties of the interacting quark-gluon
plasma by looking at the gluon propagator, represented graphically above. Owing
to gauge invariance, k_D_,v(k) = O, it can be decomposed into a longitudinal and
a transverse part, which axe scalar functions of the variables w = k ° and k = Ikl.
These are most conveniently written in a form borrowed from electrodynamics of
continuous media:
1
DL(W,

k) -" gL(W, k)k 2'

(9a)

1
DT(w,k)
where the color-dielectric

= eT(w,k)w 2 _ k2,

(9b)

functions are given by [37]:

gL(OJ, k) -- 1 Jr -7

1 -- _-_

eT(W,k)=l

1-

2k 2

In

1-_10

_

;

_-_ln

(10a)

-k

'

Several things are noteworthy about eqs. (9,10). First they imply that static longitudinal color fields are screened:
1

1

1

DL(O,k) = _L(O,k)k _ = k2 + g2T 2 = k_ + _D2.

(lla)

The Debye length obviously is AD = (gT) -_. On the other hand, eqs. (29b,30b)
show that static transverse (magnetic) color fields remain unscreened at this level
of approximation:
1
DT(O,k) = -k'-"_.
(llb)
The static magnetic screeening length is of higher order in the coupling constant;
lattice gauge calculations [38] as well as semiclassical considerations [39] have shown
that the inverse magnetic screening length is about 0.492T.
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Figure 7. Gluon dispersion relation in the perturbative
measured in units of the effective gluon mass m'g-gT/x/3.
dashed line: transverse collective gluon mode.

quark-gluon plasma. All quantities are
Solid line: longitudinal plasmon mode;

For a finite frequency w the in-medium propagators (9) have poles corresponding to propagating, collective modes of the glue field. The dispersion relation for
the longitudinal mode:

k)= 0,
called the plasmon, has no counterpart
for the transverse mode:

outside the medium.

_r(w, k) = k 2/w 2
11

(12 )
The analogous relation
(12b)

describes the effects of the medium on the free gluon. The behavior of both modes
is remarkably similar. For k _ 0 they yield an effective gluon/plasmon mass
k--.0
U;L,WT "---"

.
mg

1
---- --_gT,

(13)

whereas for large momenta (k _ oo) one finds

,,,L(k) _ k,

,,,T(k) _ _/k _ + _l g2T2 .

(14)

The full dispersion relations are shown in Figure 7.
For plasma conditions realistically attainable in nuclear collisions (T _ 300 500 MeV, g = _
_ 1.5- 2) the effective gluon mass is m_ ._ 300 MeV. We
must conclude, therefore, that the notion of almost free gluons (and quarks) in
the accessible high-temperature
phase of QCD is quite far from the truth. Let us
discuss some consequences of these results:
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Figure 8. Effective quark-antiquark
potential in QCD. Solid line: confining potential of a free QQ
pair; dashed line: screened potential, eq. (15), of a QQ pair imbedded in the quark-gluon
plasma.

(1) The potential between two static color charges, such as two heavy quarks, is
screened in the quark-gluon plasma phase. The Fourier transform of eq. (lla)
yields the potential
r

(is)

with screening length AD _ 0.4 fm at T = 250 MeV. This screened potential
is compared in Figure 8 with the confining potential between a free quarkantiquark pair. This screening of long-range color forces is, of course, the
12

origin of quark deconfinement in the high-temperature phase. An important
consequence, to be discussed later in the section on plasm a signatures, is the
disappearance of the bound states of a charmed quark pair (c_) or even of a
pair of bottom quarks (bb) in the quark-gluon plasma [40].
(2) The color screening at large distances cures most infrared divergences in scattering processes between quarks and gluons. A self-consistent scheme implementing this mechanism has been devised by Braaten and Pisarski [41]. It
involves the resummation of gluon loops involving gluons with momenta of order gT and has been shown to be gauge invariant when also vertex corrections
are taken into account.
(3) The nonvanishing effective gluon mass m; leads to the suppression of longwavelength gluon modes with k ___gT in the quark-gluon plasma. As a result,
the relation P = _e is violated and the pressure is reduced. We now have
two mechanisms that can be responsible for P < _e: an effective gluon mass
m; and a nonvanishing vacuum energy B. A fit to recent SU(3) lattice gauge
theory results [33] with m; and B taken as free parameters shows that probably
both mechanisms are at work [42].
(4) The massive plasmon may contribute, through its decay, to the production of
strange quarks in the plasma [42]. A complete calculation of this process in the
Braaten-Pisarski scheme has not yet been done, but there exist estimates that
plasmon decay may be the dominant source of strange quarks, and possibly
even charmed quarks, in the plasma [43].
Thermalization

of the Quark-Gluon

Plasma

For those of us interested in the detection of a quark-gluon plasma in nuclear
collisions it is imperative to know something about its rate of thermalization [44].
Does it thermalize sumciently fast, so that a thermodynamical description makes
sense? In the picture based on quasi-free quarks and gluons moving through the
plasma, thermalization proceeds mainly via two-body collisions, where the color
force between the colliding particles is screened, as illustrated in Figure 9. The
technically easiest way of looking at this is to consider the quark (gluon) damping
rate _f, i.e. the imaginary part of the quark (gluon) self energy. For quarks and
gluons of typical thermal momenta (p _ T) one finds with the help fo the techniques
discussed above [41]
"yq= -

4_

Im[Wr(7.p

_(p))] _ _
2asT

(1 + In _-_)

(16a)

7g = --Im[wT(p)] _ 9'7q,

(16b)

where the factor _ reflects the ratio of the quadratic Casimir invariants of the octet
and triplet representations of color-SU(3). Gluons simply have a higher color charge
than quarks and therefore scatter more often.
One can argue that a better way to look at thermalization is to consider the
rate of momentum transfer between particles, i.e. weighting the scattering diagrams
J
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of Figure 9 by sin 2 0, where 0 is the scattering angle. Here one finds [45]:

P_'r) _ 2.3a2Tln 1--"
O'a '
The transport
plasma. Both
pling constant
defined as the

r(,")_

31_'') •

(17)

rate r (') is closely related to the shear viscosity of the quark gluon
approaches yield quite similar numbers for values of the strong couin the range a, -- 0.2-0.5. The characteristic equilibration time, as
inverse of the rates 7i or F i are:
r, _ I fin/c,

rq _, 3 fin/c,

(18)

i.e. gluons thermalize about several times faster than quarks [46]. Initially, therefore, a rather pure glue plasma could be formed in heavy ion collisions, which then
gradually evolves into a chemically equilibrated quark-gluon plasma. We shall later
return to this point in the context of our discussion of microscopic models of relativistic nuclear collisions, but it is worthwhile to point out one consequence: During
its hottest phase the QCD plasma is mainly composed of gluons, which are not accessible to electromagnetic
probes, such as lepton pairs and photons. The gluon
plasma can only be probed by strongly interacting signals, such as charmed quarks
or jets.
.......

,

....

(a)
Figure 9. QCD diagrams
quark-gluon plasma.

I" .......

r" -

(b)
describing

scattering

-

-

(c)
processes

contributing

to thermalization

of the

One possible way of probing the color structure of QCD matter is by the energy
loss of a fast parton (quark or gluon). The mechanisms are similar to those responsible for the electromagnetic
energy loss of a fast charged particle in matter, i.e.
energy may be lost either by excitation of the penetrated medium or by radiation.
Although radiation is a very efficient energy loss mechanism for relativistic particles,
it is strongly suppressed in a dense medium by the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect [47].
In the case of QCD this effect has recently been analyzed comprehensively [48], and
the suppression of soft radiation is now firmly established. This limits the radiative
energy loss to about 1 GeV/fm. Excitational energy loss proceeds via collisions with
quarks and gluons from the plasma. Here again color screening plays an essential
role, reducing the rate of energy loss to about 0.3 GeV/fm for a fast quark [49-50].
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THE CHAOTIC

PLASMA

Chaotic

and Entropy

Systems

Production

The correspondence principle asserts that highly excited states of a quantum
system usually exhibit quasi-classical behavior. Similarly, the high-temperature,
long-wavelength limit of a quantum system is quasi-classical, since thermal fluctuations dominate over quantum fluctuations. Since the quark-gluon plasms is the hightemperature phase of QCD, one may ask whether classical, thermal QCD can yield
useful results. Since classical field theory is only defined when the high-frequency
modes of the field are eliminated by a short distance cut-off, most predictions of
classical thermal QCD will be cut-off dependent and therefore unphysical, except
for those quantities that do not involve Planck's constant. A simple dimensional
analysis reveals that the combination g2T does not contain factors of h, and therefore one may suspect that the thermalization rate 79, eq. (16b), can be obtained by
classical considerations. This permits an entirely different, nonperturbative determination of the thermalization rate of gluonic matter by simulation of the dynamics
of SU(3) gauge theory in real time on a lattice.
The approach to thermal equilibrium in a classical dynamical system is governed by the rate of entropy production. More precisely, thermodynamic (ensemble)
averages can be applied to an isolated classical system, if they coincide with the
long-time averages, e.g. of a quantity A(t):

dt A(t) T_.--_._(A),

(19)

where (A) denotes an ensemble average; such systems are called ergodic. It was
shown in the important work of Krylov, Kolmogorov, and others [51] that ergodicity
is really of practical use only when the system exhibits the property of mixing,
meaning that the equality (39) is approached uniformly throughout almost the
entire phase space at an exponential rate. This condition, in turn, is satisfied if
classical trajectories x(t) are unstable against small fluctuations almost everywhere
in phase space. Such systems are also called s_rongly chaotic.

FigureI0,(a)Stablephase space trajectory;
(b)unstabletrajectory.
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Consider two neighboring trajectories, i.e. solutions of the classical equations
of motion, x(t) and xt(t) = x(t) + _x(t). The trajectory is unstable, if the norm of
an infinitesimal deviation grows exponentially with time

16x(t)l

t--_oo

Doexp(t),

A> 0,

(20)

as illustrated in Figure 10. $ is called a (positive) I, yapunov ezponent. In general,
chaotic systems possess several positive Lyapunov exponents, depending on the direction of the initial fluctuation 6x(0), but usually the mazimal Lyapunov exponent
$0 dominates in eq. (20) for any arbitrarily chosen 6x(0).
We are now ready to discuss entropy growth. For a classical system, entropy is
defined in terms of the volume in phase space covered by an ensemble of identical
systems:
S = In(At)+ const.
(21)
The constantisundefinedin classical
physics;
itsvalueisfixedwhen the volume
Ar ismeasuredin unitsof hN, where N isthe number ofdegreesoffreedom.At
first
one mightthinkthatAr remainsconstantintimefora Hamiltoniansystemon
accountofLiouville's
theorem.However,fora strongly
chaoticsystemthisnotion
conflicts
withthefinite
resolution
ofany measurement,ultimately
withthequantum
uncertainty
limithN. The occupiedphase spacevolume Ar must,therefore,
be
smearedout withthe finite
resolution:
Ar --_A-"F, Srel = ln(_'-F) + const.,

(22)

a process usually referred to as coarse-graining. Srel is called the relevant entropy
[52]. For a strongly chaotic, or mixing system the instability of trajectories leads
to a growing filamentation of the phase space volume occupied by an ensemble. A
careful analysis of this process shows that the coarse-grained entropy of a strongly
chaotic system grows linearly with time:
dSrel/dt-"

(h)r,

where the right-hand side denotes the phase-space
Lyapunov exponents:
h = _

AaO(A_).

(23)
average of the sum of all positive
(24)

ot

In this way entropy growth, and ultimately thermalization,
in classical dynamical
systems is intimately connected to the instability of its trajectories in phase space.
One may ask whether this has any relevance for quantum systems? Intuitively,
one would suppose that it must, because highly excited states of a quantum system
usually exhibit many aspects of classical dynamics.
Of course, the notion of a
Lyapunov exponent has no immediate counterpart in quantum mechanics, because
one cannot define a trajectory in phase space for a quantum system. However, the
concept of coarse graining also exists in quantum mechanics [52]. Here it is closely
related to the notion of relevant observables, i.e. those observables that change
16

slowly on some experimentally relevant time scale, as opposed to the irrelevant
observables changing on microscopic time scales. The relevaat entropy of a quantum
system is defined as ensemble average over all systems exhibiting the same value of
the relevant observables, but differing in the irrelevant observables. This approach
leads to a meaningful concept of entropy for quantum systems that differs from yon
Neumann's information entropy, but provides a useful description of the approach
to equilibrium [53].
Entropy

Growth

in the QCD

Plasma

Now back to QCD. It has been known for a long time that non-abelian gauge
theories exhibit elements of chaos in the classical limit [54]. Recently, Trayanov and
myself showed [55] that randomly chosen field configurations in Hamiltonian SU(2)
lattice gauge theory are characterized by a universal Lyapunov exponent, which
scales with the average energy density. This analysis has been extended to SU(3)
by C. Gong [56].
The basic idea is to consider the dynamics of the nonabelian gauge field (gluon
field) in a finite, discretized volume in the classical limit [57]. Instead of the vector
potential A_i(x ) one uses the gauge covariant link variables

V ,i = exp (-' _v cAi(x)a
o

)

(25)

where a is the lattice spacing and (x,i) is associated with the link between the
lattice points x and (x + in), i being a unit vector in the/-direction.
The electric
field in this representation is given by

=-a

Tr(TC_jz,iUz._

)

(26)

and the magnetic field is expressed as

IB ,,I ---2arccos

1

(27)

where p(x,i) denotes the elementary plaquette at z in the plane orthogonal
The namiltonian of the SU(N) gauge field is [58]

H[U, _r] = ag2 Z. [1 (E_, '12 + -_-Re
2N

(1 - cos ½]Bx,i]) } •

to _.

(28)

This yields equations of motion of the form _)x,i = _'[U, gr] which can be integrated
numerically [57]. The time step zht is chosen such that the unitarity of Ux,i, the
total energy, as well as Gauss' law are conserved to better that six significant digits
over 105 integration steps. This ensures that observed instabilities are physical in
origin and not due to a lack of numerical accuracy.
17

The ch_oticity of gauge field dynamics is then observed through the instability
of trajectories in field space Ux,i(t) against small perturbations of the initial conditions Uz,i(0), [Tz,i(0). To monitor this instability, one needs a distance measure.
We have chosen
1

I

.

,

D[U,u']
= 2:_ l,:os
:B_,,
-,:o_
½B_,,I,

(29)

where A/"is the linear extension of the cubic lattice. In the continuum limit D
measures the integrated local magnetic energy difference:

D .-.__
0 _lvf d3zJ½B(z)2- ½B'(x)2I'

(30)

whichisa gaugeinvariant
measureofthedifference
betweentwo field
configurations.
(Of course,
one can alsobasethe instability
monitoron thevariation
oftheelectric
field energy, obtaining identical results.)
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One then chooses some initial field configuration U=,i(0) and one or several
neighboring configurations U_,i(0 ) with the same total energy and integrates them
in time. Typically, one chooses
D(O)

_

D[Uz,i(O),

Ut=,i(0)]

_

10-4.

(31)

One finds that D(t), after some initial latency period, grows exponentially with time,
i.e. the dynamics is governed by a positive Lyapunov exponent. Except for very
special, abelian initial configurations, one always finds the same Lyapunov exponent
A which is solely a function of the energy density. The result for color-SU(3) is [56]"

,_o
_ _g_(E,,),
18

(32)

where (Ep) denotes the average energy per lattice plaquette (see Figure 11). For a
thermalized system the relation (Ep) = !_T holds in SU(3); hence one obtains an
entropy growth rate for SU(3) gauge theory of
dS/dt

> _o _ 0.54 g2T.

(33)

This value coincides numerically with (twice) the thermal damping rate of longwavelength gluons [41]
7_o) = 6.635
_g

2,_ _ 0.264g2T.

(34)

The factor two between (33) and (34) may be understood by the remark that (34)
gives the damping rate of the gluon amplitude; the decay rate of the probability is
27g. Although it is easy to see similarities between _0 and 27g , their identity has
not been established, and their numerical equality may be accidental. Independent
of this, however, eq. (33) provides us with a precise value of the color randomization or entropy growth time in the high-temperature, classical limit, defined as the
characteristic entropy growth time near equilibrium:
rs = _o 1 ,_, 1.85/g2T.
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Using the one-loop expression for the running thermal coupling constant
16_ 2
g2(T) = 11 ln(TrT/A) 2

(36)

one finds a time scale of the order of 0.4 fro/c, as shown in Figure 12. This value
is comfortably short on the time-scale of relativistic heavy ion collisions, where the
high-density phase is predicted to last for several fm/c.
19

The advantage of the definition (35) of entropy growth is that it is also meaningf'ul for field configurations that are far from the average thermal configuration.
Numerical studies of the rate of instability of coherent field configurations in SU(2)
gauge theory have yielded even higher rates of entropy growth for the same energy
density [59].
Color

Conductivity

The classical phenomenon of chaotic color dynamics is closely related with the
phenomenon of color conductivity. As was pointed out by Selikhov and Gyulassy
[60], the color charge vector Q= of a thermal gluon precesses around the slowly varying field of plasma waves (plasmons) through which it propagates. The precession
is governed by the equation
dQ=/d7

= gfabc

A b,[z(r)]v"Q

c,

(37)

where v _ is the fottr-velocity f the color charge, r is the proper time, and A b is the
mean color field along its path x(r). For color fields generated by thermal plasmons,
the color charge precesses on a characteristic time scale of order rc _ (g2T)-X.
A similar result is found, when one studies the color conductivity of the thermal
gluon plasma [60]. The color diffusion coefficient for a fast gluon is defined as
de -

v_u_
"re

=-692T

f

d4k 4
(21r)

Im(v_vUD_,u(k))
k"u.

_

dr e ik'vr

(38)

oo

where D_v(k) is the retarded thermal gluon propagator and u_ denotes the rest
frame of the plasma. The characteristic color relaxation time rc is again seen to be
of order (g2T)-l, in close analogy to the damping time of long wavelength plasmons.
It is quite likely that both effects are connected with the chaoticity time scale Ao1
of classical color fluctuations. One can safely conclude on the basis of these classical
and quantum mechanical considerations that long-range color fields are unlikely to
exist inside a dense parton medium.
FORMATION
Approaches

OF THE QUARK-GLUON
to the Thermalization

PLASMA

Problem

In the previous section we discussed how the quark-gluon plasma equilibrates
when it is already close to thermal equilibrium.
Relativistic heavy ion collisions
pose a very different problem: how do the fully coherent parton wave functions
of two nuclei in their ground states evolve into locally quasi-thermal distributions
of partons as they are characteristic of the quark-gluon plasma state? There are
mainly two approaches to this problem that have been extensively investigated:
(a) QCD string breaking and (b) the partonic cascade.
2O

qq

qq

Figure 13. String-based picture of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma. Primary interactions
lead to color flux tubes which break by quark pair production.
In the string picture, developed from models of soft hadron-hadron interactions,
one assumes that nuclei pass through each other at collider energies with only a
small rapidity loss, drawing color flux tubes, or strings, between the "wounded"
nucleons. If the area density of strings is low (not much greater than 1 fm -2) they
are supposed to fragment independently
by quark pair production on a proper time
scale of order 1 fIn/c. Most realizations of this picture are based on the Lund string
model [61], e.g. Fritiof [62], Attila [63], Spacer [64], Venus [65], QGSM [66] and
RQMD [67]. When the density of strings grows further, at very high energy and for
heavy nuclei, the formation of "color ropes" instead of elementary flux tubes has
been postulated [68].
A continuum description based on the Schwinger model of (1 +l)-dimensional
QED with heuristic bacl(-reaction--"chromohydrodynamics"--has
been invoked to
describe the formation of a locally equilibrated quark-gluon
plasma [69,70]. One
general aspect of these models is that initially part of the kinetic energy of the
colliding nuclei is stored in coherent glue field configurations,
which subsequently
decay into quark pairs. The flux tubes carry no identifiable entropy. The entropy
associated with a thermal state is produced in the course of pair creation [71]. In
particular, there is no distinction between gluon and quark thermalization.

Figure 14. Schematic view of a parton cascade.
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The patton cascade approach, illustrated in Figure 14, whose basic concepts
were developed by Boal [72], Hwa and Kajantie [73], Blaizot and A. MueUer [74],
and by K. Geiger and myself [75], is founded on the patton picture as it emerges from
renormalization-group improved perturbative QCD. It is motivated by the insight
that interacting color fields randomize rapidly due to chaotic dynamics, and that
coherent color fields are screened from the outset by the high density of scattered
partons at collision energies corresponding to RHIC and beyond [76]. Whereas the
string picture runs into conceptual difficulties at very high energy, when the string
density becomes large, the parton cascade becomes invalid at lower energies, where
most partonic scatterings occur at energies that are too low to be described by
perturbative QCD.
Let us look at the "big picture", illustrated in Figure 15, where we distinguish
three regimes in the evulution of an ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collision. Immediately after the Lorentz contracted nuclear "pancakes" have collided, scattered
partons develop an incoherent identity and evolve into a quasithermal phase space
distribution by free streaming separation of the longitudinal spectrum (a). Rescattering of these partons finally leads to the thermalization after a time of less than
1 fm/c. The thermalized quark-gluon plasma then evolves according to the laws of
relativistic hydrodynamics (b), until it has cooled to the critical temperature Tc
150-170 MeV, where it begins to haclronize (c). The physics governing the evolution during these three stages is very different. In this section we will concentrate
mainly on the first, i.e. the preequilibrium state, because it is here where much
recent progress in our understanding has been made, forming the central topic of
this Workshop.
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Figure 15. One-dimensional space-time picture of the evolution of an ultrarelativistic
nuclear
collision, distinguishing
three regimes: (a) Pre-equilibrium state, (b) thermalized quark-gluon
plasma, (c) hadronization phase, z denotes the beam axis. The dashed lines indicate the colliding
nuclei.
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Parton

Cascades

Given the knowledge of the initial patton structure of the colliding nuclei, let
us examine the scattering event more closely. When the two Lorentz-contracted
nuclei collide, some of the partons will scatter and then continue to evolve incoherently from the remaining partons. A parton-parton scattering can be described by
perturbative QCD, if the momentum transfer involved is sufficiently large. Nobody
knows for sure where perturbative QCD becomes invalid, but typical choices [77,78]
for the momentum cut-off are p_in _ 1.5- 2 GeV/c. The elementary scattering has
a finite space-time duration, which is given by the amount of off-shell propagation of
exchanged virtual gluons or quarks. For the typical momentum transfer PT = p_in
this range is
At, ZXz _ 1/p_ in _ 0.1 fm.

(39)

More precisely, this estimate applies to the QCD diagrams involving t-channel exchange, which dominate the total parton cross-section. For s-channel diagrams, e.g.
_q annihilation into a lepton pair, the elementary time scale is of order _-1/2, the
inverse scattering energy in the parton c.m. frame.
The time it takes for the scattered parton wave functions to decohere from the
initial parton cloud depends on the transverse momenta of the scattered partons.
Usually, one argues that the patrons must have evolved at least one-half transverse
wavelength )_T -- _r/pT away from their original position before they can be considered as independent quanta. The considerations underlying this argument are
similar to those for the Landau-Pomeranchuk effect [47,48]. The critical issue here is
that parton-parton cross sections are defined as squares of S-matrix elements which
involve integration over all space and time from the infinite past to the infinite future. In the course of the nuclear interaction, however, that integration cannot be
extended beyond their previous interaction point or their point of "formation". (An
attempt to consistently include these formation time effects into a set of parton evolution equations that generalize the Altarelli-Parisi-Lipatov-Trayan
equations was
recently made by K. Geiger and myself [?9]).
From all this, one concludes that a minimal time of the order of 0.3 fm/c must
pass before scattered partons can be considered as incoherent field quanta, which
fully contribute to the entropy and can rescatter as independent particles. What
happens after the initial scattering? The longitudinal parton momentum is little
changed on average, i.e. p_ _-, pz = xP, but the scattered partons acquire on
average a transverse momentum of order (PT) "_ 1GeV/c. Next occurs a gradual
separation of partons according to their velocity, because fast partons will leave the
original interaction site quickly, while slower partons stay behind. Because of the
approximate boost invariance already present in the initial state, this is true for all
rapidities in the central rapidity region, approximately [y[ < Y- 2.5, where :kY
is the colliding beam rapidity. Hence the local longitudinal momentum spread of
partons drops rapidly and becomes equal to the average transverse momentum after
a time of the order of 0.3 - 0.7 fm/c. At that moment the distribution of scattered
partons in the most central slab is approximately isotropic [80,81] (see Figure 16).
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Figure 16. Longitudinal
(dashed)
and transverse
(solid) distributions
of scattered
partons predicted
by I'II_IING for Au+Au
collisions
at RHIC energy.
The predictions
contains
elementary
QCD
scattering
cross sections and the radiative cascades of final state partons in the leading logarithmic
approximation
[81]. For a slab 1 fm wide in the central region, isotropy is reached after 0.7 fm/c.

Complete calculations following the evolution of the patton distributions microscopically until the attainment of thermal equilibrium have been carried out
recently by K. Geiger [82]. He finds almost fully thermalized phase space distributions of gluons in Au + Au collisions at tLHIC energy (Ecru = 100 GeV/u) with
T ,,_ 325 MeV after proper time r _, 1.8 fm/c (see Figure 17).
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Figure 17. Rapidity
and transverse
momentum
distribution
of final-state
partons
the parton cascade
[82]. The values of T are obtained
by a fit of the analytical
formula to the numerical
results.
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as predicted
by
isotropic
fireball

Snapshots of the temperal evolution of the parton densities are shown in Figure
18, which presents projections of the distribution of partons of various flavor onto
the beam axis (z-axis).
The high density of secondary produced gluons in the
region between the two receding nuclear fragments is clearly seen, whereas most of
the valence quarks remain localized in the projectile fragmentation regions. The
figure bears witness to the development of a gluon-dominated plateau in the central
rapidity region.
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The evolution of the thermodynamical variables characterizing the parton distribution at central rapidity is shown in Figure 19. At the first moment of isotropy
of the momentum space distribution (r _ 0.5 fro/c) the temperature T is around
500 MeV, and then falls off"to about 300 MeV at 2.5 fro/c, providing strong support
for the so-called "hot-glue scenario" [46]. The energy and patton number density,
and n, are predicted to be extremely high, starting out at _ - 100 GeV/fm 3
and n _ 100/fro 3 at the first moment of thermalization. At the end of the run, at
7"_ 2.5 fm/c the conditions are still comfortably in the range associated with the
deconfined, chirally symmetric state of QCD (_ > 10 GeV/fm3).
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Effects

It must be emphasized that the numerical results of the patton cascade are
quite sensitive to the cut-off parameters employed in the definition of the perturbatire QCD cross sections. The development of self-consistent cut-off procedures due
to medium effects, along the lines begun by Bir6 et al [80] and Xiong and Shuryak
[83], remains an important goal. Let me discuss, following ref. [80], how the chemical equilibration of the gluon density can be described perturbatively, replacing
arbitrary cut-off parameters by QCD induced, self-consistent medium effects. The
simplest process (gg --, ggg) describing the growth of the gluon deilsity is depicted
in Figure 20: radiation of an additional gluon in the collision of two gluons.
I

__2______
__

Figure 20. Diagrams
describing
blobs indicate gluon propagators

rMiation
modified

of an additional
gluon
by medium
effects.

in gluon-gluon

I[[[[[

collisions.

The

The relev_t medium effects are iv_dicated by blobs: (i) the screening of one-gluon
excharlge between the scattering gluons, and (ii) the suppression of finn state radiation due to the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal
(LPM) effect. In order to simplify the
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discussion, we assume that most radiated gluons are "soft" allowing for factorization
of the cross section:

........
d2qzdyd2k±

_,,

d2q±

L_r2kax(kj._qz)

](

2 e

A1-

_-_coshy

)

.

(40)

The elastic gluon scattering cross section, incorporating color screening by the surrounding parton medium is

dq_

_* 2(q_. -t-p_) _

(4z)

where _UDis the Debye screening mass discussed before. The step functions incorporates the LPM effect, 2 cosh y/kj. describing the Lorentz-dilated radiation length
and A] the mean free path of a gluon in the medium. If we characterize the medium
by the temperature T and the gluon chemical fugacity ,_g _< 1, we obtain the following expressions for Af and PD:
A7 z _ 9a,T,

_2D _ 4_r)_ga,T.

(42)

Inserting these results into eq. (40), one finds for the gluon production rate [80]

A numerical evaluation [84] of all diagrams contributing to the process (gg ---, ggg)
yields a somewhat smaller value for Rg, but this reduction may be compensated
by the inclusion of higher-order processes [83] of the form (gg --, ng) with n > 3.
Clearly, a better understanding of these medium effects on QCD cross sections, and
their implementation in a patton cascade code, would be important.
Charm

Production

The best probe of the pre-equilibrium and early thermal stage of the parton
plasma in relativistic nuclear collisions may be charm production [85]. Charmed
quark pairs are predominantly produced in collisions between two gluons. Since the
charm production threshold is rather high, about 3 GeV, the rate of production
in a thermalized quark-gluon plasma with temperature T < 300 MeV is probably
negligible. Conventional wisdom until recently was, therefore, that most charmed
quarks are produced in primary parton interactions [86]. In view of the high density
of scattered partons with transverse momenta well above 1 GeV predicted by the
parton cascade model, one may suspect that there is a sizable contribution to charm
production from secondary parton collisions. This is borne out by a calculation
of secondary charm production based on the initial scattered gluon distribution
predicted by HI_ING [85]. The additional charmed quarks populate predominantly
the central rapidity plateau, where initial charm production is reduced by gluon
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shadowing effects. At LHC energies the total yield of secondary charmed quarks
may be twice as large as that of primary charmed quarks.
The amount of secondary pre-equilibrium charm production is sensitive to the
thermalizatio'_ time of the parton distribution. It depends on the ratio (_c)/(ato t),
where (crtot) is the average total parton-parton cross section that governs thermalization, while I_¢) denotes the averaged cross section for charm production. (atot) -1
is proportional to the thermalization time rth. A measurement of the total yield of
charmed particles (mostly D-mesons) in the central rapidity region would, therefore, provide valuable information on the time-scale of thermalization and cooling
of the parton plasma. If the patton distribution thermalizes as rapidly as predicted,
a sizable contribution to charm production could also come from the very early
thermal stage of the plasma [46].
QUARK-GLUON

PLASMA

SIGNATURES

All theory .o:(the quark-gluon plasma would be largely academic if there were no
reliable signatures to observe its formation and to study its properties experimentally. It is impossible to present a complete review of quark-gluon plasma signatures
here. I will, therefore, only try to capture the essential ideas and the current status
of the theoretical studies on the most promising quark-gluon plasma signals [87-89].
Thermodynamic

Variables

The basic idea behind this class of signatures is to measure the equation of state
of superdense hadronic matter, i.e. the dependence of energy density e, pressure
P, and entropy density 8 on temperature T and baryochemical potential/_B. Here
one wants to search for a rapid rise in the effective number of degrees of freedom,
as expressed by the ratios _/T 4 or s/T s, over a small temperature region. These
quantities would exhibit a discontinuity, if there were a first-order phase transition,
and if we were dealing with systems of infinite extent. More realistically, we can
expect a steep, step-like rise. According to recent lattice simulations [35] this rise
should occur over a temperature range of less than 10 MeV.
Of course, one requires measurable observables that are related to the variables
T, s, or _. It is customary to identify those with the average transverse momentum
(PTI, and with the rapidity distribution of hadron multiplicity dN/dy,
or transverse energy dET/d_, respectively [90]. One can then, in principle, invert the ¢- T
diagram and plot _PT/ as function of dN/d_ or dET/dy.
If there occurs a rapid
change in the effective number of degrees of freedom, one expects an S-shaped
curve, as shown in Figure 21, whose essential characteristic feature is the saturation of/PT/during
the persistence of a mixed phase, later giving way to a second
rise when the structural change from color-singlet to colored constituents has been
completed. Detailed numerical studies in the context of the hydrodynamical model
have shown that this characteristic feature is rather weak in realistic models, unless
rehadronization occurs like an explosive process [91].
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Wang and Gyulassy [92] have pointed out that an increase in the average observed transverse momentum could be generated by the superposition of independent minijets. It is not entirely clear that the two pictures are substantially different.
Since, as discussed, mlnijets are also the microscopic mechanism by which the transverse momenta in a quark-gluon plasma are first produced, the crucial question is
whether the interactions between many minijet events lead to a thermalized tlnal
state or not.
Obviously, then models of the space-time dynamics of nuclear collisions need
independent confirmation, especially concerning the correctness of their geometrical
assumptions. Such a check is provided by identical particle interferometry, e.g. of
7rTr,KK, or NN correlations [93], which yield information on the reaction geometry.
By studying the two-particle correlation function in different directions of phase
space, it is possible to obtain measurements of the transverse and longitudinal size,
of the lifetime, and of flow patterns of the hadronic fireball at the moment where it
breaks up into separate hadrons. The transverse sizes found in heavy ion collisions
[94] are larger than the radius of the incident particle, clearly exposing the fact that
produced hadrons rescatter before they are finally emitted. If interferometric size
determinations would be possible on _n event-by-event basis when Pb or Au beams
become available, the correlation of global parameters like (PT) and dN/d_/with the
fireball geometry could be performed for each individual collision event. This will
allow for much more precise study of the thermodynamic properties of superdense
hadronic matter and may prove to be a sharp tool in the experimental search for a
phase transition.
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ChirR] Symmetry

l_storation

The two most often proposed signatures for a (psrtial) restoration of chiral symmetry in dense hsdronic matter are enhancements in strangeness and antiba_'7on
production. The basic _r_tment in both cases is the reduction in the threshold
for production of strange hadrons (from about 700 MeV to 300 MeV) and b_ryonantibaryonpairs(fromabout 2 GeV to almostzero).The optimalsignalisobtainedby considering
strangeantibaryons,
which combine both signatures
[95].
The enhanced strangequark productionin a chirally
restored,
deconflned
quarkgluonplasma [96]leadstochemicalequilibrium
abundancesforallstrangehadrons,
which would be difficult
to understandon the basisof hadronicreactions
alone
[97].
A systematic
analysis
[98]of available
experimental
data from BNL-AGS and
CERN-SPS experimentsin terms ofa fireball
model indicates
thatthe observed
abundancesof strangehadron are in agreementwith expectations
from a rapidly
disintegrating
quark gluonplasma. However,thisresult
isnot yet conclusive
due
tothe extremesimplicity
ofthe employedmodel forthe collision
dynamics.Ithas
alsobeen pointedout thatstrangeparticles,
and especially
antibaryons,
would be
producedmore abundantly,
iftheirmasseswould be modifiedeveninthe hadronic
phase due to medium effects
[99].As discussed
eaxlier,
themass of K-mesons can
be substantially
loweredatfinite
baryonnumber densityand the effective
mass of
antibaryons
might be substantially
reduced.
One of the most intriguing
ideasto observethe chiral
phase transition
that
has recently emerged is that of the formation of a disoriented chiral condensate
[100] (DCC). The basic idea is that the explicit chiral symmetry breaking in the
QCD Lagrangian provided by the nonvanishing up and down quark masses is small
compared to the terms driving spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking when the
temperature T cools below To. The quark condensate (_/q/,), where (f, f - u, d)
can therefore choose any point on the "chiral circle" I('qlq/')l - 2f2m_/(mu
+ rod).
In other words, the quark condensate that spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry
could locally not be an isoscalar, but develop an isovector component.
Such a
condensate would be disoriented in isospin space with respect to the true QCD
vacuum [101,102] (see Figure 22).
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Figure22. A disoriented
chiralcondensate(DCC) isformed when thequark vacuum developsan
expectationvaluecorrespondingto statesof thepion field
with (_)@0,but (_)2+(_)2ffi$_.
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A local domain filled with DCC would correspond to a coherent pion field
excitation on the QCD ground state. As first pointed out by Lam and Lo [103],
and by Anselm and Ryskin [104], a coherent isospin-zero pion excitation contains
a highly unusual pion charge distribution.
Although on average the number of
lr+, _ra , and z'- is equal, the probability distribution for finding N=0 neutral pions
among Nf pions is [102]:
P(N,ro/N,_)

_ ½_.

(44)

In other words, it would be quite probable to find events with many charged pions,
but (almost) no neutral pions! This spectacular signature is exactly what constitutes
the so-called Centauro events found in cosmic ray showers [105].
How likely is it to find such event in relativistic heavy ion collisions? Numerical
studies of the linear sigma model [106-108] have found that coherent pion excitations
can easily be formed after a sudden drop in the temperature below Tc. The driving
mechanism is the instability of long wavelength modes of the a - _rfield ¢ when
the chiraUy symmetric state ceases to be a minimum. However, it appears that the
coherent DCC domains obtained by solving the equation [107]

-v

¢=

-

H

(45)

are too small to give rise to experimentally observable effects in this quench scenario.
A slow decrease in the temperature, as expected in the presence of a mixed phase,
may be more inducive to the formation of large domains of DCC [109].
The break-up of these DCC domains has been studied by Blaizot and Krzywicki
[110]. Besides yielding an unusual pion charge ratio, a DCC domain would give rise
to specific charge correlations [111]. Since it is extremely unlikely that such veritable
"pion lasers" [112] could be formed by any other mechanism, they would constitute
a very convincing indirect proof for the chiral phase transition.

Color

Deconflnement

The basic aim in the detection of a color deconfinement
measure changes in the color response function

phase transition

is to

j.
iiab._i,q,' 2 ) =

J

Cl4X d4y

e iq(z-y)

(j_(x)jb(y)).

(4S)

Although this correlator is not gauge invariant (except in the limit q --, 0), its
structure can be probed in two ways (see Figure 23):
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Figure 23. Medium corrections to (a) the heavy quark-antiquark potential and (b) the energy loss
of a penetrating parton (QCD jet) are sensitive to the color structure of dense hadronic matter.

1. The screening length _DSab = H00(0),b-1/2 leads to dissociation of bound states
of a heavy quark pair, such as (c_).
2. The energy loss dE/dx of a quark jet in a dense medium is sensitive to an
average of IIv_(q
ab 2 ) over a wide range of q.
The suppression of J/¢ production, original]y proposed by Matsui and Satz
[40], is based on a simple, yet elegant idea: The ground state of (c_) pair does
not exist when the color screening length AD -- 1/gT is less than the bound state
radius (r2j/¢) 1/2 (see also Figure 7). Lattice simulations of SU(3) gauge theory
[113,114] show that this condition should be satisfied slightly above the deconfinement temperature (T/Tc > 1.2). The screening length appears to be even shorter,
when dynamical fermions are included in the lattice simulations [115]. In addition,
the D-meson is expected to dissociate in the deconfined phase, lowering the energy
threshold AE* for thermal break-up of the J/¢. Blaschke [116] has estimated that
the dissociation probability jumps significantly already at To, and reaches unity at

T/To

1.2.

The J/¢ may still survive, if it escapes from the "dangerous" region before the
c_ pair has been spatially separated by more than the size of the bound state, i.e.
more than about 0.5 fro. This may happen, if the quark-gluon plasma cools very
fast, or if the J/¢ has sufficiently high transverse momentum [117]' PT > 3 GeV/c.
The details of J/¢ suppression near T_ are quite complicated and could require a
rather long lifetime of the quark-gluon plasma state before becoming clearly visible
[118].
On the other hand, the J/¢ may also be destroyed in a hadronic scenario without phase transition by sufficiently energetic collisions with comoving hadrons [119],
leading to dissociation into a pair of D-mesons. This mechanism has recently been
analyzed carefully by Gavin [120] and by Vogt et al [121]. In addition, the dependence of the suppression factor on transverse momentum of the J/¢ is explained
by a broadening of the transverse momentum distribution of projectile gluons due
to prescattering [122]. Drell-Yan data [123] of Fermilab experiment E772 indicate
that this proceeds like a random walk leading to a broadening A (p_) which grows
like A -1Is. These effects combine to explain most of the NA38 data. The result of
these studies is that the pattern of J/¢ suppression observed in experiment NA38
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atCERN [124]can be understoodon thebasisof"standard"hadronicinteractions,
ifone assumescomoving hadronicmatterat densityofat leastI/fro
s and an absorption
crosssection
oftheorderof2 rob.Itwillbe interesting
toseewhetherthis
ambiguitypersists
atRHIC and LHC energies
[125].
Electromagnetic

Response

Function

Electromagnetic signals for the quark-gluon plasma are in many respects ideal
because they probe the earliest and hottest phase of the evolution of the fireball,
aad are not affected by final state interactions. Their drawbacks axe (a) the rather
small count rates and (b) the relatively large backgrounds from hadronic decay
processes, especially lr ° and r/decays. Electromagnetic signals probe the structure
of the electromagnetic current response function:

II..(q
_)- ./d4xd4y
e_q(_-_)
(j_,(x)j_,(y)).

(47)
J

In the hadronicphase,II_u(q
a) isdominatedby the p0 resonanceat 770 MeV,
whereasperturbative
QCD predicts
a broad continuous
spectrumabove twicethe
thermalquark mass mq = gT/v_. The productionof leptonpairswith large
invariant
mass inthequark-gluon
plasmaphasemay be sensitive
topre-equilibrium
phenomena and providea good probeofthe initial
temperatureand of thedegree
ofchemicalequilibration
ofthe partonplasma [126-129].
The suggestion
by Siemensand Chin [130]thatthe disappearance
of the pmeson peak intheleptonpairmass spectrumwould signal
the deconfinement
tranJition
has recently
been revived[131].
The basicideaisto utilize
thefactthatthe
quark-gluon
plasmaphaseshouldexhibit
thehighertemperaturethanthe hadronic
phase,and therefore
leptonpairsfrom the quark-gluon
plasma shoulddominateat
highPT overthoseoriginating
from hadronicprocesses.
Unfortunately,
thereasoningmay breakdown when one allowsforcollective
transverse
flow.Becauseofits
larger
mass,the p-mesonspectrumismuch more sensitive
to the presenceofflow
than the quark spectruminthe quark-gluon
plasma phase[132].
Nonetheless,
the
leptonpairsfrom p-mesondecaycan be a veryuseful
toolforprobingthehadronic
phaseof thefireball.
Heinzand Lee [133]have pointedout thatthe p-peakisexpectedto grow strongly
relative
to the _- and ¢- peaksin the electron
pairmass
spectrum,ifthefireball
lives
substantially
longerthan 2 fm/c.Thisoccursbecause
of the shortaveragelifetime
of the p (1.3fro/c),
so that severalgenerations
of
thermalp°-mesonswould contribute
tothe spectrum.
The widthsand positions
ofthe p,_, and _ peaksshouldalsobe sensitive
to
medium inducedchangesof the hadronicmass spectrum,especially
to precursor
phenomena associated
with chiralsymmetry restoration.
This has been studied
extensively
[134-138].
The generalconclusion,
however,isthatthesemodifications
areprobablysmallexceptintheimmediatevicinity
ofthephasetransition.
Changes
are predictedto occursooner,ifthe hadronicphase containsan appreciable
net
baryon density.E.g.,a change in the K-meson mass couldbe detectedvia the
inducedchangeinthe widthofthe @-rneson[139-141].
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CONCLUSIONS
Many of the proposed quark-gluon plasma signals have actually been observed
already in the present experiments: charmonium suppression; enhanced production
of strange hadrons, most notably of strange antibaryons; increase in transverse
momenta of emitted particles. So far, none of these results has been demonstrated
to be an unambiguous signal of the quark-gluon plasma. However, one should bear
in mind that the experiments were all performed with systems that were too small
(Si and S are hardly "heavy" nuclei) and at energies too low to expect the formation
of a full-fledged, suiBciently long-lived quark-gluon plasma state. In view of this,
the experimental results are not discouraging.
On the theoretical side, enormous progress has been made in the last few years
toward an understanding of the physical processes associated with the early phase
of ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions. We have seen the first calculations, entirely
on the basis of perturbative QCD, that start from the measured patton structure
of nuclei and lead up to the thermalized quark-gluon plasma. The picture that
has emerged from these studies is quite remarkable: A thermalized parton plasma
appears to be more easily produced the higher the collision energy, and there seems
to remain little doubt that the hot and dense matter formed in such collisions at
RHIC and LHC energies sits squarely in the range of parameters required to probe
the QCD phase transition.
Of course, much remains to be done. Formost, we must learn how to utilize
medium effects in a dense QCD plasma to eliminate arbitrary cut-offs, so that
truly parameter-free calculations become possible. Almost as importantly, we must
develop a microscopic theory for the hadronization of a quark-gluon plasma that is
based on QCD, doing away with the presently employed QCD-inspired models that
have little predictive power. If these two goals can be met, quantitative ab-initio
calculations of ultrarelativistic
heavy ion collisions will become feasible by the time
when RHIC starts operation.
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We use new fits.to parton structure functions, including structure functions with
Lipatov behaviour at small z-values and discuss the minijet component in the two-component Dual Parton Model with a supercritical Pomeron as demanded by the
fits to cross section data. We find, that a consistent model can only be formulated
with a p£thr cut-off increasing with enery. The implications for particle production
in hadronic and heavy ion collisions are discussed.
1. Introduction
Soft multiparticle production characterizing hadronic and heavy ion interactions
energies cannot be understood purely within theoretical approaches provided by perturbative QCD. The nonperturbative soft component of hadron production, which is
responsable for all of hadron production at low energies is still present at present and
future collider energies. I know, that this statement contradicts some of the other
contributions to this Workshop, therefore, I will point to my arguments as I present
the material.
Using basic ideas of the dual topological unitarization scheme the Dual Patton
Model (DPM) (a recent review is given in Ref.[1]) has been very successfully describing soft hadronic processes. Observations like rapidity plateaus and average transverse momenta rising with energy, KNO scaling violation, transverse momentummultiplicity correlations and minijels pointed out, that soft and hard processes are
closely related. These properties were understood within the two-component Dual
Patton Model [2-7]. The hard component is introduced applying lowest order of perturbative hard constituent scattering [8]. The Monte-Carlo implementation of the
Dual Patton Model (DTUJET [3] for hadron-hadron collisions and DTUNUC [9] and
DPMJET [10] for hadron-nucleus and heavy ion collisions) enables us to investigate
the predictions given by the model at energies of present and future hadron and heavy
ion colliders. In the present paper we discuss mainly the minijet component. This is
appropriate, since the first results from HERA on deep inelastic scattering at low x
[11] seem to indicate, that the structure functions at low x rise much stronger than
anticipated in the past by most of the conventional structure function parametriza41

tions.
The soft input cross section in our unitarization scheme is described by the supercritical Pomeron a, ---g2s"{°)-_ with g being the effective proton-Pomeron coupling
constant and a(0) the Pomeron intercept. The correspondingPomeron-trajectory is
given by a(t) -- a(0)+a't. The supercritical Pomeron was used in the two-component
DPM from the beginning [2], while the correspondingefforts in the USA use the critical Pomeron with 0(0) - 1 from Durand and Pi [12] up to HI,lING [13]. A large
part of the differences between HIJING and the DPM-results is due to this different
starting point. In all fits of the Pomeron parameters to cross section data including the ones, I will report here, we get consistently better fits with the supercritical
Pomeron than with the critical one, we have always done both fits and occasionally
reported also our fits using the critical Pomeron. These better fits to the supercritical
Pomeron are one of my arguments .for the continuous presence of the soft component
to multiparticle production in the Te V energy region. I refer to [3] for the basics of
the model used.
2. Current parametrizations

of patton structure functions

During 1992-3 new data on deep inelastic scattering and new fits to parton structure functions were reported. These fits by Martin Roberts and Stirling [i4] and by
the CTEQ-Collaboration [1,5]include functions with a conventional t/x sin_;ularity
of 3ea-quark and gluon distributions (for instance the MRS[D-0] functions) as well
as functions with a 1/x 1'5 singularity (for instance the MRS[D-] functions). The
present (pre-HERA) measurements do not allow to decide between these two possibilities. However, there are theoretical arguments in favor of the 1/x 1"5singularity
[16]. These more singular patton distributions were in the past used to calculate the
minijets [5, 6], but not taken very seriously. This has now to be changed, since the
first HERA-data seem to favorjust these singular parton distribution functions [11].
3. Determining
data

the free parameters

of the model in fits to cross-section

3.1. DTUJET92, energy independent cut-off p£,thr
We describe these fits and the resulting model [5, 6] without much detail and we
restrict ourdiscussion to the fits concerning the new structure function sets MRS[D-0]
and MRS[D-] [14]. For both considered parton distributions we obtained an acceptable description of the data. In Fig. 1 we compare the calculated cross sections
to the data from ISR to Tevatron energies [5, 6]. The fit results show that a(0)
always corresponds to a supercritical soft Pomeron. We obtain at y/(s) = 40 TeV
approximately with MRS[D-0] ah = 200 mb and with MRS[D-] ah =1200 mb. The
unitarization method compensates for most of the difference and gives output values
of atot of about 120 and 160 mb, respectively. If we calculate the rapidity distributions in the two models the differences are much bigger. In Fig.2 we plot the central
pseudorapidity plateau as function of the energy for the two models, up to present
collider energies both models agree with each other and with the experimental data
42

but in the super collider energy region the differences are very big. For heavy ion
collisions at CERN-LHC energies, we expect, that MRS[D-] would give a plateau 50
percent higher than expected with conventional structure functions [10].
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Figure 1. Cross sections atot, a,i, and a,,,
compared with the two-component DPM
DTUJET92 [5].

Figure 2. Rise of the pseudorapidity
plateau in DTUJET92

At present CERN and TEVATRON col!ider energies, there is nothing wrong with
this model and indeed, DTUJET92, with JETSET fragmentation and parton evolution gives with all MRS-92 and CTEQ PDF's an excellent phenomenology.
At
these energies the r,aodei is still consistent, since the minijet cross sections are small.
However, extrapolatiag ;,ith MRS[D-] to TeV energies, the model becomes inconsistent and produces unreliable results like a pseudorapidity plateau at 40 TeV of
30-35 charged hadrons per pseudorapidity unit, while previous versions of the model
and the same model with conventional PDF's give plateaus between 6 and 8. At
these energies and with the MRS[D-] structure
function
DTUJET92
has
become inconsistent
and is wrong. What is inconsistent and wrong: The input
minijet cross sections ah, which we put so far into the unitarization scheme are inclusive cross sections normalized to nmi,,,_a,a,,_el, where nm,,Oa, is the multiplicity of
minijets. But the physical processes, which contribute to this inclusive cross section,
if we use patton distributions with Lipatov behaviour, are 2 _ n patton processes.
2 _ n processes give a contribution to ah equal to na2-.n. Furthermore, the s-channel
iteration of such a huge cross section is probably incorrect. What we should really
use in the unitarization, but what we do not know how to compute reliably at present
would be ah = E_ a2-.,.
3.2.

DTUJET93,
energy dependent
The way to remove this inconsistency

cut-off pJ.,t_,,
is to make in DTUJET-93

the threshold for

minijet production pxtar energy dependent in such a way, that at no energy and for
no PDF the resulting ah is bigger than the total cross section. Then at least we have
a cross section, which is indeed mainly the cross section of a 2 _ 2 parton process
at this level, but we can get back to the real 2 _ n processes via patton showering.
One possible form for this energy dependent cut off is:
P.l.thr

=

2.5+0.12[lgm(v_/v/]0)]

3

[OeV/c],
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v_ o = 50eeY.

(1)

The resulting oh are smaller than the total cross sections resulting after the unitarization for all MRS-92 and CTEQ PDF's and also the older KMRS [17] distributions.
We note, that this energy dependent px cut-off corresponds numerically closely to
the one used by Geiger [18], but the physical motivation for its use is of course completely different. Now we are again consistent.
We use as first described in [19]
at pzth, the continuity requirement for the soft and hard chainend pj. distributions.
Physically, this means, that we use the soft cross section to cut the singularity in the
minijet pz distribution. But note, that this cut moves with rising collision energy to
higher and higher px values. This procedure has besides cutting the singularity more
attractive features: (i)The model results (at least as long as we do not violate the
consistency requirement described above) become largely independent from the otherwise arbitrary pj. cut--off. This was already demonstrated with DTUJETg0 [3] and
cut-offs of 2 and 3 GeV/c. (ii)The continuity between soft and semihard physics is
emphasized, there is no basic difference between soft and semihard chains besides the
technical problem, that perturbative QCD allows only to calculate the semihard component. (iii) With this continuity in mind we feel free to call all chainends, whatever
their origin, minijets, as soon as their pj. exceeds a certain value, say 2 GeV/c.
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Figure 3.Cross sections trto,, tr,l, and (ri,,,
compared with the two-component DPM

Figure 4.
o'dqS compared
with
the two-component DPM DTUJET93.

DTtJJETgZ.
(MRSlD-0} MRS[D-I) (MRSID-01
,nd MRS[D-I)
To describe the high energy particle production we have to determine the free parameters of the model, i.e. the proton-Pomeron coupling constant 9, the effective soft
Pomeron intercept a(0), the slope of the Pomeron trajectory a', the slope parameters
b and bh and the excitation coupling constant A. This has been done by a global fit to
all available data of total, elastic, inelastic, and single diffractive cross sections in the
energy range from ISR to collider experiments as well as to the data on the elastic
slopes in this energy range. We get again good fits using all of the PDF's, which also
as before give us a supercritical Pomeron, not a critical one. In Figs. 3 and 4 we plot
the fitted cross sections obtained with the MRS-92 PDF's together with the data,
the fits with the CTEQ PF's are of a similar quality. We note, that the differences of
the output trtot obtained with the conventional MRS[D-0] and the Lipatov behaved
MRS[D-] structure functions are much smaller than in the fit with constant p±th,..
In order to demonstrate the continuity of soft and semihard chainend p± distributions we plot in Fig.5 at three energies the numbers of chainends with px bigger than
44

PJ.th, as function of pzthr. The plots are given before and after the patton evolution.
The curves refer to the model with the CTEQ[1ML} parton distribution.
4. Multiparticle

production

with DTUJET93

We get again a good phenomenology with all the known results at the CERN and
TEVATRON collider. In Fig.6 we compare the pseudorapidity distribution obtained
in the model with the MRS[D-] with data at collider energies [20, 21] and extrapolate
up to 40 TeV,
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Figure 6. Pseudorapidity distributions
in DTUJET93 with MRS[D-], compared to collider data [20, 71] and extrapolated to TeV energies.

In Fig.7 we plot the central pseudorapidity plateau obtained with DTUJET93 and
the PDF's MRS[D-0], MRS[D-) and CTEQ[1ML) as function of the V_. No striking
differences are seen between the three models. In Fig.8 we plot and compare to data
the average transverse momenta [22] in the central rapidity region obtained with
DTUJET93 and the same three PDF's. While all three models agree well with the
collider data, we find striking differences in the extrapolation .into the supercollider
energy region: The average px rises stronger for more singular PDF's.
In Fig.9 we compare transverse momentum distributions and in Fig.10 we comps, re
transverse energy distributions with data [22]. In both Figs. The model is DTUJET93
with the CTEQIiML] PDF.
In Fig.l 1 finally we compare px-multiplicity correlations with data [23], where we
get good agreement for pions and antiprotons, for antiprotons the average transverse
momenta rise much more strongly than for pions, the model is DTUJET93 with the
MRS[D-] PDF.
We might conclude this Section: extrapolating to LHC energies, we get charged
plateaus of 6-7 particles per pseudorapidity unit for the models with all MRS-92 and
CTEQ PDF's. However, the average transverse momenta in the models with the
singular PDF's rises more steeply than in previously published versions of DTUJET.
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We find at LHC energies an average p± typically 100 MeV/c bigger than previously.
5. Minijets

in heavy

ion collisions

The Dual Parton Model for processes with nuclear targets and projectiles, in the
approximation with only single pomeron exchange in each elementary hadron-nucleon
collision in the nucleus and with a full formation zone intranuclear cascade has been
compared recently to.data from hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collisions [9, 24].
This model is implemented in the in the event generator DTUNUC.
Here we use the combined model [10], which implements in each hadron-nucleon
collision inside the nucleus multiple soft and hard chains like in hadron-hadron collisions as described by the two-component Dual Patton Model [3]. This Monte-Carlo
event generator is implemented in the code DPMJET. Besides multiple soft and hard
chains, like in the DTUJET Monte Carlo, DPMJET uses the Glauber model cascade
in the formulation.
DPMJET can be used up to LHC energies tosample hadron-hadron,
hadronnucleus and normal and central nucleus-nucleus collisions according to the Dual Parton Model. For hadron-hadron
collisions, the results from DPMJET agree to the
ones obtained with the first version of DTUJET [3].
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We report here on central collisions. We consider only gold (Au) nuclei as typical heavy projectiles and targets.
The rapidity and pseudorapidity
distributions
of hadrons in central Au-Au collisions can be understood easily from the Giauber
model and the properties of hadron production in hadron-hadron
collisions. In central Au+Au collisions at x/_ = 6.3 TeV we get about 1500 elementary nucleon-nucleon
interactions. The pseudorapidity plateau in hadron-hadron
collisions at this energy
is about dN/drl,7=o = 4 - 5, therefore we expect in the central region of the central
Au-Au collisions a rapidity plateau of 6000-7,500. This is approximately, what we
find in the Monte-Carlo calculation.
In Fig.12 we present the pseudorapidity distributions in central Au-Au collisions
at energies from x/_ = 20 GeV/N to 6300 GeV/N. The plateau is found to rise much
faster with energy than in hadron-hadron
collisions. The reasons for this fast rise
are (i) the rise of the elementary nucleon-nucleon input cross-section in the Glauber
model leading to a rise of the number of collisions N and (ii) the rising fraction of
sea-sea chains which cease to be supressed kinematically with rising energy. In [10]
we give for some energies two rapidity distributions in central Au-Au collisions. One
distribution is without nuclear shadowing of minijets, in the second distribution nuclear shadowing is taken into account. In contrast to what was found in [13] , the
differences between both curves are negligible. In the model [3] with a supercritical
Pomeron most of the rise of the plateau is still due to the production of soft multiple
chains in each elementary collision. Even when about 50 percent of the minijets are
supressed by the nuclear shadowing, the effect on the total multiplicity and multiplicity density remains small. In [13], a critical Pomeron is used and all the rise of the
rapidity plateau in the elementary collisions is due to minijet production. We plan to
introduce the new model DTUJET93 described above in the near future into DPMJET. We suppose, that the fraction of particles resulting from minijets will become
bigger than in [10] and that also the influence of nuclear shadowing will rise.
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6. Conclusions

and

summary

The two-component
Dual Patton Model has some natural way to cut-off the singularity of the minijet cross section at low p±. The model uses te soft Pomeron cross
section as the low p± limit of the minijets. With the new prescription in DTUJET93
we find the plateau rising like logs even with 1/z 3/_ singular structure functions.
The average transverse momenta in this scheme rise more strongly with energy than
in previous versions of DTUJET,
In hadronic collisions, we get a satisfactory
phenomenology at the energies of the CERN and TEVATRON colliders. The new methods used in DTUJET93
will be soon used in a new version of DPMJET for heavy ion
collisions at RHIC and the LHC. We expect no significant changes of the plateaus
calculated in central heavy ion collisions, but the average transverse momenta are
expected to rise against the present version of DPMJET.
One of the authors (J.R.) acknowledges
useful discussions
with B.Andersson,
V.N.Gribov and A.B.Kaidalov.
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Abstract

We discuss the space-time evolution of initial parton production in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions within the framework of perturbative
QCD. We use the uncertainty principle to address an average lifetime
for a produced patton in terms of its energy and virtuality and consider the average duration of multiple independent semihard scatterings
with initial and final state radiation. For central Au + Au collisions at
v/s=200 GeV, most of the partons are found to be produced within
0.5 fm/c after the total overlap of the two colliding nuclei. We also
study the evolution of rapidity and momentum distributions, discuss
the chemical composition Of the formed semihard quark-gluon system
and estimate when the system could reach momentum isotropy.

INTRODUCTION
In the search for a quark gluon plasma, a thermally and chemically equilibrated
system of quarks and gluons freed from the color confinement, heavy nuclei are accelerated to collide with each other at ultrarelativistic energies. Based on perturbative
QCD (pQCD), it is expected that in central collisions at energies of Relativistic Heavy
*This work was in part supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear
Physics of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under
Contract No. DF_,-AC03-76SF00098.
t Invited talk
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Ion Collider (RHIC) of Brookhaven National Laboratory (Au + Au at v_ > 100
AGeV) hundreds of semihard "minijets', i.e. quarks and gluons with PT _>P0 _ few
GeV, will be produced per unit rapidity [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The perturbatively calculable
minijets do not form the system alone, but are accompanied by soft particle production from the beam jet fragmentation which can be modeled as a color flux tube
model [6, 7]. Typically, at RHIC energies, about half of the produced final transverse
energy comes from the semihard and half from the soft particle production, while at
the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) energies (Pb+ Pb at _ = 6350 AGeV) we
expect the perturbative part clearly to dominate (see e.g. [7]). The obtainable energy
densities can be estimated by _ _ (dET/dy)/(_rR2Art) from which we see how crucially these estimates depend on the formation time ft. From this point of view, need
for a space-time description of initial parton production is obvious. The semihard
processes involve typically timescales _h "_ 1/_ ,_ 0.1 fm, whereas the soft particle
production, e.g. through decay of the formed strong color field, is inherently a slower
process, r_ ,,_ 1 - 2 fm. In this talk, we will only consider the semihard processes, for
inclusion of the evolution of the soft component we refer to [3, 7].
Lately it has become more evident that the produced semihard system is initially
far out of chemical equilibrium, due to the abundant gluons [7, 8]. To find out
whether the pre-equilibrium quark-gluon system can eventually reach both thermal
and chemical equilibrium, we first need to consider space-time evolution of the system.
Also, in order to follow emission of electromagnetic signals towards an equilibrium
emission [4, 9], we need to have understanding of the space-time picture of the preequilibrium parton production. Encouraging attempts like this have already been
made in form of Monte Carlo simulations of parton cascading in heavy ion collisions
[4], but clearly more studies are needed.
In this talk, we will review the results of our recent study for a space-time picture
of initial parton production [10]. We use HIJING Monte Carlo model [3], which was
developed for simulating parton and particle production in heavy ion collisions, to
study the space-time evolution of the initial patton production. In HIJING, each hard
patton scattering in hadronic reactions is simulated by using specific subroutines of
PYTHIA [11] in which one can trace back the whole history of initial and final state
radiation associated with that hard scattering. The life time of an intermediate offshell parton is estimated via the uncertainty principle tq ,_ E/q 2 for given energy
E and virtuality q. We then obtain the space and time vertices of all the produced
patrons, both in the actual semihard scatterings and in associated radiations (initial or
final state). Given a space cell, we then calculate the time evolution of the momentum
distribution of the produced partons by assuming classical trajectories. Note that
we do not consider rescatterings of the produced patrons, and rescatterings are not
included in HIJING, either.

SEMIHARD

COLLISIONS

IN HIJING

For a more detailed introduction and discussion of the HIJING model, we refer to
[3], here we consider only the essential features from the point of view of this study.
5O

In the HIJING model, only the nucleon configurations inside the colliding contracted
nuclei are initiated, not the partons themselves t. Then, the impact parameters for
each binary nucleon-nucleon (N- N) collisions are known, and the probabilities for
inelastic/elastic and hard/soft collisions can be computed via the unitarized eikonal
formalism [12, 13]. The cross sections for production of no jets and multiple independent (mini)jets in an N - N collision can be written as

(b)]:_.,.,z,

(1)

where TN(b) is the paxtonic overlap function between two colliding nucleons at impact
parameter b. The integrated inclusive jet cross section can be computed in the lowest
order perturbative QCD as [14]

aj,t = _

dprdyldy_ K _ab zl.f./N(Z_,p?r)Z_fb/N(Z2,

,

(2)

cd

where xl,2 axe the fractional momenta of the colliding partons, yl,2 are the rapidities
of the jets and PT is their transverse momentum. The factor K _ 2 accounts roughly
for the contributions beyond the leading order. We will use Duke-Owens set 1 with
a scale choice Q2 = p_ [15].
In Eqs. 1-2 above, two phenomenological parameters have to be introduced: An
infrared cutoff p0 = 2 GeV/c is used to calculate the total inclusive "hard" parton
interaction cross section aj,t(p0, Vq). Another parameter, a,oft = 57 mb, is used to
characterize the corresponding "soft" patton interactions.
Many of the differences
among several existing models [3, 4, 5] result from different values of p0 used, as well
as from different assumptions for the soft particle production. As demonstrated in
Ref. [13], these two parameters, though constrained by the total pp and p/3 cross
sections, are still model dependent. Since most of the minijets are nonresovable as
distinct hadronic clusters in the calorimeter of an experimental detector [16], their
existence can only be justified by their contribution to particle production in low and
intermediate pr region. Therefore, the value of p0 and a_oft will depend on what is
included in the particle production from the so-called "soft" interactions.
Extrapolated to heavy ion collisions which are decomposed into binary nucleonnucleon scatterings, Eqs.(1, 2) are used to determine the number of minijet production
in each binary collision. Each hard scattering is then simulated via subroutines of
PYTHIA and initial and final state radiations are generated. At ultrarelativistic
energies, the colliding nuclei are highly contracted longitudinally in the center-of-mass
frame but are surrounded by soft partons with the same longitudinal size as a nucleon.
The hard or semihard scatterings all happen at around the same time when the two
nuclei pass through each other. Therefore, binary collision is a good approximation
for hard scatterings. In each binary collision the same parton structure can be used,
assumed that each individual nucleon really does not have time to readjust its parton
_e.g. in the Patton
collision.

Cascade Model [4] the partons
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are generated

and initiated

before the actual

distribution before the next binary collision. Of course, in the actual simulation,
energy and momentum conservation is strictly imposed. To take into account nuclear
modifications to the parton distributions, we parameterize [3] the measured nuclear
shadowing effect and assume that gluons and (anti)quarks are shadowed by the same
amount in small x region. The inclusion of nuclear shadowing as in [3] will effectively
reduce the number of minijet production by about %50 at RHIC energy. However,
the absolute magnitude of gluon shadowing is still essentially unknown. Considering
more carefully the momentum sum rule and QCD evolution of shadowing [17, 18]
may reduce the effective shadowing.
In each (semi)hard scattering the coherence is broken and the produced QCDquanta are accompanied by initial and final state radiation. In an axial gauge and
to the leading pole approximation, the interference terms of the radiation drop out.
The amplitude for successive radiations has then a simple ladder structure and the
probability for multiple emission becomes the product of each emission [19]. In the
time-like final state radiation the virtualities of the radiating partons are ordered along
a tree, decreasing until a final value p02below which pQCD is no longer valid any more
and where nonperturbative hadronization takes over. This provides a framework for
Monte Carlo simulations of parton shower and its space-time interpretation [20, 21].
In principle, one can perform the initial state radiation in a similar way. The
partons inside a nucleon can initiate a space-like branching increasing their virtuality
from some initial value Q_. A hard scattering can be considered as a probe which can
only resolve partons with virtuality up to the scale of the hard scattering. Otherwise
without the scattering, the off-shell patrons are only virtual fluctuations inside the
hadron and they will reassemble back to the initial partons. In PYTHIA, which
uses backward evolution, a hard scattering is selected first with the known QCDevolved structure function at that scale, and then the initial branching processes are
reconstructed down to the initial scale Qg. The evolution equations are essentially
the same as in final state radiation except that one has to convolute with the parton
structure functions. More details can be found in Ref. [11].

FORMATION

AND

INTERACTION

TIME

When a parton is off-shell, it can be considered as a virtual fluctuation and it
can only live for a finite time, At, determined by its virtuality q2 via the uncertainty
principle,
At _ qo/q 2,
(3)
where q0 is the energy of the parton. After At, the off-shell parton will then branch
or "decay" into other partons which can further initiate branchings until a minimum
virtuality p0 is reached. By following this tree of branching (which also includes initial
space-like radiation) and assuming straight line trajectories for partons, we can then
trace the space and time evolution of the initial parton production. Since we don't
consider secondary parton-parton interactions, the produced final partons which are
on shell are considered free particles.
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We also use Eq. 3 to estimate the interaction time for each hard scattering with
q being the sum of the initial or final four-momentum of the colliding partons. If
the fractional momenta of the partons are zl and z2, the interaction time can be
estimated as
zl + x2

At,_ 2xiz2v'_"

(4)

Inthiscase,
theasymmetricscatterings
(xlYYx2 orxl << x2)havelongerinteraction
timethanthesymmetricones(xl'_x2)forfixed
paxton-parton
center-of-mass
energy
xlx2vrs.We alsoassume thattheinteraction
timeisthesame forallchannels.
Intherestframeofeachnucleus,
three-parameter
Wood-Saxon nucleardensities
areusedto construct
thenucleondistribution
inside
thenucleus.
The systemisthen
boostedtothecenter-of-mass
frameofthe two colliding
nuclei.
Due tothefactthat
gluons,
sea quarksand antiquarks
areonlyquantum fluctuations
beforetheyreally
suffer
scatterings,
theirlongitudinal
distribution
aroundthe centerofthenucleonis
still
governedby the uncertainty
principle
in any boostedframe [22].We referto
thisdistribution
as "contracted
distribution",
in whicha pattonwith xi fractional
momentum has a finite
spatial
spread,

2/z v .

(5)

As an additional
requirement,
we imposea cut-off
Azi < I flnbut this,
however,has
onlya verysmalleffect
sincethebulkofminijet
production
happensatxi"_2pT/X/_.
Transversely,
partonsaredistributed
aroundtheirparentnucleonsaccording
to the
Fouriertransformof a dipoleform factor[13].For determination
of theinteraction
pointofa semihaxdscattering
oftwo paxtons,
we define
t = 0 asthemoment when the
two nuclei
have completeoverlap.
Then,theinteraction
pointofthe two partonsin
the t- z plane can be anywhere the two partons overlap (see [10], fig. 2). The parent
nucleons of the partons are distributed in the nuclei according to a longitudinally
contracted Wood-Saxon distribution. Note that, due to the finite longitudinal spread
of nucleons and partons, the semihaxd interactions do not happen exactly at t - 0
but axe distributed around that time.
Now we have all the ingredients for the simulation: we can determine the interaction points in space and time, take into account finite durations for the semihard
processes, and trace the radiation vertices in space and time. Next we present the
main numerical results of our study.

RESULTS
Allourresults
areforcentral
Au + Artcollisions
atRHIC energyv/_= 200AGeV.
The initial
virtuality
forthe initial
stateevolution
issetto Q0 =2 GeV/c, and the
minimum virtuality
forthe final
stateradiation
is/_0= 0.5GeV/c. The maximum
virtuality
fortheassociated
radiations
ina hardscattering
withmomentum transfer
Fr ischosento be qmax= 2pT. In PYTHIA, alsoangularordering
isalsoenforced
to takeintoaccountthe softgluoninterference
[21]inthe final
stateradiation.
In
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HIJING model, soft interactions as string excitations are also included. These soft
interactions must also consume energy and affect minijet production slightly. We want
to emphasize that our calculation here, does not include the soft interactions, so the
number of minijet production here should be slightly more than the full calculation
when soft interactions are included.
1. Space-time
evolution.
To estimate the parton production time, we plot
in Fig. 1 the total number of produced partons, on-shell as well as off-shell, as a
function of time. We see that long before the two nuclei overlap and hard scatterings
take place, partons have already been produced via initial state bremsstrahlung. Note
that if the coherence is not broken by the hard scattering, partons which would have
been emitted from the initial state radiation will not emerge as produced partons.
Here we have also included the initiators of the space-like branching as produced
partons. Therefore, if a parton does not have initial state radiation, it will only
become a produced patton after the hard scattering, whereas a parton is defined to
be produced before the hard scattering if it has initial state radiation. From Fig.
1, we can see that about 2/3 of the total number of partons are produced between
t - -0.5 and 0.5 fm/c while about 200 semihard scatterings happen between t - -0.1
and 0.1 fm/c as indicated by dashed lines. We find also that about 2/3 of the total
number of partons are produced in initial and final state radiations. The fraction of
partons from branching should increase with the colliding energy and with smaller
choices for p0.
To see how hard or semihard scatterings and initial and final state bremsstrahlung
contribute to patton production, we show in Fig. 2 the rapidity distribution of produced partons at different times. Before t - 0, most of the partons come from initial
state radiation. Since the radiations are almost collinear, these partons move along
the beam direction and therefore have large rapidities. The semihard scatterings
then produce partons uniformly over a rapidity plateau and fill up the middle rapidity region. Final state radiations, which happen after the semihard scatterings, will
also produce partons uniformly in the central rapidity region. We therefore see from
Fig. 2 that the dip of dN/dy in middle rapidity is actually caused by the parton
production from initial state bremsstrahlung at large rapidity. These partons with
large longitudinal momenta will move away from the interaction region after the semihard scatterings. They do not rescatter with the beam partons in the leading twist
approximation.
In Fig. 3, we also show the time evolution of the pr distribution of the produced
partons. Since the partons, which initially have a Gaussian Pr distribution, have gone
through initial state radiation, they have already a large pr tail at t - -0.6 fm/c
before the hard scattering. Hard scatterings will transfer large transverse momentum
to the final partons and the time-like branchings produce a lot of partons with small
pr. The final PT spectrum then looks more or less like an exponential one, i.e. thermal,
even though secondary scatterings have not yet been taken into account.
2. Chemical
composition.
Unlike an ideal gas of quarks and gluons in which
chemical equilibrium is maintained, the initial production of quarks and gluons is
determined by the parton structure functions, the hard scattering cross sections and
the radiation processes in pQCD. Due to the difference in the numbers of degrees of
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freedom in color space, cross sections involving gluons are always larger than those
of quarks. For small angle scatterings
diTij
_ 2_ra_
"-_ _ (;ij--_,

4
9
Cij ffi "_,1, _, ij = qq, qg, gg

(6)

Similarly, both initial and final state radiations produce more gluons than quarks
and anti-quarks through the dominant branchings g ---}gg and q --. qg. Therefore in
pQCD, the ratio between produced quarks and gluons is much smaller than the ratio
of an ideal gas, which is 9/4 for three quark flavors.
Shown in Fig. 4 are the fractions of produced quarks and anti-quarks as functions
of time t in pp and AA collisions. For Au + Au collisions, hard scatterings with
PT > Po = 2 GeV/c produce about 13% quarks and anti-quarks.
If initial and
final state radiations are not included the ratio jumps to 18%, because radiations
produce more gluons than quarks and antiquarks. In pp collisions, about 28% of
the partons produced via hard scatterings without radiations are quarks and antiquarks. The difference between Au + Au and pp collisions is due to the different A
dependence of the valence and sea quark production. Since the patrons are produced
via binary collisions, the number of produced gluons and sea quarks and antiquarks
scales like A 4/3. On the other hand, baryon number conservation requires valence
quark production to scale like A.
The relatively small fractional quark production within pQCD has important consequences for chemical equilibration of the partonic system. Because of the small initial relative quark density and small quark production cross section as compared to
gluon production, it takes a very long time, if ever, for the system to achieve chemical
equilibrium [8]. Again, we would like to remind that here we have considered only
the perturbative, semihard, part of particle production. At the RHIC energies, the
soft particle production cannot be neglected. However, there are indications that
inclusion of the soft part does not bring the quark-gluon system much closer to a
chemically equilibrated state as what is predicted by pQCD (see e.g. [7]). Basically
the reason for this, again, is the stronger color charge of gluons.
3. Boost invariance?
In Fig. 5, we plot dN/dz as a function of z at different
times to illustrate how the parton production evolves in space and time. At t = -0.5
fm/c, as the two nuclei approach each other before they actually overlap, initial state
radiations have already begun. These partons have large rapidities and are Lorentz
contracted with an average spread in z, Az _ 1/p0 + 2RA-_, ,_ 0.25 fm, where RA is
the nuclear radius of Au and mN is the nucleon mass. After the hard scatterings and
during the interaction time, partons are produced uniformly in the central rapidity
region. Afterwards, partons follow straight line trajectories by free-streaming and are
distributed evenly in z between two receding pancakes of beam partons (partons from
initial state radiations). One can see that there is approximately boost invariance in
the central region in this free-streaming picture.
Another illustrative way to study the evolution of local parton density is to make
a contour plot of patton density p in z and t as shown in Fig. 6. Here, p is defined as
1 dN

P= 7rR2A
dz'
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(7)

and a sharp sphere distribution is assumed for nuclear density. One can clearly see
that partons inside the two approaching nuclei have a spatial spread of Az = 0.25
fm in z. This spread continues for partons from the initial state raxliation as they
escape from the interaction region along the beam direction with large rapidities. The
interaction region where semihard scatterings happen lasts for about 0.5 fro/c, from
t - -0.25 to 0.25 frn/c. Because of the contracted distribution, some of the partons
lie outside the light-cone which is defined with respect to the overlapping point of
the two nuclei. The definition of a proper time r = _/t _'-z2 for the evolution of the
whole system is therefore only valid within an accuracy of Az.
If one assumes boost invariance [23], the parton density can be estimated as
1

dN

where r is the proper time and p should be a function of I- only. By comparing the
contour of constant density with the hyperbola of constant r (dot-dashed line) in
Fig. 6, we see that this is true only approximately. We also see that the density, as
indicated by the numbers, decreases like 1/r due to free-streaming.
4. Local Isotropy in Momentum
Space? Since there are numerous partons
produced within a rather short time as we have demonstrated, the initial parton
density is very high at t __ 0.25 fro/c, immediately after the interaction region (see
Fig. 1). Within such a dense system, secondary parton scatterings and production
are inevitable. The equilibration time for the system can be estimated by solving a
set of rate equations as recently has been done in Ref. [8]. In this approach, one
must make sure that there is approximately local isotropy in momentum space. This
could be achieved through secondary parton scatterings as has been investigated in
Refs. [4, 24]. One can also use free-streaming to estimate the upper bound of the
thermalization time tiso [8, 25], by studying the momentum distribution of partons in
a cell of the size of the mean-free-path )_/. In our study here, we take )_y-_ 1 fin.
In Fig. 7, we show the evolution of momentum distributions in p= (solid lines)
and pz (dashed lines) at different times (indicated by the number on each line). The
p= distribution should evolve like PT distribution as is shown in Fig. 3. The slope of
pz distribution, however, decreases because partons with large longitudinal momenta
gradually escape from the central region. At t = 0.7 fro/c, the slopes of p_ and p_
distributions become the same. If one wants to use the parton production we have
calculated so far as an initial condition to study thermal and chemical equilibration,
this should be the starting point where local isotropy is approximately achieved.
Therefore, the time for achieving isotropy in momentum space via free-streaming, in
the central slice [zI _< 0.5 fm, is tiso _ 0.7 fm/c. This is the same as estimated in
Ref. [8]. We emphasize that this is only an estimate of the upper bound, and, that
without secondary scatterings, thermalization can never be achieved and maintained.
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CONCLUSIONS
Summarizing, we have studied the space-time evolution of initial parton production by taking into account the duration of the semihard collisions and the time taken
by the initial and final state radiations. Our system is simply free streaming, i.e. we
have not considered the secondary collisions of the produced partons. With the machinery we now have here, simulation of secondary collisions should be in principle
possible in the HIJING model, although this/s a difficult task (see e.g. [4]). Also,
we have considered only the part that can be calculated within perturbative QCD,
the soft particle production is not included. In addition to the initial patton production, we have studied evolution of the momentum and rapidity distributions. We
have shown how a local momentum isotropy is momentarily achieved in the central
region. We have also demonstrated how the perturbative system is far off chemical
equilibrium. For more discussion, we refer to our paper [10], let us conclude here by
stating that inclusion of the secondary collisions would be a natural next step.

FIGURES
Fig. 1. The total number of produced partons N as a function of time t.
Fig. 2. The rapidity distribution dN/dy of produced partons at different times.
Fig. 3. pr distributions of produced partons at different times.
Fig. 4. The fractional number of produced quarks and anti-quarks as a function
of time for Au + Au (solid) collisions, Au + Au without radiations (dashed), and p+ p
without radiation (dot-dashed).
Fig. 5. Patton distribution along the z-axis at different times.
Fig. 6. Contour plot in z - t plane of the patton density p of Eq. 7, as indicated
by the numbers. The wavy structure along the light-cone is only an artifact of the
plotting program.
Fig. 7. p_ and pz distributions at different times for partons in the central slice
Izl < 0.5 fm.
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nuclear collisions
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of high energy
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Abstract
The current understanding of the early stage of heavy ion collisions at collider energies on
the basis of the improved parton model and kinetic theory is presented. The sp_ce-time evolution of these reactions is investigated in terms of the dissipative dynamics of (semi)hard
quark and gluon interactions within perturbative QCD. The partons' phase-space distributions axe evolved in real time according to a transport equation through multiple collisions,
emission and absorption processes. The resulting patton cascade picture is applied to study
the issues of thermalization, chemical equilibration, and particle production in AA collisions
at RHIC and LHC.

1. INTRODUCTION
I will advocate the point of view that perturbative QCD provides a good basis
for the description of high energy nuclear collisions and try to overcome the still
widespread dilusion that perturbative QCD processes have hardly anything to do
with global nuclear dynamics. In particular, ! argue that most of the entropy and
transverse energy is produced already during the very early stage by socalled semihard
processes involving parton interactions with momentum transfers of only a few GeV.
Therefore I will focus on the dissipative dynamics of quarks and gluons in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions during the first few fro/c, since this early stage not
only determines the magnitude of entropy and particle production, but also the initial
conditions for a plasma formation and its subsequent evolution.
Generally, there are two approaches to describe the evolution of nuclear collisions
that have been extensively investigated, namely, a) the QCD string picture [1] and
b) the parton approach [2, 3].
a) String picture: Based on phenomenological models of soft hadron-hadron interactions, the collision of two nuclei is viewed as their interpenetration with only small
rapidity loss (of the order of one unit). The wounded nucleons draw color flux tubes
(strings) between each other, and these strings subsequently fragment by q_ production within a typical proper time of ,-, 1 fm/c. The production of entropy and
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transverse energy is thus associated with non-perturbative,
dynamics.

phenomenological

string

b) Patton approach: The description is founded on the improved patton picture of
hadronic interactions and on the explicit form of the firmly established QCD interaction between quaxks and gluons. Multiple short range scatterings between patrons
(minijets) with associated QCD radiation (gluon bremsstrahlung),
described within
perturbative QCD, produce the major part of the total entropy and transverse energy.
Both approaches have their conceptual problems and limitations. The string picture becomes questionable at very high energies, when the string density becomes
large and the strings begin to overlap, so that they cannot be treated as individual
entities that fragment independently. Concerning the issue of QGP formation, it
appears inconsistent to assume that the establishment of a truly perturbative QCD
phase should proceed via non-perturbative dynamics. The patton approach on the
other hand becomes invalid at lower beam energies, where most partonic scatterings
involve momentum transfers too small to be described by perturbation theory. Long
range color forces are neglected, so that non-perturbative collective effects and color
correlations are beyond the scope of this description.
2. THE PARTON
HIGH ENERGIES

PICTURE

OF HADRONIC

INTERACTIONS

AT

In what follows, I will only be concerned with the parton approach to high energy
nuclear collisions. I will scetch recent developments and a variety of applications to
heavy ion physics at collider energies. The description of hadronic interactions in
terms of parton cascades is based on the improved parton model within perturbative
QCD [2]. A fast nucleon may be considered as a coherent cloud of quasireal partons
with life times much larger than the typical interaction times (the time needed for
the interaction with another particle). Each parton is characterized by the fraction z
of the initial nucleon energy which it carries, and by its transverse momentum q±. At
each instant an individual parton can initiate a space-like virtual cascade by branching
into a number of partons with smaller z. The global probability for a branching of a
parton can be rather large, because the phase-space available is very large at small z
and the smallness of the coupling constant a, at the branching vetex is compensated
by the logarithmically large integration over the momentum of the daughter partons.
Such a cascade can be described in terms of a tree-like structure, composed of many
branchings. First the partons in a cascade multiply, then they assemble back due to
their coherence (since they do not have enough energy to exist as free particles) [Fig.
1 a)]. Thus, such a space-like cascade lives for a finite time, but new cascades are
born to replace the former ones. However, if a patton in a cascade collides on its way
with some other particle, then this interaction destroys the coherence of the cascade.
The virtual parton is struck out of the cascade and becomes a real excitation.
As
a result the other partons in the cascade branch cannot reassemble, but continue to
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live [Fig. 1 b)]. The additional emission of new partons increase the parton density
and in turn the interaction probability of parton scatterings and rescatterings. At
some point however the density becomes so large that the partons begin to overlap
spatially, so that recombination (fusion) processes become relevant and the density
must saturate towards its limiting value.
°°

.°

c_
Fig. 1: a) Coherent space-like cascade of partons as part of the wavefunction of a fast moving
nucleon, b) The interaction with another particle destroys the coherence of the cascade and 'frees'
the partons of the struck branch of the cascade.

In this picture, the major part of the total entropy and transverse energy production arises from the very frequent semihard parton interaction processes. Such
processes involve the production of quark and gluon minijets with comparably large
transverse momenta q± _ rn, but with a small fraction z <:<:1 of the initial energy
per nucleon. The global cross-section proves to be rather large: cr(_emiha'd)._ R2N
[2]. Since these semihard processes occur at distances r('e'_ih''d) .'_ 1/_
<<: R2N,
they can be calculated in perturbative QCD. Therefore it is possible to study rather
typical hadronic interactions (_r_ R_v) by perturbative methods.
The approach of semihard physics within perturbative QCD has been very sucessful in describing the dynamics of high energy hadron-hadron collisions. It predicts
the correct behaviour of the total and inelastic cross-sections, their energy (s) dependence and the inclusive spectra of hadrons with (qi) _>400 MeV with good accuracy.
In particular, the most important predictions [2] are: (i) a significant growth of the
characteristic transverse momenta of partons _l "" exp(_l.2G_);
(ii) a rapid increase in the total multiplicity N -,, {]_. --, exp(2.52 lv/_s); (iii) a strong increase of
the total hadronic cross-section Crtot oc (aln s) 2. These predictions result essentially
from the fact that the average total multiplicity of partons in a cascade increases
with beam energy, _ ~ exp[ca_ In s], most of them carrying small energy fractions z.
Therefore, at high energies the interaction probability approaches unity and a nucleon
appears to be increasingly 'black'. This property gives rise to the experimentally observed BEL effect [4]: at high energies a nucleon appears to become blacker, edgier,
and larger. Asymptotically, a nucleon looks like a black disc with a increasing radius
R_lns.
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3. SPACE-TIME

DESCRIPTION-

QCD

TRANSPORT

THEORY

So far I have only talked about the general implications of the partons' perturbative QCD interactions for nuclear collisions. No reference to the space-time development was made. In order to investigate the space-time evolution of the parton
distributions, one needs to extend the momentum space description to full six dimensional phase-space and time. Efforts to formulate a rigorous quantum kinetic theory
for QCD have been made [9], but due to the non-abelian character of the theory,
a number of unresolved conceptual and technical problems prevent yet a practical
application to concrete problems. An alternative approach is realized in the patton
cascade model (PCM) [10, 11] within semi-classical kinetic theory: the partons propagate on classical trajectories in between their interaction vertices, but the interaction_
at the vertices are described quantum theoretically according to QCD and quantum
statistics.
In the kinetic description of the PCM all the information about the dynamical
evolution of the many-paxton system is contained in the time dependent single-particle
distributions for the various parton species in six-dimensional phase-space: Fo(r, p).
Here the notation is r - r _ = (t, r-'),p _=p" = (E, p"), and the subscript a specifies the
type of patton, a = qf, CtI_g (quarks, antiquarks of flavor f and gluons). The time
evolution of the distribution functions is governed by a relativistic transport equation
of the form (0_ =_-O/Or_):
pUO.F°(r,p)

=

_
processes

I(k)(r,p)

.

(1)

k

To solve this equation, one needs to specify the form of the collision kernel and
the initial paxton distribution. The collision kernel _ I(_k) - F_,k(I(k)gain - I(_k)'°'_)
balances the various processes k by which a patton of type a with four-momentum p
at space-time point r may be gained or lost in a phase-space volume dapdar centered
at /_ and F at time t. It is a sum over Lorentz invariant collision integrals that
involve the matrix elements for the different kinds of interaction processes in which
at least one patton of type a is involved [11, 12]. The initial phase-space distribution
of partons in the incoming nuclei at time t = to (the moment of nuclear contact),
Fa(p, r)lt=t0 --- F(°)(p, r, Q_), is constructed phenomenologically [11] as a convolution
of the scale (Q20) dependent nuclear structure functions with a spatial distribution
determined by the nucleons' elastic formfactor and the inclusion of patton shadowing,
which is evident in the observations of the EMC collaboration as a depletion of soft
paxtons in a nucleus relative to a free nucleon.
Starting from the initial parton distributions at t = to, the time evolution of
the phase-space densities Fo(r, p) reflects the state of the system around F and/7 at
any time t > to. Therefore, by extracting the functions F_(r,p) from eq. (1), one
can calculate in a Lorentz invariant way the time dependent local density of partons
n(r), the entropy density, energy density, and local pressure, s(r), e(r), and p(r),
respectively, [13, 14]. It is important to realize that these quantities are well defined
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in terms of phase-space integrals for any distribution Fa(r,p) within the statistical
description. No assumption about thermalization is necessary. Also, one can always
define an 'effective temperature', e.g. as T -- (4/3)e/s, even for a non-thermal system,
but which coincides in the case of thermalization with the expression for the true
temperature of an ideal plasma.
4. PARTON

CASCADE

DEVELOPMENT

To give an idea how the space-time evolution of the parton distributions in a
nuclear collision according to the transport equation (1) is described in terms of
parton cascades, in Fig. 2 a) a typical parton cascade development is illustrated. I
emphasize that there are many such cascades, which are internetted and simulta_aously
evolving. Each cascade can be subdivided into elementary 2 -4 2 scatterings, 1 -4 2
branchings (emissions), and 2 _ 1 fusions (absorptions).
For example, a primary
patton a that originates from one of the incident nuclei, collides with another parton
b with some momentum transfer Q2b = P_L.The parton a has evolved from the initial
scale Qg, at which it wa_ resolved in its parent nucleus, up to Q_ by sucessive spacelike branchings. From the scattering of a and b the partons c and d emerge, both of
which can initiate sequences of time-like branchings. These newly produced partons

.

Fig. 2: a) Typical cascade developmentin the PCMas an internettedcombinationof 2 --, 2 scatterlags, 1 _ 2 branchings,and 2 -. 1 fusions, b) Correspondingrepresentationin terms of 'effective'
matrix-elementsthat generate the evolutionof partonsaccordingto the transportequation (1).
can themselves radiate, rescatter, and/or absorb (be absorbed by) other partons.
Formally this cascade development can be cast in terms of effective matrix-elements,
in which each of the particles coming in and going out of an elementary vertex, is
'dressed' with a specific formfactor that takes into account the higher order corrections
to the elementary Born terms. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 b). These effective matrixelements enter the collision integrals in the transport equation (1) and generate the
evolution of the patton system in terms of multiple parton scatterings and associated
emission/absorption processes.
However, there is the well known fundamental problem: "both the perturbative
QCD cross-sections and the amplitudes for parton emissions are plagued by infrared
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divergences, which have to be regularized. In the PCM this is done by requiring a
minimum momentum transfer P.L_,t for semihard and hard parton collisions and a
minimum virtuality p0 for patton emissions. These parameters of the model are fixed
by experimental data for the pp (p_) cross-sections [22] and e+e--annihilation
[11],
respectively.
As an example, consider the parton-parton cross-section for the elementary 2 --, 2
process a +b ---, c+d. It is divided into a (semiJhard contribution for scatterings above
p±_t that is described by perturbative QCD, and a soft contribution for scatterings
below P±_t that models the underlying non-perturbative physics. The parameter
p±_,t is a function of beam energy s and is parametrized as p±_,t(s) - a(s/so) 6 with
so - 1 GeV 2 and the parameters a - 0.35 GeV and b - 0.14 determined such
that the patton cross-section at a given s yields the correct inelastic nucleon-nucleon
cross-section [22]. The complementation of both contributions renders the parton
cross-section d_/dp_ is well defined for all p± [Fig. 3].

I

Fig. 3: Illustration

of the regularization

of the infrared divergent

parton-parton

d_

_ :

¢_'[_

cross-sections employed in the PCM. The
cross-section is divided in a (semi)hard
part above p±cut and a soft contribution
below p±_t.

The phenomenological inclusion of soft scatterings serves only for the purpose of
ha_,ing a smooth behaviour of d&/dp_ around the cut-off P_L_,t"However, the effect
of soft scatterings on the global dynamics is not essential, since these processes occur
considerably less frequent than the (semi)hard scatterings, and moreover, involve very
small momentum transfer [Fig. 3].
5. FROM

pp TO AA COLLISIONS

With the parameters P.L_t and P0 universally fixed, it is useful to test the applicability of parton cascade approach in pp (p_) collisions at collider energies, before
proceeding to AA collisions. A detailed analysis has been carried out in R.ef. [11].
Generally the model results agree well with the measured data for particle multiplicities, momentum spectra, and the rise of the total cross-section. It is satisfactory that
other models based on perturbative QCD, HIJING [20] and DTUJET [191, produce
almost identical results. The most significant common features associated with the
patton dynamics are: (i) a strong increase in the average hadron multiplicities with s
and and for the probability for high multiplicity events; (ii) the p± spectra of charged
hadrons that exhibit an exponential shape at low p± and a power law tail characfi6

teristic for (semi)hard processes at larger p±; (iii) an increase oc Ins of the central
rapidity density that is totally due to the growing number of parton-parton collisions
and the multiplicity increase of partons produced in the associated cascades.
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Proceeding to AA collisions, the above mentioned different models based on the
perturbative QCD parton approach also give the same qualitative predictions for the
particle spectra and the multiplicity increase with collider energy. However, there is
a significant uncertainty in global observables, e.g. the absolute number of produced
particles, which is mainly due to the different regularization procedures, i.e. the
interpretation of the cut-off parameters p_cut and po. Further discrepancies arise
from the different (and partly absent) treatment of nuclear and dense medium effects
that are not present in pp collisions. As an example, Fig. 4 compares the results of
HIJING and PCM for the p_- and rl-spectra of charged hadrons produced in heavy ion
collisions at RHIC and LHC. The similarity of the spectra is obvious and is a direct
consequence of the perturbative QCD description common to both models, but note
the difference in the absolute magnitude of the particle production. I emphasize that
the parameters of the models are kept the same as for pp (p_) collisions at the same
energy. However, one would expect that nuclear and dense medium effects modify the
values of p.L_t and po, depending on the local, time-dependent phase-space density.
This issue remains to be investigated quantitatively.
6. SPACE-TIME
LHC

EVOLUTION

OF AA

COLLISIONS

AT RHIC

AND

Let me now come to the space-time evolution of ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions during the first 2-3 fm/c. The time evolution of the parton distributions is described in terms of the propertime

A _V

125o

IX

_lO"

--.-

_', taken to be T = sign(t--to(s))
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,/(t
V_

to(s)) 2

Z2_

8

where t is the center-of-mass time and t0(5) is its value at the moment of maximum
overlap of the colliding nuclei (e.g. to _- 0.8 fm for _/_ = 200 A GeV) and z is
the beam axis with the center-of-mass at z = 0. Furthermore, I define the central
collision region, for • >_ 0, as a cylindrical expanding volume bounded by {r/[< 1
and [Fj.[ __ 5 fro, where 1/is the ordinary space-time rapidity and r'0, the transverse
cooridinate perpendicular to the beam axis.
In Refs. [13, 11] detailed investigations of the characteristics of the partons' spacetime evolution have been presented. As _ example the time development of the
partons' momentum distributions in the central collision region of Au + Au collisions
with zero impact at v/_ = 200 A GeV is displayed in Fig. 5, individually for gluons
and the various quark flavors. Plotted are the normalized distributions (1/fio)dfio/d3p
versus p - IP'_,where na is the local number density of partons a. They were obtained
from the actual parton distributions for each species a (gluons g and quarks plus antiquarks u, d, s, c), averaged over the spatial volume of the central collision region
defined before. The sequence of plots demonstrates that the partons indeed rapidly
approach kinetic equilibrium in the central region, as is reflected by the increasingly
thermal shape. The highly non-thermal initial momentum distribution of the partons
in the incoming nuclei first develops a power-law shape characteristic for the harder
primary patton collisions and the associated (mini)jet production. With progressing
time this QCD power-law tail flattens out and the exponential slope at lower momentum (p < 3 GeV), which is already visible at r - 0.2 fro, becomes steeper, indicating
the decrease in the effective temperature of the system.
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and scaled by powers
of maximum
nuclear

7. THERMALIZATION-

QGP FORMATION

Fig. 6 a) summarizes the thermodynamic properties of the system of partons, for
the case of central Au + Au collisions at V_ - 200 A GeV, implied by the time evolution of the phase-space distributions [14]. Shown are the pressure p, the number density n, energy density ¢ and entropy density 8, as well as the associated temperature
T E 4/3 (e/a) as functions of the proper time ¢ in the local rest frame of the matter.
The time dependence of the quantities n, p, _, 8 and T may be parametrized in terms of
negative powers of _'/_'owith the parameter ¢o ---0.05 fro: n(r) - 565 fm -3 (r/To) -°'9°,
p(¢) - 580 GeV fm -3 (r/r0) -''25, e(r) = 1300 GeV fm -a (_/To) -1'1s, ,(r) =
1800 fm -3 (_/_0) -°'as, and T(¢) = 950 MeV (r/T0) -°'a. This time evolution remaxkably resembles the one of a_a ideal plasma of non-interacting paxtons in which
case one would have [23] n(T) oc (T/to) -1, p(r) oc (r/r0) -4/a, _(T) Cc (T/r0) -4/3,

=

and

=

A good indicator for the degree and the time scale of a thermalization is the
specific entropy, i.e. the produced entropy per secondary patton, since it necessarily
must vanish in space-time when the system reaches an equilibrium state. Fig. 6 b)
displays the time development of the specific entropy (S/N)(t) for the various beam
energies [12]. The curves show a rapid build-up of SIN and relax approximately
exponential to reach their final values between 3.9 and 4.3. Comparing these values
with (S/N)ide=i _ 4 for an ideal gas of non-interacting ma_sless quarks and gluons, one
sees that the difference between the resulting entropy of the realistic model calculation
and the idealized case amounts only to __ -1-0.2 - 0.3. Although the model includes
massive quarks and accounts for interactions among the partons, the system of patrons
looks also from this point of view effectively like an almost ideal gas.
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at different

collider

energies.

• 8. CHEMICAL

EQUILIBRATION?

As an objective measure to estimate the degree of chemical equilibration among
the partons I will compare the actual patton number densities n. and energy densities
e, with the equilibrium densities n (ed and e (eq}for a perfectly equilibrated gas of noninteracting, massless partons at the same temperature. Fig. 7 displays, as a function
of time _, the ratios in the central region p(an) - n,/n ('d and p(') = ¢=/_(a"d. An indication for the establishment of a perfect chemical mixture would be that these ratios
tend to unity for gluons and each quark flavor individually. It is obvious that the
system of partons can not establish perfect chemical equilibrium with proper admixtures of gluons and quarks, although, as argued before, it exhibits the thermodynamic
behaviour of an ideal parton gas. The gluon density no, which rapidly increases and
reaches its maximum around • - 0.5 fro, approaches to within 10% of its equilibrium
value at about r = 1.2 fm. The densities of light quarks plus antiquarks, nq + nq,
build up only to about 60% of their equilibrium densities. The heavier quarks s and
c achieve even less. An analogous conclusion holds for to, eq + e¢ and _q - e¢.
One observes that the dominance of the production of secondary gluons via gg ---,
gg, gq _ gq, as well as g ---, gg and q _ qg, gives rise to a fast build up of pg(w) which
overshoots its equilibrium value. It bends over as the phase-space density reaches its
maximum and gluon fusion (absorption) processes gg _ q, qg --, q become significant.
The further decrease of pg(r) is then mainly due to the diffusion of the quanta as the
volume expands and the gluon density dilutes.
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(a = u, d, s, c) in the central region of Au + Au collisions at V_ - 200 A GeV.

9. SUMMARY

AND

OPEN

PROBLEMS

The investigations within the PCM of the space-time kinetics of interacting quarks
and gluons during the early stage of nuclear collisions, and on related independent
7O

analyses [7, 8, 18, 2], lead to the following understanding of the partons' evolution
duringthefirst
few fm after
thenuclear
contact
at rc(hereT©< O,withircJ
_-0.5- I
fro, is defined such that r -- 0 is the moment of maximum nuclear overlap): [5]:
(i) rc _ T < 0.2 i'm: The vehement materialization of initial virtual partons plus
associated gluon emission produces most of the entropy and results in a large
number of 'few GeV' excitations, which are mostly gluons.
(ii) 0 < r <. 0.3 fm: Both the gluons and quarks rapidly reach a local kinetic equilibrium in the central collision region with approximately isotropic momentum
distributions in the local restframe of the matter.
(iii) 0.3 < r < 2 fro: The gluons approach complete equilibration - the saturation
of the phase-space density towards its chemical equilibrium value. The phasespace population of quarks evolves significantly slower, mostly by gluon induced processes, and yields at most I/2 to 2/3 of the quarks' chemical equilibrium densities.
(iv) r > 2 fm: The gluon dominated plasma expands and cools without further
significant change of its chemical composition.
Thus, the early evolution of these nucleax collisions is governed by the dominant role of gluons, due to their large interaction probability and the large gluonic
component in the initial nuclear wavefunctions. This leads to a 'hot glue scenario'
[6], in which the large number of initally produced energetic partons create a high
temperature, high density plasma of predominantly hot gluons and a considerably
smaller number of quarks. If such extreme conditions indeed would be established in
the central collision region of ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions, then this would
(i) significantly modify previous expectations for the initial conditions for a parton
plasma evolution [6, 13], (ii) enhance the standard QGP signals (production of dileptons, strange, and charm particles) [17, 15, 16], (iii) suppress the central rapidity
density and the production of high p± particles due to dense medium effects [12, 11],
and, (iv) the dependence on A and v/_ of hadronic multiparticle production [11, 20].
Finally it is important to keep in rrmd that there is a number of unresolved
questions associated with different aspects of the approach. The most fundamental
problems may be itemized as follows:
(i) Initial state: the still very uncertain small x-behaviour of gluon structure
functions (gluon shadowing).
(ii) Perturbative QCD evolution: the interpretation of the infrared cut-offs p.to, #0
which in pp are constrained by data but not unique, and in AA are related to
infrared behaviour in a QCD plasma (screening).
(iii) Semiclassical approximation of patton transport: the shortcomings and approximations of the Boltzmann equation, the use of single particle distributions and
the neglect of long-range color forces and color correlations.
(iv) Hadronization: the question of how to describe the confinment mechanisms in
AA (parton recombination, or hydrodynamics with QCD phase transition, or
dynamical nucleation, ...).
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(v) Other problems: conceptual questions associated with averaging over color degrees of freedom, the off-mass-shell behaviour of partons, the Landau-PomerantchukMigdal effect in QCD, .....
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Abstract

Hot gluons are the dominant components of the QCD plasma to be
formed in future high energy heavy ion experiments. In this work we
study the elementary processes in the plasma medium for gluon multiplication based on all orders of the tree-diagrams in perturbative QCD.
When applying to the chemical equilibration in the expanding system,
we found that the gluons reach chemical equilibrium well within its
plasma phase. The inclusion of all the next-to-leading order processes
makes the equilibration considerably faster than the simple gg _ ggg
one considered previously.

INTRODUCTION
The upcoming heavy ion collision programs at RHIC and LHC offer us the unique
possibility to study in laboratory the deconfined and chirally symmetric phase of
QCD matter, the quark gluon plasma. The plasma phase would exist during the first
several fm/c of the collision. The physical condition of the plasma is vitally important
for determining its signatures and final particle yield.
The most significant change was made during last year on the physical condition
with the proposal of the 'hot glue scenario'[I]. Based on perturbative QCD,it predicts
the initial temperature Ti .._ 500MeV, which is about twice higher than considered
previously in the so called 'standard scenario' (see e.g. [2]). Such dramatic difference
affects all predictions, for example for charm enhancement [1], dileptons and photons
[3], etc.
The standard scenario assumes the complete equilibrated plasma upon its formation. If fact, one should think about two kinds of equilibrium, the kinetic and the
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I

chemical. Considering the momentum space of the partons, the distribution can be
parametrized as
f(p, r) = _(r). exp(-p/T(r)).

(1)

Two parameters, 'fugacity' _ and temperature T are both time dependent. The
kinetic equilibrium, or the exponential shape can be obtained from elastic collisions
along. The chemical equilibrium, corresponding to _ = 1, can only be reached with
processes of cre_ting and destroying particles. Generally speaking, these two kinds of
equilibration happen at different time.
Parton production problem is handled in previous works under crucial approximations. For example the 'patton cascade model' (PCM) [4], relies on the concept virtual
gluons, and their cascading processes g" _ g*g'. However, in general a virtual gluon
is a gauge non-invariant concept, and therefore this approach can only be used under
specific assumptions. The Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
branching functions are applied,
which is only possible for small-angle 8ofl-gluo, radiation and only in the leading log
approximation. However, the small angle processes are to be cut off by the medium
effect. Large-angle non-soft radiation is to be looked at with greater attention, and
this is what we are going to do in this work.
This paper is organized as the followings. Our model for the plasma and the
particle multiplication is discussed in section 2; in section 3 we present a detailed
analysis of gg _ ggg reaction rate; and will proceed to higher order gluon multiplication processes in section 4; Finally, in section 5 we solve the equations for gluonic
temperature and fugacity, and derive conclusions on chemical equilibration in the
expanding gluonic plasma, which are summarized in section 6.

THE MODEL

The gluon plasma
We will concentrate on the gluon subsystem in the plasma phase. This simplifies
the problem to a very good extent and is based the following two reasons. The first
is that the gluons dominate the nucleon structure functions at small x: their number
is about twice larger than that for the sea quarks and antiquarks of _ll flavors; The
second is that the gluon elastic scattering rate, determined from the matrix element

[5]
9(3 ut
s2 us
t2

st
u2)

(2)

is two orders of magnitude larger than the lowest order gluon-quark tr_nsition process
gg --, q_. Both the small and large angle gluon scatterings are found important for kinetic equilibration and the gluon subsystem reaches kinetic equilibration of momenta
rapidly [6, 1], at 70 -.. 0.3 fm/c.
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/,From this time on, we assume kinetic equilibration of gluon momenta. The gluon
momentum distribution is parameterized as in Eq.(1). We use the Boltzmann form
just for simplicity while the Bose p_rameterization only differs at small momenta
which are cut off anyway.
Obviously the next important question is about the initial conditions, the values
of Ti and _ at the onset of kinetic equilibration, time r0. Although now it is generally
agreed that the kinetic equilibration time is short, ro _ 3.3 fro/c, the value of the
initial fugscity _i remains very uncertain. For example, PCM optimistically suggests
_i _, 1, while the estimation based on HIJING yields only _i _ 0.1112]. We do not
discuss their different approaches in this paper. Rather, we keep the initial condition
as adjustable input.

Reaction

rates in the gluonic

plasma

We define n to be the total number of gluons participating in the process (for
example gg ---, (n - 2)g), and the rate as the number of events per d4x
1

[

dZpl
d3p2
f(pl)
f(p )
2t• (r,- 2)tJ (2_)32Ez
(27r)32E2
,,
d3pi
1"I[1 + f(Pi)] (27r)Z2Ei
I.A4n]2(2_)4,54(pz4- p2 - _iffi3 pi),
i--3
.

(3)

where f(p) is the momentum distribution of the gluons.
In order to apply perturbative QCD all momenta and momenta transfer should be
larger than a certain cut-off. In vacuum it is determined by some non-perturbative
phenomena, leading to so ~ 1 -3GeV 2. In dense plasma of partons under consideration those non-perturbative phenomena are believed to be absent and the cut
off should instead be determined by many-body phenomena like Debye screening.
The lowest order perturbative result [7] for the pure gluon plasma leads to the Debye
mass m 5 = (Nc/3)(gT) 2. _From SU(2) and SU(3) lattice calculation [8, 9] the Debyescreening mass was found to be stabilized at 2mD = 2.1T in pure glue plasma for
T > 2- 3To. In the rest of our study, we will use this result for the low er_ergy cut-off.
We will require the binary invariant of each pair ( sij = (pi 4- pj)2 ) of 4-momenta pi
and pj be larger than a constant factor times T 2
Sij >_ ,S0-

If we neglect the temperature
as follows

02T 2.

dependence

of g,, the rate scales with temperature

Rgu_,.(,,_2)gg= a,,(rl)T4.
where the rate coefficients ai's are dimensionless numbers depending
of matrix elements and the plasma screening parameter 7/.
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(4)

(5)
on the details

i

THE SIMPLEST
GLUON
PROCESS gg -, ggg

MULTIPLICATION

The matrix element ( summed over all the final states and averaged over the initial
state ) of the simplest process which produces an extra gluon has been calculated in
[10] for all the tree diagrams and elegantly presented as
l._4og_.oggl
2 = 27 6_,-<,s_, _ (12345),
16---0
g.I],n<.
s._.per_

(6)

where all gluons are on-shell. Here the binary invariants are s_n = p_ "pn with
pi, (i - 1...5) the four momentum of the gluons, and the so called 'string' of momenta
is a shorthand notation for a product of binary invariants (12345) = s12s2zsa4s4sssl.
The formula has very symmetric appearance and each S,nn appears in denominator
only once!
If not cut off, the kinematic region of small s,_ contribute dominantly to the
process. This corresponds to either soft gluons or to two collinear ones. In this
situation, the matrix element for three gluon final state in Eq.(6) can be factorized
to that for two (Eq.(2) ) times a 'bremsstrahlung factor':
da_g._g

dagg_gg_,Nc dp dcos #
Ir p l-cos#

(7)

withp the momentum ofthesoftgluonand 0 the radiation
angle.Here one clearly
seesboththe "soft"
and the "parallel"
infrared
logs,
common to thebremsstrahlung
processes.
The aboveapproximation
forthe matrixelement(originally
derivedin [11]for
gluonradiation
from quark-quark
scattering)
was usedexplicitly
in[12]intheform
da_#.-,g99 ,_ dagg_g9 Nca,
q_
d2qTdyd2kT
d2qT
_r2 k_,(kr - qz) 2"

(8)

However, if the added gluon is much softer than others, it would be cut off by the
requirements discussed in the previous section. In fact the log of the highest to the
lowest allowed momentum transfer is not a large parameter in our case, it is about
only 2. to 3. Therefore the leading log approximation is not reliable and one should
carry out a detailed study of large-angle non-soft radiation as well.
We have performed numerical Monte-Carlo integration for calculating the reaction
rates defined in Eq.(3). We have used a constant c_, = 0.3 here and through the paper.
With the chosen cut-off from the lattice result, we get "
c_4(r/= 1.1) = 2.65,

as(r} = 1.1) = 2.32.

(9)

Thus, the gluon multiplication rate is comparable to the scattering one. This tells
us that gg ---, ggg process is probably very important for kinetic equilibration, and it
should be included in the discussion of viscosity and similar phenomena as well.
"The 'stimulated emission' factors (l+f) are non-negligible,
factor of 1.-2. here and 2.-3. later for large n processes.
[]
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they increase the rate by roughly
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Figure 1: The cut-off dependence of t_4 and as.
We have studied the cut-off dependence numerically, in the region 0.05 < 71< 2.5,
and present the results as solid curves in Fig.1. They can be parameterized as
2.6
= 7'

0.65 1og2(9.0

7 )

(10)

In the plot the parameterization
appear as the dashed curves and they actually fit
the solid curves quite well. It is easy to understand why a4 and as cross each other:
it is because the double log factor becomes more significant at smaller 77. Physically
it means that when the resolution for gluons is small, gluons would rather radiate
easily.
Our results can be compared with some other recent works. In our notations,
those of ref. [13] axe (based on the same exact matrix elements in Eq.(6) t a4(r} =
1.58) = 0.60, as(y = 1.58) = 0.20, which are a little bit different than ours c_4(r/=
1.58) = 0.90, as(rl = 1.58) = 0.30.
The result of ref.[12] reads as(y/= 2.0) = 0.30, which should be compared with
ours which is c_s(l/= 2.0) = 0.10. The discrepancy is quite large, a factor of 3.

HIGHER

ORDER

GLUON

MULTIPLICATION

tThe symmetrizationfactors 1/2! and 1/3! forthe final state gluons are missing in the results of
[13]for gg .--. gg and gg .--.ggg respectively,are included here. Also we have rescaled their results
due to the differenta, being used.
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PROCESSES

gg _ (n - 2)g

One of the most interesting development in perturbative QCD is the derivation
of the exact expression for the mazimum helicity violation amplitude for n-gluon
processes. This is known as the "Parke-Taylor formula" [14]
{MPT{2

N_"-2
1
_2.,-4
y_ 8i4j_
- g°
N_ - 1 i>j
p
812823...Snl

(11)

In the above sij = (pi + pj)2, the summation P is over the (n - 1)!/2 non-cyclic
permutation of (1...n). Unfortunately, the exact result for other ¢hirM amplitudes
remains unknown. If assumin 5 they are of the same weight as the Parke-Taylor
amplitudes one gets an estimation for the n-gluon matrix element. This was proposed
first by Kunszt and Stirling [15] who add the following factor in front of the "ParkeTaylor" formula

{MffS{ 2 - KS(n)IMpT{ 2, with

2" - 2(n + I)
n(n- 1)

KS(n)-

(12)

We have checked Eq.(12) against the exact results for n = 4 and n = 5 in Eqs.(2),
(6), and found that in these cases one indeed needs the KS correction (KS(4)
=
1/2, KS(5) - 1 ) to recover the analytical results correctly. For higher orders a
number of authors [16, 17, 18] have checked this expression up to n = 10 using the
Monte-Carlo generators, evaluating diagrams directly. They have found that Eq.(12)
does a very reasonable job. The true matrix element for n > 5 should therefore be
within the range
{MnPT{2 <

IAir,{2 _< {M,a's{2.

(13)

Evaluation of the total cross section is a matter of integration over the manybody phase space, which is analytically difficult. However, if the ratio of the collision
energy to the cut off s/so is treated as a large parameter, one can find its asymptotic
behaviour.
Since each binary invariant happen to be present in denominator only
once, it is not hard to figure out that the leading term of the total cross section
should have the double log behavior
a, ,,_a4[a,N_C,,log2(s/so)]

"-4.

(14)

A simple way of observing it is related with the soft-gluon case. One can factorize
the Parke-Taylor matrix element for n gluon to that of (n-1)gluon.
{M_PT{2 _ (n

-

1 )gyN_ 2
I.M,,_,
PT ,
1
p.(l- cos0)

(15)

And ifone proceedsiteratively,
itisfound thateach next particle
givesan extra
doublelog.
Unfortunately,
togetthecoefficient
C_ isnot thatsimple.That was triedinref.
[19]under a series
of approximations.
They havefound the asymptoticcoefficient
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C, _ coast = .%_. We have checked, that at least within the approximations, the
limiting value o_
is correct.
Our studies show that Parke-Taylor matrix element and the leading log approximation predict significantly different picture of the produced parton distributions.
This is exemplified in Fig.2. Going from n=4 (elastic process) to larger n one can
see that the particle distribution begin to build up very rapidly at central rapidity.
When n - 5, a soft emission is quite obvious in addition to two major outgoing
gluons. However when n is larger, all the outgoing particles are distributed around
y - 0. Its width is O(1), so the angular distribution is in fact nearly isotropic. The pt
spectrum becomes roughly exponential at larger n. Thus, something like mini-fireball
is produced in any multigluon event!
These distribution are to be compared with 'soft gluon approximations', predicting
flat rapidity distribution dw/a_ = dy and power like pt spectra dp_t/p2t .
We have performed Monte-Carlo evaluation of the reaction rates for multi-gluon
production using the KS corrected Parke-Taylor matrix element, and our results for
n = 6 - 8 can be summarized as follows:
a6(r/-

1.1) - 0.924

(16)

= I.I) = 0.201

(17)

_s(_ - 1.1) - 0.0278

(18)

_(_

Their total contribution to gluon multiplication
ticle being produced
amultiplication

-- En=6-8(

n --

rate weighted by the number of par-

4)a. = 2.56

(19)

is comparable to that of g9 _ ggg process, thus the higher-order processes increase
the gluon multiplication rate considerably.
In order to see more clearly which kinematical domain is most relevant, we have
plotted in Fig.3 the contributions of various invariant mass of the two initial gluons.
Generally for large n processes, the incoming energy of the two gluons is required to
be larger, in order to fulfill the cut off constrains. The large-n processes is therefore
suppressed exponentially due to the. thermal distribution. We found that they roughly
satisfy
_./a.-l=

0.875 "-4
n-4
, for n>5

(20)

It is somewhat amusing to compare this ratio to that given by the leading log
asymptotic expression discussed above a.+l/a.._
a.N_C, log2 <_>
_ 0.3. We find
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out that the geometric series result is not bad for most relevant processes, although
the contribution of large-n processes drop faster than geometric series.
In the end of this section we want to add few remarks on the relation between our
approach and the PCM [4]. Not only we found that the 'soft gluon' kinematics is not
the dominant one, we seriously question applicability of the Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi
splitting function. For one radiated gluon, the leading order contribution is a doublelog, not a single log: it is because LAP splitting function contains a subtraction
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and leaves some radiation inside the initial structure function.

For more than one

radiated gluon, the coefficients of the leading logs don't even agree. The reason is
PCM assume ordering of virtualities and rapidities, which is not demanded by the .
Parke-Taylor formula. These points deserve further detailed studies.

GLUON

CHEMICAL

EQUILIBRATION

In this section we study the gluon production inside expanding gluon plasma,
solving equations for gluon fugacity and temperature, changing with time.
We start at time r0, at which the momentum distribution is given by Eq.(1),
and the initial fugacity _ < 1. The energy conservation for one-dimensional scaling
expansion yields
_3/4T3r = _ = con,t(r)

(21)

where the newly introduced parameter/_ is constant in time and can be determined
from the initial condition.
The total gluon number change as the effect of gg
(n - 2)g is
OO

dr

=

_

_

(22)

n--5

where the factor (n-4) is the gluon number change in the processes.
T by using Eq.(21), the following differential equation shows up
d_l/4

dr

After eliminating

oo

- _(_

- _"-3)(n - 4)a, ll.6(_lr)

'/3

(23)

n=.5

This can be easily solved numerically.
If taking into account only the lowest order relevant processes gg _ ggg, we find
the analytical solution as
1
1 1
1+ y
3 2/3
- 3y--_ -I- _[_ log _
+ tan -x y] = -_z
+ const,

(24)

with the constant being determined from the initial condition and
y = _,/4,

x = ,/_'/2(a5/1.6)3/2

(25)

dimensionless variables. If one assumes the rates form a geometric series C_n/C_n-1=
X = const(n), one obtain the following analytical solution:

(1 - X)2[ - 3__ + _

(_1 log _I+y

+ tan -1 y)] = -_x
32/3

+ const,

(26)

We have plotted the above results in Fig.4. We can see that the chemical equilibrium of gluons happen very fast. For even very small initial _i, the process gg _ ggg
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Figure 4: Time evolution of T(r) and _(v) in gluon plasma expansion.
Three
different initial conditions were chosen as examples:
( T_(GeV), _i ) =
( 0.56, 0.06 ),( 0.5, 0.25 ), and ( 0.5, 0.5 ). The dashed curves are the analytical results of gg _ ggg. The dotted curves are also the analytical results for all n
processes, by assuming X = 0.2. The solid curves are the solution to Eq.(23) with n
up to 8, with trn taken from the exact calculation.
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alone can make the system to chemical equilibrium within about 3 fm/c. The inclusion,of more processes makes it faster, and for large _i > 0.5 the chemical equilibration
happens within lfm/c. One can also observe that if the initial density is too small,
the expansion takes over and equilibration does not take pl_.e before the critical
temperature Tc is reached. Presumably this is what happens at lower energies (SPS
etc). There should exist a 'sensitive window' around _ _, 1/20, at which the plasma
evolution depend on very strongly. The fluctuation resulte from the initial condition
is a very interesting phenomenon which can in principle be studied on event-per-event
basis.
Now look at the top panel of Fig.4. Generally speaking the cooling of the nonequilibrium system happens faster than the chemical equilibrium system, simply because some portion of the thermal energy is contributed to creating new particles
during the expansion. However, as soon as equilibration is completed, _ = 1, the
cooling becomes adiabatic. When the temperature drops to Tc (where each line ends),
our perturbative analysis breaks down. One can see, that the total lifetime of the
plasma phase changes in this calculation from 5-6 fm/c for _i > 1/2 to only about 2
fm/c for _i "" 1/20.

SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

This work is devoted to studies of 'gluon multiplication' and the plasma expansion
after the kinetic equilibration. The conclusions are as follows.
(i) We have studied in details several processes leading to gluon multiplication,
using the exact result for gg _ ggg and the Parke-Taylor formula for higher order
processes.
(ii) The rates of the gluon multiplication processes gg ---+(n-2)g form a convergent
series. They look like R_/P_-I _ 0.875"-4/(n.-4)
for up to n = 8. Total contribution
of all higher orders is comparable to the simple gg _ ggg process.
(iii) Including those rates in the equation for chemical equilibration in longitudinally expanding plasma, we have found a solution for the fugacity and temperature.
The results depend critically on the initial conditions.
s For _i > .3- .5 the chemical equilibration time rchcm can be as short as _'ki,.
• For as small as _ > 0.1, the gluons still pile up and the chemical equilibration
is reached within the lifetime of the plasma.
• At around a small critical value of the initial gluon number (so far very uncertain), large fluctuations on event-per-event basis may result, affecting even production
of the total entropy of the event.
(iv) The temperature decrease of the plasma is found to experience two stages.
The first one, during the chemical equilibration, correspond to relatively rapid cooling.
The second one corresponds to adiabatic expansion towards the mixed phase, T = To.
Finally, let us comment that our approach and the parton cascade model are
quite different in the physical picture as well as the formulae used. Our study focuses
on 'rapid multigluon production', rather than on subsequent soft radiation by some
cascade. In spite of that, numerically our conclusions are roughly consistent.
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Abstract

We derive the renormalized time evolution equations for the production and time evolution of an SU(2) Yang Mills Plasma from a neutral
semi-classical Yang-Mills Field. We show that in a background Feynman gauge that the ghost degrees of freedom cancel the unphysical
modes of the Yang-Mills field in the induced current that controls the
back-reaction on the initial semi-classical neutral field. This model is a
prototype for the production of the non-abeli_n gluon plasma following
a Relativistic Heavy Ion collision. The non-abe!ian nature determines
the renormalization properties of the back-reactior_ equation and displays the asymptotic freedom property of the Yang-Mills field. •

1. INTRODUCTION
Quantum chromodynamics has the property that quarks, which are the building
blocks of hadrons, are confined and cannot be liberated. However, at sufficiently high
energy densities (_ 2 GeV/fm 3) or temperatures (,_ 200 GeV), a phase transition to
a form of matterthe quark-gluon plasmain which quarks and gluons interact
weakly, is expected to take place. The interest in heavy ion collisions results from the
possibility of creating this new form of matter.
Finding signatures in heavy ion collisions for the creation of this plasma presents
major theoretical, as well as experimental, challenges. Although lattice calculations
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predicted the existence of the quark gluon plasma phase, the lattice calculations only
could determine the static properties of equilibrium plasmas such as those expected in
the early universe. The situation in heavy ion collisions could be far from equilibrium,
and signals of the quark gluon plasma, a state expected to live for only 10-22 sec before
turning into ordinary ha<ironic matter, might easily be washed out by interactions
taking place in the ordinary matter phase. Thus one needs to look for processes taking
place from a non-equilibrium plasma which are not affected by future interactions.
One such process is the production of weakly interacting lepton pairs which escape
the plasma without interacting strongly with the ha_Ironic matter.
In order to determine the spectra of such processes and see if the production
of weakly interacting particles coming from this phase is different from that coming
from ordinary matter, one needs to know the time evolution of the quark-gluon plasma
and the single particle distribution functions of quarks, antiquarks, and gluons, as a
function of time, since these are the sources of the dileptons. This required a new
formalism which allowed one to track the time evolution of a field theory starting
from initial data.
As a warm-up problem we studied QED in the kinematic situation favored by
Bjorken 1 in which all variables are a function of the proper time r, and determined
the time evolution of the quarks in the background field. In this simplified model we
have been able to check many of the assumptions of more phenomenological pictures
of the time evolution of the quark-gluon plasma. 2'3'4'5We have compared our exact
calculations with semi-classical transport models, which assume the mechanism of
pair production described above as a source term for the time evolution of a single
particle distribution function similar to that used in ordinary plasma physics,6'_'s as
well as tested several assumptions of hydrodynamic models 9'1°'1 which assume that
global macroscopic variables such as energy density and pressure can be used to study
the time evolution of the plasma as one does in ordinary relativistic fluid flows.
What we found was that previous transport models ha_t ignored a basic important
fact -- the Pauli exclusion principle, which does not allow two quarks to be in the
same state. When we included this fact we found that at least for the case where we
could ignore the quantum fluctuations of the gauge field, that the modified transport
theory agreed well with a coarse grained average, in both time and momentum space,
of our field theory calculation. We also were able to verify some of the assumptions
of hydrodynamic models, even though fc,r our calculation we were far from thermodynamic equilibrium. By studying the microscopic analogues of energy density and
pressure, we were able to verify that particle production rates could be determined
from the hydrodynamic energy flows as assumed in hydrodynamic models.
These previous calculations were all based on the assumption that the production
of quarks could be treated ignoring the non-abelian nature of the gluon fields in QCD.
In this paper we develop the formalism for handling non-abelian gauge theories. For
simplicity we discuss pure SU(2) Yang-Mills Theory where the semiclassical field is
only a function of time. The method presented here is easy to generalize to the case of
colour SU(3) as well as the case where all quantities are a function of proper time. We
show how the external field problem can be thought of as the first term in two different
e×pansions of the Path Integral where the Gauge-Fields are treated in a Mean-Field
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approximation
which isconsistent
with asymptoticfreedom.We followclosely
the
notationof theearlier
work on gluonpairproduction
from constantchromoelectric
fields
in Yang-Mi!Is
theories
by Ambjom and Hughes,
11who treatthefluctuation
of
the Yang-Mills
theoryin ordinaryperturbation
theory.For the SU(2) problemwe
show indetail
thattheonlyeffect
oftheghostdegrees
offreedominlowestorderisto
exactlycancelthe 2 modes oftheYang-Mills
feldtransverse
to the external
electric
field
sothattheghostmode equations
aswellasthetransverse
modes functions
never
havetobe calculated.
We determinethebackreaction
equations
forthesemi-classicai
electric
field
as wellas determinethetime evolution
equations
forquantum modes
describing
thechargedvectormeson degreesoffreedom.We show how todetermine
an effective
single
particle
distribution
function
forthechargedvectormeson degrees
offreedomby usingan interpolating
number operator,
itisthisinterpolating
number
operator
thatplaysthesame roleas(andinfactisthequantum version
of)theusual
single
particle
distribution
function
ofrelativistic
transport
theory.We alsocalculate
the energymomentum tensorand determinethe hydrodynamicalvariables
forthis
problem.We show usingan adiabatic
expansionthathere,unlike
inQED, therunning
couplingconstantisasymptotically
free.We thendiscuss
thefactthatone can use
the runningofthe coupling
constantto performour renormalizations
withoutever
resorting
to usingadiabatic
expansionmethods. This isquitesignificant
inthatit
means thatwe can now renormalize
non-homogeneousinitial
configurations
offields.
We briefly
discuss
how to generalize
thiswork to thephysical
caseofcolorSU(3)
withfermions.

2. SU(2)

YANG-MILLS

FIELD

THEORY

For simplicity,
we discuss
theSU(2) gaugefield
theoryintheabsenceofquarks,
suchas theW-Boson section
oftheelectro-weak
theory,
whereallthe vectormesons
are massless.We are interested
in a experimental
situation
where the effect
of a
hypothetical
collision
isto producesuch a largefield
forthe neutralA ° thatthis
field
can be thoughtof asa classical
field
whichcan pop pairsofchargedW + and
W- particles
out ofthevacuum by Schwinger's
tunnelling
mechanism.Thus we are
interested
inexpansions
oftheActionwheretheA °field
can betreated
semiclassically,
and the chargedfields
aretreatedquantum mechanically.
This tunnelling
problem
isnon perturbative
inthe parametergE sothatthisparticle
productionmechanism
iscomplementaxy', thecasewhereparticles
axeproducedinordinaryperturbation
theoryusingthep_on picture
and one assumesvarious
pattondistribution
functions
forthe constituent
quarksand gluonsof the incomingparticles.
The problemof
a constantA ° field
with the chargedvectormesons treatedquantum mechanically
in perturbation
theorywas solvedexactlyby Ambjorn and Hughes.The treatment
presented
heregeneralizer
_hatresult
by including
thebackreaction
and alsotreating
the non-abelian
interaction
in a mean fieldapproximation,
insteadof in ordinary
perturbation
theory.Thispreserves
theasymptotic
freedombut allows
forcollective
excitations
ofthegaugefield
suchas"glueballs
".The classical
Lagrangiandensity
is
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given by

1

£
where,

_v

= -4G _ .0_

(1)

= 0_/_v _ 0v/_ _ gA% x/_v.

(2)

We can also write this Lagra_agian in the equivalent form:

£

= ¼0 _''_.0_,,_- __..v.

{O.Xv _ o,_X. _ gA-,_ x X'_}.

(3)

To identify the neutral and charged fields, we split the field into a real field A _ and
a complex field W _ as follows:
W"

=

(al' - ia_)/_

W'"

=

(A_ + iA_) /v/2

A" = A_.
In terms of these fields the lagrangian becomes,
£ = -_F_'"F.,,

- _1 ID_ W" - D"W"] 2 + _gf
1
u,,Su,. - _g_SU,,Su v ,

where
F""

=

OUA" - O"A _

S"" = i(W'"W _ - W'_W ")
D_

=

O_'+igA u.

This Lagrangian, as noted by others looks quite similar to charged scalar QED with
a A(_.¢)2 interaction. In analogy with how one performs a flavor 1/N expansion for
charged scalar electrodynamics as discussed by Cooper and Mottola, 2, one first introduces an auxiliary field R u_ = S uv into the Lagrangian. The equivalent Lagrangian
then becomes,
£

=

-

F""F,,,, - _1 ID_'W" - D"Wu] 2 + _g(F
1
.u - gR_'")Su,, +
lg2 R,, R,,. .

In this Lagr_ngian, we notice that
Lagr_mgi_ is now a quadratic form
of a systematic expansion, related
copies of the charged W meson.
Alternatively one can start with
it in the same basis. One obtains:
£ =

f"_f._

- _fu,,{O_'A " -

if we treat Au and R"" as external fields, the
in the fields W'" and W". This forms the basis
to a flavor 1/N expansion where one makes N
the second form of the Lagrangian

O"A"- aS } 9o

-_IDuW " -

D"W"I

and rewrite

(4)

+

+_+C+
+_

,
__

N+++_.7_
++
+

+ +. %_/

++p
<.,

AIIM

"

+

,+OOe_+,_n,_++e,v,?,_+++n?+O
_ooo
.--°,.,,o,,,o,.,,,,o,.m.,,o,,
_,...__+++++

+
++
+o+]+++,.++o+
+
,_++
IP,_d Image

manlIgemenl

_

For this Lagrangian, if we treat treat A" and f"_ as external fields we again get
a Lagrangian quadratic in the fields W *_ and W". In a subsequent paper we will
show how to systematically implement the two expansion based on Lagrangians (a)
and (b). At lowest order in either expansion, the field equations for the charged W
mesons as well as the semiclassical back-reaction equation for the A field is exactly
the same. Since our lowest order approximation treats the A field classically, we need
to only gauge fix the charged W field as well as add the necessary ghosts. As noted by
Ambjorn and Hughes, fixing the gauge to be the background Feynman gauge makes
this theory look as close as possible to scalar QED. Thus in lowest order we add to
either Lagrangian the gauge fixing term:

£aF = ID,W"I_
and the associated

Faddeev-Popov
£fe

(5)

ghost term:

= -iD"eD*_ct - iD*_e t D_c

(6)

The two mean field perturbation theories are obtained by first performing the
integrals over the fields W" and W*" as well as the ghosts and then doing a loop
expansion in the auxiliary fields R _ or f"_ as well as the gauge field A". The
lowest order in the mean field theory, where one evaluates the path integral at the
stationary phase point of these two fields, is equivalent to a quantum field theory
in two background fields which are then self-consistently determined. The quantum
field W u obeys the equation:
{$',,(D_D _') + ig(2F_',, - gk_)}

W _ = 0,

(7)

In this equation one thinks of F'_ and R_ as prescribed external fields.
This allows one to introduce a mode decomposition for W _ which is consistent
with quantizing in the background Feynman Gauge. The Canonical Commutation
relations for the W" can be read off the effective Lagrangian. One has:

[w',',w"] = -ig,'",5(=
-

(8)

For simplicity, in this paper we will consider the back reaction problem for an
"Electric" field that is homogeneous in space and is only a function of time.This is
equivalent to having parallel plates at .4-spatial infinity.
This constraint requires that at time zero the initial state of the system is charge
neutral. This was discussed in detail in (2). To extend this result to the kinematics
appropriate to heavy ion collisions means constraining the external field to be a
function of the proper time and requires the introduction of a curvilinear coordinate
system as discussed in (5). That kinematical situation will be discussed elsewhere.
The basic strategy for either kinematical situation is the same, only the notation gets
more cumbersome in boost invariant kinematics.
We take for convenience that the "Electric" field as well as the gauge field A is in
the third direction and is only a function of the time. That is we set: A" = 6%A(t)
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In that case we also find that one can consistently choose R% to have only a nonvanishing component in the direction of the electric field. Thus: Fl°3 = rtao = R(t),
and F°3 =/_0 = E(t). It is convenient to now choose the polarization vectors in our
mode decomposition to be eigenstates of the electromagnetic field. Thus we choose:
e_: to be the eigenvectors of F% with eigenvalues 4-1,
e_:= (+1,0,0,1)/V_.
The other modes s_
1,2 are transverse

to the applied field.i.e.:
V

V

sl,2= 61,2
In this basis we find the mode decomposition

(9)

of W v is

A=+,-,1,2

In order to satisfy the canonical commutation relations we need that the creation
and annihilation functions satisfy:

L

Z')

J

=
rlA,x,is the negative of the four vector dot product of all of the polarization
It is given by,

,I_,_,=?_,,A--s_c_,.=-_'e_,=

vectors.

(0001)
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
I 0 0 0

"

and the mode functions obey the Wronskian condition:
f;(k,t)]+(k,t)
The longitudinal

- f_(k,t)f+(k,t)=-i,
"" "

mode functions, f± (k, t) = g-"F
(k, t) satisfy
(92
_.
{-ff_ + w2([c,t) + 2igE,(t)}f±(k,t)

= 0,

(12)

where

_(_, t) =k_+ k_+ (k_- gA(t))_,
and
/_(t) = -A(t)-

i
-_gR(t)
.

(13)

In order to verify that standard renormalization procedures work one requires a
WKB type expansion of the mode functions. For this problem one can assume a WKB
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for either f+ or f_.
condition.

The other mode function is then determined

For example one can parametrize
-¢

f+ as follows:

exp {f_ {-if_+(k,

f+(k,t)

by the Wronskian

t') + gE( t') /f_+ (k, t') }dr'}

(14)

V/2
f_+(£,
t)

=

and where f_+(k, t) satisfies
-"

2g E(t)fi+(k,t)

n+(Lt) -4 \n+(k,
m(Lt)

_+(k,t)

+

n_(Lt)

+_(k,t)=J(Lt)

As we will discuss below, if we want our initial condition to be the adiabatic
then at t=0 we have:
_+(;:,0)

=

_(k, 0)

fi+(L0)

=

_(_,0)

(15)
vacuum

(_6)

/_From the Wronskian condition we find that
f*__= A f +(t) + if+(t) fo '
dt'
f+(0)
[f+(t')] 2
The constant A is determined by the fact that we want f_* to correspond
negative energy solution of the field equation for t = 0. At t=0 we have:
i

The adiabatic

f_'(0)

=

A,

]_'(0) = h+(O)a + f+(O----_

h+(0)

=

gE(O)
w

&
2w

iw

(17)
to a

(18)

vacuum initial condition is that near t = 0

f: = n(t)_'f:_('')d_'

(19)

where R(t) is real. Thus
I

(0)
]-"
w(0)
m 7_-_.
(-_ =

;From this we determine

(20)

1
A =

(21)

_L-(0)
* k ,t), satisfy the same
The mode functions transverse to the field, f_,2(_,t) = gi,_(
equation as the charged scalar meson mode functions in scalar QED:
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and the Wronskian condition:

f'(_,t)](_,t) - ]'(_,t)f(_,t) = -i ,

(23)

However as we shall find out below we never need to solve these transverse

mode

equations since the contribution of these modes to the backreaction equation (Maxwell
Equation) gets exactly cancelled by the ghost contribution. The composite field R(t)
is determined by summing over the modes and satisfies a self consistency condition
(related to the gap equation). The composite field R(t) is given by
.
R(t) = 2 j([dk]Im{J'+(k,)f'_(k,t)}
-t * .

/,From the effective Lagrangian,
are given by

(24)

we have that the Faddeev-Popov

(D_D_)c

=

0

(D_DX)_

=

0,

where c and _ are one-dimensional
commutation relations given by

ghost equations

(25)

complex grassman variables which obey the anti-

{IIc(_,t),c(_,t)}+=-iS(_,

_')

(26)

Thus

{c(_,t),_t(_',t)}+ = -6(_- _')
{ct(_,t),$(_',t)}+ = -_(_- _')

{_(_,t),_t(_',t)}+= _(_- _,)
{_t(_,t),_(_',t)}+= _(_- _,),

(27)

where all other operators anti-commute.
These ghost fields have the mode decomposition
c(_,,t)

-

/[dk] {c(k)f(k,t)e

'g'e + dt(_c) f'(-k,t)e

-'_'_}

e(e,t) = f[dk]{e(glh(g,t)_
'__+a-t(glh*(-g,t)_-'__},
where f(k,t)

satisfies the same equation as the transverse

(2S)

modes:

+ _-(f:,t)}/(f:,t) 0
as well as the Wronskian condition (23). Thus we find for the creation and annihilation
operators the following anticommutation relations:

{_(_),ct(_:')}+ =

-i(2_r)36(k-

k')

{d(k),dt(fY))+

-i(27r)36(k-

fc'),

=
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(29)

where all other operators anti-commute.
The back-reaction equations in covariant form in Feynman gauge are:
(OuOu)fif = J_' + J_' + J_,

J_= ao.R"_= iao. (w'.w _- w'_w _>
J;=ig(
{W;(D
* "u W,,_ b_w_)- (b'_w"_- b*_w'_)w.})
J_ =

c- (b_e) ct} ).

-g({(b*_ef)

(30)

For our choice of initial conditions, only the u = 3 component is non-trivial. In
terms of mode sums we have, assuming that our initial state is a zero particIe state
for the operators defined by our mode expansion, that the gauge field contribution to
the convective current is:
J_ = 4g f[dk](k3-gA(t))

t

*

[Re {f+(k, )f:(f_,t)}

wheras the ghost contribution

+ 1/2{Ifa(k,t)l 2+ If2(k,t)12}] (31)

is instead

f [dk](k, -

j3 = -4g

gA(t))lf(k,t)[

2

(32)

Thus we see that the contribution of ghost modes f will exactly cancel the contributions of the gluon modes fx, f_transverse to the electric field if we choose identical
inital conditions for the modes functions. That choice is essential for choosing our inititial configuration to be the adiabatic vacuum. With this choice of initial conditions
the back reaction equation in background field Feynman gauge is:
d
/[dk]
A(t) = 2g-_ --

Im {f +(k, t)f* (_:,t)} + 4g -[[dk] (k3 - gA(t))Re(f+(k

t)f=(k,t)}

(33)
The mode equations, (12) and (24), and the back reaction equation (33) are discretized
on a momentum grid and solved simultaneously for f+(k, t) and A(t). The only effect
of the ghosts is to cancel the contribution of the two transverse modes of W z to the
current in the back reaction equation, leaving two degrees of freedom for the gluons,
as expected.
As it stands the equation for the current is infinite. There are two
equivalent approaches to the renormalization procedure. One can explicitly perform
the renormalizations using a WKB (adiabatic) expansion for the equation for _ as
done in references [21,[3][4],[5] One directly finds that if we ignore R(t) in (13), the
coupling constant is renormalized by
g_ =

g2
1 - (11/6)92 II(0)'

whereas for scalar QED we found
e2

2
er

--

1+ (1/12)e_ri(0) '
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(34)

where II(0) = f[dk]/w 3. Thus this approximation satisfies asymptotic freedom as
distinct from our previous QED calculation. We also note that the renormalization
is identical to that found for the vacuum time independent case. We can use the
adiabatic expansion to obtain an expression for the backreaction which is explicitly
finite in the continuum. This approach is discussed in our previous papers. What is
more convenient and more general is to directly rewrite the equations in terms of the
lattice renormalized coupling constants (with integrals replaced by mode sums) and
to increase the number of modes until the result is independent of the cutoff for fixed
values of the renormalized parameters. That is the strategy we will take here.
That is we know that gE is a renormalization invariant = g_E_. Multiplying
the back reaction equation by 9 and replacing the bare coupling constant 9 by its
renormalized expression (34) then yields:

g,A,(t)

=

+

2g_
d [
l+(ll/6)g_II(0)dt_[dk]Im{f+(k't)f'(k't)}

-

-.

4g_ rI(O)
/[dk](k3-gA(t))Re{f+(k,t)f'_(k
1+ (11/6)g_

t)}
(35)

where

[dk]
H(0)= f _(k,t
= 0)'

(361

It is a simple matter to extend these methods to the SU(3) case. For the SU(3)
case one can follow Huang 12 and introduce two color neutral Gauge Fields A and B
as well as three color charged Gauge Fields X, Y, Z and their anti particles to make
the 8 gluons of SU(3). Including quarks is also straightforward.

3. FINAL

SET OF EQUATIONS

The mode equations

AND

INITIAL

are already renormalized

CONDITIONS

since 9E is an invariant.

02

{_ + _(Z,t)+ 2ig$(_)}f_(Z,t) = 0
with
f;(k,t)/±(k,t)

- f_(k,t)f±(k,t)=-i
"" "
-"

w2(k,t)

= k_ + k_ + (k3 - gA(t)) 2

This equation is then discretized in time and the k are put in a box with periodic
boundary conditions with ki = =t:ni_ The initial conditions are that for f+ we match
our solutions to an adiabatic one (16) whereas for f_ the initial conditions are given
by (18) The renormalized back reaction equation is:

-E,(t)

-

2g_ II(0) dt
d /[J:]
1 + (11/6)g_
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Im {f+(fc, t)f:(k,t)}

+

49,. n(o)/[dk](k3-gA(t))Re{f+(k,t)f*_(k,t)}
_+ (11/6)g_
(37)

where

[dk]
n(0)= f _(k,t
= 0)"

(3s)

with initial condition E,(O) = E0 One increases the number of modes until the backreaction equation does not depend on the number of modes. This is the continuum
limit for fixed renormalized coupling g_.

4. ADIABATIC

NUMBER

OPERATOR

l_e define time dependent adiabatic interpolating

creation and annihilation

operators

E
A

=E J[d_]_ {a_(g.t)L(_,t)+ _}(-_,t)_(_,t)}_'__
where

_(_,t)L(_,t) + _(-_,t)_(_,t)= 0
then,ifw_rCquir_
]+(g,t) =_;(_,t) to _tisfy
,,b..,.b

we find
^

.,-o

[aa(k,t),a_,(i',t)]

= i r/_,,_,,(21r)35(g- k')

[b_(k, t), b_,(k',t)] = i,l_,a,(27r)36(k - fz')

(39)

then

]+(Zt) = exp

{fJ{-iw(k,t')

+ gE(t')/w(k,t')}dt'}
V/2w(k, t)

/,From the Wronskian condition we find that
dt' 2
]* = }+(t) + i}+(t) fo' [f+(t,)]
The interpolating

number operator

(40)

n+(k, t) = n_(k, t) - n(k, t) is defined by

._.(k.t) =< af(k.t)_a.(k.t)+ bt(k.t)_b.(k.t)>
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(41)

The two sets of creation and annihilation
transformation

operators

are related by a Bogoliubov

=

(42)

where
ax(t)

=

-i{fx(k,t)O,_a(k,t)-

/_(t)

=

i{f_(k,t)Ot]x(k,t)-

_a(k,t)Otf_(k,t)}
/x(k,t)Otfx(k,t)}

(43)

If we start from a vacuum state at t = 0 defined by al >= bl >= 0 we then obtain
for the interpolating number operator for Gluon pair production

n_x,(k,t) = rl_,{/3_,(k,t)#x(k,t) + #[,(-k,t)#x(-k,t)}

(44)

It is this operator which when smoothed in time and binned in momentum
to a single particle d'_stribution function of a classical relativistic Boltzmann
We are at present commencing numerical simulations.

is related
equation.
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Abstract:A brief summary is presented of studies of systems in which pairs _re produced in a strong electric field, are accelerated by it, and then react back on it through the
counter-field produced by their current. This picture has often been used in phenomenological treatments of effects that may arise in the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). Here the
field formulation of the problem is sketched for charged bosons, requiring a renormalization
program which is outlined very briefly. A phenomenological transport equation is presented
that embodies physics essentially identical to that of the field formulation. Numerical results
are shown to substantiate this claim, and the corresponding physical behavior of the system
is discussed. Extensions are noted to the fermion case, to the formulation in terms of boost-.
invariant variables (needed for the QGP), and to the formal derivation of the transport
equations. The presentation here stresses the development of a practicable calcuIational
scheme for eventual use in studies of the QGP. In that spirit, work in progress on the study
of more realistic conditions--namely,
nonclassical (electric) fields, non-Abelian fields, and
spatial dependence--is noted.

1. Introduction
The usefulness
oftransport-equation
formalisms
forstudies
ofthephysics
ofthequarkgluon plasma (QGP) has longbeen recognized
and exploited
I.Sincean inevitable
part
of thedynamics of theQGP

involves
the production
of partons,such transport-equation

approacheshaveusually
incorporated
thisfeature
by inserting
somewhat artificially
a source
term to includeit.More recently
2.3,
efforts
havebeen made by a collaboration
involving
groupsat Los Alamos and TelAviv to basethisapproachon a properfield-theory
study
of thephysicsinvolved.The presentaccountisintendedtogivea briefsummary of the
currentstatusofthisproblem,and tosketchhow workisproceeding
inan effort
toprovide
"Permanent address.
Talk delivered at the Workshop on Pre-equilibrium
sions, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory (August,
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Parton Dynamics

in Heavy-Ion

Colli-

a practicable calculational

scheme for the QGP, based on transport equations as founded in

field theory. We hope that this will eventually yield a tool for reliable (semi) phenomenological studies of the QGP. Technical details are suppressed here in the hope of setting forth
the main physical issues more clearly. For more thorough-going purposes refs. 2 through 4
should be consulted, while a didactic presentation is given in ref. 5 and a general review in
ref. 6.
In a common scenario for the first stage of the production of the QGP at ultrarelativistic energies, one considers two highly contracted nuclei that have collided, generated
color charges on each other, and passed through each other.
chromoelectric field produced by their color charges.
this chromoelectric

At the first level of our treatment,

field has been taken as Abelian; we further approximate

sical field 4, and regard it as filling all space homogeneously.
unrealistic assumptions
simplifications

Between them they leave a

it as a clas-

These are, of course, highly

insofar as the QGP application is concerned, but even with these

the back-reaction problem remains challenging. Thus we exploit all of them

in order to make progress with back-reaction, and attempt to restore a more reMistic framework piece by piece later. Out of the (chromo)electric field there now tunnel pairs of partons
that eventually comprise the plasma.
The tunneling mechanism in question is very well known 7, and an exact solution s for
the pair creation rate in the presence of a fixed, external electric field has also long been
available.

In simple terms 9, what is happening in the tunneling process is envisioned by

imagining a fictitious potential that binds the latent pair at the combined rest-mass energy
2mc 2. The electric field provides an additional potential -eEz,

and the overall potential

then allows the pair to tunnel out. The point at which they emerge is z - 2m/eE,

implying,

for small fields, a long tunneling distance. A rough estimate of the rate of pair production
is then given by

exp[--

IPld.z]',-exp-2

_(2m.2m)'/2dz--,exp

where the last expression
expected,

the tunneling

-4m2]eE] -' exp t[-rm_]eEJ' (1)

is that to emerge from a more precise treatment s. As is to be
process is quanta]

by its nature,

and no perturbative

expansion

about E = 0 is possible for it.
Now the application _ of this pair tunneling
has been made through

the use of a Boltzmann

source term on the right-hand
Of

f

rate to the picture for QGP production
equation in which the pair rate _¢,'ves as a

side,
Of

Of

O'-'t+ (_ + m2)l/2 " 0"_ + e/_(t). _--_= pair rate =...exp{
100

- eE(t----_]
rm2 ,

(2)

where f(=_, if, t) is the density of particles at position _., with momentum p",and at time t.
In allowing the electric field in eq. (2) to be time-dependent,

we anticipate the inevitable

appearance of back-reaction: When charged pairs make their appearance, they are accelerated by the electric field, producing a current which in turn makes an electric field opposing
the direction of the original field. Eventually field and plasma oscillations are set up; indeed
it was just those oscillations that were of interest to BiaJas and Czy_ 1. This effect enters
our theoretical

description through a simple application of Maxwell's laws for this case,

_'(t) = -)'(t) - -e

dff.(ffz + m2)1/, f(a_, g, t) - jpot(t),

(3)

where J'po=is the polarization current induced by the pair source term of eq. (2). (For the
case of a homogeneoussystemfilling all of space,only a constant magnetic field can arise,
which we ignore.) Equations (2) and (3) form a coupled set which is solved to incorporate
back-reaction and exhibit oscillatory behavior.
There is an inconsistency
The expression

built into the construction of this set of coupled equations:

for the rate of pair production

used on the right-hand side of eq. (2) is

derived _-9 for the case of a field fixed in time, while back-reaction necessarily involves a
changing field. In fact, eq. (2) has not here really been derived from basic field equations,
but instead has been put together by physical intuition.

This immediately

raises the two

questions, (i) How would back-reaction emerge in a description of this same physical system
based on field theory, and (ii) Can one derive a transport equation resembling eq. (2) from
a field-theory formulation?
2. Back-reaction

in field theory

The back-reaction problem is here formulated in its simplest terms; a far more complete
e

discussion is given in ref. 4. We take a system of charged bosons of mass m satisfying a
Klein-Gordon equation
[(O + ieA)_(O + ieA)u + m2]_ = O,

(4)

where for the homogeneouselectric field filling all space we take a vector potential (in a
particular

gauge)

a. = (0;i.(t)),

(5)

which satisfies the Maxwell equation
_(t) = j = -ie[_bt V¢-

(_bt)¢]-

The form of the boson field after second quantization

_

fg(t)ag

exp[ik'-if']+
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2e2,44bt¢.

(6)

is

f'_;
(t)b_'- k exp[-if:._

,

(7)

where a_; and bt-k . are the particle annihilation and antiparticle

creation operators,

respec-

tively. The forms f£ axe the mode amplitudes for bosons with momentum _:, which, upon
substituting

eq. (7) into eq. (4), satisfy
f'_(t)
+ w_(t)fr_(t
)= O,

(8)

with

=

+ m'.

(9)

Using eq. (7) the Maxwell equation becomes
.,e

dk

eX(t)]21h(t)l=

Z(t)= O"(t))
=•

(10)

where the brackets on _'(t) are necessary in order to yield a classical electric field, according
to the restriction we have chosen. They will imply, for our present purposes, an expectation
value in the initial vacuum.
3. Renormallzation
There immediately arises the question as to whether the integral in eq. (10) converges.
In fact, a renormalization

procedure is required for the back-reaction problem 4. This is a

rather intricate case since the dynamics of the system are intrinsically interwoven with the
renormalization.

Put another way, there is no simple answer to the question of the con-

vergence of the integral for the current, since that convergence is governed by the behavior
of ][(t)

at large _, which in turn is to be known only after the solution of the coupled

equations describing the system dynamics.

And, of course, no such solution is possible so

long as there is no finite result for the current. The general considerations pertinent to the
problem of so-called adiabatic regularization--an

issue having a long history--are

presented

in refs. 2-6, and are not presented here.
The notion of adiabatic
divergent

regulaxization is that one can identify the logarithmically

term in the expression for the current in Ma.xwell's equation (10) by using a

WKBJ-like

method to study the high-momentum behavior of fr=(t). This term can then be

subtracted

off, yielding in place of eq. (10),

L(t)=e/ _-_$
dk [L21.fr,(t)l'[_
'- eX(t)]+ k2e_(t)l
l_(o)J'
which is now convergent.

This expression

involves the renormalized

(11)
charge, e_ = Ze 2,

where the infinite renorma]ization constant is

'
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(12)

and the renormalized

electromagnetic

field A'R = A/Z I12• (The combination

eA which

appears throughout is unchanged, and we therefore do not bother to relabel the quantities
• and A with a subscript R.) It is important to note that the renormMized charge that now
appears in eqs. (11) and (12) involves the usual charge renormalization

to be expected in

QED; indeed this result is necessary if the entire scheme is to be consistent. This also hints
at the possibility of renormalizing in the back-reaction problem without using the adiabatic
procedure by merely replacing the electric charge with its renormalized value for some
momentum cutoff A, calculating the current in terms of A, and verifying the independence
of the result for sufficiently large A. This may prove to be a very attractive scheme for cases
where there is mode mixing (e.g., the situation in which spatial variation is present), so
that adiabatic regulariza.tion does not work.
4. A classical

Boltzmann

model

yielding

equivalent

results

We now consider a Boltzmann model 2 close to that of eqs. (2) and (3), and test it
against the field solutions of eqs. (8), (9), and (11). The model in question has the transport
equation
afa..._
+ eECt)
_p
where the right-hand

=

leE(t)l]]6Cp),
_rm2

(13)

rate of the tunneling mechanism

(here

leE(t)12"--'_
log [I + exp[

side is the pair-production

shown for one spatial dimension for use with the specific numerical cases of the next section).
The distribution

in momentum space is that suggested by microscopic arguments on pair

tunneling (see especially the first paper noted in ref. 9). The solution of eq. (13) can be
inserted into the Maxwell equation (3), and the resulting single equation in A(t) and its
derivatives is easily solved. It emerges 2 that the description of back-reaction provided by
this Boltzmann

model can be vastly improved if a factor embodying Bose enhancement

(1 + 2f) is inserted to multiply the right-hand side of eq. (13). We shall see in the next
session that, when numerical comparisons are made between the field-theory results and
those of the Boltzmann model, the interpretation of the Boltzmann problem can in a major
degree replace that of the field formulation, very much along the lines of the applications 1
to the quark-gluon plasma.
5. Some numerical

results

We present here a few indicative numerical results in order to establish
physical conclusion
field theory.

from this study:

For this purpose we restrict ourselves to one spatial dimension

6 for 3 + 1 dimensions).
for an initial

the equivalence between the Boltzmann

Figure 1 shows/_(t),

the main
model and

(see, e.g., ref.

and its derivative j'(t), as functions of time

value /_(0) = 4 and e2/m 2 = 0.1. The quantities
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are scaled for 1 + 1 such

that they become dimensionless,

i.e.,/}

_ eE/m 2,

_ e j/m 3, and i -- rat, and adiabatic

initial values have been taken for .fi(t). All these quantities

show plasma oscillations

with

slightly increasing frequency as time goes by, corresponding to the additional production
of pairs in the electric field, mainly at its peak values.

The current j(t)

fiat plateau where its first (and, in some cases, second) oscillatory

shows a quite

peak is expected.

This

occurs because initially the field strength is quite large, and the acceleration of the particles
brings them to the speed of light, leading to a saturation of the Current. This is in fact a
rather useful property since it gives us a way to measure the number of particles present at
the early times: The current is given by j -- 2hey, where n is the density of particles (or
antiparticles)

of charge e, and :i:s is their velocity. At the plateau [u[ = I, and n may be

read off from the plateau height. Since the precise definition of particle number is unclear
in a field formulation so long as the electric field is nonzero, this gives us a physical way
to extract the operative number. At later times we may use the connection

between the

relativistic plasma frequency and the particle number for this purpose.
A comparison of the solution of the Boltzmann equation (13), shown by the dashed line,
with that obtained from the field equations is also shown in fig. 1, and is seen to reproduce
the initial oscillatory and plateau behavior quite remarkably. Later, the oscillations
out of phase. The agreement is made even more strikingmshown
line---when

the factor _ (1 + 2f) is introduced,

multiplying

drift

in fig. I by the dot-dash

the boson pair-production

rate

in eq. (13), to include boson enhancement.
The highly oscillatory numerical results for the distribution of produced pairs, shown
as n(k) in fig. 2, bear no resemblance to the smooth distribution of the Boltzmann function
f(p, t). But if we smooth the former, say by grouping every 100 momentum points into
one bin, we obtain the curve shown in that figure on the right-hand side, which again
shows a remarkable resemblance to the result for f(p, t) given by the dashed line (no Bose
enhancement)

and the solid curve (with enhancement).

In fig. 3 the same comparison is shown for fermions, simply because I could not resist
the drama of the result: The Boltzmann function_without

Pauli blocking--can

yield several fermions in a momentum bin, a situation cured by a factor (1 -2f)

of course
multiplying

the fermion pair-production rate; this immediately leads to a stable nonzero solution around
f = I/2. Last, in fig. 4 a small sample of results for boost-invariant
illustrating

coordinates

the same general physical features of the cartesian coordinates.

that eventually

will be most important for studies under QGP conditions.
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is given,

This is the case

6. Various

extensions

(done)

We have already indicated in the numerical results of the previous section some of the
extensions

beyond boson pair production that have already been carried out. We list these

here with some brief "program notes."
a. Ferm/onss: - It does not seem obvious at first blush that fermions should satisfy the
classical Boltzmann formulation along the same lines as the bosons, but they do, and indeed
results for the Pauli-blocked Boltzmann equation are much closer to field results than is the
case for bosons. In ref. 3 the fermion case was carefully set up to avoid the possibility of
a current that starts with a nonzero value, which would jeopardize adiabaticity, but in fact
this complication now appears to be unnecessary _3.
b.

Boost-invariant

coord/natesa:-

For relativistic heavy-ion collisions one wishes to

exploit boost-invariant coordinates, and there too one at first has doubts as to whether the
Boltzmann description can survive the introduction of the kind of spatial dependence which
is incorporated

intrinsically in these variables.

the d'Alembertian

Moreover, the singularity introduced into

by the proper time coordinate is the cause of some technical difficulties,

but once again there is no real problem with this, so that the way is open for applications
in QGP physics.
:

c. Forma/derivation

of the transport equation1°:- It has proved possible to derive 1°

the Boltzmann equation (13) in an approximate form starting with the single-time Wigneroperator formalism 11(for the split-time formalism, see ref. 12). In a certain sense, this shows
explicitly how to divide the consequences of the electric field between "virtual" acceleration
of the pairs (i.e., their physical production) and the subsequent

real acceleration of the

existing charged particles.
7. Various
a. Nonclassical

extensions

(begun)

electric fields 13:- A major effort is being made by a group &t Los Alzanos

to formulate the next order iv the 1/N-approximation

(which, in lowest order, yields 4 the

classical electric field used so far) in the Schwinger-Keldysh formulation.

In 1-{-1dimensions,

as considered so far, this includes the effects of scattering between the charged particles.
The resulting computation

is extremely tedious, but the hope is that if its results can be

shown to be we(l represented

by the transport equation then the latter may be used to

simplify subsequent more physical calculations.
b. Non-Abelian

fields_3:- Also at Los Alamos, the issue of non-Abelian

fields is being

addressed, with a similar expectation and motivation to that involved in examining the next
105

order in 1/g.
c. Spatial

variationS4: - At Tel Aviv, we have been engaged in looking into the formula-

tion of pair production in a finite volume. This may allow for eventual handling of a system
that is boost-invariant
mode-mixing,

but has limited transverse extent.

so that adiabatic

renormalization

Since this of necessity introduces

is no longer applicable,

the success of this

effort depends in large measure on the ability to carry out chaxge renormalization

along the

lines hinted at in section 3.
In summary, we do not expect to be able to incorporate all these features into a usable
field-theory
faithfully

formulation
represented

for the QGP, but we do hope to show that each of them can be
in a phenomenological

which can then be used for practicable

transport-equation

version of the problem,

calculations of QGP behavior.
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Figure

captions:-

1. Time evolution of the scaled electric field/_(t') and _(t') for/_(0)

- 4 and e2/m 2 -- 0.1.

The units are such that /_ -- eE/m 2 and t - rot. The solid line shows the field-theory
calculation,

the dashed curve is the Boltzmann

result without Bose enhancement,

and the

dot-dash curve includes that enhancement.
2. (a) Momentum distribution of the produced pairs at time t - 550 for an initial electric
field/_(0)

- 1. The abscissa is the scaled kinetic momentum p = k - eA, as usual in units of

the mass rn. In (b) we see these results after smoothing (histogram)

compared with those of

the Boltzmann model with (smooth curve) and without (dashed curve) Bose enhancement.
3. Results analogous to those captioned in fig. 2, but for fermions (with initial electric field
/_(0) - 4, and at time t - 200). The smooth curve includes the effects of Pauli blocking
through a factor (1 - 2f) on the right-hand side of the Boltzmann equation

for fei'mions;

without this factor, the Boltzmann distribution has no problem putting five or six fermions
in the central momenta bins.
4. The current in the case of boost-invariant

variables for the case of an initial field of four

units, where by "initial" we here mean the value of the field at a time such that u = -2,
with r -- (1/m)exp(u).
is that of the Boltzmann

The solid line is again the field-theory result, and the dashed line
model.
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QCD TRANSPORT

THEORY

Ulrich Heinz
Institute for Theoretical Physics, University of California,
Santa Barbara, California 93106-4030, USA*

Abstract
I review recent progress in the development of a transport theory for
quarks and gluons and in our understanding of the transport properties
of a quark-gluon plasma.
INTRODUCTION
By letting nuclei collide at ultrarelativistic energies we hope to create a state
of excited hadronic matter which is so dense that individual hadrons can no longer
survive as separate entities, but dissolve into their quark and gluon constituents. If
the nuclear collision zone is sufficiently large and long-lived, this deconfined state of
quarks and gluons can reach a state of local thermodynamic equilibrium which we call
quark-gluon plasma. Small deviations from local equilibrium will get smoothed out
by transport currents, on a characteristic time scale which is given by the transport
coefficients (viscosity, heat and color conductivity, etc.). Knowledge of these transport
coefficients is thus very important for an intuitive understanding of the transport
properties of a quark-gluon plasma and for its macroscopic dynamical evolution. Their
study requires a theoretical formulation of kinetic transport in a system of deconfined
quarksand gluons.
Actually,
the scopeof non-equilibrium
dynamicsinrelativistic
nuclearcollisions
ismuch widerthan suggestedby thesesimpleconsiderations.
The wholechainof
dynamicalprocesses
occurring
innuclearcollisions,
which beginswith the creation
of secondarypartonsfrom the two colliding
coldnuclei,
followed
by theirevolution
towardslocalequilibrium
viarescattering,
whichitself
iscounteracted
by therapid
globalexpansionof the densecollision
regionintothe surrounding
vacuum,and is
endedby the processes
of rehadronization
and decoupling,
formsa complicated
sequenceoftransport
phenomena.As thenuclearcollision
proceedsfrom one stageto
*Permanent address:Institut
f_ir
Theoretische
Physik,Universifiit
Regensburg,D-93040 Regensburg,Germany
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another, even the basic degrees of freedom, on which the kinetic formulation should
be based, change. In addition, a complete description should include the transition
from quantum mechanical to classical kinetic evolution. To put it very drastically,
our task is to somehow connect two very different states: In the ingoing channel two
cold nuclei with zero entropy rapidly approach each other. The quark and gluon wave
functions inside the nuclei are strongly correlated and characterized by firm relations
between their various relative phases, corresponding to coherent quantum mechanical motion of the multi-parton system along the beam axis. The final state, on the
other hand, is characterized by the emission of thousands of hadrons with apparently
thermal single-particle momentum distributions, overlaid by some collective hydrodynamic flow [1]. This state is characterized by a large entropy per participating nucleon
[1, 2] (S/A ,.. 30 - 50), which reflects the random classical motion (with completely
decohered relative phases) of the many final hadrons. If one wants to understand
how the system got from one state to the other it is obviously necessary to start from
a quantum mechanical kinetic picture and study the approach to classical dynamics
simultaneously with the approach to local statistical equilibrium.
BASICS
Quark and Gluon Wigner Operators
The quantum analogue of the 1-particle distribution function is the Wigner function. In a non-relativistic theory it is essentially the Fourier transform of the density
matrix. In relativistic gauge theories this definition needs modification to ensure
gauge covariance; for quarks in QCD the Wigner function is defined as the ensemble
expectation value of the Wigner operator given by [3]

• ff(z,p) =-f

(271.h)4
d4y

e-iP'_[e-_'D"_b(z)]A[_(z)e_'vt'ls-j_

.

(1)

In this expression D_(z) = O,-(ig/hc)A,(z)
(where A.(z) -_-A_(z)t_ and t_ = h_)
is the covariant derivative for the quark field operators, and A, B=1,2,3 and a, fl
= 1,... ,4 denote color and spinor indices. One sees that the partial derivative in
the usual shift operator exp[+(y/2).0=] used for point-splitting the density matrix
is here replaced by the covariant derivative operator. This guarantees gauge covariante (which the usual density matrix does not possess), i.e. it allows for a unique
decomposition of W into color singlet and octet parts with the proper gauge transformation properties. It also ensures through Weyl's correspondence principle that the
momentum argument p of the Wigner operator is the kinetic (rather than the canonical) momentum of the particles (i.e. it classically obeys the mass-shell condition
192 -- rn2).

Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
9¢(z ' p) = - f d'----L-Y
(27rh)4 _-_'_U(_,_

- _)_(z - _) ® _(z + _)U(z + _ z).

(2)

in terms of the link-operators U(z',z) = Pexp{(ig/hc)f_'
dzUA_,(z)}, with P denoting path-ordering.
There is no path ambiguity in eq. (2) because the identity of
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(1) with (2) holds only for the straight path z(s) = z + s(z'- z), 0 _<s _<1 [4].
The gluon Wigner operator can be defined analogously [5], with the quark fields
replaced by the gluon field strength operator Fur. This definition leads to a simple
relationship between the gluon Wigner function and the gluonic energy momentum
tensor, but makes it awkward to extract the gluonic contribution to the color current
and the gluon density. A different definition in terms of the gluon potentials in a
specified gauge, which does not have these problems, will be given below.
/,From the Wigner operators all interesting macroscopic quantities (baryon current, color current, energy momentum tensor, etc.) can be extracted by taking the
ensemble expectation value, integrating over the momentum variables and taking
spin-color traces with the appropriate weights [3].
Semiclassical

Expansion and the Vlasov Equation

Using the Dirac and Yang-Mills equations for the quark and gluon field operators,
exact equations of motion can be derived for the Wigner operators [3]. Their structure
is naturally very complicated; it is formally given as a power series in the doublegradient operator A - (ih/2)O.D(z),
where the momentum gradients act on the
Wigner function and the covariant space-time derivative acts on the gluon fields and
the Wigner function. Due to the occurrence of h in this operator, this power series
looks at first sight like a semiclassical expansion in powers of h. The leading term (of
order h °) yields the Vlasov equation

ig

+

-

p)]
---

(3)

where the "collision term" C(z,p) on the right hand side contains all higher order terms. One recognizes a drift term in coordinate space, with the usual partial
derivative replaced by a covariant one as appropriate for a color matrix equation, a
momentum-space drift term due to the influence of the color field with its well-known
dependence on the (color) Lorentz force p_Fu_, and a spin precession term proportional to the interaction between the quark spin and the color magnetic field, S_F,,.
One also obtains at this order a constraint equation which enforces the the mass-shell
condition p2 = m 2 for the quarks. The kinetic equation for the gluon Wigner operator
takes a similar structure [3].
Decomposing these equations into their color singlet and octet components, and
separating the Wigner function into its positive and negative frequency parts, one
obtains a set of coupled relativistic kinetic equations for the classical (on-shell) singlet
and color octet quark and antiquark distributions [6]. Thus the Vlasov equations (3)
decribe a system of classical quarks and gluons without collisions (since C is of higher
order in h).
The calculation of higher orders in the semiclazsical expansion is hampered by a
serious difficulty: due to gauge covariance, the gradient expansion is defined in terms
of the covariant rather than the partial derivative operator, and the non-abelian term
from the gluon potential has a compensating inverse power of h in its coefficient. As
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a consequence, one obtains at any given order in h contributions of any order in the
coupling constant g, due to multiple commutators of the gluon potential with the
Wigner function. There is no reason why such contributions should be negligible.
THE GAUGE
Quark-Gluon
It is,
of gauge
definition
the point

FIXING

PROBLEM

Transport Theory in Fock-Schwinger

Gauge

however, possible to "resum" all these contributions by a specific choice
[7]: we can choose the particular gauge in which the link-operators in the
of the Wigner operator degenerate to unity, i.e. the covariant derivative in
splitting operation reduces to a partial one. Defining

Cz(x') := u(z,x'),/,(,'),
:=
A_(z')

(4)

:=

U(Z,x')A"(z')U(x',Z)-

=

/

ds s [F_(z(s))(x'

"°
- Z),],

(6)

:(s)=Z+(x'-Z)s

F_(z ')

:=

U(Z,x')F""(x')U(x',Z).

(7)

we can define a new quark Wigner operator

= - J (2_r}%)4
d'u

Cz( -

+

(8)

which obviously reduces to eq. (2) for Z = x. From eq. (6) we see that this gauge
choice allows to reconstruct the gauge potential from the field strength, a convenient
and unique feature of this so-called radial or Fock-Schwinger (FS) gauge, which is
characterized by the conditions
(x'-

Z),A_(x')

= 0,

A_(Z) = 0.

In this gauge a new, simpler definition of the gluon Wigner operator
[7, 81,

(9)
can be given

/ _d4Y
""'_(x - _) A"'bz(x + _)
(10)
(27rh)4 e- _p.u _z
which contains two derivatives less than the conventional definition in terms of the
_.u,.b._Zix, p) =

field strengths [5] and thus has immediat( _ the correct dimension to serve as a gluon
number density (rather than energy-momentum density) in phase space. Reexpressing
the gluon potentials via the field strength as in eq. (6) we recover a gauge-covariant
form for the gluon Wigner operator which, however, involves now two additional
integrations over path parameters s, s' along the direction of point-splitting.
The exact equations of motion for these Wigner operators in FS gauge are quite
analogous to the previous ones, except for the crucial fact that all covariant derivatives
degenerate to partial ones. The semiclassical expansion now becomes an expansion in
powers of (ih/2)Ox.Op, analogous to the usual Wigner-Kirkwood gradient expansion
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known from non-relativistic physics, with the same conditions of convergence, i.e.
no longer involving restrictions on the gauge field configurations. At leading order
the same classical Vlasov equations as before axe recovered [7]. The price to be paid
for this enormous simplification in the structure of the kinetic equations is that (i)
calculations in FS gauge are not easy and have to be done in coordinate space where
little experience exists (see Sect. 3.2), and (ii) the origin of the gauge frame is always
fixed at x, the point where the Wigner function is to be evaluated, such that the
calculation of dynamical processes in spa_e-time requires dragging along the gauge
frame, which leads to additional, but physically important terms in the equations of
motion.
Feynman Rules in FS Gauge
We construct the ghon propagator in FS explicitly [9] by gauge transforming the
gluon potentials from an arbitrary initial gauge to FS gauge. We thus search for a
gauge transformation U such that the transformed field

VAu - U (A_, - I ou) u-1

(11)

satifies the condition (9). This leads to
(x-

Z).O=U-'

= ig(z - Z).AU-',

(12)

i.e. a first order ordinary differential equation along the radial direction (x - Z) for
U(z,x'). It is thus seen that, contrary to folklore, (9) is not a complete gauge fixing
condition, because (12) determines the solution only up to an integration "constant";
this reflects a residual gauge freedom which has to be removed by additionally fixing
the gauge on a surface z(x) perpendicular to the radial direction x - Z, i.e. on a
sphere around Z with an arbitrary radius r. The limit r --. 0 turns out to be singular;
this explains why all previous attempts to derive FS propagators, which implicitly
took this limit, failed.
To lowest order in the coupling constant g the solution of (12) can be conveniently
expressed as
U

VAu(x)]rm = j d4yOu,,(x,y)

A"(y),

where Quv is a projection operator transverse to the radial direction.
residual gauge fixing on the sphere z(x), it is given explicitly by

V)--

--y)--

--V)g --

£

(13)
For covariant

(14)

The second term, with ,_F(X -- y) = --(1/4_'2(x -- y)2) being the inverse of the
D'Alembert operator 0.0, arises from the covariant residual gauge fixing, and the
last term, with w(s) = z(x)+ s(x - z(x)) being the straight line along the radial
direction from x to z(x), ensures transversality to the radial gauge vector.
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With this projection operator the free gluon propagator in FS gauge is simply
D - QAFQt, or explicitly
D_

= 8"bf aXld4X2
Q.,(x,

Ar(x,--x2)Qf(x2,y).

The residual gauge fixing leads to a Fadeev-Popov

(15)

determinant

det M*b(z, y) = det [O,.D'b(z(x))6(z(z)

-- y)],

(16)

which can be represented in the usual way. by ghost fields living only on the spherical
hypersurface z(x) where the residual gauge fixing is implemented.
The same procedure can be used to implement and completely fix axial gauges (in
particular temporal gauge Ao = 0) and yields an axial gauge gluon propagator which
is completely free of gauge poles [9]. Here the residual gauge fixing occurs on a fixed
plane orthogonal to the gauge vector nU; this breaks the translational invariance of
the propagator and leads to ghost fields on that plane, which unfortunately destroys
much of the attractive simplicity of these gauges.
Towards a Collision Term
In principle, we are now set up to derive the lowest order collision terms. There
are different ways to approach this problem: Selikhov [10] has performed a nearequilibrium expansion of the quark-gluon kinetic equations, obtaining Lenard-Balescu-type collision terms which are linear in the deviations from color neutrality, but
permit the latter to be off-shell. Mr6wczyfiski and Heinz [11] have studied the next-toleading order contributions in the gradient expansion for the Walecka model (a theory
with fermionic and bosonic, but no gauge degrees of freedom), obtaining BoltzmannNordheim-type collision terms which are non-linear in the distribution functions, but
include only their on-shell contributions.
The extension of this second approach to
gauge theories has not been completed yet, but I will shortly sketch the procedure
[11,121.
One starts in the Schwinger-Keldysh formalism with the quark propagator matrix

=(
where the components
retarded propagators,

S_(z,y)

S>(z,y)

(17)

'

are the time-ordered (c), anti-time-ordered (a), advanced and
respectively [11]. We need this propagator in FS gauge at

point Z, where the latter components

are given by is>ABa_(x,y)

=

(¢zo(X)¢zI_(y))A
-- B

g_<AB

and ,_ -a (z,y)=
-(¢z_(y)¢z_(x)),
repectively, with x from the upper and y from
the lower branch of the real-time contour, and are by a Wigner transformation directly
related to the quark Wigner function Wz(X,p) in FS gauge. For the gluons one has
analogously
,,b
D_,,,(z,y)=

( D<(z,y
D'(x,y) )
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D>(x,y)
D_(z,y ) ) "b
_,,,,

(18)

a X A z_(y))
b
with z/•-,>ab,
_(z,y) -- (Az_()
gluon Wigner function FZ_,_(X,p)
_b
we have to set Z - X = (x 4- y)/2
One then writes down the (2 ×

(i,-0,

- m)Sz(z,,)

- (_

being related by a Wigner transformation to the
in FS gauge. According to the discussion above,
in the end.
2 matrix) Dirac equation
-I
O ) 6(z- y)4-/ d4x'_(x,x')S(x',
y),

(19)

where the last term on the r.h.s, is given by ig(Az_(z)@z(z)7"t_-¢z(y)),
and its
adjoint. (A nonzero color mean field (Az_) gives rise to a local contribution to
the self energy, EMF(X,X') = EMF(X)6(X -- X').) After Wigner transforming and
adding and subtracting these two equations one obtains a generalized kinetic equation
plus a generalized mass-shell constraint. One next applies the gradient expansion in
powers of iD_.Dpand solves the resulting series expansion iteratively: In lowest order
the generalized kinetic equation reduces as before to a collisionless Vlasov equation,
while the mass-shell constraint defines a generalized mass-shell condition p'2(x) =
m'2(x), with effective momenta p" and masses m" determined by the vector and scalar
contributions of the Vlasov mean fields. (Since in QCD these mean fields carry color
indices, the question of gauge covariance of this effective mass-shell condition requires
special attention.) Next, one makes for the Wigner functions the quasiparticle ansatz
W(X,p), F._,(X,p),-.,
6 (p'2(X)- m'_(X)) f(X,p'_),

(20)

with quark and gluon distributions f(X, ff') which live only on the generalized massshell. Inserting this ansatz into the perturbative (2-loop) expression for the self energy
E(X, p) and calculating the imaginary part gives rise to a collision term in BoltzmannNordheim form, as an integral over a scattering probability with on-shell distributions
of the type (20) in the ingoing channels and with on-shell Pauli-suppression or Boseenhancement factors in the outgoing channels.
As already stated, this program has not yet been carried through for the QCD
case. However, some crucial qualitative insights into the structure and physics of
these collision terms can already be gleaned from the Walecka model exercise [11].
The lowest order (l-loop) contributions to the self energies do not contribute due to
the quasiparticle ansatz: in the case of the quark Wigner function, they describe the
decay of an on-shell quark into an on-shell quark and an on-shell gluon; even with
generalized mass-shell conditions this process is kinematically forbidden. Thus the
lowest order non-vanishing contribution comes from two-loop diagrams, describing
quark-quark and quark-gluon scattering in the 1-gluon-exchange approximation. We
will see in the following Section that these processes are not sufficient to equilibrate
the quark-gluon plasma during its natural lifetime in a heavy-ion collision.
On the other hand, since (up to a perturbative scalar mean field contribution)
gluons are massless, even a very small amount of off-shellness of the quarks (gluons)
will permit the 1---,2 decay by emission of gluon bremsstrahlung.
Quarks and gluons go
off-shell in the QGP due to scattering processes. Although these are formally of higher
order in the coupling constant, the 1_2 decay matrix element itself is of lower order
in g than the Boltzmann collision term, and furthermore it is enhanced in the soft
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region by an infrared divergence. It is thus likely that these off-shell decays contribute
considerably to the approach towards equilibrium. This expectation seems indeed to
be confirmed by the recent experience with numerical parton cascade simulations [13]
where such branching processes appear to be instrumental in reaching rapid thermal
and chemical equilibration. This indicates that the inclusion of quantum mechanical
effects like off-shell propagation are crucial for an understanding of entropy production
in a dense quark-gluon system, thus motivating further research on the quark-gluon
quantum kinetic theory. In a similar vein, it has recently been argued by the Stony
Brook group [14, 15] that multigluon processes gg -_ ng with n _ 3 dominate entropy
production in the "hot glue" scenario. In this case all in- and outgoing gluons can
be on-shell, and the off-shell propagation is contained in the 2-,n matrix element.
Clearly more work is required to include these ideas in a kinetic description.
APPLICATIONS
Linear Response Theory and Hard Thermal Loops
The QCD Vlasov equations can (3) can be easily solved in the linear response
approximation [16, 3], by perturbing the system externally from a locally color neutral
equilibrium state. The color response function, which describes the selfconsistent
reaction of the medium to an external color perturbation, can be decomposed into
its spatially longitudinal and transverse parts. Both develop poles corresponding to
collective color modes in the plasma. Due to the gauge covariance of the kinetic
equations, the location of these poles is gauge invariant. They are determined by the
condition
k2

:

(21)

t_L/T

with (,7 = _/Ikl)

RL(rl)

=

nr( ) =

3w_(l--r/2+2(r/2--1)lnr/+l_

(22)

1 (3w_ - RL('7))

(23)

%

Here
w_--

3

1+_

I+(_T)

(24)

is the QGP plasma frequency with both quark and gluon contributions included.
At first sight it is surprising that this result from classical kinetic theory agrees
[16] with the high temperature limit of the exact l-loop result [17] of the thermal
gluon propagator.
In fact, the analogous high temperature limit for the abelian
plasma was also first obtained from classical kinetic theory by Silin [18], rather than
from perturbative thermal QED] In the meantime the connection between classical
physics and the high temperature limit of thermal field theories has been clarified
considerably [19, 20]. In particular, Blaizot and Jancu [20] generalized the kinetic
treatment to include fermionic mean fields and showed that the kinetic equations in
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the collisionless Vlasov limit reproduce all the results of the leading "hard thermal
loop" approximation within the consistent high temperature resummation scheme
recently developed by Br_ten and Pisarski [21]. The proof of gauge invariance [21]
of the "hard thermal loops" goes hand in hand with the gauge invariance of the
response functions from kinetic theory.
Transport Coe._cients
Including a collision term on the r.h.s, of the Vlasov equation, the collective
plasma modes acquire a width. If the collision term is approximated by a relaxation
time ansatz, C ,,_ (f - f_)/ro, the solution in linear response approximation is as
easy as without a collision term, and the only difference is that the frequency w is
replaced by w + i/ro. Evaluating the linear color response function in the static limit,
we obtain [16] an expression for the coefficient of color conductivity,

=

(25)

Other transport coefficients are given by similar expressions involving r0.
The big question is of course: what is the value of r0? Approximating the collision
term by a single, energy independent number ro is, of course, a very crude approximation. In fact, since different transport phenomena involve different physical processes,
it is inconsistent to take the same value of ro for all transport coefficients. For example, heat conduction and viscosity effects describe scattering processes leading to
thermal equilibration which require the transfer of momentum and are thus calculated
from the "transport cross section", i.e. the differential cross section weighted with a
factor sin20 which suppresses small-angle scattering. Perturbative calculations of r0
for heat conduction and viscosity in QCD thus give
1
-- _ Ta_ln(1/a_),
r0

(26)

where the logarithm arises from the fact that for Coulomb-like 1-gluon exchange
interactions even the transport cross section is infrared divergent as has to be cut
off by dynamical processes (Debye screening of the electric interactions, dynamical
screening of the magnetic interactions [22]).
Electric conduction in an abelian plasma is similar to heat conduction: it requires
electron-electron scattering via photon exchange and thus involves momentum transfer. In contrast to this, since the QCD gauge field carries color itself, color conduction
in a QGP can occur without momentum transfer, by forward scattering off the color
mean field. This was recently calculated [23] in the framework of classical color kinetic theory. Due to the missing sin20 factor in the cross section, this process is more
severely infrared divergent than other transport phenomena. In diagrammatic language, it requires resummation of the hard thermal loops plus a cutoff of the magnetic
interactions by a magnetic mass. In kinetic language, this magnetic mass serves to
eliminate long-range time correlations in the transverse magnetic fields which would
lead to a divergent color relaxation rate. The final result [23] of Selikhov and Gyulassy
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is that the color relaxation time is given by
1
-- ,--,Tc_s ln(1/a,),
rc

(27)

where the argument of the logarithm is in fact the ratio mE/m
2
2 between electric
M
and magnetic screening masses. Note that this rate is larger than the momentum
relaxation rate (26) by one factor a,, and that the QGP is thus a surprisingly poor
color conductor.
The expressions (26,27) are only accurate with logarithmic accuracy, i.e. up to a
constant factor in logarithm. Since in practical situations as is not very small, such
factors can cause large quantitative corrections. We have tried [24] to estimate the
sensitivity in a calculation of the QGP transport coefficients based on the ChapmanEnskog near-equilibrium expansion, using a Boltzmann-Nordheim
collision term with
(color averaged) 1-gluon exchange cross sections for the color singlet distribution
function. We find that for realistic values of a, the dependence on the infrared cutoff
for the Coulomb cross sections is severe, and the cutoff enters essentially linearly into
the final transport coefficients. What is worse is that for any reasonable number
for this cutoff we find for example a viscosity coefficient which is by a factor 3-20
larger than the Navier-Stokes limit which bounds the region of applicability of the
near-equilibrium expansion. This is in qualitative agreement with other approaches
[22, 25] and implies that the transport coefficients (which attempt to parametrize nonequilibrium effects in terms of first order gradients of the thermodynamic parameters
only) are in fact ill-defined, and that the approach to thermal equilibrium is much
too slow compared to the hydrodynamic expansion rate of the hot QGP region in
heavy-ion collisions. Thus the 2-body collisions described by a Boltzmann collision
term are not sufficient to equilibrate the quark-gluon plasma in nuclear collisions.
SUMMARY
With the introduction of Fock-Schwinger gauge into quark-gluon kinetic theory,
the systematic calculation of quantum corrections to the semiclassical Vlasov limit,
the derivation of collision terms and the inclusion of off-shell propagation have finally
turned into mathematically
well-defined problems. Progress is hampered, though,
by the the technical difficulty of performing practical computations in this gauge.
Quark-gluon quantum transport theory is still in its infancy as far as achieving phenomenologically relevant results is concerned.
On the formal level, an interesting connection has been established between classical color kinetic theory in the linear response approximation and the leading terms of
the "hard thermal loop" resummation scheme in thermal QCD. It appears worthwhile
to investigate to what extent this exact correspondence carries over to non-leading
terms like the quark and gluon damping rates; the recent calculation [23] of the color
conductivity time scale using classical color kinetic theory and its relation to the quark
and gluon damping rate as noticed by these authors appear to support the idea that
perhaps all (not only the leading) hard thermal loop results can be obtained from
kinetic theory.
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Finally, a (negative) phenomenological
result seems now firmly established, .namely that 2--,2 scattering processes alone are not sufficient to thermalize
the QGP
in nuclear collisions, and that the propagation
and decay of off-shell quasiparticles
as well as multigluon
production mechanisms are important quantum mechanical
corrections which need to be included in a kinetic simulation.
In this context I
would like to stress that up to now we do not understand
at all the mechanism of
entropy production in nuclear collisions: while patton cascade simulations [13] show
very clearly that 1--,2 branching processes are more efficient than 2--,2 scattering
processes in the thermalization
and chemical equilibration of the quark-gluon system,
they also demonstrate
that the total amount of entropy created by these processes
is small compared to the "initial" entropy created by the destruction of the phase
coherence between the partons in the initial cold nuclear state. So far the latter is
implemented by hand, and a justification of this procedure derived from a solution of
the quantum kinetic equations with proper initial conditions remains one of the big
challenges in the field.
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Abstract

i

The kinetic properties of relativistic quark-gluon and electron-photon
plasmas are described in the weak coupling limit. The troublesome
Rutherford divergence at small scattering angles is screened by Debye
screening for the longitudinal or electric part of the interactions. The
transverse or magnetic part of the interactions is effectively screened
by Landau damping of the virtual photons and gluons transferred in
the QED and QCD interactions respectively. Including screening a
number of transport coefficients for QCD and QED plasmas can be
calculated to leading order in the interaction strength, including rates
of momentum and thermal relaxation, electrical conductivity, viscosities, flavor and spin diffusion of both high temperature and degenerate
plasmas. Damping of quarks and gluons as well as color diffusion in
quark-gluon plasmas is, however, shown not to be sufficiently screened
and the rates depends on an infrared cut-off of order the "magnetic
mass", minas "" g 2T"

INTRODUCTION
QCD plasmas consisting of quarks, antiquarks and gluons appear in a number of
situations. In the early universe the matter consisted mainly of a quark-gluon plasma
for the first microsecond before hadronization set in. Present day experiments at
the CERN SPS, the Brookhaven AGS and future RHIC collider are searching for
the quark-gluon plasma in relativistic heavy ion collisions. Cold degenerate plasmas,
T <</_, of quarks may exist in cores of neutron stars or in strangehts.
Relativistic QED and QCD plasmas have a lot of common features in the weak
coupling limit such as the Rutherford divergence in the elastic differential cross section, the screening properties, and therefore also transport properties. In a plasma
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the typical momentum transfers are of order T or _, whichever is the larger. For
sufficiently high temperature or density, the running coupling constant as(_) is small
and we can treat the quark-gluon plasma as weakly interacting. In fact lattice gauge
calculations indicate that the quark-gluon plasma behaves much like a free gas already at temperatures not far above the critical temperature, Tc -_ 160 MeV, at
which the phase transition between hadronic matter and quark-gluon plasma takes
place. Anyway, since we are better at interpolating than extrapolating, knowledge
of the behavior of weakly interacting quark-gluon plasmas at high temperatures or
densities should be very useful.
We emphasize that it is the effect of Landau &anping which effectively leads to
screening of transverse interactions and give the characteristic relaxation rates in
transport processes and some transport coefficients for weakly interacting electronphoton and quark-gluon plasmas for both thermal plasmas [1, 2] as well as degenerate
ones [3]. In addition, we discuss the quark and gluon quasiparticle damping rates and
the rates of color diffusion in which the transverse interactions are not sufficiently
screened so that an infrared cut-off on the order of the "magnetic mass", minas _ g2T,
is needed.

SCREENING

IN QCD AND

QED

The static chromodynamic interaction between two quarks in vacuum gives the
matrix element for near-forward elastic scattering
M(q)=

_. 1--

c

'

(1)

where am = g2/4_r is the QCD fine structure constant, vl and v2 are the velocities
of the two interacting particles and q is the momentum transfer in the collision.
The first part is the electric or longitudinal (+timelike) part of the interactions.
The second part is the magnetic or transverse part of the interactions. In the Born
approximation the corresponding potential is obtained by Fourier transform of (1)
by which one obtains the standard Coulomb and Lorenzt interactions respectively. A
weakly interacting QCD plasma is very similar to a QED plasma if one substitutes the
fine structure constant as by c_ = e2 __ 1/137, the gluons by photons and the quarks
by leptonswiththeassociated
statistical
factors.
The interaction
viathegluonfield
isdeterminedby gaugesymmetry in much the same way as in QED and therefore
scattering
by a gluonexchangeisverysimilar
to thatby photon exchangeand the
Feynman diagramscarryover.Thereisone crucial
difference,
namelythatthegluon
can coupledirectly
to itself.
This leadsto confinement
and the runningcoupling
constant,
a,(Q). For a givencouplingconstant,
however,the kinetic
properties
are
verysimilar
as we shallsee.
In non-relativistic
plasmassuchas the electron
plasma interrestrial
metals,the
electron
velocities
areof orderthe Fermi velocity,
which ismuch smallerthan the
speedoflight,
and therefore
thetransverse
interactions
areusually
ignored.
In relativistic
plasmastheyare,however,ofsimilar
magnitudeand fordegenerate
plasmas
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the transverse interactions may in fact dominate the transport properties, as will
be described below, because they are effectively less screened than the longitudinal
interactions.
By squaring the matrix element we obtain the Rutherford differential cross section
at small momentum transfer q in the center-of-mass system
2

dfld"a'_
_ 4E2_._(1 + v2) .

(2)

The momentum transfer is related to the scattering angle 0 by q = 2E sin(0/2) where
E is the particle energy in the center-of-mass system. We observe that (2) diverges
as 0 -4 at small angles and the total cross section is infinite signifying a long-range
interaction. In calculating transport properties one typically weights the differential
cross section by a factor q2 = 2E2(1 _ cos 0) but that still leads to a logarithmically
diverging integral and therefore to vanishing transport coefficients.
In a medium this singularity is screened as given by the Dyson equation in which
a gluon self energy HI,,T is added to the propagator t-1 -- w2 - qZ. For the matrix
element this gives
t-1 _ w2 - q2 _ IlL,r,

(3)

(we refer to W'el0on [4] for details on separating longitudinal and transverse parts of
the interaction) where the longitudinal and transverse parts of the selfenergy in QED
and QCD are for w, q _ T given by
IlL(w,q)

=

q_ ( 1 - _x lnx---:-__
x+l'_1/ '

l'IT(w,q)

=

q_ [2 x 2+_z(1-x
1

2)ln__lj
x+l]

(4)
'

(5)

where x = w/qvp and vp = c for the relativistic plasmas considered here. The Debye
screening wavenumbers in QCD is

q_

=

92((Nq + 2N)T-_6 + Nq P---_)2r
2 ,

(6)

whereN = 3 isthenumber ofcolors,
Nq isthenumber ofquarkflavors,
T theplasma
temperature and pq the quark chemical potential. We refer to [12] for a detailed
comparison to QED plasmas.
In the static limit, IIL(w = O,q) = q_, and the longitudinal interactions are Debye
screened. Consequently, the typical elastic scattering and transport cross sections due
to longitudinal interactions alone become

a.tL

_.
-

_.._dfl_., _

a02

(q2 + q_)2 ,,,,__
- T 2'

L
[da
oL2s
[
q2d2q
a_
at, -_ j _-_(1 - cos O)dD __-E 2 J (q2 + q_ )2 _- E'--_ln(T/qD) .
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(7)

(8)

in a high temperature quark-gluon plasma, where particles energies are E _ T.
For the transverse interactions the selfenergy obeys the transversality condition
q"II._ = 0, which insures that the magnetic interactions are unscreened in the static
limit, nr(w ffi o, q) ffi o. Consequently, the cross sections corresponding to (7) and (8)
diverge leading to zero transport coefficients. It has therefore been suggested that the
transverse interactions are cut off below the "magnetic mass", rn,nao '_ g2T, where
infrared divergences appear in the plasma [5]. However, as was shown in [1] and as
will be shown below, dynsrnic_ screening due to Landau damping effectively screen
the transverse interactions off in a number of situations at a length scale of order the
Debye screening length _ 1/gT as in Debye screening. Nevertheless, there are three
important length scales in the quark-gluon plasma. For a hot plasma they are, in
increasing size, the interparticle spacing .,. l/T, the Debye screening length ._ 1/gT,
and the scale I/m,.. s -_ 1/gaT where QCD effects come into play.

TRANSPORT

COEFFICIENTS

FOR HOT PLASMAS

In this section we calculate a number of transport coefficients for weakly-interacting,
high temperature plasmas. We work in the kinematic limit of massless particles,
m _ T, and zero chemical potential, [/=_ T[.
The characteristic timescales, _', describing the rate at which a plasma tends towards equilibrium if it is initially produced out of equilibrium, as in a scattering
process, or if driven by an external field, are determined by solving the kinetic equation. For a system with well defined quasiparticles, the Boltzmann transport equation
is

a
(_

+ Vp ' Vr

_-

F " Vp)Tlp

=

×

[npanp2(1 4- np_)(1 4- rip.) -- npanp4(1 -4,npa)(l -4-rtl_)] ,

--2Z'V2

]M12-.34l
E
234

2 _pz+p_,pa+p._(fl

-t- g2 -

f3 -

_4)

(9)

where p is the quasiparticle momentum, np the quasiparticle distribution function
and F the force on a quasiparticle. The r.h.s, is the collision integral for scattering
particles from initial states 1 and 2 to final states 3 and 4, respectively. The (1 4- np)
factors correspond physically to the Pauli blocking of final states, in the case of
fermions, and to (induced or) stimulated emission, in the case of bosons.
The matrix element for the scattering process 1 + 2 --, 3 + 4 is [M12_.341z 15412_3412/16_z_2_z_4 where 54 is the Lorentz invariant matrix element normalized
in the usual manner in relativistic theories. When electrons, quarks and gluons scatter
elastically through photon or gluon exchange in a vacuum, the matrix element squared
averaged over initial and summed over final states is dominated by a t 2 - (_2 _ q2)2
singularity, for example for quark-gluon scattering
[A_qg..,qgI =

+

(10)

The gluon-gluon and quark-quark matrix dements only differ by a factor 9/4 and 4/9
respectively near small momentum scattering.
i

!
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Viscosities
In Ref. [1, 12] the first viscosity of a quark-gluon plasma was derived to leading
logarithmic order in the QCD coupling strength by solving the Boltzmann kinetic
equation. For gluons
2915_(5) 2
T3
r/g = _rs(1 + 11Nq/48) g4 ln(Y/qD)

=0.34

T3
a 2 ln(1/ao) "

(11)

Second, the quarks carry momentum, and therefore produce an increase in the total
viscosity, _ = r/g + r/q. The quark viscosity, %, is obtained analogously to the gluon
one
_q-

1 + 11N_/48
2.2 1 + 7Nq/33 Nq_Tg,

(12)

which for Nq = 2 results in _q = 4.4_o, a quark viscosity that is larger than the gluon
one because the gluons generally interact stronger than the quarks.
Writing each _i (i - q,g) in terms of the viscous relaxation time, r_,i, as
rli = w_r,,_/5,

(13)

where w is the enthalpy, we obtain the viscous relaxation

rate for gluons

1
= 4.11(1 + 11Nq)Ta_ln(1/ao),

(14)

and for quarks and antiquarks
1
= 1.27(1 + 7Nq)Ta]ln(1/(_,)

.

(15)

The second viscosity _ is zero for a gas of massless relativistic particles. Thermal
conduction is not a hydrodynamic mode in relativistic plasmas with zero chemical
potential.

Momentum

Relaxation

Times

In [2] the time for transfer of momentum between two interpenetrating, spatially
uniform plasmas in relative motion has been calculated. Elastic collisions between the
two interpenetrating plasmas lead to a relative flow velocity decreasing as function of
time and the characteristic stopping time is the "momentum relaxation time". We
emphasize that we are only considering collisional phenomena in this calculation. It
might be the case that collective phenomena, such as the two-stream instability could
lead to relaxation faster than that due to collisions.
The resulting momentum relaxation rate rmom.q9
-1
for gluons colliding with quarks
and antiquarks (v2 = 12Nq), exact to leading logarithmic order in c_o= g2/4_r, is
21
1/7"mom,qg- 207r(1 +

--V

Nq)a_ln(1/a°)T
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(16)

Momentum relaxation rates for two plasmas with different quark flavors, spins, or
colors, or for different ghon colors or spins have the same form, ~ a] In(I/a,)3".
In QED plasma similar stopping times are obtained for lepton stopping on antileptons [2, 12] as in (16) when a, is replaced by a. Photon stopping rates are,
however, different, rmom,_t -_ a]T, because the photon does not couple to itself as
does the gluon and so it does not interact with a lepton by exchanging a photon but
only through Compton scattering.

Electrical

Conductivity

Another transport coefficient of interest is the electrical conductivity, _et, of the
early universe. The principal conduction process is flow of charged leptons, and
the dominant scattering process is electromagnetic interaction with other charged
particles; strongly interacting particles have much shorter mean-free paths. The infrared singularity of the transverse interaction in QED is treated as in QCD, only
now q_ = N_e2T2/3, where Nt is the number of charged lepton species present at
temperature T. To calculate _et we consider the current of charged leptons (1) and
antileptons (2) in a static electric field, E. Taking the components to be thermally
distributed with opposite fluid velocities, ul --u2,
the total electrical current is
Jti -- -endua,
where the density of electric charge carriers is n_i = 3_(3)NeT3/Tr 2.
Solving the kinetic equation (9) we find the electrical conductivity
_d = jd/E

"- 3_(3)
1
ln2 aln(1/_)

T"

(17)

The related electric current relaxation time is
1
=

4_Ntln2
27C(3)

2
In (1/a)T,

(18)

which is very similar to the corresponding momentum relaxation time (16) in QED.
Althoughquarks(ofchargeQqe) contribute
negligibly
to the electrical
current,
theirpresenceleadsto additional
stoppingofthe leptonsand thussmallerconductivity.
Adding contributions
from £q and £_ collisions
we obtainthe totalelectrical
conductivity
_et= aa/ (l + 3 F.,_,Q2q).

TRANSPORT

COEFFICIENTS

IN DEGENERATE

MATTER

Indegenerate
QED and QCD plasmastherearepractically
no photonsorgluons
presentrespectively
sinceT _._#. The Debye screening
lengthisaccordingto Eq.
(6)proportional
to AD _-1/e# foran electron
plasma and AD --_I/9p fora quark
plasma.
In a degenerate
plasma thereare threemomentum scales,
namely p, T, and qD,
whereasin the hot plasmaswe couldneglectthe chemicalpotential.
In the cold
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plasma T << p and likewise for the weakly interacting plasma qD <_<_
P, but it is
important to consider the limits of qD <<:T and T <:<qD separately.
Momentum transfer processes in degenerate quark matter, T _ p (chemical potential), as for example in neutron stars, are also characterized by the rate of momentum relaxation for strong interactions, rmolm. For N_ quark flavors with the same
chemical potentials we find, neglecting the strange quark mass, that [3]
rmo-----m
=
3"-"_" { a(Y/qv)
2/3 + (_r3/12)(T/qD),
18NqTa2
(3/2)ln(T/qv
),

T <<
>> qD } '

(19)

where a = (2_r)2/ar(8/3)((5/3)/6
__ 1.81.
The two limiting cases can be qualitatively understood by noticing that, due
to Pauli blocking and energy conservation, the energy of the particles before and
after collisions must be near the Fermi surface, and theref0re w<_T. For T )) qD
the limitation w<T does not affect the screening because Iwl < q ._ qD <:< T and
consequently the result (19) is analogous to that for high temperatures, Eq. (14),
but with q_ = 2Nqaop2/Tr. The result for T << qD is qualitatively different due to
Landau damping of modes with q<(wq_) l/a, where now _, _ T. The two terms in
(19) correspond to the contributions from transverse and longitudinal interactions
respectively and we note that transverse interactions dominate for T <:_ qv because
Landau damping is less effective than Debye screening in screening interactions at
small q and w.
The viscous relaxation time for quarks is defined analogously to (13) by
1
17 =

-_r_FVFT_

,

(20)

where PF = Pq is the Fermi momentum, VF -- c = 1 is the Fermi velocity and
n -- Nqnq is the density of quarks. By solving the kinetic equation we find [3]

±

=

8..N_a__×

We define a characteristic

_raT ,
a q_)Z + 4 qD'
----

relaxation

T << qD

.

time for thermal conduction,

(21 /
r_, by

1
= -_VFC,_r,,,
where c_ = (Nq/2)Tl_

1

(22)

is the specific heat per volume. Thus we find [3]

=

4 ,, _ _x
_r-_lVqa_pq

3T
2_(3)T/@,
ln(T/qD)

'

(23)
T
T <<
>'> qD
qD }

The relaxation time for thermal conduction has a different temperature dependence
than both _-, and _', because the thermal conduction was weighted by energy transfers (w2) instead of momentum transfers (q2) as for momentum stopping, electrical
conduction and viscous processes.
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Applications to burning of nuclear matter into strange quark matter in the interior
of a neutron star are described in Ref. [3]. In the above calculation the quark
matter was assumed to be present in bulk. The transport properties may, however,
be significantly different in a complex mixed phase of quark and nuclear matter in
cores of neutron stars [7].

DAMPING

OF QUARKS

AND

GLUONS

Historically, calculating damping rates of quasiparticles in a thermal quark-gluon
plasma is a controversial subject, since early results indicated that the damping rate
was negative, and gauge dependent (for a review, see Ref. [9]). Here we show how
the lifetime may be calculated within the framework of the kinetic equation [8]. The
quasiparticle decay rate for a gluon of momentum Pl scattering on other gluons is [6]

1

=

27rv2 q,P2
_ n2(1 +inz)(l+
nx -I-n4)[Mgg_ggl2_(el + e2 - ea - e4),.

(24)

where P2 is the momentum of the other gluon. When pl >> qD " gT the integrals
in (24) over the transverse part of the interaction diverge as shown in [8] because
the factor (1 cos0) or q2 appearing in the earlier transport calculations is missing;
i.e., Landau damping alone is insufficient to obtain a non-zero quasiparticle lifetime.
Including an infrared cut-off, A __ m,_, 9 __92T, which takes into account the failure
of perturbative ideas at momentum scales of order the magnetic mass, the leading
contribution comes from small momentum transfers q .,, qn _ 9T and we obtain
llr_)

=

3a, ln(1/a,)T.

(25)

The quasiparticle decay rate for quarks can be calculated analogously and is just 4/9 of
that for the gluon, the factor coming from the matrix elements at small momentum
transfer for quark scattering on quarks and gluons compared with those for gluon
scattering.
Let us now compare this result with that obtained using field-theoretic techniques.
Braaten & Pisarski [9] have developed a technique for resumming soft thermal loops
which provides screening so that the damping, % at p_ = 0 is positive and gauge independent. Recently, Burgess, and Marini & Rebhan [10] have obtained the leading
logarithmic order for quarks and gluons with momenta pl >> gT. They evaluate the
gluon self energy, given by the gluon bubble, to leading order by including screening in
the propagator of the soft gluon in the bubble and introducing the same cutoff. Their
result for the imaginary part of the self energy, which is one half the quasiparticle
decay rate, agrees with ours, Eq. (25), because exchange contributions (vertex corrections), which are automatically included in the kinetic equation, do not contribute
to leading order.
The relaxation rates in transport processes [1] are of order .._niT, i.e., suppressed
by a factor a_ with respect to the damping rates. This is because in transport
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processes one has an extra factor q2 in integrals like (9) which suppresses the rate by
a factor q2D/T2 __ a,.

FLAVOR,

SPIN

AND

COLOR

DIFFUSION

Let us first consider the case where the particle flavors have been separated spatially, i.e., the flavor chemical potential depends on position, pi(r). In a steady state
scenario the flavor will then be flowing with flow velocity, ui. If we make the standard
ansatz for the distribution function (see, e.g., [6, 8])

np._- _,_(_P- _,,(r)
- u_.p)+ 1
T

__ _xp(_p-T_,_(r))
+1

-

(26)

_'_'ep
ui" p'

the expansion is valid near global equilibrium where pi and therefore also ui is small.
The two terms are those of local isotropic equilibrium and the deviation from that. In
general the deviation from local equilibrium has to be found selfconsistently by solving
the Boltzmann equation. However, in the case of the viscosity the analogous ansatz
was found to be very good [1]. The flavor current is then simply ji = _"_p np,i -- uini
where ni = _p np,i is the density of a particular flavor i. Linearizing the Boltzmann
equation we now find
c9nl
--'_1Vl

• Vpi

=

271"E234 "1}22( 1 -- "3)(1

-- n4)C_p,+p2,p3+p,_(gl

_" g2 -- g3 -- g4)

x IMx2_341Z(u_u2).q

(27)

The resulting flavor diffusion coefficient defined by: ji = -Djt,_o_V/_i, is now straightforward to evaluate when the screening is properly included as described above. The
calculation is analogous to that of the momentum stopping or viscous times. We find
Dyt,,,,o,._-_
" 2.0(1 + ---_-)a,2 ln(1/a,)T.Nf"

(28)

Subsequently, let us consider the case where the particle spins have been polarized
spatially, i.e., the spin chemical potential depends on position, #_(r).
With the
analogous ansatz to (26) for the distribution functions with/z_ instead of/_i we find
the spin current j¢ = u_n_. Linearizing the Boltzmann equation we find
i)nl
--'_1Vl

" V#a

-"

271"E234 nln2(

1 -- n3)(1

"4- n4)_pl+l_,ps+p,_(gl

+ g2 -- g3 -- E4)

× [IM,rJ__,l_(u,
- ,_).q + IM___,l_(u,
- u_).(p, + p_)]_29)
where M TI and M T_refer to the spin flip and the non-spin flip parts of the amplitude.
The transition current can be decomposed into the non-spin flip and the spin flip
parts by the Gordon decomposition rule

g_L.,_[(ps+ p_),+ i,_,,_(ps
- p_)"]
u_.

J_' "" gft'fT_ui _ 2m
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(30)

We notice that the latter is suppressed by a factor q = p! - pi which leads to a spin
flip amplitude suppressed by a factor q_. We then find that the spin flip interactions
do not contribute to collisions to leading logarithmic order and the collision integral
is similar to those evaluated above. Consequently, the corresponding quark spin
diffuseness parameter is
D(_
')= O!,_.

(31)

Gluon diffusion is slower, D(g)__(4/9)2D(q), because they interact stronger.
Finally, let us, like for the spin diffusion, assume that color has been polarized
spatially given by a color chemical potential, #c(r). The basic difference to spin
diffusion is that quarks and gluons can easily flip color directions in forward scattering
by color exchanges, i.e., one does not pay the extra q2 penalty factor as in the case
of spin flip. Consequently, the color flip interactions will dominate the collisions
since they effectively reverse the color currents. As a consequence the collision term
becomes similar to that for the quasiparticle scatterings (14) and we find for the color
diffuseness parameter
-' , _- 0.3 a, In(I/a,)T,,,
Dcoio
a,- 1D[ _ .

(32)

The color flip mechanism amplifies the collisions so the color cannot diffuse as easily
as spin or flavor.
The color conductivity is found analogous to the electrical conductivity, where
cr_ __ q_r,i (see Eqs. (17) and (18)),
2

_rc"_ qvDcotor "_ T/ln(1/ao).

(33)

The characteristic relaxation times for conduction are very different in QCD, where
rcotor "_ Dcoto_ "_ (c_,ln(1/a,)T) -1, as compared to QED, where r,z = r,_om
(a=ln(1/c_)T) -1. Consequently, QGP are much poorer color conductors than QED
plasmas for the same coupling constant.
These surprising results for QCD are qualitatively in agreement with those found
by Selikhov & Gyulassy [11] who have considered the diffusion of color in color space.
They use the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to estimate the deviations from equilibrium and find the same two terms as in (32), which they denote the momentum
and color diffusion terms, and they also find that the latter dominates. Inserting the
same infrared cut-off they find a color diffusion coefficient in color space equal to (25)
1
d_ = _

= 3a0 ln(1/a,)T.

(34)

Note that this quantity is proportional to the inverse of D_olo_of Eq. (32).
The color flip mechanism is not restricted to QCD but has analogues in other nonabelian gauge theories. In the very early universe when T > Tsss _- 250 GeV, the
W _ bosons are massless and faces the same electroweak screening problems as QCD
and QED. Since now the exchanged W _ bosons carry charge (unlike the photon, but
like the colored gluon), they can easily change the charge of, for example, an electron
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to a neutrino in forward scatterings. Thus the collision term will lack the usual factor
q2 as for the quasiparticle damping rate and the color diffusion. Since SU(2) × U(1)
gauge fields should have the same infrared problems as SU(3) at the scale of the
magnetic mass, ,-, e2T, we insert this infrared cutoff. Thus we find a diffusion time
for charged electroweak particles in the very early universe of order
_d,f! "_ (aln(1/a)T)

-1,

(35)

which is a factor a smaller than the momentum stopping time. The electrical conductivity will be smaller by the same factor as well.

SUMMARY
Whereas the troublesome Rutherford divergence at small scattering angles is
screened by Debye screening for the longitudinal or electric part of the interactions,
the transverse or magnetic part of the interactions is effectively screened by Landau
damping of the virtual photons and gluons transferred in the interactions. Including
the screening, we calculated a number of transport coefficients for QED and QCD
plasmas to leading order in the interaction strength. These included rates of momentum and thermal relaxation, electrical conductivity, and viscosities of quark-gluon
plasmas for thermal as well as degenerate plasmas.
Our calculations above show that the transport properties of high temperature and
degenerate QCD and QED plasmas of relativistic particles have several interesting
features. In a degenerate plasmas there are three scales: the chemical potentials,
the temperature, and the Debye screening wavenumber, whereas in thermal plasmas,
where p << T, the chemical potentials can be neglected. In the degenerate case, where
p is much larger than both T and qD, the physics changes between the two limiting
cases of T >> qD and T << qD. When T >> qD the characteristic relaxation rates are
1/T " Ot,
21n(T/qD)T as in the high temperature plasma, and the contributions from
longitudinal and transverse interactions are of comparable magnitudes.
However,
the Debye wavenumber is different, qv "_ gT at high temperatures and qv "_ gp
in degenerate plasmas.
When T << qD the transverse interactions dominate the
scattering processes because they are screened by Landau damping only for energy
transfers less than _ (q_T) 1/3. The resulting relaxation rates for momentum transfer,
electrical conduction, and viscous processes scale as 1/r -._ (asT)5/3/p_/3, while the
relaxation rate for thermal conduction is 1/r_ _ asT. The qualitative reason for r_
behaving in a different way from the other relaxation times is related to the singular
character of the interaction for small energy transfer and small momentum transfer.
An important general conclusion of these studies of QCD and QED plasmas is that
the the transport coefficients deviate from the standard results of Fermi liquid theory
and relaxations times are different for different transport processes.
Color diffusion and the quark and gluon quasiparticle decay rates are not sufficiently screened and do depend on an infrared cut-off of order the magnetic mass,
mm_,g '_ g2T; typically -r-_ ,--,asln(qv/m,.,,,g)T
..., a, ln(1/a,)T.
As a consequence,
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quasiparticle
ductor.

decay is fast, color diffusion

is slow and the QGP is a poor

color con-
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ABSTRACT: Hard and semihard processes lead to a copious production of partons at
the early stage of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. Since the parton momentum distribution is strongly anisotropic the system can be unstable with respect to the specific
plasma modes. The conditions of instability are found and the characteristic time of its
development is estimated. Then, the screening of the static chromoelectric field in the
nonequilibrium plasma is studied. Importance of the two phenomena for heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC is critically discussed.

I

Introduction

A copious production of partons, mainly gluons, due to hard and semihard processes
is expected in ultrarelativistic in heavy-ion collisions [1-9]. For example, the number of
gluons generated at the early stage of the central Au-Au collision is estimated [6] as 570
at RHIC (x/_ = 200 GeV per N-N collision) and 8100 at LHC (x/_ = 6 TeV per NN collision). Since the nucleons from the initial state are colorless one usually assumes
that the produced many-parton system is not only globally but also locally colorless 1,
and consequently collective effects due to the color degrees of freedom are neglected when
the temporal evolution of the system is studied [7,8]. The local color neutrality can be
obviously violated by random color fluctuations. Their role however is not very important
if the fluctuations are effectively damped and the local neutrality is restored fast. This is
* E-mail address: MROW@PLEARN.bitnet
i We call a system locally colorless when not only the color charge but the color current
vanish as well.
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the case of the pluma which is close to the thermodynamical equilibrium [I0-12]. When the
momentum distribution of pax'tons is strongly anisotropic as it happens at the early stage
of tdtrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions one expects, in analogy to the electron-ion plasma
case [10], an existence of the unstable plasma modes with amplitudes exponentially growing
in time. Then, the system dynamics is dominated by the mean-field interaction and its
behaviour is essentially collective.
The main goal of this study is to show that the many-patton system generated at
the early stage of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions is indeed unstable with respect to
the plasma modes. We use the methods of the electron-ion plasma physics [10] within a
framework of the quark-gluon transport theory [11,12]. The quark-gluon plasma is assumed
to be perturbative i.e. weakly interacting. We believe that such an assumption can be
justified in the following way.
When ha_Irons collide only hard parton-parton interactions, those with the momentum
transfer much greater than the QCD scale parameter AQC'D --_ 0.2 GeV, can be treated
in a perturbative way. One usually models soft nonperturbative interactions assuming
existence of the colorless strings or clusters, which further decay into hadrons. When
numerous partons are produced and their density p is so large that pl/S :_ AQcv the
asymptotic freedom regime is presumably approached due to the screening of color forces
and then even soft patton interactions can be treated in the perturbative way. Therefore,
the strings or colorless dusters are expected to dissolve into partons.
In that way we have arrived to the second goal of this study, which is the color screening. Specifically, we compute the screening lengths of the static chromoelectric field in the
nonequilibrium plasma, which have been briefly discussed in [6]. These lengths appear to
be smaller than the confinement scale A_ D. Therefore, the perturbative analysis seems
to be plausible.
The results of this study have been earlier partially published [13]. This paper, which
except some new results give a more systematic and detailed presentation, is organized as
follows. In Sec. II we formulate the objectives of our considerations. Using the so-called
Penrose criterion [10] we discuss the stability conditions in Sec. III. The next section
presents an explicit unstable solution of the dispersion equation. In Sec. V the characteristic time of the instability development is estimated and the relevance of our findings to
heavy-ion collisions at RHIC and LHC is discussed. The discussion of the color screening is
given in Sec. VI. At the end we summarize our considerations and speculate about possible
experimental consequences of our findinss.

II

The Dispersion

Equation

The spectrum of plasma modes, which reflect the collective behaviour of the system is
determined by the dispersion equation. As it has been shown within the kinetic theory of
thequark-gluon
plasma [II,12],
the dispersion
equationofthe (small)plasma oscillations
in theanisotropic
systemcoincides
withthatone oftheelectrodynamic
plasma and reads
[12,14]
detlk26 i1 - kik i -w2eiJ(w,k)[
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-"

O,

i,j = z,y,z

(2.1)

where k is the wave vector and _ is the frequency, e_j is the chromodielectric tensor, which
in the coUisionless limit (see below) is

-:-

eii(co, k) = 6/j + 2_ra, /

d3p

,.'

vi

+i0, _n(p)

1-

[(kv)

6',+ --:klv j ,

(2.2)

where a, is the strong coupling constant and
nCp) = n, Cp) + tt,Cp) + 6n,(p)

(2.3)

with nq, r_q and n 8 being the distribution function of quarks, antiquarks and gluons norrealized in such a way that the quark and gluon densities are

p, = 3 /

(2,)
d3" 3 n,(p),

p, = 8 /

_d3P n,(p)

.

The quarks and gluons axe assumed massless and consequently the parton velocity v equals
p/Jp[. The plasma is locally colorless, homogeneous but not isotropic. It should be also
stressed that in spite of the similarity to the electrodynamic formulae, Eqs. (2.1, 2.2) take
into account the essential non-Abelian effect i.e. the gluon-gluon coupling [12].
We discuss the dispersion equation (2.1) in the coUisionless limit, where the meanfield interaction is assumed to dominate the system dynamics. The assumption is correct
if the inverse characteristic time of the mean-field phenomena r -1 is substantially larger
than the collision frequency t,. Otherwise, the infinitesimally small imaginary quantity
i0 + from Eq. (2.2) should be substituted by iv. Such a substitution however seriously
complicates analysis of the dispersion equation (2.1). Therefore, we solve the problem
within the coUisionless limit and only a posteriori argue validity of this approximation.
The dielectric tensor (2.2) and consequently the solutions of Eq. (2.1) are fully determined by the patton momentum distribution, which we assume to be the same for quarks
and gluons. In the further discussion, we consider two forms of the distribution function

4) = 2- 8(Y - v)e(Y +
and

h(pj.) p±chy

'

(2.4a)

1
n(Pll,P.L, _) = _Ii e(7)ll -- Pll)e(iDll -I-PlI) h(p.L),

(2.4b)

where l/, PlI, P.L and _ denote parton rapidity, longitudinal and transverse momenta and azimuthal angle, respectively.

Eq. (2.4a) gives the patton number distribution ( a=_Nd=_
) which

is fiat in the rapidity interval (-Y, Y), while the parton number distribution ( d=_N_pu) corresponding to Eq. (2.4b) is fiat in the longitudinal momentum interval (-Pll, iVll)" We
will further refer to Eqs. (2.4a) and (2.4b) as the fiat l/- and the flat Pll-distribution,
respectively.
The solutions _v(k) of Eq. (2.1) are stable when Im_ < 0 and unstable when Irnw > 0.
In the first cases the amplitude exponentially decreases in time while in the second one
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there is an exponential growth. In practice it appears difficult to find solutions of Eq. (2.1)
because of the complicated structure of the chromodielectric tensor (2.2). However, the
stability analysis can be performed without solving Eq. (2.1) explicitly.

Iii

The Unstable

Configuration

and Penrose

Criterion

When the momentum distribution is monotonously decreasing function of [p[, as it
is the case of (2.4), the longitudinal modes, those with the wave vector k parallel to
the chromoelectric field E, are stable [10]. Thus, one should look for instabilities among
transversal modes. When the instability occurs the kinetic energy of particles is converted
into the field energy. Since the energy of the patton motion along the beam direction,
which we identify with the z-axis, exceeds the perpendicular energy , the instability is
expected to appear when the chromoelectric field is along the z-axis while the wave
vector is transversal to it. Thus, we will consider the configuration
I

. E-

(0,0,E),

k-- (k,0,0).

(3.1)

Let us mention that the unstable mode, the so-called fdamentation instability, has been
just found for this configuration in the two-stream system of the quark gluon plasma
[14,15]. As we sh_l briefly discuss at the end of the next section, the instability studied
here also provides .'he characteristic pattern with the filaments along the beam with the
color currents oi the opposite sign in the neighboring filaments. It is also interesting to
note, that the electron-ion plasma from the pinch experiments is "hotter" in the transverse
direction (due to magnetic squeezing) and then the instability appears in the configuration
where the electric field is perpendicular and the wave vector longitudinal to the pinch axis.
With the configuration (3.1) the dispersion equation (2.1) simplifies to
H(_)

- k 2 - t#2_z'(w, k) = O,

(3.2)

where only one diagonal component of the dielectric tensor enters.
The Penrose criterion states that the diJpersio, equation H(w) - 0 haJ unstable
_olu_ion_ if H(w = 0) < 0 [10]. The meaning of this statement will be more clear after we
will approximately solve the dispersion equation in the next section.
Let us compute H(0) which can be written as
H(0) = k 2 - X 2 ,

(3.3)

with
×2 _= _Wo2 _ 2_'_,

/

dSp_ _v2
(2_)-----

where the plasma frequency parameter is

/

d3p
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ap,

1

(3.4)

As we shall see below, too gives the frequency of the stable mode of the confl_ration
when k _ O.

(3.1)

Substituting the distribution functions (2.4) into Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5) one finds the
analytical but rather complicated expression of H(0). In the case of the fiat y-distribution
we thus take the limit chY :_ 1, while for the flat pl[-distribution we assume that (P[I)_
(p_), where (PH,_) is the average longitudinal or transverse momentum. Both limits are
obviously satisfied in the ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions. Then, we get

for the fiat y-distribution

dpx h(p) +px dp, )'

(3.8.)

and

a,

/

for the fiat pu-distribution.
After performing partial integrations

dh(p.L)

(3.6b)

in Eqs. (3.6), these equations can be rewritten

a$
X2 ._

am

eY

_min L,'_min

41r Y V± ntp±
a.

h(pmlU_

),

(3.7a)
(3.7b)

where p_|" is the minimal transverse momentum and the function h(pi) is assumed to
decrease faster than l/p± when p± --, co.
As seen, the sign of H(0) given by Eq. (a.3)is (for sufficiently small k 2) determined
by the transverse momentum distribution at the minimal momentum. There are unstable
modes (3.1) if p_lUh(p_iU) > 0 for the fiat !/-distribution
and if h(p_ i") > 0 for the flat
Pll-distribution.
Since the transverse momentum distribution h(p±) is expected to be a monotonously
decreasing function of P.L, the instability condition for the fiat Pll-distributi°n seems to be
always satisfied. The situation with the fiat _/-distribution is less clear. So let us discuss it
in more detail. We consider three characteristic cases of h(pj.) discussed in the literature.
1) The transverse momentum distribution due to a single binary parton-parton interaction is proportional to p_.6 [2] and blows up when P.L _ 0. In such a case
p_iUh(p_iu) > 0, there are unstable modes and p_in should be treated as a cut-off
parameter reflecting e.g. the finite size of the system.
2) The transverse momentum distribution proportional to (p± + m±) -e'4 with m± = 2.9
GeV has been found in [6], where except binary patton-patton scattering the initial
and final state radiation has been taken into account. This distribution, in contrast
to that from 2), gives p_inh(p_in)
= 0 for p_ia
= 0 and there is no instability.
Although one should remember that the finite value of m.L found in [6] is the result
of infrared cut-off parameters used when h(p.L) has been computed. Thus, it seems
more reasonable to use the distribution from 2), where the cut-off explicitly appears.
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3) One treats perturbatively only partons with p± > p_In assuming that those with lower
momenta form colorless dusters or strings due to a nonperturbative interaction. It
should be stressed that the colorless objects do not contribute to the dielectric tensor
(2.2), which is found in the linear response approximation [11,12,14]. Thus, only the
.,,In]"
partons with p± > r.L are of interest for us. Consequently ..,i,_.t..=l,_
is positive
and there are unstable modes. As it will be shown in Sec. VI, the screening lengths
due to the large patton density are smaller than the confinement scale in the vacuum.
Therefore, the cut-off parameter p_I, should be presumably reduced from 1 - 2 GeV
usually used for proton-proton interactions to, let us say, 0.I - 0.2 GeV.
We cannot draw a firm conclusion but we see that the instability condition is trivially satisfied for the flat pll-distribution sad is also fulfilled for the flat y-distribution
under plausible assumptions. Let us mention that the difference between the instability
conditions for the flat Y- and Vii-distribution is due to a very specific property of the
y-distribution which is limited to the interval (_it, Y). The point is that y ---, :i:oo when
p± --, 0 and consequently, the limits in the rapidity suppress the contribution from the
small transverse momenta to the dielectric tensor. For this reason we need for the instability the distribution h(p±) which diverges for p± _ 0 in the case of the flat y-distribution,
while the instability condition for the flat pll-distribution
is satisfied when h(0) is finite.
If we assumed the gaussisa rapidity distribution instead of (2.4a) the instability condition
would be less stringent.
In any case, we assume that the Penrose criterion is satisfied and we look for the
unstable modes solving the dispersion equation (3.2).

IV

Solving

the Dispersion

Equation

The dispersion equation (3.2) for a cylindrically symmetric system is

_"

k-

+

/0

dpx

@,t

P_

+
×

On
±

(4.1)

cosff
+ i0 +
f0 2" a - d_
cos,_

=0

with the plasma frequency too given by Eq. (3.4) and a denoting

_/Pi + P_-

a__=-

k

p±

We solve Eq. (4.1) in the two limiting cases [co/k[ _
ease the azimuthal integral is approximated as

1 and

cos_
+ i0+ = _"
J02_ a - de
cos¢
7r+ O(a-4).
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Ik/o_l>>1.

In the first

Then, the equation(4.1)getstheform

k2

k_-J + _0
_+ v_ = o,

(4.2)

where 17,
ascoo,isa constantdefinedas
2 2

a, / dpudp± (p_"-l-p_)a/z
PlIP±
@n(p)
_7_-- -4"-_
Op± "
We havecomputed cooand I/for
theflat
Pll-- and y-distribution.
In thelimitchY _, 1
and (PU)_ (P±),respectively,
we havefound

co0_
=8"Y"_
a, J dp±h(p±) ,

,,o
_= _

(4.3a)

#±p._h(p±),

(4.3b)

and

v_ ~ ao

@j. 1h(p±) - p±_

- 16Y

i

dpz

.

v___"'__"\
((_'"
) J dp_p_dh(p±)
4_i_
p_)_
dp_

(4.4a)

(4.4b)

The solutions of Eq. (4.2) are
1

4=

_/(k_+_0_)
_+

One seesthatco_.>_0 and co2__<0. thus,thereisa pure realmode co+,which isstable,
and two pureimaginarymodes co_,one ofthem beingunstable.
As mentionedpreviously,
co+= wo when k - 0.
Let us focusour attention
on theunstablemode which can be approximatcdas

w2

-

__

f-_k

2

t r/i.-

for

k2 << co0
2

for

k 2>>w0 2

(4.5)

One should keep in mind that Eq. (4.5) holds only for Ico/kl >> 1. We see that co_ can
satisfy this condition for k 2 << co0
z if r/_ _> oJ0
z and for k 2 >> _o0
2 if 7}2 << co0
z. To check whether
these conditions can be satisfied, we compare r/2 to w0z. Assuming that h(p±) ,_ p_f, one
finds from Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4)
7/2,.,, 1 +8 4,8 u"°2
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(4.6a)

( _11 _w02.

(4.6b)

Since
_ =-a [2,6]weget_2>__
_w_.Therefore,
thesolution
(4.5)for k2 _: ,,_mhouJd
be
correct.
Let us now solve the dispersion equation (4.1) in the second case when
Then, the azimuthal integral from Eq. (4.1) is approximated as

cos#

Ik/,ol:_ z.

........
= +o(a)
_2_r

a - cos4, + iO+

and we immediately get the dispersion relation
w2 = k 2 - X2 ,

(4.7)

with X2 given by Eq. (3.6) or (3.7). As previously we have assumed that chY :_ 1 and
_PII):_ _P±_' Eq. (4.7) provides a real mode for k 2 > X2 and two imaginary modes for
k 2 < X2. Since the solution (4.7) must satisfy the condition Ik/w[ :_ 1, it holds only for

k2> lk2- x2l.
The dispersion relation of the unstable mode in the whole domain of wave vectors is
schematically shown in Fig. 1, where the solutions (4.5) and (4.7) are combined. Now one
sees how the Penrose criterion works. When X 2 - 0 the unstable mode disappears.

,|

_

,t

,

,,

___j2
772

"-

/

/

\

\
_ k2

!

X2

0
Fig. 1. Schematic

view of the dispersion

k2

relation of the unstable

mode.

Using the Maxwell equations one easily finds the space-time structure of the instability.
It starts when a fluctuation generates a small color current along the beam. If this current
changes in the transverse direction at the length, which is greater than X-l, the fluctuation
grows and the initially colorless system splits into the filaments of the thickness _r/k,
where k is the wave vector, with the color current flowing in the opposite directions in the
neighboring filaments. Unfortunately the linear response analysis performed here does not
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allow to follow the instability development beyond the moment when the deviation from
the color neutrality is large. More specifically, the distribution function n _ = n + _n which
describes the deviation from the colorless state n must satisfy the condition In[ >> l_n[

[121.
V

Can

the Instability

Occur

in Heavy-Ion

Collisions?

The instability studied here is relevant to the heavy-ion collisions if the time of instability development is short enough, shorter that the characteristic time of evolution of the
nonequilibrium state described by the distribution function (2.4).
Let us first estimate the time of instability development which is given by 1/Imw. As
seen in Fig. I, ]Imw[ < r/. Thus, we define the minimal time as rmZn= I/r/. To find rmzu
we estimate the plasma frequency. We consider here only the fiat y-distribution
which
seems to be more reasonable than the fiat piI-distribution.
Approximating f dp± h(pj.) as
f dp.I.p.l.h(p.L)/{P.L} the plasma frequency (4.3a) can be written as

9
a._r
(N, + Nq + _Ng)
W2o_- 6Yr2A2/S

(5.1)

where Nq, Nq, and Ne is the number of quarks, antiquarks and gluons, respectively, produced in the volume, which has been estimated in the following way. Since, we are interested in the central collisions, the volume corresponds to a cylinder of the radius roA zD
with r0 = 1.1 fm and A being the mass number of the colliding nuclei. Using the uncertainty principle argument, the length of the cylinder has been taken as 1/(pa.), which is
the formation time of patton with the transverse momentum (P.L).
Neglecting quarks and antiquarks in Eq. (5.1) and substituting there Ng = 570 for the
central Au-Au collision at RHIC (Y = 2.5) and Ng = 8100 for the same colliding system
at LHC (Y = 5.0) [6], we get
w0 = 280 MeV

for RHIC,

w0 =430

MeV

for LHC

for a, = 0.3 at RHIC and a, = 0.1 at LHC. Using Eq. (4.6a) with _ = 6 one finds
"rmin --0.4

fm/c

for ltHIC,

7mi n =

0.3 fm/c

for LHC.

(5.2)

The plasma has been assumed collisionless in our analysis. Such an assumption is
usually correct for weakly interacting systems because the damping rates of the collective
modes due to collisions are of the higher order in a a than the frequencies of these modes,
see e.g. [12]. However, it has been argued recently [16] that the color collective modes
are overdamped due to the unscreened chromomagnetic interaction. However it is unclear
whether these arguments concern the unstable mode discussed here. The point is that the
paper [16] deals with the neutralization of color charges which generate the longitudinal
chromoelectric field while the unstable mode which we have found is transversal and consequently is generated by the color currents not charges. Let us refer here once again to the
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electron-ion plasma, where the charge neutralization is a very fast process while currents
can exist in the system for a much longer time [10]. In any ca_e, the above estimates of
the instability development should be treated as lower limits.
Let us now discuss the characteristic time of evolution of the nonequilibrium state described by the distribution function (2.4). Except the possible unstable collective modes,
there are two other important processes responsible for the temporal evolution of the initially produced many-patton system: free streaming [17-19] and parton-parton scattering.
The two processes lead to the isotropic momentum distribution of partons in a given space
cell. The estimated time to achieve local isotropy due to the free streaming is about 0.7
fm/c at RHIC [19]. The equilibration time due to the parton scatterings estimated by
Geiger [8] exceeds 1 fm/c while Shuryak advocates shorter times [9].
In any case the three time scales of interest are very similar to each other. Therefore,
the color unstable modes can play a role in the dynamics of many-parton system produced
at the early stage of heavy-ion collision, but presumably the pattern of instability cannot
fully develop.
Let us briefly discuss possible consequences of the instability. The growth of the color
fluctuation, with the chromoelectric field along the beam and the wave vector perpendicular
to it, leads to a conversion of the kinetic energy related to the parton motion along the
beam to the transverse energy. It is known from the electron-ion plasma studies that such
an energy transport is very effective [10]. Thus, the instability speeds up the equilibration
process leading to a more isotropic momentum distribution.
One should keep in mind
however that the collective modes discussed here are due to the mean-field interaction
therefore they do not produce the entropy. Consequently the instability contributes to the
equilibration indirectly reducing relative parton momenta and increasing the collision rate.

VI

The Screening

In this section we study screening of the static longitudinal chromoelectric field previously discussed in [6]. We consider the capacitor embedded in the quark-gluon plasma
generated at the early stage of nucleus-nucleus collision. Such a capacitor is a very simple
model of the string where the chromoelectric field is spanned between the color charges at
the string ends.
The field modification in the presence of the plasma is determined the dielectric tensor
(2.2). More specifically,
Di(w,k)

= e'J(w,k)EJ(w,k)

,

i,j - x,y,z

(6.1)

where Di(w,k) is the Fourier transform of the chromoelectric induction i.e. the chromoelectric field in the perturbative vacuum, while Ei(w,k) the actual chromoelectric field.
The color indices are suppressed in Eq. (6.1) since, as shown in [11,12], the dielectric tensor derived in the linear response approximation is proportional to the unit matrix in the
color space. So, there is no mixing of the field color components due to Eq. (6.1).
We further consider two situations: the capacitor field is along the beam (z-axis),
the field is parallel to the z-axis.
Let us start with the first case. Then, there is only
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z--component
vector is

of the wave vector, k -- (0, O, k) mad the Fourier transform of the induction
2. kl
E ° _sm-_-,

Dz(w = O,k)=

(6.2)

where l is the distance between the capacitor plates which are located at z = I/2 and
z = -1/2; E ° is the induction between the plates in the coordinate space. Since the
capacitor field is assumed to be static, only the zero-frequency component of the field is
nonvanishing.
Let us now compute the dielectric tensor. We first observe that the distribution
function (2.4) is symmetric with respect to the momentum inversion i.e.
n(p) = n(-p),

(6.3)

and consequently the momentum derivatives of the distribution function are antisymmetric.
Then one easily shows that the off"diagonal components of the dielectric tensor ez: and
_:Yvanish and the dielectric tensor can be trivially inverted. It is essential here that there
is only kz component of k which is nonzero.
To take the limit w ---, 0 of e:z(w, k) one uses the identity
1
- kv,

-

1

_

kv,

=

l'_'_"

and observes that only the terms with odd n contribute
symmetry (6.3). Finally, one arrives to the result

to the integral

,='(_= 0,k)= l+_-"q

because of the
?

(6.4)

with

f

d3p 1 _(p)

(6.5)

Substituting Eqs. (6.2) and (6.4) into Eq. (6.1) one finds the field after transforming
it to the coordinate space as

(6.6)

E,(z)

E ,,x-r,(-_-_7
_-)¢,hCmiilzl),
for Izl
I:1<
t12
-E
° exp(-mlllzl)sh(_2-_)
,
for
> II2
which is illustrated

in Fig. 2.
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rI

o--I

I

Fig. 2. The capacitor field modified in the plasma.
On sees that the capacitor field is modified in the plasma not only at finite distances
from the plates, but at the plates as well. This differs from the screening of a point-like
charge which is screened at finite distances r but the screening disappears when r --, 0.
Let us also observe that Ez(z - I/2 - 0 +) - Ez(Z = 1/2 + 0 +) = E °. This means that the
charge collected at the plates is conserved.
When the capacitor field is parallel to the x-axis the wave vector k = (k, 0,0), the
only nonvanishing component of the dielectric tensor is exz and we get the result analogous
to (6.6) with m± instead of roll , which is

m_. --2_ra,
Substituting

the distribution

f

(2r)
d_ps v,1

functions

0_(p)
Opt: "

(2.4) into (6.5) and (6.7) one computes the

screening masses. In the hmit ChY >> I for the fiat y-distribution
for the fiat pll-distribution,
respectively, we find

m_ -_ 4YaS/

m__-2,_,,

(6.7)

(2.4a) and (PlI} >> _±)

dp.h(p.),

(6.S_)

ap.p.h(p.) ,

(6.Sb)

_min "_'±
l.[_min,
Y _'.1.
:,

(6.9a)

and
,_
m_=m

_

+4_r
(Xs

m_ -_ 4_r 7911h(P_i") "
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(6.9b)

One sees that the transverse mass is very large for the unstable system (cf. Eq. (3.7a)).
This result is however rather meaningless. When the system is unstable and the transverse
energy grows very fast, one cannot study the static screening in this direction.
Let us estimate the longitudinal screening length All= rn_ 1 for the flat y-distribution.
Repeating the considerations which led us to the estimate (5.2) we find
All = 0.5 fm

for RHIC,

All- 0.3 fm

for LHC.

(6.9)

According to these estimates, which agree with those given in [6], the screening lengths
are smaller than the confinement scale A_ D. Thus, we can believe that the perturbativie
analysis is not senseless. The estimates (6.9) also suggest that the strings of the length
l -_ 1 fm have to dissolve in the plasma generated in the early stage of ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collisions.
It is instructive to compare the screening lengths (6.9) with the Debye screening length
AD computed for the equilibrium gluon plasma at the temperature T (see e.g. [11,12]),
which is
A_2 = 41ra,T 2 .
One finds that the screening lengths (6.9) correspond to the temperature
at RHIC and 0.6 GeV at LHC.

VII

Summary

about 0.2 GeV

and Some Speculations

We have intended to show in this paper that in spite of the initial local colorlessness of
the colliding system, specific color fluctuations can grow leading a collective behaviour of
the many-parton system produced at the early stage of ultrarelativistic
heavy-ion collisions.
Using the Penrose criterion we have found the instability condition and have argued that
this condition is satisfied in heavy-ion collisions at RHIC or LHC. Then, we have solved
approximately the dispersion relation and have found explicitly the unstable mode. The
development of such a mode leads to the characteristic filament structure of the color
current. We have estimated the time of the instability growth, which seems to be somewhat
smaller than the characteristic time of the many-parton system evolution due to the parton
collisions or free streaming. Therefore, there is a chance that the instability can, at least
to some extend, develop in the heavy-ion collisions.
The quark-gluon plasma has been treated as a weakly interacting system in our analysis. We have showed that in spite of rather small values of the coupling constant a,
which we have been assumed (0.3 for RHIC and 0.1 for LHC), the screening lengths are
smaller than the confinement
reasonable.

scale A_ o. Thus, the perturbative

approach

seems to be

At the end let us briefly speculate on possible experimental consequences of the plasma instability. Since the longitudinal energy is converted into transverse one when the
instability grows, the broadening of the transverse momentum distribution is expected.
The instability initiates as a random color fluctuation. Thus, there should be collisions
where the unstable mode develops and the collisions without this mode. The azimuthal
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orientation of the wave vector should also change from one collision to another. Therefore,
the instability is expected to produce significant fluctuations of the transverse momentum in a given phase-space cell, in contrast to the patton cascade simulations [7,8], where
fluctuations are strongly damped due to the large number of uncorrelated partons. The
event-by-event analysis of the fluctuations might be a tool to observe experimentally the
instability.
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COLLECTIVE
QUARK

NON-ABELIAN

GLUON

PHENOMENA

IN

PLASMA

Jitendra C. Parikh
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Ahmedabad 380 009, India
Abstract

Some specific aspects of production and evolution of quark gluon
plasma are discussed. For A- A collisions, q_ pair production in the
color flux tube model is determined, in the preseuce of an oscillating
color field. Thermalization of the plasma due to its chaotic behavior is
examined in a (1+ 1)-dimension particle simulation code.

INTRODUCTION
A brief review of the work done by the group in Ahmedabad (V.M. Bannur, J.R.
Bhatt, A.K. Ganguly, P.K. Kaw, J.C. Parikh and S. Sengupta) will be presented.
The main theme of our work is to study some specific aspects of production and
evolution of quark gluon plasma. In particular, we examine non-abelian phenomena
in a non-perturbative
manner. In the ta:k, the plan is to discuss two basic aspects of
our work. In the first (Sec. 2) we describe non-abelian aspects of creation of q_/pairs
(and hence of QGP) in rhic. Once the plasma is produced its behavior in the preequilibrium phase, will be governed by color dynamics. We investigate the approach
to equilibrium of the plasma in Sec. 3 using a particle simulation code. Finally, in
Sec. 3 we present a summary of our work emphasizing new results, mention effects
that have not been included in them and the studies we propose to undertake in the
near future.

q_ PAIR

CREATION

IN NON-ABELIAN

GAUGE

FIELDS

Color flux tube model has been extensively applied [1 - 2] to examine qf/pair
production in rhic. The basic idea is that, when the projectile and the target nuclei
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collide, they become color charged due to soft gluon processes, and generate a color
electric field between them. The presence of (strong) color fields makes the vacuum
unstable to q# pair creation via the Schwinger [3] mechanism. In this way the color
field energy in the flux tube is transformed into q# pair. Creation of a large number
of q# pairs together with the gluons they produce through interactions eventuaUy
leads to the formation of QGP. Although confinement effects [2] have been examined
in earlier studies, explicit non-abelian effects due to self-interaction of gluon fields
and color coupling between quarks have not been considered. We have studied these
effects and discuss them next.
The main point of our work [4] is that the self-interaction of the gluons is likely
to polarize the medium between the receding nuclei and thus lead to characteristic
normal modes of osciUations. Therefore, the color field in the flux tube should be
time dependent. As an example, it is well known that there exists an exact time
dependent solution of SU(2) Yang-Mills equations of the ("hedgehog") type [5],
A: = (0, H6_, H6_, H_')

(1)

where
H = --c.

B(t-to)

(21

/z(= 0,1,2,3) is the Lorentz index and c_(= 1,2,3) is the color index, cn in Eq. (2)
is a Jacobi elliptic function and B is a constant amplitude of the time dependent
oscillating wave. Physically, this represents a nonlinear collective oscillation of gluons
with a characteristic frequency which depends on the amplitude B. For simplicity, in
our study, we retain the essential feature of an oscillating (sinusoidal) time dependent
field but take it to be spatially homogeneous - i.e.
E_=E,

sinwot(a=l,

.... 8)

(3)

where Wodenotes the characteristic collective frequency. We expect the pair creation
probability to depend upon Wo, the field strength gE and the mass m of the particles.
In order to estimate the value of Wo, we take each A * - A to be equal to H
(Eq. (2)) so that the magnitude of the color electric field E = _

= V_woA "

v/'8Wov/_B.B/v/_
= 4B 2. Consequently, a_o = V_B = V_2E. For gE we take the
estimates discussed by Pavel and Brink [6] which are gE <_ 0.6(GeV) 2 for 32S and
326' and gE < 1.2 (GeV) 2 for U - U collisions. If we take gE in the range 0.5 - 1.5
(GeV) 2 then Wo will vary from 0.5 GeV to 0.866 GeV.
The evaluation of pair creation probability for an oscillating abeli_ electric field
has been described for the two different cases (Wo<< m and _o >> m) by Brezin and
Itzykson [7] and Sakurai [8] respectively. The essential quantity that is evaluated is
the vacuum "persistence" probability

I<Ol S lO>12=ezp[- / :zw(z)]

(4)

where W(z) is the pair creation probability per unit volume per unit time. We have
extended [4] these methods to the non-abelian case where the colored particles are
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coupled to each other via the gauge fields.
limits,

w,

The expressions

4m2 ], ,

for W in the various

=

w, -'T- = --

(5)
m

(6)

It ought to be stressed that the dependence on w_ is a consequence of the non-abelian
physics inherent in the problem. As argued already, on physical grounds, the q_
pair creation processes in p - p and A - A colllsions, ought to be considered in time
dependent (not static) fields. In order, however, to recover the result of the static
Schwinger [3] case, one can follow (ref. 7) with w, --, 0 and independent of gE, such
that the parameter 7 = _
_ 1, and obtain

IV, __ _ezp

---_--j

('r _ I)

(7)

Note also that the expressions Eqs. (5)-(7) are _auge invariant as E _ = E,=IE_S_ is a
trace over the color indices.
We show in Table 1 the results for the pair creation probability for a range of
values of mass m and gE. We observe that for low values of gE, W t, is larger than
Wo and Wg while for intermediate values gE >_ 1.O(GeV) 2 Wg is the largest. In
summary, time dependent processes, resulting from non-abelian physics, appear to
be more important than the Schwinger (static limit) mechanism for qt_pair production
in rhic.

LONGITUDINAL
MALIZATION

OSCILLATIONS,

CHAOTIC

BEHAVIOUR

AND THER-

The most interesting dynamical features of a plasma are its collective properties.
In Coulomb plasmas, they show up as collective plasma oscillations, existence of
various types of instabilities as well as static and dynamic screening of point test
charges. A question of great interest is whether collective processes in a QGP can
substantially influence some of global features resulting in rhic - e.g. thermalization
time, stopping power, entropy generation, etc.
We address here the question of thermalization of energy which may initially
be found in coherent color electric fields because of the violent manner in which
the QGP is produced. The crucial question is whether these coherent oscillations
get thermalized in the typical collisional relaxation time ,,_ (w_/n)_) -1 or are there
faster relaxation processes operating through collective non-abelia, n interactions. To
examine this question we had earlier investigated longitudinal oscillations [9] in quark
matter and found that non-abelian effects in classical quark matter lead to chaotic
behavior of collective oscillations. Such chaotic phenomena have been observed in
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pure Yang-Mills field solutions in vacuum [I0] and in classical lattice simulation [II]
of pure SU(2) gauge theory. The chaotic solutions have clear implications for plasma
thermalization because energy initially confined to a single "mode" gets distributed
over many modes. To examine the question of thermaJization of quarks in further
detail, we have carried out particle simulations [12] of quark matter in I+ I dimensions
in analogy with similar investigations for classical electrodynarnic plasmas. This
involves explicit space and time dependence and examines the initial value problem
in complete detail.
Table I
in
0.01

0.15

0.300

0.500

Pair creation probabilities
"
limits

gv,

0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5
0'05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5
0.05
0.1
0.2
0.5
1.0
1.5

w;.....

......
0.021
0.083
0.334
2.09
8.35
18.8
0.005
0.041
0.235
1.81
7.78
18.0
7 x 10-5
5 X 10 -3
0.081
1.19
6.30
15.6
3x10 -9
3xlO -s
7 X 10 -3
0.434
3.81
11.1

"

0.015
0.076
0.331
2.12
8.35
18.5
,-.,2 x 10-r
,'-,4 x 10-4
0.051
3.03
24.5
65.9
,,,,2x 10-_4
",.' 6 x 10-s
7 x 10-4
1.06
28.1
112.5
3×10-28
6×10 -z4
5 X 10-7
0.103
17.5
133.9

w,

0.022
0.087
0.350
2.19
8.75
19.7
0.022
0.087
0.350
2.19
8.75
19.7
0.022
0.087
0.350
2.19
8.75
19.7
0.022
0.087
0.350
2.19
8.75
19.7

Following Wong [13], the classical variables for N particles
I, ...N) which obey the equations [13],
ra W

= gl_.E.

dli,
d--T= g_.,cAbl_
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are Zi, l_,li_,(i

=

(8)

(9)

l e-05

I ...........'

'

'

''

/

le-006

Z

Z

le-007

le-008
le-009

le-010
150

i
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i ..... [
250
300

l
350

400
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Figure 1: Kinetic energy vs. time. The plasma period is 3.628 units.
where Aa__ A_ and A ° = 0 (gauge choice). In addition we have YM equations
D,F:"

= j_

j_ = g_ff=lIiaU_ ;U_ -'- (1,0,0,_)

(10)
(11)

These equations ((8)-(11)) are solved self-consistently on a grid. We iaitially (at t = 0)
put all the energy in a given mode by giving a perturbation to thepositions
of the
particles of the form sin kz where k is the mode number. We then study [12] the time
evolution of a system of 128 particles on a grid of 32 points with mode number k = 1.
To examine the collective behavior of the particles, we measure the kinetic energy
(K.E.) of the particles, and the energy of the color fields as a function of time. A
typical result for the K.E. _ time is shown in Fig. 1. We see that initially the plasma
exhibits collective oscillations at the plasma frequency (period _ 3.628 units) with a
coherent exchange of energy between the fields and particles. However, after a short
time, rapid chaotic oscillations of the fields take place with a concomitant increase in
the mean K.E. of the particles. The total energy in particles and fields is of course
conserved to a very high accuracy. Fig. 1 very clearly shows that thermalization has
taken place. More explicitly we calculate as a function of time how the field energy is
distributed over the various modes k. Initially it is all in k = 1 but it gets distributed
with time and the distribution of energy with mode number k for t = 500 units is
shown in Fig. 2. This shows that the plasma is thermalized at the end of this interval.
In order to actually establish that the system becomes chaotic, we have calculated the
Lyapunov exponent by choosing slightly different initial conditions, and determined
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Figure 2: Distribution of field energy with mode number k at time 500 units.
how a small initial difference for a gauge invariant quantity
D(t) = [_. (E,.) = - E= (E'=)'] `/2

defined by "distance",
(12)

growswith time.This isshown inFig.3. We observethatthereisan exponential
growthafter
an initial
period-_185unitswhichindicates
thatthesystemhasbecome
chaotic.
To estimate
thethermalequilibration
timer,q_ h-I we need theLyapunov
exponenth from.Fig.3. Takingeh_t_,109and At _ 65 unitswe findr,q,-_
2 plasma
periods,
tobe compared withtheestimate
r,q_ I plasmaperiodobtainedby Mfiller
and Trayanov[11]ina classical
lattice
simulation
ofpuregaugetheory.Thus,we may
concludethatclassical
quarkmatterthermalizes
bynon-abelian
effects
veryrapidly
in
typical
timescales
,_1-2plasmaperiods.
Finally
inFig.4,thevelocity
distribution
ofparticles
isshown oncethechaotic
behavior
has setin.We notethat,withlimited
statistics,
itisnearlyMaxwellianindicating
thatthermalisation
has takenplace.

SUMMARY

AND

CONCLUSIONS

In our studies we have found several novel non-abelian features, such as, (a)'multigluon'
and perturbative q_ production in oscillating color fields, (b) rapid collective nonabelian thermalization of coherent color field oscillations in quark matter. We would
like to state that a major deficiency of our models so far is that by our assumption of symmetry and dimensionality we have decoupled the magnetic sector. We axe
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4.

of Particles

presently in the process of removing this deficiency and thereby addressing some of the
conventional question related to non-perturbative physics coming through magnetic
sector. Effects of non-linear non-abelian entities, vacuum structures/condensates have
been ignored and there are no quantum effects either in our studies. We expect to
make some beginning in these directions also.
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COLOR

DIFFUSION

IN QCD TRANSPORT

THEORY"
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Abstract

Color diffusion is shown to be an important dissipative property of
quark-gluon plasmas with the characteristic color relaxation time scale,
tc _. (3a,Tlog(mE/raM))
-_, showing its sensitivity tothe ratio of the
static color electric and magnetic screening masses. Fokker-Planck
equations are derived for QCD Wigner distributions taking into account
quantum color dynamics. These equations show that the anomalously
small color relaxation time leads to a small color conductivity and to
strong damping of collective color modes.

INTRODUCTION
The quark-gluon plasma (QGP) phase of QCD matter has been predicted to exhibit collective behavior similar to QED plasmas with Debye screened (color) electric
interactions, collective plasmon oscillations, and collective color mode instabilities
under a variety of non-equilibrium configurations (see, e.g., reviews in [1, 2, 3]). Such
collective behavior of quark-gluon plasmas (QGP) may be observed experimentally
via ultra-relativistic heavy-ion reactions if the time scales of dissipative processes that
act to damp collectivity are sufficiently long. Thusfar, most studies of transport properties of QGP have focused on momentum relaxation processes to estimate viscosity
and thermal conductivity coefficients, dE/dx, etc. [4, 5, 6]. Relaxation phenomena
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associated with the color degrees of freedom have received, on the other hand, less attention. In this paper,we study such a phenomenon, color diffusion, in the framework
of quantum and classical treatments of color. We derive a new set of Fokker-Planck
type equations for QCD which describe the diffusion in both color and momentum
space. We calculate not only the momentum relaxation time[5] that controls the
friction and diffusion coefficients in momentum spare but also the color relaxation
time that controls the color diffusion coefficient introduced in [7]. We show that the
same (divergent) color diffusion coefficient arises in both quantum and classical treatments of color dynamics. That divergence is caused by unscreened long range color
magnetic fluctuations and is regulated by introducing a non-perturbative magnetic
mass[8]. The kinetic equations derived here imply that long wavelength collective
color modes in a QGP are more strongly damped by collisions (by a factor l/or°)
than their abelian counterparts. Non-abelian plasmas are therefore also poor (color)
conductors. The QCD Fokker-Planck equations show that, unlike in electro-magnetic
plasmas, the divergent damping rates of hard partons computed diagrammatically
(as in [8]) have considerable physical impact on the collective properties of QGP.

COLOR

DIFFUSION:

CLASSICAL

COLOR

[7]

To derive color relaxation time, tc, we follow here ref.[9, 10] and consider the
motion of a classical colored particle moving along a world line z"(r) with momentum
If(r) - rnv_'(r) and v _' = dz_/dr, that couples with an N2-1 component color charge
vector A_(r) to a background Yang-Mills field, A_(z). We follow this approach here
because of its intuitive simplicity and because it leads to the same result that we
find [11] starting from the kinetic equations for the quark and gluon Wigner density
matrices [1] including the Lenard-Balescu type collision terms derived in [12].
Consider the motion of a heavy quark in the d dimensional representation of
SU(N) with second order Casimir, 6'2, which obeys the equations derived in [9]:

df
d--_ =
dAa
d---r- =

9v_F_"Aa'

(1)

gfab%_'Ab AC'

(2)

where the fields are evaluated at x"(r).
We study the time dependence of the color charge averaging over an ensemble of
background field configurations. We assume that the ensemble characterizes a color
neutral medium in which the A_ are random fields such that the ensemble averaged
potentials vanish in a suitable gauge. The ensemble average of Eq. (2) gives
d

gfabc(

where for shorthand we write [vA] b = (if(r)/m)Ab(z(r)).
Eq. (2) and substituting the result back into Eq. (3), yields
d
d--_(A'(r))

=

(3)
Integrating (formally)

g2fabcfade _0_ dr'([vA]b[vA]d,A'(r'))
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(4)

Our first
main physical
assumptionisthatthetimescaleoffield
fluctuations
isshort
compared to the time scaleof variations
ofthe colororientation.
Formally,
thisis
suggestedfrom eq.(4)ifg _::I becausethe rateof changeof the color.charge
is
proportional
to92.We therefore
assume a stochastic
(random phase)ansatz[13]
for
theexpectation
valueoftheproduct
b

d

([vA]_[vA]$,A"(r'))
_-,
([vA],[vA],,)(A*(r))
.

(5)

With thisansatz,
eq.(4)
reducesto

Thisdefines
the colordiffusion
tensor,
d_*(r),
whose physical
interpretation
willbecome clearbelow.Note thatwe cannotuse thevzA_ --0 gauge inEq. (6)because
vZ(r),viaeq.(1),
isdifferent
foreverymember ofthe ensemble.
Our secondmain approximation
istowork intheeikonal
limit.
Thisisequivalent
to the "hardthermalloop"approximation
in [14].We thus assume thatour test
pattonhas a high initial
fourmomentum and thatenergylossviaeq.(1)issmall.
This alsofollows
formally
from eq.(1)
inthe perturbative
g << 1 limit.
In thiscase,
we can factor
thefourvelocity
out ofthe ensembleaverageand approximate
([vAle[vAle,)

,_ v"v"(A_(:r.(r))A_(z(r')))

bd
- v #v vC,_,(z(

"l"

),x(r'))

.

(7)

Next we note that in this eikonal limit xu(r) - zu(r ') = (r - r')v z, and thus for a
homogeneous, color neutral ensemble, the correlat_on function C can expressed as

=

,

(S)

where (dk) = d4k/(2r) 4, u" is the four velocity of the ensemble rest frame. The
correlation function C measures the spontaneous fluctuations of the background field.
In the classical limit those fluctuations can be calculated using kinetic theory[10, 12,
15]. For a system in thermal equilibrium, the w << T spontaneous fluctuations can
also be related to the response function (retarded commutator) via the fluctuationdissipation theorem[16] as

C"'(k,u)

2TImD""(k,

u,T)

,

(9)

where D"_(k, u, T) is the thermal averaged retarded commutator that arises in linear
response theory. Both methods give the same result in the high temperature limit in
the l-loop approximation[10].
The l-loop result obtained in ref.[17, 14] is

D_,,(k,u)

=

Q.,,
k 2 -- IlL

P,,,
k.k_,
k 2 -- tit + a k---T- ,

(10)

where a is a gauge parameter.
This decomposition utilizes the longitudinal and
transverse projectors, Qz, = fi_fi,/fi2 and Pz, = gu_ -- Q,-, as given in terms of
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_,,= g_,,
- kuk./k 2 and f_u= gu,,
u". Furthermore,
thelongitudinal
and transverse
polarization functions axe related to the gluon self energy II#"(k) through H L --II"Q.. and lit= II""P../2.
With (9,10),
the colordiffusion
tensorcan be expressedvia the colordiffusion
coefBcient,
de,and thecorresponding
colorrelaxation
timeintheplasmarestframe,
to,via
lim d"(r)

_=5o.Ndc =- 5..(vu)/t_

.

(11)

For ultra-relativistic paxtons, the color relaxation rate reduces to

--1
tg

=

_u Im ( k2 _ 1 ii
_2_rg2Ny/(dk)k'(ku) (ku) 2 - k 28 (kv)

L

/C2 --1)l'Ir

(12)

It is important to note that the dependence on the gauge parameter a dropped out
because the delta function constrains kv - O. The gauge invaxiance of this result is
related to the gauge invaxiance of the damping rate in hard thermal loop calculations
in ref.[8] and depends essentially on the eikonal limit. For momenta ._ 3T, the eikonal
approximation applies perturbatively because the energy loss per interaction, _ g2T,
isrela'tively
smallifg << I.
Givento,thesolution
ofeq.(6)inthe plasmarestframeis
(A_(t)) = e-t/"(A_(O)).

(13)

Note, that while the ensemble averaged color of the parton vanishes rapidly for
> to, the equations of motion conserve the magnitude of the color vector, i.e.,
(A*(r)A'(r)) = constant.
In fact we find [7] that the color relaxation rate, 1/t,, corresponds exactly to
the leading log approximation to the gluon damping rate computed in [8, 18]. This
coincidence of results based on classical kinetic theory and l-loop high T QCD is a
general result[10] in all problems where the classical _ << T and k << T modes of the
system axe dominant.
Unfortunately, as is well known[8], the transverse contribution to that damping
rate is logarithmically divergent. Dynamical screening is sufficient to regulate the
Coulomb divergence in the expression for the momentum relaxation rate[5] but not
the damping rate. The longitudinal part is finite[6, 8] and can thus be neglected.
Several attempts to deal with this problem have been proposed. One is to introduce a nonperturbative magnetic mass, mM _ g2T, as in ref.[8]. Another is to
introduce damping self consistently by adding an imaginary part to the bare fermion
propagator[19]. However, no satisfactory solution is yet available.
In our kinetic formulation the source of the problem may be traced back to our
first assumption that the field fluctuation time is short compared to the color diffusion
time. What we learned a postiori was that fluctuations of the transverse magnetic
fields are long ranged in time and that quasi-static unscreened magnetic fields lead to
the divergent color relaxation rate. This suggests that the change of the color moment
with time should taken into account within the integrand in eq.(6). Such a "memory"
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effect could damp the contribution from early times with (vu)(r - r') > to. Inserting
a factor exp(-(vu)(rr_)/tc) within the integral over r' would smear out the delta
function, 6(kv), appearing in eq.(12) into a Lorentzian form c_ dc/((lcv) 2 + _). The
resulting self consistent equation for dc would lead to a finite result analogous to the
method considered by Altherr et al.[19].
In order to regulate that infrared divergence, we follow ref.[8] and introduce formally a non-perturbative color magnetic screening mass, mM _ (g2T), via Im(k 2 IIT)-' _ -_m_/(k
a + m2M)2 + (pm_) a) where # = w/I£1.Note that the dynamic
screening factor[5] is properly included above. By using this anzatz we obtain [7]
t'_' _..a,grlog(m_/mM)

.

(14)

To show that dc actually corresponds to a diffusion coefficient in kinetic theory,
we consider next the classical phase space density Q(z, p, A) of an ensemble of colored
particles defined by
Q(z,p, A)= ] dr'Z: i _(z - xi(r'))_(p-

pi(r'))_(A

- A,(r'))

,

where p_' and A_ obey Wong equations (2) coupled via a self consistent
phase space density obeys the (Heinz) transport equation [1, 10]"

" oO;,' + igp"A_,L")Q(x,p,A)
(p,,O_ + gp F;_A

(15)
field. The

= 0 ,

where
La

= -zfa_CAb_A c ,

are generators of SU(N)/Z N obeying the
Under the same assumptions made in
viously and with neglect the momentum
color diffusion we obtain for the ensemble
diffusion equation

(17)

commutation relations [L _, Lb] = zf"bCLC.
deriving the color diffusion coefficient predegradation part to focus exclusively on
average (Q(x(r),p,A)l
the following color

d
d--_(Q(x(r ), p, h )) = -d_L _L _(Q) ,
where color diffusion coefficient dc is given by eqs.(11,14).
written in the form of Fokker-Planck equation
d(Q)d__._
= OAa(d"b
O

(Q)) ,

(18)
Note that Eq. (18) can be

(19)

where dab = dcf_'_cfC_bAdA_. Equation (18) therefore describes diffusion in color space.
Note that operator Ca = L'_L_ just is quadratic Casimir operator of SU(N)/Z N.
To illustrate color diffusion, it is instructive to consider SU(2), where L i =
-zeiJkAJO/OA k is an angular momentum operator in color (iso-spin) space and C2 =
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l(l + 1). Since the magnitude of/_ is fixed, any initial distribution in color space can
be expanded in the spherical harmonics as

= 0))=

¢),

(20)

I,m

where 0, ¢ are polar coordinates
evolution is simply

in iso-spin space.

In this case, the proper

(Q(A, r)) = _ Ct,mYzm(O,¢)e -de'J('+1) .

time

(21)

l,m

_From Eq. (21) it follows that any non-isotropic
a uniform distribution,
lim (Q(/_,
T--'*OO

distribution

in color space evolves to

r)) = Co/v/4r

(22)

on a proper time scale -._ 1/2dc (for N = 2). The same picture holds qualitatively for
the general SU(N) case, where any distribution evolves to uniform distribution which
is determined by the zero mode of quadratic Casimir operator. This color equilibrium
state is achieved after a proper vc = 1/Ndc. Since the time in the plasma rest frame is
t = (vu)r and Ndc = (vu)/tc, color equilibrium in the plasma rest frame is achieved
on the time scale to.
!

COLOR

DIFFUSION:

QUANTUM

COLOR

[11]

In kinetic theory, non-equilibrium physical system are described by means of oneparticle Wigner distribution functions. The gauge covariant quark, (_+(p,x), and
antiquark, O_(p,z) = Q-(-p,z),
Wigner operators for SU(N) are N x N matrices in
color space. They are related to the gauge covariant quark Wigner operator [1, 20]
via Q_(p, x) =O(:i:p0)6(p2)W(p, z), where

W(p,x)

= f

d4y

-'P" -

_b_

_b¢(x)

,

(23)

where D, = 0_ + zg_._, A_ = Aut
_ _; .4_, is the operator of gluon field, t_ are the
hermitian generators of SU(N) in fundamental representation, and the field tensor
F_,_ = [i)u,D_]/(ig).
The covariant gluon Wigner operator G(p,x) is an (N 2 - 1) x
(N 2 - 1) matrix in color space and is defined similarly [21, 12].
Near equilibrium at high temperature T >> 200 MeV, the typical momentum
transfers, k .._ gT, in the plasma are perturbatively small compared to the average
momenta, p ._ 3T. In that case, spin effects can be neglected in the first approximation, and the evolution can be treated in the eikonal approximation assuming
approximate straight line trajectories. This physical picture forms the physical basis
behind the hard thermal loop approximation[14] in high temperature pQCD. With
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spin effects neglected, the Wigner operator obeys the following dynamical equations
in the semi-classical limit [20]:
M

_

I

f'D.Q*(p,x)
A similar
by those
densities
Q:_(p,x)

A

+ gfO_fF,,_,,Q'_(p,z)}

- 0.

(24)

equation holds for the gluon Wigner operator with generators t" replaced
in the adjoint representation [20, 21, 12]. The quark and gluon phase space
are defined as quantum-statistical averages of the corresponding operators:
= ((_(p,x)),
G(p,x) = (G(p,x)). In equilibrium,
eq
Q_:

"_"

_28(+p0)6(p_)(exp(:t:(p

• u)/T)

%*'

+ 1)-1
(25)

i

G_q -

(2_20(po)6(pa)(exp((p.

u)/T)-

1) -1

For small deviations from these color neutral equilibrium distribution, we write
Qi_

=

Qeq_:34".. 9ff _Q_

The non-equilibrium
ref.[12]:

,

Gab

----- Geq_ab

_" AGab

•

(26)

deviations obey the linearized kinetic equations

p"O.AQ ± + gf'cg;AF_.Q.q

• = AC_(p,z)

derived in

(27)

+

where the linearized collision term on the right hand side has been decomposed into
two parts. In these linearized collision terms quantum statistics is neglected but
dynamical polarization effects are included.
The first, which describes diffusion in momentum space, is written in FokkerPlanck form as [11]
AC_(p,x)

= {t_, {t _, (-cg;(a.AQ±(p,x))

+ cg;(b._e(po)cg;AQi(p,x)))

where {, {, }} denotes a double anti-commutator,
and friction force vector are given by

and the momentum diffusion tensor

= /d/B..(p,/lNo,(/)
a.

=

}} + 6c_, (28)

,

/ dp'B._(p, p')6(p'o)i);_,A/'.q(p') .

(29)

The kernel is given by
B._ = -_- / dkk.k_
In our notation e(Po) = 8(p0)Af_q(p) = ½(Q+ + Qiq)+ NGeq.
larization tensor [10, 2, 12]

] p_D_z(k)p '_ }26(pk)6(p'k)

.

(30)

8(-po), and the effective equilibrium density is
This density controls the high temperature po-

ii._(k ) = _g_ / @fk_(fO;pk + zepo
- fO;)N.q(p
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) = YILQ._ + IITP._

(31)

where the longitudinal and transverse projectors Q,_, P,v and polarization functions
are defined below eq.(10). As noted in ref.[10], the polarization tensor derived from
kinetic theory coincides exactly with the gauge invariant high temperature l-loop
result obtained diagrammatically in ref.[14, 17]. The polarization tensor in turn
determines the medium modified (retarded) gluon propagator (10) that appears in
the kernel of the above collision integrals. It is important to note that the collision
terms are gauge independent because the eikonal mass shell conservation factors,
6(pk) and 6(fk), insures that the convolution of eikonal vertex factors, f and f_,
with the gauge fixing term vanishes.
The tensorial structure of b,_ is in general complicated, but the dominant term
which leads to a (Rayleigh) friction coefficient proportional to velocity, has the structure
b,_ _ b(lfu v + f u_'- gj,V(p. u)) .

(32)

Neglecting quantum statistics, the friction force and diffusion tensor are related by
the analog of the Einstein relation
a_, = -b,,_u_/T

= -bp,,/T

.

(33)

We now relate b = -T(au)/(pu)
to the energy loss per unit length derived in [6].
Note first that in the high T limit, _(po)a_Afeq(p) _ -(u"/r)A/'eq(p),
and thus from
eq.(31) it follows that

Im II_,_(k)

=

7rgT2ku __
/ dp i pzlgv_(p
t i
t k)._eq(p

i) •

(34)

Noting next the identity
f dk 6(pk) Im(pD(k)p)

= - f dk 6(pk) pD(k)(Im

II(k))D*(k)p

,

(35)

we find that

y4b= C21dEdz= -g227r f (2_r)
4dk pukUIm(f'D"_(k)P_)5(Pk)

"_ 4_ a2sT21°g(k*/mE)3 , (36)

where the color electric screening mass is mE = gTv/(1 + N1/6) and k* << 3T
is a cutoff parameter separating the soft and hard momentum transfer scales. As
discussed in [22], the above formula for energy loss is accurate only for low momentum
transfers. Physically, this is also clear from our kinetic theory derivation which utilized
the eikonal approximation.
In practice, however, setting k* = 3T is adequate to
logarithmic accuracy. The effects of hard collisions require of course an extension
beyond the Fokker-Planck approximation.
The consistency of the relation between
b and dE/dx can be verified by multiplying eqs.(27,28) in the plasma rest frame by
Po, taking the trace, and integrating over dax. We can also relate b to the gluon
momentum relaxation time defined v;a
1/tp = (1/E)dS/dz

_ (0.7/T)CA(4b/T)
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,_ 4a_Tlog(1/a,)

,

(37)

which is close to the numerical result obtained in ref.[5].
The second collision term in eq.(27), which has no abelian counterpart and, as
shown below, describes diffusion in color space, can be expressed in an analogous
Fokker-Planck form [11]
=

-cP [_ ,It, AQi(p,z)]]e(po)

+ 6_

,

(38)

The double commutator corresponds to the second order term in the rotation of AQ
in color space by random angles, 0o, with (0°) - 0 but (0_'0b) _ 6,b. Hence, the first
term in (38) corresponds to diffusion i_ color space. The color diffusion tensor is a
measure of the mean square fluctuations of the rotation angles in color space and is
diagonal, dab -- dc6,b, with the color diffusion coefficient, de, given by
dc =

2a 2.f dp'dk l lf D._f _ [_ 6 (pk )6 (p' k ).Afeq(p' )

=

_2_rg2Tj

d._._k6(pk__))im(pUD._(k)f)
(2_)4
ku

_.

(pu)a,T log(mgl.,nM)

,

(39)

Note that we used eqs.(34,35) again to express d_ in a form that is equivalent to the
one derived in ref.[7] starting from classical color dynamics[10, 9]. As emphasized
in [7] perturbative dynamic screening in a QGP is not enough to make the color
diffusion coefficient converge. The momentum diffusion coefficient converges because
of an extra two powers of w = ku appearing in the integral. The divergence is due to
long range unscreened color magnetic interactions.
Note that d_ has dimensions of energy squared unlike that defined in ref.[7] because
we treat massless partons here. The color diffusion time, defined in this case by
tc = (pu) / (Ndc) is, however, identical.
As in abelian plasmas[23], the corrections to the Fokker-Planck terms, 6c_ and
6c_, can be generally neglected because they involve integrals over the small nonequilibrium deviations instead of the equilibrium density [11]. The smallness of the
correction terms is cansed[23, 11] by constraints on the non-equilibrium deviations imposed by conservation laws of particle number, color current, and energy-momentum.
Proceeding analogously with the kinetic equation for gluons[12], we obtain finally
the QCD Fokker-Planck equations
f'O_,AQ + g/r%--"_"A'_
"__-..
t w.q =

-do[t', It°, AQ]]- 0_'((a. - bu.a;){P,{t",AQ}})
f'0.AQ - gp"O_AF_..t
_ " "-Q_q = -d.[P,[P, AO,I] - O;" ((a.- b_,.i)_){t
_ _,{P,A@}})
f O.AV + gf'O_AF:.T"e.q = -d.[T", [T°,AG]]
__
U
__
Y
O; ((a. b._O_){T',{T_,AG}}),
O" AF_,_
" = A3_
"" =

g / dpp.(Sp(P(AQ

- A(_))+

Tr(T_AG))

.

,

,

(40)

This system describes the transport of small deviations in a color neutral quark-gluon
plasma in terms of the transport coefficients, de, au, and b_, which are controlled by
the two time scales, tp and t_ computed above.
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One of the interesting consequences of these equations is that they show that the
damping of collective modes in a non-abelian plasma is controlled by the (perturbatively divergent) parton damping rates. Non-abelian plasmas are therefore poor color
conductors.
To calculate the color conductivity coefficient, we must test the linear response of
the system to a weak external field, Fex. To calculate the induced color current, we
take the color octet moments of the Fokker-Planck equations (40). In that case the
color diffusion terms transform into relaxation terms for the color octet deviations,
e.g.
IrOn,Q" -t-glf [F_]_,O;Q.,

= -(pu)Q'/t¢

.

(41)

where Q'(x,p) = 2Sp(t'AQ).
Solving (41) for the Fourier transform,
induced color current is given by

j.'(k) -

,/ @fOo(p,k/

Q'(k,p),

the

(42)

where the conductivity tensor for a homogeneous
antiquarks, and gluons is [10, 2]

color neutral

plasma of quarks,

pa

=

dp_ (pk)

Cp),

where Afeq(p) is defined above eq.(31). For an isotropic plasma this tensor reduces to
a _'a_ = a"_(k)u z. Finally, from Eq.(43) it follows that [10, 2] the static (k -- 0) color
conductivity is a"_(O) = acg _'_, where
a_ = tjz_,

.

(44)

Here _p21= 47ra, T2(1 +N//6)/3
is the color plasmon frequency[17, 14]. The important
difference between our derivation and that in ref.[10, 2] is that the collision rate is
derived here directly from the kinetic equation for color fluctuations rather than
parameterized via the relaxation time approximation. We see in particular that the
color diffusion time rather than momentum degradation time controls the magnitude
of the conductivity. In addition, the same color diffusion rate applies for both quarks
and gluons unlike in the general ansatz of [2]. Inserting the expression for to, we thus
find that
ac _, 2T/ log(rnF./mM)

.

(45)

The appearance of the non-perturbative
and non-classical magnetic mass in this
final expression suggests that the classical (k --, 0) or high T limit of a QGP is in fact
be very different from QED plasmas because of color diffusion. Another indication
of this is that the long wavelength (k ,_ T) color plasmon mode, obtained from the
dispersion relation k 2 = IIL(k) = -iQ_(a _'_ - a""")k=, are strongly damped with
a rate proportional to 1/t_ a_ can be seen from the general discussion in ref.[10, 2].
A finite damping rate requires going beyond the hard thermal loop approximation
and introducing non-perturbative
(quantal) effects such as the color magnetic mass
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or a self consistent approach as discussed in [8]. The nonperturbative damping rate,
_/ ._ O(g21og(I/g)T),
of color plasmons is only O(glog(I/g))
times smaller than
their natural frequencies, wpl ,_ O(gT). This is a remarkable difference with respect
to abelian plasmas, where the divergent damping rates never enter at the level of
semiclassical kinetic equations and collisional damping is controlled instead by the
perturbatively smaller momentum relaxation rate, i/tp N O(g 4 log(I/g)).
Finally
we note that observable consequences of the non-abelian Fokker-Planck transport in
nuclear collisions are expected through the color conductive coupling between minijets
and beam jets[24] and the spectrum of soft induced gluon radiation associated with
jet quenching[25].
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Abstract

The relevance of parton interaction rates for observables of a quarkgluon plasma and for testing field theoretical methods is exhibited.
Using the Braaten-Pisarski method the interaction rate as well as the
transport rate beyond the leading logarithm approximation are estimated. Limits on the validity of perturbative QCD for relativistic heavy
ion collisions are discussed.

INTRODUCTION
The interaction (or damping) rates of parton scattering processes in a thermalized
QGP are interesting quantities. For example, considering elastic scattering, gg -, gg,
9q -_ gq, qq -_ qq, the corresponding interaction rates r are closely related to the
following important observables:
1. The relaxation time _', which provides information on the thermalization of the
patton gas in relativistic heavy ion collisions [1], is just the inverse of the interaction
rate, r = 1/r.
2. The mean free path A of a parton with velocity v in the quark-gluon plasma
(QGP)is given by A = v/r.
3. The collisional energy loss dEdr
[2-8] of a patton in the QGP follows from
dEdr
= r w/v, where _ is the energy transfer per collision. The energy loss of a
high energy patton determines the amount of jet quenching in a relativistic heavy ion
collision, which might serve as a signature for the QGP [9, 10].
4. The shear viscosity coemcient r/ may be obtained from r! = 2_/(15F) [11],
where ¢ is the efiergy density of the QGP. This quantity indicates the relevance of
dissipation in the expansion phase of the QGP.
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5. The static color conductivity is related to the interaction rate by _c = 4rn_/F
[12], where the effective glucn mass or plasma frequency is given by m_ - g2T2 (1 +
N//6)/3,
N! denoting the number of active flavors in the QGP.
Inelastic scattering rates, e.g. gg --, ggg, gg --, qq, on the other hand, are the
inputs for the radiative energy los_ by gluon bremsstrahlung [I0, 13] and describe the
chemical equilibration of the QGP [14, 15].
Here, we will focus on the elastic rates only. We have to distinguish between two
kinds of rates, namely the interaction rate approximately given by F -_ n a, where
n is the number density of the partons in the QGP and a the cross section of the
process under consideration, and the transport interaction rate given by Ft,,n,
n_rt,an, with the transport cross section crt,o,m ffi f d_r(sin 20)/2. Here, 0 denotes
the scattering angle in the center of mass system. The transport weight (sin _ 0)/2
suppresses collinear and anticollinear scattering events, which are less important for
momentum ralaxation [16-19]. Thus F,,anm gives an estimate for the thermalization
time rather than F.
Since interaction rates are dynamical quantities which cannot be addressed by
lattice calculations, the only method for computing them is perturbation theory.
However, perturbative QCD (pQCD) at finite temperature suffers from serious problems leading to infrared singularities and gauge dependence for many observables
calculated in this way. The reason for this is the fact that naive perturbation theory
at finite temperature is incomplete, i.e. an expansion in the number of loops is not
equivalent to an expansion in the coupling constant g. In other words, multiple loop
diagrams may contribute to lower order in g [20]. This problem can be circumvented
by using effective propagators and vertices based on a resummation of the so-called
hard thermal loop diagrams, as shown by Braaten and Pisarski [21]. In this way,
medium effects, e.g. Debye screening, are included, improving the infrared behavior
of the results drastically. At the same time, the effective perturbation theory leads to
consistent results for observables, i.e. gauge independent results which are complete
to leading order in g.
However, although the effective perturbation theory means a crucial improvement
compared to the naive one, some problems still remain:
1. The effective propagators and vertices show a complicated momentum and energy dependence, rendering explicit calculations painful. Thus for many purposes a
simplified version of the Braaten-Pisarski method is desirable. A widely used approximation consists in using naive perturbation theory but including screening masses in
the propagators. The interaction rates are ideal examples for comparing this approximation with the effective perturbation theory.
2. The effective gluon propagator does not contain a static magnetic screening,
leading to infrared singularities - although less severe than in naive perturbation
theory- in certain quantities, e.g. in the ordinary interaction rate.
3. The effective perturbation theory has been derived under the weak coupling
limit assumption, g _ 1, because it is based on a separation between momentum
scales T, 9T, and 92T. However, realistic values of the strong coupling constant
at relativistic heavy ion collisions are expected to be of the order of 9 __ 1.5 - 2.5
corresponding to c_a-- 92/(47r) __ 0.2 - 0.5. In particular, the transport rate and the
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energy loss provide limits for the extrapolation to realistic values of c_,, as will be
discussed below.
Hence, the interaction rates not only determine important quantities of the QGP
but also can be used for studying essential questions of finite temperature field theory
and its applicability.

INTERACTION

RATES

Interaction rates can be calculated by starting either from matrix elements or
from self energies [22]. The first way, for example in the case of qq _ qq scattering
for massless quarks, gives
i

1
Fqq =
x

-2p / (21r)S2//
dap' [1-nF(P')l

/ (2_r)a2k
d°k
nF(k)

] (2_r)32k
_k' , [1 - nF(k')] (2_r)4 _4(p + If - P'-

If')6Nf

(I./t4(qq ---* qq)12),
(1)

where P = (po, p) denotes the four momentum andhi(p) = 1/[exp(p/T) + 1] with
P = IP] the Ferrni-Dirac distribution. To lowest order pQCD the matrix element A4 is
given by the one-gluon exchange diagram shown in Fig.la. The second way consists
in considering the imaginary part of the gluon self energy on mass shell:

r..(,) =

1 [1 - nF(p)] tr [TuP_ ImP(p, p)].

(2)

where we have to take into account the self energy of Fig.lb. The equivalence of the
both methods follows from a generalization of the Cutkosky cutting rules to finite
temperatures [23].
K
,,

_L
f

(a)

>

Q
P

(b)
p'

P

p'

Figure 1: One-gluon exchange diagram and quark self energy entering the quark
interaction rate to lowest order naive perturbation theory.
At finite temperature the self energy of Fig.lb has to be computed by using either
the real or imaginary time formalism. The interaction rates following from Fig.la or
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Fig.lb turn out to be quadratically

infrared divergent

]dq

(31

Using the Br_u_ten-Pisarski method, derived for the imaginary time formalism, we
replace the self energy of Fig.lb by Fig.2. The effective gluon propagator showing up
there contains an infinite sum of gluon self energy diagrams in the hard thermal loop
approximation [21], which include an imaginary part. Assuming a hard momentum
p>_T for the external quark, the use of an effective gluon propagator is sufficient for
a consistent result [20].

p

P'

Figure 2: Quark self energy containing the effective gluon propagator
quark interaction rate to lowest order effective perturbation theory.

entering the

The final result rea_ls [3, 17, 24-27]
t
Fq =

1.098CFc_sT,

rtq __ CFa,

T

f dq
q

(4)
where --q
Ft't denotes the part of the interaction rate corresponding to the exchange of
a longitudinal or transverse gluon and CF = 4/3 is the Casimir invariant.
Due to the use of the resummed gluon propagator containing the effective gluon
mass proportional to a, in the denominator, the interaction rate (4) is of lower order
in ao than expected naively (3). Furthermore, the rate for hard partons dedends
neither on the momentum of the incomming parton nor on the number of flavors in
the QGP.
While F_ is finite, F_ is logarithmically infrared divergent, as opposed to the
quadratic singularity in (3) resulting from Fig.1. The remaining divergence in the
transverse part comes from the absence of static magnetic screening in the effective
gluon propagator. A magnetic screening mass may arise at the nonperturbative scale
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g2T as a result of possible magnetic monopole configurations in the QGP [28]. It is
interestin_ tonote that lattice [29] and classical monopole gas [30] calculations led
to the same estimate, m_ag _- 15a,2 T 2. Another way of regularizing this infrared
singularity in a physical way relies in the self consistent use of the quark damping in
the quark propagator [17, 26], which might be justified because, due to continuous
scattering events in the QGP, the quark will never be on mass shell exactly. The
latter regularization process also works in a QED gas, where magnetic monopole
configurations are absent. Including the both mechanisms phenomenologically into
r;
we end up with [32]
rq

__ 1.3_,T,

Fg _

3.0a, T,

where rg = (9/4)rq is the interaction rate of a hard gluon.
Assuming these rates to be responsible for the thermalization of a patton gas in
ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions yields thermalization times of r9 _ 0.7 fm/c for
gluons and rq _ 1.7 fm/c for quarks for typical values of _, = 0.3 and T = 300 MeV.
These results suggest a rapid thermalization of the gluon component and a somewhat
delayed of the complete parton gas (two-stage equilibration [1]).
Similar interaction rates are obtained using naive pQCD with the Debye mass,
#_ = 3m_, as an infrared regulator in the cross section. For NF -- 2 - in this
approximation the interaction rates depend weakly on the number of flavors - Fq _1.1 a, T and rg _ 2.5 a, T have been found [32] in good agreement with the complete
result (5).
An important application of the ordinary gluon interaction rate is the static color
conductivity [12], which becomes _c -_ 2.4 T using the result for Fg quoted above in
(5). Furthermore, the ordinary interaction rate serves as an input for the collisional
energy loss of a high energy parton in the QGP [5, 7].

TRANSPORT

RATES

In a plasma with long range interactions, as for instance the QGP, the transport
interaction rate
sin 2 #
Ft,..._ = j dF --y-(6)
describing momentum relaxation, (in contrast to color relaxation), is in general of
greater physical significance than the ordinary rate. The transport weight sin 2 0,
containing the scattering angle 0 in the center of mass system, changes the infrared
behavior of the rate significantly. Because of sin 2 0 _ q2 for small momentum transfers
q, the transport rate turns out to be only logarithmically infrared divergent in naive
perturbation theory, in contrast to (3),

~
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/dq q

(7)

but finite using the Braaten-Pisarski method due to dynamical screening [33]. Such
quantities c_m be calculated consistently by introducing a separation scale q*, as
discussed by Braaten and Yuan [34]. The soft contribution, according to momentum
transfers q < q*, is obtained by using the effective gluon propagator, while the hard
contribution (q > q*) follows from utilizing the bare propagator. Employing the
restriction gT << q* << T and adding up the soft and hard parts, the arbitrary
separation scale drops out. Another example for a quantity calculable in this way is
the energy loss [4].
In the case of the ordinary interaction rate the hard part only contributes to higher
order in g because this rate is dominated by soft momentum transfers, as opposed to
the transport rate, as can be seen by comparing (3) and (7). The hard part requires to
consider not only the t-channel scattering diagram (Fig.la) but all the others 2 --_ 2
processes to lowest order [35, 36].
In contrast to the the ordinary rate, the transport rate depends on the momentum
as well as Nj. Using the Braaten-Yuan prescription, the following results for thermal
partons ((p) __ 3T) have been obtained [32]
T In 0.25
Oa

0.19
6.6a_2 T In --,

Fg,,,a,_,(Nf
= 2)

_

Fq,t,.a,_s(N! = 2)

__ 2.5a, 2 T In 0.21
_.

_s

_s

(8)
It should be noted that, owing to the different infrared behavior, the transport rate
is reduced by one order of a, compared to the ordinary rate (5) corresponding to a
much larger thermalization time in the weak coupling limit than following from (5).
Furthermore, the factor ln(const/a_) in the transport rate originates from a sensitivity
to the scale 9T, which allows a calculation of the constant under the logarithm, i.e.
beyond the leading logarithm approximation, in contrast to the logarithmic factor in
the ordinary rate coming from a sensitivity to g2T, which cannot be treated by the
Braaten-Pisarski
method.
Unfortunately,
the transport rate becomes negative for ao>0.2, indicating the
breakdown of pQCD for realistic values of the coupling constant, as discussed in the
next section, and rendering an estimate of the thermalization times impossible.
The result. (8) may be compared to the simple approximation of using a bare gluon
propagator and cutting off the integral by the Debye mass. In the pure gluonic case,
we then have only to substitute the constant under the logarithm 0.25 in (8) by 0.33
[32] showing again the approximate validity of this simplified method.
The shear viscosity coefficient of the QGP beyond the relaxation time approximation is related to the transport rate and the energy density of the QGP e by
= 2e/(thr,,_,,)
[it, 37, 38], which leads with (8) to

,7 = a']"
T3 [ ln(0.19/a,)
0.11
176

+ ln(0.21/c_8)
0.37]

"

(9)

In Fig.3 the ratio _/T 3 is shown as a function of ao and compared to a result obtained
within the leading logarithm approximation [39]. The horizontal line gives the upper
limit for the validity of the Navier-Stokes equation [11], indicating the importance of
dissipative effects in the QGP.
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Figure 3: Shear viscosity coefficient according to (9) (solid line) and Ref.39 (dashed
line). The dotted line indicates the upper limit for the validity of the Navier-Stokes
equation [11].

LIMITS

OF PERTURBATIVE

QCD

In this section, we discuss the range of validity of pQCD for investigating properties of the QGP in relativistic heavy ion collisions. For this purpose, we consider
various quantities computed within pQCD so far. We distinguish three classes of
quantities.
The first class consists of quantities which are finite and gauge invariant using
naive perturbation theory. The gluon and quark self energies in the high temperature
limit, which is equivalent to the hard thermal loop approximation, belong to this class
[40-42]. /,From these we get the dispersion relations of the collective modes (plasmons
and plasminos) in the QGP as well as the plasma frequency rag, the Debye mass PD,
and the effective quark mass raq = 9T/v_ to leading order in g. These results should
hold, as long as a, is small, which is the condition for the validity of naive pQCD.
The second class contains quantities which are logarithmically infrared divergent
in naive perturbation theory but finite using the effective one, as for example the
transport rate and the energy loss. The transport rate for thermal partons becomes
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unphysical, i.e. negative, if the strong coupling constant exceeds as _ 0.2 (see (8))
corresponding to g _ 1.6. For high energy partons, p _ T, on the other hand, the
rate is positive even for values of a, _ 0.5 because of the factor ln(s/q .2) in the hard
contribution [32], where V_ is the total energy in the center of mass system. The
same behavior has been observed in the case of the energy loss of a heavy quark [5],
where for low momenta above the thermal one and g > 1.1 an unphysical negative
result occurs, whereas for high momenta the calculation appears to be reliable.
_From Fig.3 we see that the perturbative approximation seems to hold even close
to the critical value of the coupling constant before the curves bend upwards. Thus we
speculate that quantities of the second class, containing important observables, can
be calculated consistently within leading order pQCD only as long as g£1 or p >> T,
as sketched in Fig.4. The failure of extrapolating perturbative results at thermal
momenta above g __ 1 is not surprising since at this value the distinction between
the scales T, gT, and g2T becomes meaningless. On the contrary, considering g << 1
as a necessary prerequisite for the effective perturbation theory, the Braaten-Pisarski
method works for astonishingly large values of g. It should be noted here, however,
that a recent computation of the plasma frequency at next to leading order, which
also belongs to the second class, breaks down not till g _>3.2 [43].

g/

3

2

1

o

1

10

100

>

lYT

Figure 4: The grey area roughly excludes the range of validity of pQCD.
The third class comprises quantities which are quadratically infrared divergent
in naive and logarithmically in effective perturbation theory, as e.g. the ordinary
interaction rate (4) and the Debye mass beyond the leading order [44]. These quantites
cannot be calculated unambiguously so far within pQCD requiring the developement
of techniques beyond the Braaten-Pisarki method.
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Finally, we will discuss why a negative result for the transport rate, which follows
from the square of the magnitude of a matrix element, can arise and how this situation can be improved in principle. For this purpose, we will exemplify the problem
replacing the complicated effective gluon propagator by a simplified version
1

_(t)--- t + _'
where p ,,_ g and t = -(Pthe integral

P')2.

(10)

Also, instead of the transport rate, we consider

.__ g4

I"dt t iA(t)12.

(11)

The factor t in front of IA(t)l 2 comes from the transport weight sin 20 [32].
Introducing a separation scale t* according to the Braaten-Yuan method and using
the bare propagator _o(t) = 1/t for t > t* and A(t) for t < t*, we get
8

_(t>t*)

=

g 4 Int.,

7(t<t*)

= 94

In /_2
(t.+_2

+t*+#2
/_2

1) .
(12)

Assuming t* >>/_2 in the soft part, the separation
both contributions, lending to

scale drops out after adding the

-y= g' 1__ - 1 .

(13)

Now, if g is of the order of one and s of the order of T 2, we get into trouble, because
7 < 0 is possible. The reason for this unphysical behavior is that we neglected positive
terms in the soft part or had to assume t* > s in the hard part.
The problem can be circumvented by using the full propagator over the entire
integration range

_,--r-+ s+ _2

1 ,

(14)

which is always positive. However, now -_,contains higher orders in g, since _ -,, g,
and cannot be written in the form
const
_g4

In

g2 ,

(15)

where the constant is independent of g. It is the purpose of the Braaten-Yuan Method
to isolate the leading order consistently, whereas the result using the effective gluon
propagator over the entire momentum range is contaminated by higher orders. Furthermore, the latter result is not complete to the order of the coupling constant
involved, because additional diagrams, containing e.g. effective vertices, will contribute to the same order beyond the leading one. Even worse, the next to leading
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order contributions are expected to show a sensitivity to the scale g2T resulting in
infrared singularities. Thus the requirement for gauge invariance and completeness
in the coupling constant, fulfilled by using the Bra_ten-Yuan method, which is well
defined in the weak coupling limit, leads to negative unphysical results to leading
order if the coupling constant exceeds a critical value. In order to cure this problem,
one has to go beyond the leading order approximation increasing the complexity of
the calculation enormously and encountering infrared divergences presumably.

CONCLUSIONS
The paxton interaction rates are important quantities which are closely related to
interesting observables of the QGP, as thermalization times, mean free paths, energy
losses, shear viscosity, and color conductivity. The ordinary interaction rate addressed
by pQCD suffers from a logarithmic infrared singularity even using the resummation
technique by Braaten and Pisarski. Applying realistic cutoffs, interaction rates for
quarks rq _ 1.3 a_ T and for gluons rg "_ 3 a, T, respectively, have been estimated.
Considering thermalization times, one should rather study transport rates which
describe momentum relaxation via a transport weight sin2 0. This weight changes
the infrared behavior of the rates completely, leading to a finite result within the
Braaten-Pisarski method, which is one order of as higher compared to the ordinary
rate. Beyond the leading logarithm approximation, we found in the case of two active
flavors in the QGP for thermal momenta Ft,,,,
q
-"_ 2.5a_ ln(0.21/ao) and l_tr,n,g __
6.6a, 2 ln(0.19/a,).
Also the shear viscosity coefficient (9) follows from the transport
rate.
Unfortunately, an extrapolation to realistic values of the coupling constant a, __
0.2 - 0.5 is not possible since the transport rates for thermal partons become negative
indicating a breakdown of pQCD to leading order. A similar behavior has been
observed in the case of the energy loss. This leads us to the speculation that the
important class of quantities which are logarithmically infrared divergent in naive
perturbation theory can be calculated consistently to leading order only for as"_0.1.
<
In order to obtain meaningful results above this critical coupling constant, one has
to go at least to the next to leading order.
Finally, in order to obtain a satisfactory estimate for many purposes, the simplification of using naive pQCD including the Debye mass as an infrared regulator is
sufficient in the case of the ordinary as well as the transport interaction rate.
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Abstract
An estimate

is made of the Landau-Pomeranchuk

a hadronic gas and in a quark-gluon plasma.
the production

rate for bremsstrahlung

influence is negligible.
dihpton

For low mass dilepton

by an order of magnitude.

This behaviour is of importance

pairs produced in relativistic

effect on the production

of dileptons

in

pairs this effect reduces

For high invariant masses its

for the theoretical

analysis of low mass

heavy ion collisions.
0

1. Introduction

The prime objective of ultra-relativistic heavy ion collisions is to find physical
observables sensitive to the phase transition from hadronic matter to a quarkgluon plasma. It has been suggested that dilepton pairs would be one of the best
signals for this [1]. In order to describe them one needs to estimate quantitatively
dilepton production in a hot hadronic medium and in a quark-gluon plasma.
It is well known [2] that low invariant mass dilepton pairs mainly come from
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Dalitz decays and from bremsstrahlung. Figure (1) shows the relative importance of v_rious dilepton sources, in particul_r, it can be seen that bremsstrahlung
from pions is one of the most copious sources.
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Figure 1 • Contributions of different processes to low mass diehctrons.
It was however pointed out subsequently that medium effects could substantially modify this rate. The present work was motivated by the fact that
bremsstrahlung in a medium is suppressed by the Landau-Pomeranchuk
[3,4,5]
effect. The hope was that the dileptons from the quark-gluon plasma could be
dominant in a narrow window in the invariant mass distribution, namely between
the end of _r° Dalitz decay and the beginning of the two _r annihilation threshold.
In this paper we summarize the results of this analysis [6,7,8,9]. Our analysis
is mainly concerned with the radiation of photons, medium effects on the radiation of gluons have been considered recently in Ref.[1O]. Our calculations show
that the effect is important for invariant masses smaller than p-meson mass when
the temperature is above 150 MeV. It reduces the dilepton production rate from
bremsstrahlung more than an order of magnitude. For masses heavier than 1 GeV
it becomes negligible. The origin of this result is intuitively clear: radiation being
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of electromagnetic origin is relatively slow while the time between hadronic collisions becomes very short in a dense medium. It seems natural that the number of
photons is proportional to the number of collisions but if these happen too often
the photons emitted at different points of the trajectory start to interfere with
each other and the intensity of radiation is accordingly reduced.
For heavy masses the relevant time-scale for the emission of a lepton-pair is
given by its inverse mass, therefore, heavy mass pairs are emitted in a very short
time interval while light pairs are emitted over a much longer time. Thus a dense
medium where many coUisions occur, will reduce the bremsstrahlung radiation of
low-mass dilepton pairs but wiU not affect heavy pairs.
In [6,7,8] the importance of the Laudau-Pomeranchuk effect was estimated for
virtual photon emission. In [9] it was estimated for real photon production. The
scale of this effect is determined by the average time between two collisions. In
our calculation we assume that the system is a thermalized static gas. We have
also used a classical soft photon approximation. For low invariant masses and high
temperatures the effect is substantial and will reduce the rate by a big factor.
We first present the case where the velocities before and after scattering are
not correlated, this will be a good approximation in e.g. a pion gas. We will then
consider the case where the velocities are highly correlated, this wiU be relevant
for the case where scattering is dominated by small angle forward scattering.

2. Landau-Pomeranchuk

2.1. Quantitative

Effect

Estimate

The starting point is the following textbook equation for the energy radiated
per unit of momentum [11] •

dI

where _t)
and

=

o_

describes the trajectory

I/2

dtei(_t-_'_(0)_

I

x ff

of the charged particle

(1)

and if(t) is its velocity

(2)
If only one collision occurs and if the velocity is a constant
the collision (v2) the energy radiated is given by

d3-_ - _-

=

dtei('_-_'_)t_

-v,.

× v_ +

-

before (vl) and after

dtei(_-_'_2)t_

x if2

(3)
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where one reco81:dzes the two l_ropagators familiar from quantum electrodynamics:

+ k)_- m2= 2poko
- 2,_.k = 2po[,,.,
- 0".k'].

..

It is well-known that the classical expression coincides with the result from
quantum field theory in the soft photon limit (see e.g. Ref. [12]).
however a series of collisions occurs, one has to change the above to a sum
over all pieces of the trajectory

d/ _ = _'_,:x
dS--.

/_h.. die i(,..,t_i:.,.(t))_

.+
+
+

× t'*l

xv'_

f;'

dtei(Wt-_'r(t))_ x v_

,

, .

+

dl_ei(wt-_'c(t))_,x b", +-..

(4)

-1

Assuming the velocity is constant between two collisions, this leeds to

dI

,_--_
=_

o_

6 x _7._ei(,.,t__x.__.e___
) 1 - e-_('°-i:'_,_)(_-',_-')

j---aw-

k •,,_

(5)
t

where N is the total number of collisions.
A remark : instead of looking at the radiated energy at infinity we look at
the produced lepton pairs inside the plasma or gas, one does not include the first
nor the last leg in the above sum since they come from contributions radiated at
infinity. The square leads to
N

d'k (2,,.)2
,,: (,,,_ k. ,_,)_
[2__,_,(w-,.,,,
_ _-,_,(w-_._,,]

+_° _
.,,_)(,_
- _ _,_
j>i i,o

i=i

where

_,=h -h-_
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As the hadronic gas is taken to be in thermal equilibrium, many possible velocities
can result in between two collisions. For this reason the non-diagonal terms in the
above equation will give zero contribution after one averages over all velocities,
provided of course that no correlations exist between the velocity before and after
the collision. Only the diagonal terms remain in this case. We consider this to be
applicable to the pion gas case.
The time betwen two successive collisions is given by _. Taking an average over
the time between two collisions can be obtained using the following distribution
dW

= ae

(8)

where a is the average time between two collisions and has been defined in Eq.
(1). This is clearly the most natural distribution.
The average energy radiated away is given by

The averaging refers to the velocities _'. The integral over the time between two
coUisiions, _, is done using
i

-

f0 _

=

+ b2"
b2

(10)

This replaces the propagator factor (to - g. _)2 by a regularized expression
(w- _Y._)2 + a2, thus the divergence due to soft photons is regularized by the mean
free time between two collisions a.
To relate tile above expressions to cross-sections, we note the following
cII
t

dN "r"

= ,o

k
1 da "y"
.
a,_ d3k

= Nw

(II)

We are then left with

<da't'>

1 2c_ <

(1-cos28)

>

the averaging is understood to be over the velocities between successive collisions.
For the angular integral we use

/__,
1 dY

1
_+(wI - y2kvY) 2 = k_v_¢
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(13)

where the function d is given by
¢ =

a
a2 .4- k2v2

arctan _
-w2

arctan

w 4-a kv

(

w - a kv )

a2+ @ + kv)2
+ ,_h a2+ (,_- k_)_- 2kv.
2.2. Time

between

(14)

two collisions

The most important parameter characterizing the Landau-pomeranchuk effect
is the average time between two collisions. We study here the inverse of this
quantity and denote it by a, it can be calculated from
a = nay

(15)

where n is the density of the medium which depends on its composition and
temperature T. For simplicity we will consider here only a pion gas. In eq. (1)
a denotes the cross-section of a test pion having velocity v interacting with the
particles of the medium. Thus a is a function of T and of the momentum of the
test particle. We do not include any dependence on chemical potentials as this is
inessential for our considerations.
To calculate

a we consider the following expression

a(p, T) -- g

d3q
-_-_e

-E/TtY_r_r($)V,

(16)

where the relative velocity v is given by
v = I_x21= V/S(s -4m_)/2E1E2,

(17)

with s = (p + q)2 and g is the degeneracy factor (3 for the pion gas under consideration). For the cross-section a_,_ we consider different contributions [2]:
1) the low-energy part determined by chiral symmetry :

3 F_ 16_r2 1
with the pion decay constant
2) the p-pole contribution

,

$

+

82

J

,

(lSa)

F,r = 0.098 GeV

a,._(s) - g_
48_s(s

(s - 4m_) 2
m_)2+ I_prrtp
2 2'

--
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(lSb)

The asymptotic behaviour is taken to be constant, its precise value is not very
important for the range of temperatures we are considering. It was chosen to be
_(s)
__ 15rob.
The resulting values for a -1 are shown in figure 2 as a function of momentum
for different values of the temperature.
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Figure 2 • Inverse value of a for different values of the temperature
as a
function of the momentum of the incoming particle, a is the average time between
two collisions • a = nay.

,

As one can see the values for a -] decrease rapidly for high temperatures.
For a large range of values of incoming momenta a remains approximately constant. Below temperatures of about 150 MeV the values of a -'1 are too large to
be consistent with a hadronic gas interpretation, e.g. the mean free path for pions
having T __ 100 MeV is of the order of 10 fro, this means that we cannot expect
thermalization of pions.
As we will show below the value of a is essential for the importance of the
Landau-Pomeranchuk effect: if a is zero, the effect is absent.
In the subsequent calculations we will focus mainly on comparing results for
a = 0 and for a different from zero, i.e. respectively without and with the Landau
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Pomeranchuk effect.

2.3. Dilepton

Rate

in a Pion

Gas

We can now relate the expression derived previously to dilepton pair production using the standard expression

''-'_
dM

= 3"-_-M
'_

1

M2

1 + M2 ] a':

(19)

For the order of magnitude estimates we ignore the various threshold factors in the
following, this is certainly justified for dielectron production. The expression for
the rate is given by kinetic theory as being (we assume Boltzmann approximation)

dM2d4z =

/ /
dZpl

dSp2f(Ex)f(_)lff121 da+-_--_

(20)

using Eq. (17) for the relative velocity this becomes

dM2d4z
dN +-

=(2_r)4
d 3_r2
o_2 M2
1/:/:

pldE1

p2dE2e -(E'+E2)/T

/__:I
d(c°sO)v/'s(
s __4rn2)vl__o.
(s)/; _,

,

(21)

where d is a corresponding degeneracy factor. We now discuss, quantitatively, the
influence of the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect on the bremsstrahlung
of dilepton
pairs in a hot hadronic gas. We shall assume for simplicity that the system is
composed of only pions. The temperature and other thermodynamic
quantities
are taken as time independent. In figure (3) we show the dilepton production rate
as a function of the invariant mass of the pair at a temperature of 200 MeV. It is
seen from the figure that, in the low mass region, the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect
decreases the bremsstrahlung
rate by up to two full orders of magnitude for the
temperature of 300 MeV.
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Figure 3 • Rate as a function of the invaria.nt mass of the dilepton pair at
a fixed temperature (T = 200 MeV) with and without the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect.
The change of slope observed in figure 3 at M _ 0.4 GeV is related to the
peak structure of the pion-pion elastic cross-section coming from the p-meson.
From the above properties one can conclude that for low-mass dilepton production in relativistc heavy-ion collisions one cannot neglect the Landau-Pomeranchuk effect as it leads to an important reduction of the bremsstrahlung contribution.

3. Landau-Pomeranchuk

Effect

in a Quark-Gluon

Plasma

In order to discuss the role of the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect on photon
production due to quark bremsstrahlung in a QGP we follow the semi- classical
approach developed in Ref. [4].
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Sincethe successive
velocities
arestrongly
correlated
we rewrite
the starting
equation(1)asfollows

d3---_ = (21r)2 2Re

+

/0/0
+
dt

dre -iltar-rc'(r'(t+r)-e(t))]

(22)

assuming that the particle starts to move at the initial time to = 0. Eq. (22)
describes the energy emitted from a given particle trajectory F(t). The above form
is more suitable for the ease where Coulomb-like small angle scattering processes
dominate. We assume this to be the case in a quaxk-gluon plasma. In the pion
gas we assumed that there was no eorrelattion between the changes in velocities.
It is clear from eq. (22), that one obtains a non-vanishing result even when
the test particle is moving in the vacuum. This is because the radiation from
an infinitely accelerated particle at the initial time to = 0 is included. Since in
our further discussion we shall only be interested in medium effects on photon
radiation, the above vacuum contribution will be subtracted from our final result.
One has tQ note also, that, as the time integration in eq. (22) is carried out from
zero to infinity, we explicitly assume that the lifetime mad the volume of the plasma
are infinite. It will be shown, that the multiple scattering of a charged particle in a
medium decreases the probability of soft, real or virtual, photon emission. Taking
into account the finiteness of the plasma volume one would get an additionM
suppression for photon radiation. In the present discussion, however, we shall not
include the influence of the plasma size on the photon production rates. Thus, our
results should be only considered as a lower bound for the suppression of dilepton
and photon production in a QGP due to the medium.
,
FollowingRef. [4],one obtainsaftersubtracting
the vacuum contribution
finally
the following
result
for the number of virtual
photonsemittedper unit
frequency
interval
and perunittimeby a fastchargedparticle
moving ina medium

[7]
dwdt = _(
7rw _

+ to )

dz tanhx -

e

sin2sz

(23)

where
s

=_\

p_ +

5-r)

and < 8_ > is the mean square of scattering
path:

(24)
angle of the fast particle

per unit

and n is the density of the medium, v12 is the relative velocity, _ is the elastic
cross-section and 8 is the angle between the initial and the final particle momentum. The average < O_ > depends on both particle's momentum and the medium
properties.
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In the limit when the virtual photon is going on shell, M _ 0, eq.(23) coincides
with the result obtained previously by Migdal [4] for the real photon production.
It is interesting to note, as we are showing later, that the rates in eq.(23) is infrared
stable in the limit of massless quark. This is because the invariant mass of a virtual
photon acts as an infrared cut-off in the above equation.
Following Ref. [4], let us introduce a new function ¢(s) defined as:

¢(s) -- 24s 2

dz(

I
tanhz

which determines the virtual photon distribution

I)e_2. _ sin2sz
z

(26)

in eq.(23).

We have found that the above function can be approximated

by

1 2]-1/2
¢(s)* _ [1 + (_s)

(27)

The results for the exact eq. (26) and the approximate eq. (27) values of the
function ¢(s) are within 10-percent accuracy of each other.
The result for the virtual photon emission rate can finally be written in a
much simplified form using Eq. (27) :

dwdt = 3_rw2 < 02s>

r_ p_ + _M2)2 + 4

< 0_ >
9w

(2s)
--1/2

It is easy to see that the above expression remains finite in the limit of massless
quarks. Thus, the scattering of particles in a medium regularizes the infrared
behaviour of the corresponding amplitudes.
The influence of the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect on the virtual photon emission by moving quark in a medium is contained in the last term in the square
bracket in eq. (28). If this term is negligibly small as compared to the first one,
then the effect is absent. In figure (4) we show the effect quantitatively.
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Figure 4 : Dielectron production rate in a quark-gluon plasma with fixed
temperature T = 0.3 GeV :
1.) dot-dashed line: virtual-quark bremsstrahlung without medium effect;
2.) dashed line: virtual quark bremsstrahlung
with the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect taken explicitly into account;

4. Hydrodynamic

Expansion

We have also analyzed the behaviour of the low mass dilepton spectrum in
central heavy ion collisions at the LHC energy, by taking into account the expansion dynamics of a hot hadronic matter assuming Bjorken's hydrodynamical model
[8]. The extension of our calculations to the model including trans verse flow would
, decrease the contributions of the pion phase to the overall dilepton spectrum.
A detailed study of virtual photon bremsstrahlung was performed including
the Landau-Pomeranehuk
suppression in a hot quark-gluon plasma and in a pion
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gas. Our results for the thermal spectrum were then compared with Dalitz background.
We have shown that for high initial temperature
T -,, 0.5- 0.9 GeV the
quark-gluon plasma signal could be discriminated measuring transversal momentum spectra of low invariant mass dielectron pairs (see figure (5)). This kinematic
region is however outside the range of v validity of our calculations.
For lower
temperature one would need to subtract Dalitz r/decay contribution in order to
measure dilepton production in a quark-gluon plasma.
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5. Conclusions
In conclusion, we have shown that the Landau-Pomeranchuk
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effect is impor-

taut for low mass dilepton pairs. It quickly becomes negligible above the mass of
the p-meson. It will therefore not be relevant for discussions of thermal lepton production in the region between the p and J/¢ peaks. For very low mass dileptons
it reduces the production rate by about an order of magnitude. The LandauPomeranchuk does not reduce the background due to bremsstrahlung from pions
sumciently to make the quark-gluon plasma contribution appear clearly. We therefore have to conclude that low mass dileptons will not give any clear signature for
the production of a quark-gluon plasma.
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Abstract

Recent considerations about the importance of coherence effects for
bremsstrahlung in dense matter (Landau - Pomeran_uk - Migdal - effect) are presented and extended for the application to QCD transport
and parton kinetic models. Low energy (soft limit) theorems are discussed and pocket correction formulae for the in-matter radiation cross
sections are derived using the experience from an exactly solvable hardscattering model. In contrast to recent derivations by others we require
a stronger in-medium suppression factor of the form ((wr)4 / ( 1+ (wr)2)2
where w is the energy of the radiated quantum and r is the mean free
time between successive collisions. This stronger suppression of e.g.
gluon radiation implies an even weaker stopping power of high energy
partonsthandiscussed
by Wang and Gyulassy.

1. Introduction
With the growing interest in relativistic nucleus-nucleus collisions considerable
effort has been put into the understanding of the properties of hot and dense matter.
Of immediate interest were the properties of quasi-particles in dense matter, their
propagation and scattering formulated through self energies, spectral functions and
in-medium collision terms. Comparatively little has been done to account for changes
of radiative processes in dense matter. Rather most of the dynamical schemes employ
talso presented at the conferenceson "Strong Interactionsat Finite Temperature", ITP Santa
Babara,California,August 1993,and on "DynamicalFeaturesof Nuclei and Finite FermiSystems",
Sitges, Spain, Sept. 1993
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the incoherent quasi-free collision limit (IQF), with on-shell particles and incoherently
added contributions from different microscopic collisions on the basis of the free production cross section. That is, one adds intensities rather than amplitudes [1, 2].
Among others the IQF-picture ignores coherence effects like those related to multiple
scattering, i.e. related to the finite mean free time r or mean free path _ between
successive collisions.

•

Over the last years it became quite apparent, that a proper understanding of QCD
transport and therefore a justification of parton kinetics requires careful investigations
and estimates of the soft part of all processes. These non-perturbative effects require
either particular resummation schemes or guidance from other appropriate limits as
for instance the classical limit of field theory. Well known is the Rutherford type of
singularity in sca_.tering cross-sections when the force is mediated by the exchange of
a space-like zero mass quanta (photon/gluon). In dense matter the infinite range of
the force is screened (Debey-screening) inducing a finite real mass of this quantum.
An other case where singularities occur are radiation or absorption processes. Induced
by free scattering (bremsstrahlung) they axe singular in the soft limit, i.e. in the limit
of zero four-momentum q = (w, q'_= 0 of the radiated quanta, due to the infinite time
available before and after scattering. In dense matter only finite free propagation
times r are available and the corresponding rates become regular. This effect (LPM)
has first been discussed by Landau, Pomeran_uk, Migdal[3, 4] (and many others later)
for bremsstrahlung from fast electrons traversing matter. They found a reduction of
the radiation amplitude for the contributions from intermediate scatterings such that
the terms from the initial and final state propagation dominate (factorization limit).
This effect which is entirely in the scope of classical electrodynamics is the subject of
this paper. While the LPE-effect discusses how to cure the infra-red 'catastrophe',
we like to discard contributions from the asymptotic state propagation (initial and
final scattering states) and concentrate on systems where the radiation entirely arise
from acceleration or scattering processes in matter. This applies for example for the
radiation of photons from a dense and confined gas (e.g. hadron gas) or plasma, for
the neutrino cooling of neutron stars, or, since there are no colored asymptotic states
in QCD, for the production (or absorption) of gluons in a quark-gluon plasma.
Apart from the study of Migdal [4], who gave an analytical result for the infra-red
problem, most of the papers deal with the coherence--time effect only on a qualitative
level in terms of inequalities or estimates. Due to time dilation this effect becomes
important with increasing energy of the scattered charged particle. Its comprehension
is vital for a proper description of the space-time behaviour of high energy hadronic
[5, 6] and nuclear collisions [7, 8, 9], and concepts of history-dependent
cross sections,
creationand formation times were introduced.
While the formation time refers
to the time needed to form composite particles like hadrons from the 'elementary'
partons, a quite complex issue on its own, we are here concerned with the coherent
creation of elementary fields and the corresponding coherence time problem.
With this contribution I like to present some simple considerations that clarify the
nature of bremsstrahlung in dense matter. In section 2 we discuss the classical and
quantum radiation formulae for some classes of physical systems and arrive at analytical constraints for the in-matter radiation. Subsequently we use the experience from
198

an exactly solvable quantum system and derive a pocket formula that appropriately
corrects the false quasi-free prescription. We conclude with some remarks for the
.applicability to the QCD inspired parton picture and compare to results that have
recently been given by others [10, ll].
i

2. Bremsstrahlung

and its limitations

The basic approximation employed throughout this paper is that the radiation
field couples only perturbatively (to lowest order) to the object (source) system,
while the source can interact in any non-perturbative way. We further assume the
classical interaction time _._t to be short (we take it as zero) relative to the typical
time r between successive scattering. With the interest in the production of vector
particles we take the example of electrodynamics, but when appropriate comment on
the possible applications to QCD.
The number of photons with energy w, momentum _"and polarization _' can be
given by the square of an invariant amplitude (or matrix elements in the quantum
case)
dAf-

1 iM(w,_._.)1226(w2

4_r 2

_2)dwd3q"

(1)

For off-shell photons, e.g. dilepton production, the same invariant amplitude enters,
however at off-shell w, _ together with the intermediate photon propagator and the
decay matrix elements. In classical electrodynamics the radiation results from the
time integration over the entire classical path _(t) with velocity 6(t) of the accelerated
charge (assumed to be point-like)J12]
M_(_o, _, _') = e

/?

dt _'_7(t)exp{i_ot - i0"_'(t)}.

(2)

This classical expression has been used by many others so far to study the LPM
effect. We use it only for some illustrative examples, since in the general case it is
quite problematic and has to be evaluated with considerable care t. .
Acceleration

during

limited

time

It is instructive to look at classical scattering cases, where a charge incident with
four-momentum p_is accelerated only during a limited time between space-time points
x_ and zl, to the final four momentum Pl, c.f. fig. 1, left part. At large w and/or
all individual accelerations are resolved and the production rate approaches the
incoherent sum of the bremsstrahlung from the individual accelerations.
tFirst, the integration extends over the whole time interval from -co to +co and has to be taken
with a convergence prescription of the form exp[-It/tol]
with to _ oo. Further on, the invariance of
this expression is not obvious at first glance, since it is written in a special frame dependent gauge,
the radiation gauge, where {_} = (0, _'). The point is that all non-invariant parts of the integrand
conspire to a delta-function at q = 0 for the integral which does not contribute to finite w.
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Figure I: Examples of classical paths in space-time with accelerations during a limited time. Left and middle part for a single charge; right part for a neutral particle
that dissociates for a finite time and finally forms two neutral particles (the line sense
(up- or downwards) denotes the sign of the charge)
Using four-vector notation and Einstein's summation convention for the Lorentz
indices (in greek), we decompose the amplitude into three parts
M(q, ¢) = e

{ /:
e._-Pie"_'+
qPi

,

cvdx,,ei,X

- }
aPl ei,x,

qPl

.

(3)

In the soft limit, where [(z_ - z_)%l << 1 one safely can ignore the intermediate
integral together with all phase differences and obtains the factorization limit where
the amplitude merges that of single scattering process with the common infra-red divergence. While the LPM studies focuses on this infra-red problem, we are interested
in the radiation that arises just from the passage of the charge at intermediate time
steps*. Apart from'an overall phase factor exp(iq_) with _ = (z_ + xs)/2 the intermediate integral can be expahded into powers of q due to the finite time interval. The
zero order term f_/dz = x I - xi is path independent and suggests a decomposition of
M into two invariant parts (omitting the arguments q and c) M = M2 + AMpath, with
the idea that M2 depends only on the initial and final paths, i.e. on (pi,zi,py,zl).
M2 can simply be given by the straight-line connection (fig. 1, middle part) between xi, while zj, AMpath corrects for the particular intermediate path. About this
decomposition we can state the following theorem:
All terms singular and constant in q of the Md are contained in M2 and thus
depend only on (pi,zi,pf,zf).
The path dependent part AM is a regular
function in photon four-momentum q and vanishes linearly with q -, 0.
tAt this point one may be tempted to assign each term of the integral (3) to the radiation
amplitude arising from the segments of propagation. This however is not permitted since each term
by itself is non-invariant!
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Since the path-independent parts survive all stochastic treatments, they require a
coherent evaluation in any case, there is no way out. However, there is the hope that
under certain kinetic and stochastic conditions the averaging of the path-dependent
parts leads to an incoherent result such that mutual interferences cancel. This is what
one is looking for, since it opens a kinetic description even for the softer, r-dependent
part of bremsstrahlung.
Therefore we focus on cases where all asymptotic and path-independent parts
cancel. For scattering problems this occurs only accidentally. Luckily there are some
relevant cases where this cancellation happens strictly. One of them is when all
incident and leaving particles are neutral, i.e. they dissociate only for a finite time,
fig. 1, right part; thus:
The bremsstrahlung-amplitude of a scattering problem with only neutral
initial and final states is regular in q and vanishes linear for q -, 0.
This is a very important result for the application to QCD, where all asymptotic
states are color-neutral. Gluon bremsstrahlung, rather being infra-red divergent is
regular and its rate requires a regularisation of four powers in q relative to the IQF
limit.
Acceleration

-'

,

during

all times

Systems of finite size, where all charges experience accelerations at all times,
cannot be studied as above due to the infinite time integration of the classical law
(2) t. Examples are systems in statistical equilibrium such as plasmas, either selfbound or enclosed in a vessel. Void of asymptotic free motion there is already no
infra-red problem. Rigorous conclusions about the low q behavior in this case can be
drawn from the corresponding quantum transition rate MQM as shown by R. Lenk
and myself [13]

[MQMI2 =
Mir

-

_lMirJ227r_(Ei

- Er--w)dt

f

/dare

'gee'_if(F)

and

with

j'_,(_)=

(fl3"(_)]i),

(4)
(5)

expressed by the matrix-dements
of the current density _(r) between the exact stationary eigenstates l i ) and [ f ) of the system. Due to charge conservation Siegert's
theorem transforms Mif into
Mif = -iq_,

f

dar eige (ge)

j""f,

(6)

which displays the desired property:
tThe exponential function in (2) cannot be expanded in powers of w since for any finite w there
are t such that JwtI _ 1. Note also that (1) is infinite for trivial reasons, since it gives the total
number of photons. This can be cured normalizing (1) by 1to to arrive at a rate, where exp(-It/tol)
is the convergence factor for (2)
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Steady-state systems of finite size have a photon spectrum, where IMQM[2
is regular and vanishes at least quadratically with q --, 0.
In ref. [13] we went even further and discussed sum-rules which follow from either
form of _if as a quantitative tool to control approximation schemes for the rate [14, 13].
These sum rules are entirely classical in nature and assure all above considerations be
valid also in the classical limit for systems of finite size governed by time-independent
hamiltonians.
Experience

from an exactly

solvable

model

While the above theorems only give some analytical constraints for the rate, the
derivation of its explicit form requires a coherent evaluation of an increasing number
of collisions towards the soft limit.
Recently we have presented a clarifying study [13] of an exactly solvable quantum
mechanical model for which the many-body wave functions are known in closed form
[15, 16]. It is a non-relativistic hard scattering model in one space dimension, where
distinguishable constituents interact mutually via a repulsive hard-core potential of
infinite strength. For this model the quantum transition rates could be brought into
simple closed forms in the limit of large quantum numbers (semi-classical limit) even
for a large number of interacting particles. For details I refer to our paper [13].
Only the essential experience and results are summarized here. Ignoring coherence
effects, that arise from the collective motion of many source particles, the radiation of
a single charge due to its restricted zig-zag motion in a neutral collision environment is
studied. The analysis of the resulting quantum mechanical rates leads to the following
simple and expected picture. The finite lifetime for the particle to stay in its state,
either before or after scattering due to other interactions implies a damping of the
quantum mechanical wave function with the mean free time or path. The point is
that damping has to be accounted for on the level of amplitudes rather than on the
level of probabilities. This is well known in scattering theory, where optical waves
are introduced to account for the damping, giving rise to distorted wave transition
matrix elements. The same is true here. Quite generally this effect can be accounted
for by the corresponding imaginary parts of the self energy and medium-dependent
form factors of the source particle. Thus wave vectors become complex and one
has to evaluate the production T-matrix with correspondingly complex momenta.
Transferred to the classical amplitude (2) this means, that for each single scattering
it has to be evaluated with corresponding exponential damping factor before and after
scattering.
Two effects are observed: The first is a genuine quantum effect (which is not seen
on the level of the classical amplitude), namely that conservation laws for the binary
processes are softened and can be violated in energy and momentum on scales of
1/¢ and 1/A t. The second refers to the above discussed reduction of the in-medium
For the model, this is seen for momentum
energy.

conservation
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only, since it has quasi-particles

of sharp

production rate relative to the IQF-rate. We express this by a quenching factor C
by which the IQF-rate has to multiplied in order to obtain the proper in-medium
contribution from each collision. The correction factor can be quite simply determined
in that frame which is the most appropriate for scattering, namely the Brick-wall
frame. In this frame the scattered charge just reverses its velocity such that v'i =
-v_ - _. With all quantities defined in that frame one obtains

_
= (1+

_

+

C7)

which for vanishing photon momentum _ = 0 simplifies to

=

+

.

(8)

These expressions are valid in the semi-classical limit. An other condition is that
the mean free path before and after scattering is the same in that brick-wall frame,
which may be fulfilled in many cases. So far we did not succeed in a more general
deriv_tiont. We also like to mention that the soft behaviour of the correction factor C
is general, yet its specific analytic form at finite q is tied to the zero range interaction
considered here.

3. Discussion

and perspectives

Altogether the correction factor (7) provides an extension of the incoherent quasifree approximation from the ultra violet limit, where C --, 1, down to the soft limit
with appropriately modified production cross sections. It does not only regularize the
infra-red divergence of the free rate, but it also produces the right q dependence in the
soft limit as required from the analytical considerations of section 2. For simplicity
we refer to eq. (8)) for the subsequent discussion. With decreasing mean free time r
an increasing part of the low energy spectrum is affected by this reduction such that
the former 1/w singularity of the quasi-free rate changes tea regular ws behaviour in
matter. The factor C reflects the duality between frequency and time. The lower the
photon frequency w, the longer is the corresponding coherence time for this process
and therefore the longer the mean free time r has to be in order that the process
occurs quasi-free. The result is quite intuitive and shows that part of the coherence
phenomena (not all) can be accounted for by a medium corrected production cross
section, just accounting for quenching factor C. This is true at least for the low density
limit for which the results have been derived. Since in this limit the radiating system
behaves nearly classically, these corrections of the productive parts of the cross section
occur already even though the corresponding scattering part of the cross section may
still be unchanged in the medium and be still the free one. The result illustrates in
lThe problem is that this condition is fulfilled for the solvable model, and the naive extension to
more general cases leads to path-independent
terms, which we know should cancel on the long time
average.
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particular that for zero mass fields, like the gluons in a quark-gluon plasma, there are
no infra-red divergences in matter, since the required time scales are not available.
Such singularities only occur for asymptotic states as they exist in QED but not in
QCD.
There is no problem to extend our QED results to QCD-inspired parton kinetics.
The essential condition used in our demonstration, the conservation of charge, is also
fulfilled for color in QCD. I see presently no complication due to the non-abelian character of QCD. The only point to observe is, that in terms of diagrams, for example,
only those different diagrams add coherently which are identical in their asymptotic
states. This implies that interference occurs only in case that the gluon is radiated off
the 'continuous' line of one color. In this respect gluon-exchange interactions have to
be treated like charge-exchange interactions in QED (soft interactions lead to strong
accelerations of the color charges and the brick-wall frame is the mid-rapidity frame),
while pommeron exchange behaves like a 'normal' (i.e. neutral) interaction in QED.
Since in a plasma the gluon acquires a finite screening mass, one may argue that the
effect discussed here is Ofno importance because for real gluons one never reaches the
soft point. One sees however, that the correction factor C is general and applies to
any mass of the radiated quantum and it is a matter of the kinematical conditions to
see whether damping is not equally important. For illustration we discuss some cases
on scales relevant for nuclear collision systems at beam energies of a few hundred MeV
per nucleon where nucleons are the constituents of the system. For a mean free path
of A = 2 fin we compare the incoherent quasi-free production rate with the medium
corrected rates which include the factor C from eq. (8) in fig. 2. The dashed curves
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give the quasi-free result. We see the importance of the medium correction (full lines)
for low energetic photons. Corrections of more than a factor two occur for energies
up to 60 MeV. For typical cases in parton kinetics the corresponding time scales are
about a factor 10 shorter so that the corresponding suppression effect can be read off
increasing the energy scale by a factor 10.
Recently some studies have been presented addressing to the same problem by
Cleymans et.al. [10] and by Wang and Gyulassy [11]. Their results deviate from
ours, in that both obtain a suppression factor which is essentially the square root of
ours. Since this contradicts the analytic requirements discussed in section 2, I have to
comment on their derivations. Cleymans et. al. studied the radiation of photons from
an equilibrated hadron gas. In their stochastic treatment of the classical production
rate they essentially kept the terms which are path-independent and which have to
be treated coherently for all times. As shown for the quantum rates these parts of
the amplitude entirely cancel for equilibrated systems. To see this cancellation on
the basis of the classical formulas is very subtile. Wang and Gyulassy considered a
fast parton that randomly changes its color due to scattering. The problem in their
derivation is that they considered this parton with its random charge isolated from
the rest of the system. Thus gauge invariance is violated and their results are not at
all invariant. As color is conserved in QCD, complementary color changes occur in
the target with corresponding contributions to the gluon amplitude. In this respect
it is very important to realize that the soft limit q --_ 0 coincides in all frames. This
implies that the projectile part of the gluon amplitude interferes with that from the
target in the soft limit, and this interference is destructive due to charge conservation!
The interesting aspect in this connection is that the authors have used their estimate
of the gluon bremsstrahlung for the stopping power of high energy partons. The
account of the correct reduction of gluon bremsstrahlung as given here implies an
ever weaker stopping power than predicted by Wand and Gyulassy.
One of the major questions is, how the medium effects discussed here can be
implemented in kinetic simulation models of nuclear collisions at high and ultrarelativistic energies for the production of hadrons or partons. The central problem
is to devise a kinetic scheme that includes the possible off-shell propagation of the
constituents. Due to time dilation this problem becomes important with increasing
beam energy. Therefore for multiple collision processes in high energy physics theoretical and phenomenological concepts in the form of eikonalized multiple collision
amplitudes, modified rescattering cross sections and the account of creation and formation times have been introduced and studied. I am not expert enough to estimate
the details of the different particular models and to judge how properly this effect
is already included in the present schemes of hadron and patton cascades models in
particular for the application to the collision of two nuclei. The study presented here
opens the perspective for an analytically based concept rather than just employing
sharp cut-offs as done many times so far.
Estimates of collision times in actual calculations for the collision of two nuclei
at high energies show that for many production processes these coherence effects
are significant and it would be of great importance to find a dynamical scheme that
improves the presently available kinetic models in that respect in particular in a
205

regime where the relevant degrees of freedom change from hadronic

to partonic

ones.
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MEDIUM

EFFECTS

ON HEAVY-ION

DYNAMICS

Che Ming Ko
Cyclotron Institute and Physics Department
Texas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843
Abstract

The property of hadrons in hot dense matter is reviewed. Incorporating
the medium effects in the relativistic transport model, which consistently treats the change of hadron masses and energies in dense matter
via the scalar and vector fields, the expansion stage of heavy-ion collisions at the AGS and CERN energies is studied. With the in-medium
particle production cross sections, this model provides a plausible explanation for the observed enhancement of strange particle production
and differences in the slope parameters of the kinetic energy spectra for
particles and antiparticles.

1. INTRODUCTION
For heavy-ion collisions at energies available from the AGS at Brookhaven and the
SPS at CERN, theoretical simulations have shown that a hot and dense nuclear matter
is formed in the initial stage of the collision [1, 2]. Theoretical studies based on both
effective Lagrangians and QCD inspired models [3] have indicated that hadron masses
in general decrease in hot dense nuclear matter because of the partial restoration of
chiral symmetry. Furthermore, the dense nuclear matter also provides a strong meanfield potential for hadrons.
Besides the potential possibility of creating a quark-gluon plasma in the collision, heavy-ion experiments also offer the opportunity for studying the property of
hadrons in hot dense matter. To extract such information from the experimental
data, we need, however, to understand the production and propagation of hadrons
in the medium. The relativistic transport model [4] derived from the Walecka model
provides a natural framework for studying this problem. In this model, the particle
effective mass is connected to the scalar field while its energy is shifted by the vector
207
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potential. Because of the reduced hadron masses due to the attractive scakLr field,
particle production is enhanced as a result of increasing phase space. The strong
vector potential also affects the momentum distribution of particles.
The relativistic transport model has been used to describe the expansion stage
of heavy-ion collisions at high energies. We have found that the reduced particle
production threshold leads to enhanced production of kaons [5], phi mesons [6], and
antilambdas [7]. The difference in the sign of the vector potential for particles and
antiparticles gives rise to a difference between the slope parameters of the kaon and
antikaon transverse kinetic energy spectra [8]. Also, the deep attractive mean-field
potential for an antiproton makes its apparent temperature much lower than that for
a proton [9]. All these results are in qualitatively agreement with the experimental
observations. In the following, a brief description of these works is given.

2. HADRON
2.1.

MASSES

IN DENSE

MATTER

Baryons

The change of the nucleon mass in a dense matter is easily seen in the Walecka
model [10]. In this model, effective scalar and vector mesons are introduced to describe
the mean-field potential in the nuclear medium. Due to the attractive scalar meanfield potential, the nucleon effective mass rnTvin the medium is reduced and can be
expressed as
rn_v =mN

-- 9_
m-"_
p'"

(1)

In the above, rnN = 938 MeV is the nucleon mass in free space; m, _ 550 MeV is the
mass of the scalar meson; and 9, _ 9.6 is the coupling constant of the scal_r meson
to the nucleon. The nuclear scalar density is denoted by p, and increases with the
nuclear density.
The Walecka model can be generalized to include other baryons. Glendenning and
Moszkowski [11] have considered the lambda particle. Using a lambda-scalar meson
coupling constant that is 2/3 of that for the nucleon-scalar meson according to the
quark model, the lambda effective mass in a medium can be similarly expressed as
in Eq. (1) by including a factor 2/3 in the second term on the right hand side. The
lambda mass is therefore reduced in the nuclear medium as well.
The effect of the scalar field on the nucleon ma.ss can be understood from the
underlying Quantum Ghromodynamics (QCD) through the QCD sum rules.
has shown that the nucleon mass can be approximately written as [12]
m_v _ {-2(2_r)2(0 I #q J0)'} 1/3,

Ioffe

(2)

where l0 I qq I 0) ° is the quark condensate in the medium. The quark condensate in
the vacuum is negative and is thus reduced in the nuclear medium as a result of the
positive quark content of the nucleon.
2.2. Mesons
208

Meson masses are also modified in the nuclear medium. For pseudoscslar mesons
such ss kaon and antikaon, nucleons act on them as an effective scalar field because of
the explicit chiral symmetry breaking [13, 14]. This gives rise to an attractive s-wave
interaction. There is also a vector interaction from nucleons, and it is repulsive for a
kaon and attractive for an antikaon. As a result, both kaon and antikaon masses are
modified in the nuclear medium. At baryon density ps, they are given by
m_,g _. rnK

1
-2 _ p, "4"
PB
,
(_rN JkmK
431fKmK )z12

(3)

where fK _ 97 MeV is the kson decay constant, and _KN _ 300 MeV is the KN
sigma term. The kson mass then increases slightly with density but the antikaon
mass decreases with density and vanishes at about 3 times the normal nuclear matter
density, indicating the occurrence of the antikaon condensation. We note that the
total mass of a kaon and antikaon pair is reduced in the nuclear medium as the
repulsive vector potential acting on the kaon is canceled by tbe attractive one for the
antikaon.
Although higher-order loop effects are repulsive and reduce therefore the scalar
attraction [15], they are likely to be suppressed in heavy-ion collisions as the dense
matter formed in the collision is highly excited.
For vector mesons such as rho and phi mesons, their masses are also modified
in the dense matter. Using QCD sum rules, Hatsuda and Lee [16] have found that
the rho meson mass decreases in the dense matter but that of the phi meson is not
much affected. This can be understood from the fact that the rho meson mass largely
depends on the light quark condensate and is thus reduced in the medium. However,
the phi meson mass depends on the strange quark condensate which does not change
much in the nuclear medium because of the small strange content of the nucleon.
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of the phi meson mass in a hadronic matter at twice the normal nuclear matter density.

Both are

obtained from _he QCD sum rules.

Together with Asakawa, we have confirmed the results of Ref. [16] using improved
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QCD sum rules. In our study, we have introduced a more realistic spectral function
that takes into account the interaction of the rho meson with the pion, which is
further modified in the nuclear medium by the delta-hole polarization [17]. This is
shown in Fig. l a by the solid curve. The dotted curve is from the normal QCD sum
rules calculation using a simple pole approximation for the spectral function.
For the phi meson, Asakawa and I have found using also the QCD sum rules that
its mass decreases substantially if one takes into account the appreciable number of
strange particles in the hot dense matter [18]. This temperature effect on the phi
meson mass is shown in Fig. I b at a nuclear density of 2po.

3. HADRON

PRODUCTION

IN DENSE

MATTER

Because of the change in the masses of kaon, phi meson and lambda, their production in hot dense matter .is expected to be different from that in free space. The
medium effect on their production will be discussed in this section.
3.1. Kaon

Production

Kaons can be produced from the interaction of a nucleon with a meson or an_J;her
nucleon. It can also be produced from the interaction of two mesons. In a fireball,
it has been shown in Ref. [5] that the latter is most important once the in-medium
hadron masses are taken into consideration. The cross sections for these reactions are
less than 1 mb in free space, but the in-medium cross sections, shown in Fig. 2, can
be order-of-magnitude larger than their values in free space.
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Phi meson production is normally suppressed in hadron interactions because of
the Okubo-Zweig-Izuka (OZI) rule as a result of the small strangeness content in
a nucleon. With the presence of abundant strange particles in high-energy heavyion collisions, phi meson production from these strange particles becomes possible.
Including the reduced phi meson mass in hot dense matter, its production is expected
to be enhanced. In particular, Sa and I have found that the two processes KA _ @N
and K K _ @p are particularly important [6]. The density dependence of these cross
sections are shown in Fig. 3. As expected, their magnitudes in a medium are many
times lager than those in free space with bare masses, which are only a few rob.
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In hadronic matter, antilambdas can also be produced fl'om meson-meson interactions MM _ A/_ and KM --, b,.N, where M denotes either a pion or a rho meson.
Because of the OZI rude, the reaction MM _ A/_ is expected to be suppressed. Since
there is an appreciable number of kaons produced in the collision, Asakawa, L_vai,
and I have found that the reaction K M --_ /_N is more favorable as it is not suppressed by the OZl rule [7]. With in-medium hadron masses, the cross sections are
shown in Fig. 4, and it is seen that they increase appreciably with density.

4. Hadron

Propagation

in Dense Matter

The propagation of hadrons with density-dependent masses in a nuclear medium
can be consistently described in the relativistic transport model [4] based on the
relativistic mean-field theory of Walecka [10]. In its original formulation, this model
describes only the propagation of nucleons in the self-consistent nuclear mean-field
potential genera,ted by the scalar and vector mesons. In a dense matter the nucleon
mass is reduced by the scalar field and the energy is thus stored in the scalar field.
As the nuclear density decreases the nucleon regains its mass by taking energies back
from the scalar field.

Figure5: The nucleonself energydiagram.The solid line denotes the nucleon while the dashed
line represents

either the scalar or the vector mesons.

To derive the relativistic transport model, we consider the nucleon self-energy in
a nuclear medium shown in Fig. 5. Its real part gives the mean-field potential while
the imaginary part leads to the collision term. The resulting transport equation for
the nucleon ph_e-space distribution function f(z,p*) can be written

a/
0-'_+ {h,f}

= 1If].

(4)

In the above, the mean-field potential has the form
2

h=

+

m v

where the nucleon effective mass is given by F_xt. (1). The kinetic momentum
defined by

(5)
p" is

2

p- = p_
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(6)

in terms of the vector meson mass m_ _ 783 MeV and its coupling constant g_ _ 11.7
to the nucleon.
The scalar (p,) and the current (pv) densities are related to the nucleon phasespace distribution function, i.e.,
p,

f d3p"

/

m_v

(2-_)3f(z,P')_/p.2+ m_v
2'

r d3p* ..
pv= J _-_1tz, p') _.

p*
(7)

The transportequationfor otherhadronscanbe similarlyderivedby usingtheir
in-medium masses. There is also a modification of their interactions with the vector
meson. For the lambda particle, we need to reduce g_ by a factor 2/3. For the kaon
[19], the reduction factor is 1/3. For antiparticles, the vector interaction changes sign
due to the G-parity. All these modifications can also be understood in terms of the
light quark content of particles and the difference in the sign of the vector interaction
for quarks and antiquarks. As a result, there is no vector interaction for nonstrange
mesons.
The collision term in Eq.(4) describes the change of the nucleon distribution due
to the interactions among nucleons. When the energy of two nucleons is above the
threshold for particle productions, inelastic collisions are also included in the collision term. The in-medium cross sections discussed in section 3 are then used in
the calculation. Similar collision terms appear in the transport equations for other
hadrons.

5. Results
The relativistic transport model has been used to study the expansion stage of
heavy-ion collisions at the AGS energies. Similar studies can be carried out for the
CERN energies. This has not been done, and we shall instead show results obtained
from a simpler hydrochemical model.
5.1. Kaon

Enhancement

Both K+/_r + and K-/lrratios have been measured in heavy-ion collisions at the
AGS energies of 14.5 GeV/nucleon [20]. The g-/Tr- ratio is about 5% and is similar
to that in both nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleus collisions. The K+/r + ratio
is about 20%, and it is about a factor of 4 larger than that in the nucleon-nucleon
interaction and about a factor of 2 larger than that in the nucleon-nucleus interaction.
In the relativistic Quantum Molecular Dynamics [21], the enhanced kaon production
has been attributed to the additional meson-baryon interactions in the collision. In
the relativistic hadronic cascade model of Pang et al. [2], the enhancement comes
from the interactions between baryon resonances created in the early stage of the
collision. In the work with Brown, Wu, and Xia, we have found, however, that it is
due to the enhanced kaon production cross section from meson-meson interactions as
a result of the reduced total kaon and antikaon masses in hot dense matter [5].
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Assuming that initially a fireball of temperature 190 MeV and density 4po is
formed in the collision. The nonstrange particles, such as nucleons, deltas, and rho
mesons are taken to be in thermal and chemical equilibrium. Strange particles are
not in equilibrium, and their numbers are taken to be those from the proton-nucleus
collisions, i.e., ten kaons, four antikaons, and six lambdas. All particles are assumed
to be uniformly distributed inside a fireball of radius ._ 3.5 fro, leading to about I00
baryons. This roughly corresponds to the number of participants expected from the
collision of a silicon projectile with a gold target in the experiments.
The fireball then expands, and kaons and antikaons are produced from baryonbrayon, meson-baryon, and meson-meson interactions. Both kaons and antikaons with
in-medium masses propagate through the hadronic matter under the influence of the
mean-field potential and undergo collisions with nucleons and pions. Furthermore,
antikaons can be destroyed via the reaction _'N --_ AK.
In Fig. 6a, the rapidity distribution of particles are shown. We see that good
agreements with the experimental data are obtained for pions, kaons, and antikaons.
The failure of the calculated proton distribution at smaller rapidities is due to the
neglect of protons from the target in our fireball approach. Most kaons are produced
in the fireball from the meson-meson interactions which become dominant as a result
of the reduced kaon-antikaon masses in the dense matter.
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Figure 6: The (a) rapidity and (b) transverse kinetic energy distributions

of particles.

Data are

from Ref. [20].

5.2.

Difference

in Kaon

and Antikaon

Slope Parameters

The transverse kinetic energy distributions of particles have also been calculated
in the work with Fang, Brown, and Koch. They are shown in Fig. 6b. We see
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that all particles have essentially exponential distributions. The pion spectrum has a
slope parameter that is slightly larger than the measured one. Including the collective
mean-field potential of the pion, which has been neglected in the present study, is
expected to soften the pion spectrum as shown recently in P_f. [22] for the pion
transverse energy spectrum from the BEVALAC experiments. The slope parameters
for kaons and antikaons indeed show the difference expected from the mean-field
effects, i.e. the effective temperature of antikaons is lower than that of kaons.
This can be understood as follows. Consider antikaons with high initial energies
in the fireball that is formed in the collision. They move relatively fast and escape
thus from the fireball while its size has increased only slightly. But these antikaons
must use up much of their kinetic energies to climb out of the deep potential well
so that the measured kinetic energies are substantially smaller. On the other hand,
low-energy antikaons stay in the fireball and escape later in t;,me when the fireball
size is large and the vector potential field becomes negligible small. These antikaons
therefore do not loose much energy. The net effect is that the apparent temperature
of antikaons after the freeze out is lower than the initial temperature. For kaons,
the depth of the potential well is much smaller because of the repulsive vector field.
The change of the kaon apparent temperature is thus also very small. If antikaons
and kaons have similar initial temperatures, then one expects to see a lower final
temperature for antikaons than for kaons.
5.3. Antiproton

Slope

Parameter
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A surprising feature of the AGS heavy-ion experiments is that the slope parameter for the antiproton spectrum (about 140 MeV) is much smaller than that for
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protons (about 215 MeV). One possible explanation for this difference in their slope
parameters is based on the different mean fields which act on nucleons and antinucleons. Whereas scalar and vector potentials cancel each other in the case of a proton
they add up in the case of an antiproton. As a result, an antiproton feels a much
deeper potential in the nuclear medium than a proton. Following the same argument
for kaons and antikaons, we expect that antiprotons will have a much smaller slope
parameter for their kinetic energy spectra than that for protons.
Together with Brown and Koch, we have quantified the above argument using the
relativistic transport model [9]. Starting with an initial fireball of radius R = 3 fro,
density p - 4p0, and temperature T - 200 MeV, we let the system evolve according
to the transport equation that includes mean-field potentials, particle collisions, and
antinucleon annihilation. In Fig. 7, we show the invariant energy spectra of nucleons
and antinucleons. Without antinucleon annihilation, it is clearly seen that the slope
of the final antinucleon kinetic energy spectrum (dash-dotted curve) is significantly
smaller than that of the nucleons. This effect remains after including antinucleon
annihilation (short-dash-dotted curve). If the mean-field potential is turned off, then
the antinucleon spectrum (long-dash-short-dash curve) exhibits a shoulder and shows
a considerable larger slope than the initial one at higher kinetic energies.
5.4. Phi Meson

Enhancement

In the NA38 experiment at CERN [23], vector mesons such as ¢, p, and w have
been measured in both proton and nucleus collisions with nuclear targets at an incident energy of 200 GeV/nucleon.
The measured ratio for ¢/w is about 0.19 in the
reaction of S.U but is only about 0.06 in the reaction p-t-U. The latter is similar to
that in the proton-proton interaction at the same energy. The factor of 3 enhancement can, of course, be explained by the formation of a quark-gluon plasma in which
the abundance of strange quarks has been shown to be large [24]. However, the formation of the quark-gluon plasma is unlikely for collisions between light nuclei such
as the sulfur. On the other hand, it can be explained by hadronic scenarios [6, 25].
.In particular, it has been pointed out in Ref. [6] that the processes KA ---, Cp and
K/_ ---, Cp discussed in section 3.2 become very important if we take into account
the reduced hadron masses in hot dense matter. In the hydrochemical model, it
has been shown that they indeed lead to an enhanced production of phi mesons in
ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions.
5.5. Antilambda

Enhancement

In the NA35 experiment of S.S at 200 GeV/nucleon [26] the antilambda yield is
1.5 per event and is 115 times greater than that in p-p collisions at the same energy.
Compared with the 36-fold enhancement of the negatively charged particles, most of
them being negative pions, there is a factor of 3 enhancement of antilambda yield
in heavy-ion collisions. This enhancement can be explained if one assumes that a
quark-gluon plasma is formed in the initial stage of the collision. Other explanations
have also been proposed. Aichelin and Werner have emphasized the importance of
many-body effects [27]. Sorge et al. [28] have shown that the color rope formatior.
in string excitations leads also to enhanced production of antilambdas.
We have
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shown, however, that this enhancement can be accounted for by the lower antilambda
production threshold as a result of the reduced antilambda mass in dense matter. In
the hydrochemical model, the process KM _ AN, where M denotes either a pion
or a rho meson, leads to an enhanced phi meson production in the collision. This
mechanism provides thus a plausible explanation of the experimental observation.

6. Summary
In both the phenomenological Walecka model and the QCD inspired sum rules
method, hadron masses are seen to decrease in hot and dense matter. As a result,
not only the thresholds for particle production are reduced but also the cross sections
for their productions are enhanced becaus_ of the increase of phase space in the final
state.
The dense matter formed in high-energy heavy-ion collisions also gives rise to
strong vector mean-field potentials. Although this potential is repulsive for particles,
it is attractive for antiparticles due to the G-parity.
The density-dependent
hadron effective masses and the vector mean-field potentials can be consistently included in the relativistic transport model. In this model,
hadron masses are reduced by the scalar field and their energies are shifted by the
vector field. In dense matter, some of the energy in the system are thus stored in the
scalar and vector fields. As the system expands and the density decreases, hadrons
regain their masses from the scalar field energy.
The relativistic transport model has been applied to study the expansion stage
of heavy-ion collisions at the AGS energies. With in-medium hadron masses and
production cross sections, we have found that it provides a natural explanation for
the enhanced kaon production, the difference in the slope parameters for kaons and
antikaons, and the small slope of the antiproton kinetic energy spectrum. The model
can, in principal, be used for describing the expansion stage of heavy-ion collisions at
the CERN energies. However, this has not been done. In a simplified approach based
on the hydrochemical model, it has been shown that the inclusion of medium effects
also leads to enhanced production of both phi meson and antilambda particle in the
collision.
To have a complete description of the collision dynamics, we need to extend the
relativistic transport model to treat also the initial compression stage of high-energy
heavy-ion collisions. The experiments carried out at both AGS and CER.N offer the
possibility to study the property of hadrons in the hot dense matter formed in the
initial stage of the collision. This study is important for future heavy-ion experiments
at higher energies where the quark-gluon plasma is expected to be formed. To find the
signatures for the quark-gluon plasma, it is essential to have a good understanding
of the hadronic matter that exists both in the initial and final stages of heavy-ion
collisions.
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Abstract

Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect, the suppression of soft bremsstrahlung
due to multiple scatterings inside a dense medium, is investigated in
perturbative QCD. An effective formation time of the radiation due
to the color interference is obtained which depends on the color representation of the propagating jet parton. Using this effective formation
time, the radiative energy loss is obtained which interpolates nicely
between the factorization and Bethe-Heitler limits.

INTRODUCTION
Large/_r jets may serve as effective probes of the dense medium created in high
energy nuclear collisions since they are produced on a short time scale and their production rates and spectrum can be reliably calculated via perturbative QCD (pQCD).
What jets probe in high energy nuclear collisions is the stopping power, dE/dz, of
the dense matter for high energy quarks and gluons [1]. That stopping power in turn
is controlled by the color screening mass p in that medium. A possible rapid change
of # near the phase transition point could lead to a variation of jet quenching phenomenon that may serve as one of the signatures of QGP formation [2]. The energy
"This work was supported by the Director, Office of Energy Research, Division of Nuclear Physics
of the Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract
No. DIGAC03-76SF00098 and DE-FG02-93ER40764.
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loss, dE&, of partons through interaction is also closely related to the thermalization
and equilibration of a dense partonic system [3].
The estimates of dE/dz in the past vary widely, from energy independent[4] to
dE/dz cx E[5, 6]. A recent study of soft gluon bremsstrahlung in Ref. [7] found that
interference due to multiple scatterings is very important.
The so-called LandauPomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect [8] suppresses those soft gluons whose formation
times are much larger than the mean free path of the fast patton propagating inside
a medium. The analysis in terms of pQCD reveals that the radiation pattern has
some non-abelian features which differ from QED case and the interference actually
depends on the representation of the jet parton in color space.
In this paper, we will revisit the pQCD analysis of gluon emission induced by
multiple scatterings. Especially we shall justify the effective potential model as employed in Ref. [7]. Under the assumption of an energetic beam parton, we show that
the contribution to the energy loss from radiations by the target partons can be neglected. However, these radiations are important to guarantee the gauge invariance of
the total radiation amplitude. Examination of the gauge invariant amplitude gives us
a consistent regularization scheme for the radiation spectrum in the effective potential model. Taking into account the color interference of gluon bremsstrahlung from
multiple scatterings, an effective formation time can be obtained which characterizes
the LPM effect in QCD. Using the effective formation time of a radiated gluon from
multiple scatterings, we then calculate the average radiative energy loss dE/dz. We
will show how the resultant dE/dz interpolates between the factorization limit, which
is almost constant, and the Bethe-Heitler limit which is proportional to the incident
energy E.

MODEL

POTENTIAL

AND

GAUGE

INVARIANCE

To analyze multiple parton scatterings and the induced gluon radiation, certain
simplifications have to be made for the interaction. Consider the scattering of a high
energy jet parton in a color neutral quark-gluon plasma. If the average distance
between two successive scatterings are smaller than the color screening length, Az
p-l, the effective average random color field produced by the target partons can be
modeled by a static Debye screened potential:
e-iq.x

A_A,(q ) = gT_A, q2 + p_,

(1)

where p is the color screening mass, T a is a generator of SU(3) corresponding to the
representation of the target part.on at x. The initial and final color indices, A, A',
of the target parton are averaged and summed over when calculating the ensemble
averaged cross sections. This model potential was used in Ref. [7] to calculate cross
sections of multiple scattering and induced radiation. However, to obtain a gauge
invariant amplitude of gluon radiation in QCD, every diagram with the fixed number
of final gluon lines has to be taken into account, including gluon radiation from the
target parton line. This kind of radiations from target partons cannot be described by
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the above static model potential. It is quite possible that radiations from the target
do not contribute significantly to the energy loss of a high energy parton traversing
the dense medium. However, the gauge invariance must also influence the radiation
pattern and has to be considered.
To estimate the importance of r_iations from the target to the energy loss of a
fast parton and to see how the gauge invariance can impose any additional restrictions
on the potential model, let us consider the simplest case of induced radiation from a
two-quark scattering. The Born amplitude for two-quark scattering (pi, k_) --, (p/, k/)
through one gluon exchange is,
zg T_A,T_B, fi(p! )%u(pi)fi( k/ )'y_u( k,)

M.,='2

.

.

(k_-kl) 2

'

(2)

where A, A', B, and B' axe the initial and final color indices of the beam and target
paxtons. The corresponding elastic cross section is,
s2 + u 2
da,
d--[
t
"=C'i
(1)Tra]2
s2
t2

(3)

where C_ ) - CF/2N - 2/9 is the color factor for a single elastic quark-quark scattering and 8,u, and t are the Mandelstam variables.
For induced radiation, there are all together three groups of diagrams as shown
in Fig. 1. If we rewrite the three amplitudes as
•.d _

,

(4)

then gauge invariance implies that
3
iffil

where e and k are, respectively, the polarization and momentum of the radiated g!uon.
In the soft radiation limit, we can neglect all the terms proportional to/% in ._(j)
which does not contribute to .M(i)ku(k_ = 0).
amplitude for induced gluon radiation is,
Adr.d

-

The complete and gauge invariant

ig3fL(py)'Y,u(pi)fL(kl)'YUu(kf )
1

[a "p! (yby.)sm

1

[e." k!

(k_- k!)5 [k . p!

"+(Pi - p!)2 [k . k! (TbTa)AA'
1

e" ki (T,,Tb)AA,

k k_

Th,
T_B,
%

-k,)

+ (p__ p!)2(k_- k!)5
where b is the color index of the radiated

._

k_'Pi
. p_(T,Tb)vm

-

(6)

gluon, and

C_a,,Bm = [T a, Tb]BB'T2tA ' = -T_m[T",
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Tb]AA '

(7)

Figure 1: Diagrams for induced gluon radiation from a single qq scattering.
are the color matrices associated with gluon radiation from the internal gluon line
(Fig.lc). The three terms in Eq. 6 correspond to the radiation from the projectile
(Fig.la), target parton (Fig.lb) and the internal gluon line (Fig.lc). As one can see,
each term alone does not have gauge invariance. Only the total amplitude is gauge
invariant. Gluon radiation from the internal line (Fig.lc) is especially necessary to
cancel the gauge noninvariant part of projectile and target radiation.
In the potential model, one simply neglects the radiation from the target lines
and replace the gluon exchanged with the target, gT_A,f_(ks)Tuu(k,)/(ki - kl) 2, by
g_'°A_.4,. The potential as given by Eq. 1 was regularized by the color screening mass
#. As we see from Eq. 6, in order for the total amplitude to be gauge invariant, all of
the gluon propagators must have the same regularization scheme, especially the two
in the internal radiation diagram. Correspondingly in the potential model, the gluon
propagators must be regularized by the color screening mass in the same way as the
potential A_A,.
To estimate the relative contribution of each term in Eq. 6, let us consider the
case that a gluon with light-cone momentum and polarization,
k = [xP+,k_/xP+,kx],
e = [0,2Z±. k.L/xP+,Zx],
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(8)

is radiated off a high energy quark with momentum
p, = [P+, 0, 0_,].

(9)

During the interaction, the beam quark exchanges a momentum
(10)

q=[q+,q-,qa.]
with a target quark which has a thermal mass M,
k, = [M,M,O_],

(11)

in its rest frame. We focus on the limit defined by x _ 1, however, with the condition,
xP + ::_ M ,,, qj.. By requiring both of the final quarks on mass shell, one can find,
q+

,,, _q.._._
M'

~ (q. - k_)2
q-

-

(1-x)P

k_

+ I-xp+.

(12)

Then the final momenta of the beam and target patrons are, respectively,
(qx - kx)2

pl - p_+ q- k__[(i
- z)P+,(1- z)p+,qx- k_],
kj = k_- q__[M+ ql/M,M,-q±].

(13)

With theabovekinematics,
one can obtainthemomentum elements
oftheradiation
amplitudes:
e.p/ ,,., e.p__.
L = 2e_.k±
k.p!k.p,
k_.
e . ki

_ "k.L

_ . k/

;
e_ " q.t.

(14)
(15)

In the large xP + :_ k.t. limit, we can see that elements in Eq. 15 are much smaller
than those in Eq. 14. Therefore, the amplitude for radiation from the target parton
is negligible as compared to the radiation from the high energy beam parton. However, as we have demonstrated, this small contribution to the radiation amplitude is
amplified by substituting e" with k". It thus cannot be neglected when considering
gauge invariance.
Taking into account the dominant contribution to the radiation amplitude, we
have the factorized amplitude,
,/_et

M,.d

TQ

_

i ,

__ 2ig_..

a TO,
a,

kx+
[-_

(q±-k'_i
qx -

kx 2 ] T_A,[T_',Tb]B B,

(16)

where A4et is the elastic amplitude as given in Eq. 2, and 7_1 is defined as the radiation amplitude induced by a single scattering. For later convenience, all the color
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matrices are included in the definition of the radiation amplitude 7_1. With the
above approximations, we then recover the differential cross section for induced gluon
bremsstrahlung by a single collision as originally derived by Gunion and Bertsch [9],
da

d_,l

dtdyd 2kJ.

=

dnO)
(17)

at dyd 2k±'

where the spectrum for the radiated gluon is,
I

dnO)

_

i

Caa,

- 2(2 )0 p =

q_

-

(18)

In thesquaremodulusofthe radiation
amplitude,
an averageand a sum overinitial
and final
colorindices
and polarization
are understood.We seethatthe spectrum
has a uniformdistribution
incentral
rapidity
region(smallx) whichisa wellknown
feature
ofQCD softradiation.
Thisfeature
isconsistent
withthehadrondistributions
predicted
by Lund string
models and the "string
effects"
in e+e- threejetsevents
[10],
allbeingthe results
ofinterference
effects
ofpQCD radiation.
To demonstrate
thisa little
in detail,
letus consider
only the radiation
amplitudefrom the beam
quarkinEq. 6,

7?,.= L
[ k.e. p!p!(TbT,)Bs '
The corresponding

gluon spectrum

b,_t

ke"pipi(T"Tb)BB'] TIA'"

(19)

is (beside a factor 1/2(2_r)3),

"P'
p_

k 'Pf
Pl

+5- k-: p,kPJ '

where CF = (N z - 1)/2N and CA = N are the second order Casimir for quarks in the
fundamental and for gluons in the adjoint representation, respectively. Note that the
first term corresponds to a gluon radiation induced by an abelian gauge interaction
like a photon exchange. Here, no color has been exchanged. According to Eq. 14,
this term does not contribute to the gluon spectrum in central rapidity region due to
the destructive interference of the initial and final state radiations. However, when
there are color exchanges as described by the second term, gluons from initial and
final state radiations have different colors. Therefore, they do not interfere. This,
plus the gluon radiation from the internal gluon line, leaves us a finite contribution
to the gluon spectrum in the central rapidity region. As wewill see later, this kind of
non-abelian feature will also be reflected in the interference pattern due to multiple
scatterings and in the effective formation time.
Another nonabelian feature in the induced gluon radiation amplitude (Eq. 16)
is the singularity at k± = qx due to induced radiation along the direction of the
exchanged gluon. For kx _ qz, we note that the induced radiation from a three gluon
vertex can be neglected as compared to the leading contribution 1/k_. However, at
large kx >> q±, this three gluon amplitude is important to change the gluon spectrum
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to a 1/k_ behavior, leading to a finite average transverse momentum. Therefore, q±
may serve as a cut-off for kx when one neglects the amplitude with the three gluon
vertices as we will do when we consider induced radiation by multiple scatterings
in the next section. If one wishes to include the three gluon amplitude, then the
singularity at k± = q_ has to be regularized. As we have discussed above, the
regularization scheme has to be the same as for the model potential or the gluon
propagator in dacedr as required by gauge invariance. In our case, a color screening
mass p will be used.

EFFECTIVE

FORMATION

TIME

The radiation amplitude induced by multiple scatterings has been discussed in
Ref. [7]. We here only briefly discuss the case associated with double scatterings. We
consider two static potentials separated by a distance L which is much larger than
the interaction length, 1/_. For convenience of discussion we neglect the color indices
in the case of an abelian interaction first. The radiation amplitude associated with
double scatterings is,

I(;':,, •
where p = (p},p.,px)
is the four-momentum of the intermediate patton line which
is put on mass shell by the pole in one of the parton propagators, xl = (0,xl), and
z_ = (t2,x2) are the four-coordinates of the two potentials with t2 - (z2 - z_)/v =
Lp°/p..
This formula has been recently used to discuss the interference effects on
photon and dilepton production in a quark gluon plasma [11, 12]. We notice that
the amplitude has two distinguished contributions from each scattering. Especially,
the diagram (Fig.2b) with a gluon radiated from the intermediate line between th.e
two scatterings contributes both as the final state radiation for the first scattering
and the initial state radiation for the second scattering. The relative phase factor
k. (x2 - x_) = w(1/v - cos 0)L then will determine the interference between radiations
from the two scatterings. If we define the formation time as
1
r(k)-0:(l/v-

2w
cos0) _-/c--_'_
'

(22)

then Bethe-Heitler limit is reached when L _> r(k). In this limit, the intensity of
induced radiation is simply additive in the number of scatterings.
However, when
L <(<7r(k), the final state radiation from the first scattering complete cancels with
the initial state radiation from the second scattering. The radiation pattern looks as
if the patton has only suffered a single scattering. This is often referred to as the
Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal
(LPM) effect. The corresponding limit is usually called
factorization limit.
The radiation amplitude in QCD is similar to Eq. 21, except that one has to
include different color factors for each diagram in Fig. 2. In the high energy limit,
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Figure 2: Diagrams for induced gluon radiation from double scatterings.
e . pi/k "pl " e . p/k . p ": e . pl/k . p! ": 2_i . k.j./k_. The momentum dependence of
each contribution can be factorized out and the radiation amp!itude for diagrams in
Fig. 2 is,
e'i.k±

•

= 2g kl

(23)

where we have included two color matrices from the potentials, and b again represents
the color index of the radiated gluon. We can also calculate the radiation amplitude
from diagrams with three gluon vertices. Both the phase and color structures are the
same as in Eq. 23, but the momentum dependence cannot be factorized, since each
term depends on the transverse momentum transfer which differs from one scattering
to another. Since we are only interested in the soft radiation limit in which we can
neglect the contributions from internal gluon line emissions. As we discussed above,
however, they serve to provide an effective cutoff (qi) "-' # for ki.
The extrapolation
of Eq. 23 to the general case of m number of scatterings is
straight forward. The radiation amplitude,
•
R.,,,=z2g

"

:m
T_llAi . ..T],,,A,

_'_= Ta"...[T"',T_]...T:')es,
i=l

eik':i ,

(24)

contains m terms each having a common momentum dependence in the high energy
limit, but with different color and phase factors. The above expression should also
be valid for a gluon beam jet, with the corresponding color matrices replaced by
those of an adjoint representation.
In Eq. 24, we also assumed that all the potentials
have a color structure of a fundmental representation.
One can generalize to the
case in which each individual potential could have any arbitrary color representation.
However, our following results on the gluon spectrum and interference pattern will
remain the same. With this in mind, we have the spectrum of soft bremsstrahlung
associated with multiple scatterings in a color neutral ensemble, similar to Eq. 18,
dn (m)

1

dn (1)

dydk. =

= C'(k)dyd k '
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(25)

where C_;_) - (CF/2N) rn is the color factor for the elastic scattering cross section
without radiation. C.,(k), defined as the "radiation formation factor" to characterize
the interference pattern due to multiple scatterings, can be expressed as

where the color coefficients are defined as
Cij = Yr(Y_""'[Tb,

Y"]'"TaaT

Using the basic relations for SU(N)
{l

T'T*

'' ""[T",Tb]'"T"").

(27)

= (CF-

(28)

generators:

= CF1,

5"_y'Tby"
a

CA/2)T b,

one can complete the traces in the color coefficients and obtain
Vii

=

C_j =

Cr;CAN;
CA CA (12 2CF

C---i-A)i-_-aC';CAN, for j < i.
2CF

(29)

For a gluon beam jet, one simply changes the dimension to that of an SU(N) adjoint
representation and replaces C2 = CF by the corresponding second order Casimir
C2 - CA. We then obtain a general form for the radiation formation factor for a high
energy parton jet,
m

i-1

c(k) = m-

-

(3o)

i=1 j=l

where
r2 = 2--C-_2
CA = { 1/2
N2/(N 2 - 1) for gluons
quarks with C2
C2 = CA
CF "

(31)

Similar to the special case of double scatterings, there are a few interesting limits
for the above general form of radiation formation factor and the induced gluon spectrum. When m = 1, Cl(k) = 1. We recover the gluon spectrum induced by a single
scattering (Eq. 18) in the small ki limit. For multiple scatterings in the Bethe-Heitler
limit when L_j = Iz_- zjl >> r(k) for all i > j, the phase factors average to zero and
the intensity of the radiation is additive in the number of scatterings, i.e.,
C_(k)_m.

(32)

In the factorization limit, we assume Lij << r(k) for all i > j. In this case, the phase
factors can be set to unity and the summations in Eq. 30 can be carried out,
_-'_(1-r2)'-'
i=1 j=l

=

r2
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m-

-r2

.

(33)

We have then,

C_(k) _ 1 [1 - (1 - r2) _] = {8/911-(-1/8)
2(i - 1/2 _)

_]

for
gluons
forquarks

"

(34)

In contrast to the Bethe-Heitler limit, the f_torization limit is independent of the
number of collisions as m -, oo, and the radiation formation factor approaches 1/r2 2C2/CA. It is interesting to note that the destructive interference for quarks in the
fundamental representation is so effective that the radiation spectrum induced by
many scatterings is even slightly less, 1/r2 - 8/9, than by a single scattering. For
gluon jets, however, the interference is not as complete as for quarks. The induced
radiation approaches 2 times that from a single scattering. Using these values of
C,_(k) = 1/r2 = 2C2/CA in Eqs. 25 and 18, the radiation intensity induced by
multiple scatterings is proportional to 2C2 as compared to CA in the single scattering
case. The gluon intensity radiated by a gluon is therefore 9/4 higher than that by a
quark due to the interference in multiple scatterings. This dependence of LPM effect
in QCD on the color representation of the beam parton is a unique non-abelian effect.
As we will discuss in the following, the effective formation time of the radiation in a
QCD medium should also take this non-abelian effect into account.
To see analytically how C_n(k) interpolates between the Bethe-Heitler and factorization limits, let us average over the interaction points xi according to a linear kinetic
theory. We take an eikonal approximation [7] for the multiple scatterings so that the
transverse phase factor can be neglected in the soft radiation limit, k_ (( q± _ p.
In a linear kinetic theory, the longitudinal separation between successive scatterings,
Li = zi+l - z_, has a distribution,
de

_i--A

!

e

(35)

-L,/_i

which is controlled by the mean free path, Jr, of the scatterings. The averaging of the
phase factors,
(

)-eik'(_'-x')"_ [ 1 -il/r(k)
1

] '-_ '

(36)

enables us to complete the summation in Eq. 30. Using Eq. 33 with the replacement,
1 - r2 _

1 -r2

(37)

1 -i,V_'(k)'

the resultant radiation formation factor can be calculated
portional to (1 - r2)'_ for relatively large m, we have,

[7]. Neglecting terms pro-

x2(k)
1 -(1 - 2r2)x2(k)
C_(k) _ m 1 + xZ(k ) +
r2[1 + x2(k)] 2 .

(38)

This clearly illustrates how C,_(k) interpolates between the Bethe-Heitler and factorization limits. We can see that the LPM effect in QCD is controlled by a dimensionless
function,
x(k) = Jt/rqcD(k),
(39)
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where we have defined the effective formation time in QCD as,
TQCD(k ) _--r2T(k) _

CA

2C2

2coshy
k_ '

(40)

which dependson the colorrepresentation
of the jetparton. Sincethiseffective
formationtime isa result
oftheuniquecolorinterference
effect
in QCD, we should
use itin thefollowing
toestimatetheradiative
energylossby a highenergypatton
traversing a color neutral quark gluon plasma.

RADIATIVE

ENERGY

LOSS

We ca.- now apply the effective formation time to the estimate of radiative energy
loss. We would like to use the result in Eq. 18 for gluon spectrum induced by a single
scattering which includes radiation from both the beam parton and the internal gluon
line. However, to take into account LPM effect in QCD due to color interference, we
have to restrict the phase space of the radiation to the requirement that the effective
formation time rQcD(k) must be smaller than the mean free path A. Radiations not
fulfilling this requirement will be cancelled due to the destructive interference. As we
have discussed earlier, gauge invariance requires that the singularity at k£ - q± in
Eq. 18 has to be regularized by the color screening mass # in the same way as in the
elastic cross section. The radiative energy loss suffered by the jet parton per collision
is then,

AErad = / d2k_dv ....
dngdv k± cosh yO(A - rQcD(k))O(E - k± cosh V),
d2k±

(41)

where rqcv(k) is given by Eq. 40, the second 0-function is for energy conservation,
and the regularized gluon density distribution induced by a single scattering is,
dna = CAa,
q_
aUk.tdy
_r
2 k_.[(qa.
- k±)2 + p2]"

(42)

Sincethetransverse
momentum transfer
q.tiscontrolled
by theelastic
scatterings,
we
haveto weighttheaverageofa quantity
f(q±)overqj.by theelastic
crosssection,

(f(qz))

= crY"
j_2

dq--_f(q±)'

(43)

where s _ 6ET is the average c.m. energy squared for the scattering of a jet parton with energy E off the thermal partons at temperature T. Considering only the
dominant small angle scattering, the elastic cross sections are,
dci

27rc_

ql '
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(44)

where Ci = 9/4, 1, 4/9 respectively for gg, gq and qq scatterings. To simplify our
calculation, we will approximate the average by replacing q_ in the numerator of
Eq. 42 with its average value,
3ET
(q_)_ p2In -_p_.

(45)

In the denominator, we simply replace q_. with p2. We can carry out the integration
in Eq. 41 over the restricted phase space approximately and obtain,
A E,ad_ ,

7f

(ql)

11+

I2 ,

(46)

1+ \-_-_-} .

(48)

/i
h
=

L-

1-1-_,_j

In small k± regime, the phase space is mainly restricted by a small effective formation
time, _'QCD < A, which gives the first term proportional to $. At large k., the
radiation becomes additive. The only constraint on the available phase space is the
energy conservation, which contributes to the second term proportional to the incident
energy E. As we have assumed in the beginning of this section, our model is only
valid when the mean free path is much larger than the interaction range specified by
1//_. As we will show in the following, in a quark gluon plasma at high temperature,
~ gT, 1/A ,., g2T. Our model assumption, A >> 1/#, is satisfied at least in the
weak coupling limit. Therefore, we can neglect the second term in ./1. For a high
energy jet paxton, E >> ft, we can also neglect the second term in 12. The resulting
radiative energy loss reduces to a rather simple form,

dz = AE,._d
A
=---_(qj.)
dE,.,d
C2a, 2 [In ( (+ _/1 +(2 )+(ln(_+_/l+_)

l ,

(49)

which depends on a dimensionless variable,
r2E

= .7i
Since we have used gluon spectrum from a single scattering in Eq. 18 which is valid
for all values of kx, the full integration over k. results in the logarithmic energy
dependence of dE,.,d/dz. This logarithmic dependence will be absent if one considers
only the contribution from k± < ft as in Ref. [7].
We can see that the radiative energy loss dErad/dz thus obtained interpolates
nicely between the factorization and Bethe-Heitler limits when one changes the variable _. In the factorization limit, we fix pA >> 1 and let E _ vo, so that _ >> 1. In
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this case, we can neglect the second term in Eq. 49 and have,

dE,.,
d"-_ _ _/q±2

In \ p-_

] ; _ ::_ 1.

(51)

Thus, the radiative energy loss in the factorization limit has only a logarithmic energy
dependence. Due to the non-abelian nature of the color interference, the resultant
energy loss for a gluon (C2 = CA) is 9/4 times larger than that for a quark (C2 = CF).
In the other extreme limit, we fix E and let ft_ ---, c_, so that _ << 1. In this case,
the mean free path exceeds the effective formation time. The radiation from each
scattering adds up. We then recover the linear dependence of the energy loss dE,.,,d/dz
on the incident energy E (modulo logarithms),
dE,,d
CAao (q_) E In ( 2"2)_'_
d_ _ 2_
.2
_r2E ]; _ << 1,

(52)

as in the Bethe-Heitler formula. When we consider a parton propagating inside a
dense and high temperature quark gluon plasma, the result for the energy loss in the
factorization limit will be used.
The radiative energy loss in general is proportional to the squared average of the
transverse momentum transfer which is controlled by the color screening mass as in
Eq. 45. In addition, there is also a logarithmic dependence on both A and p through
the variable _. With Eq. 44 and a Bose-Einstein density distribution for gluons and
a Fermi-Dirac density distribution for quarks in a plasma, the mean free path can be
estimated as (with 3 quark flavors),

)_;' = aqqpq + aq, p, =

2ra_ 4
T3
p2
x 7((3)_--_,

2ra_ 9
T3
A'_' = aq,pq + a,,p, = -7
x 7_'(3)._--5-,

(53)

(54)

where _(3) _ 1.2 is the third Riemann-_ function. Using the corresponding mean free
path and the color screening mass of a gluon at high temperatures, p2 = 47fasT 2, one
can find that the variable _ appearing in the logarithms for both quarks and gluons
have a common energy and temperature dependence,
r2_..EE 63_(3) E
9 E
=)_g_ = 16_r3 T _2_r 3T'

for both q and g.

(55)

The energy loss of a quark in dense matter due to elastic scattering was first
estimated by Bjorken [13] and later was studied in detail [14] in terms of finite temperature QCD. For our purpose, a simple estimate taking into account both the
thermal average and color screening will suffice. In terms of elastic cross sections and
the density distributions for quarks and gluons in a plasma, we have,
dEer
[°/4
dai
)all Pi 3
"_z -- .It,, dq_--dq2 p,u.
--(q_.
,_,,
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(56)

where v _ q_/2_ is the energy transfer of the jet patton to a thermal parton with energy w during an elastic scattering, (q_.) is the average transverse momentum transfer
given by Eq. 45. Similar to Eqs. 53 and 54, we have,
27ra_"
T2

9

2T2"

(57)

(58)

The elastic energy loss of a fast patton inside a quark gluon plasma at temperature
T is then given by,
dEe,
3
2
d-'z-- _C2a,(q±).
(59)
Using Eq. 45, 51 and 55, the total energy loss can be expressed as,

.

+dE dEe,
-_z=-_z

dEr,ddz= -----_/_
C_a'2 In _3ET( In "_gE + "83_r).

(60)

It is interesting to note that both the elastic and radiative energy loss have the same
color coei_cient C2. For high energy partons, the radiative energy loss is dominate
over the elastic one. For E = 30 GeV, T = 300 MeV, and a weak coupling a, _. 0.3,
the total energy loss for a propagating quark is dE/dz ._ 2 GeV/fm. Only about 20%
of this amount comes from elastic energy loss.

SUMMARY

AND

DISCUSSIONS

We have examined the issues of gauge invariance and target radiations in the
estimate of radiative energy loss of a fast patton inside a quark gluon plasma. The
result interpolates between the factorization and Bethe-Heitler limits, and has unique
nonabelian properties. The total energy loss is very sensitive to the infrared cut off,
of the color screening mass, inside the plasma. The constant energy loss (plus an
logarithmic E dependence) is the result of LPM effect in QCD. The same effect should
be responsible for a suppressed gluon equilibration rate as discussed in Ref. [3].
We should emphasize that the derivation of the above formula is more careful than
previous attempts[2, 7]. First, an effective formation time rQCD in QCD radiation
has been used which accounts for the color interference due to multiple scatterings.
The dependence of this effective formation time on the color representation of the
jet patton gives rise to the different color factors, C2, for the radiative energy loss
of a quark and gluon, whereas, in a single scattering, they are all proportional to
CA. Secondly, the gluon spectrum which includes the radiation from both the jet
line and the internal gluon line is used. The spectrum is also carefully regularized
according to the requirement of gauge invariance. The integration over the full phase
space, restricted by the effective formation time, gives rise to a logarithmic energy
dependence of the radiative energy loss. Of course, Eq. 60 is stili only an order
of magnitude estimate, since the assumptions of a factorization limit and a small
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interaction range or a large mean free path A ) 1//_ are far from realistic. The weak
coupling g _ 1 limit is also an idealization.
This is why we have expressed 41ra,T 2
wherever possible in terms of p2 in dE/dz.
Especially during the phase transition,
weak coupling is no longer a valid assumption.
However, we could assume that the
dependence of dE/dz
on p2 remains the same. When perturbation
fails, we might
learn the temperature dependence of p(T) from non-perturbative
calculations.
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Abstract

We discuss two ideas to verify the formation of the quark-gluon plasma
in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions using dileptons.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) being built at the Brookhaven National Laboratory offers the possibility to create in the laboratory the quark-gluon
plasma. It is, however, nontrivial to verify the formation of the quark-gluon plasma
in heavy ion collisions as it is expected to exist only in the initial stage of the collision while most particles detected in experiments are from the final hadronic matter.
Among them, photons [1] and dileptons [2-91are considered most promising because
they do not suffer strong final state interactions and are expected to retain therefore the information of the quark-gluon plasma. However, a recent calculation shows
that for hadronic matter and the quark-gluon plasma having similar teml:eratures,
the photon emission rates are comparable[10], and this makes photons a less viable
signature for the quark-gluon plasma. As for dileptons, the contribution from the
quark-gluon plasma is expected to be important for invariant masses between _ and
d/tl,, i.e., the continuum region. Above J/_ the Drell-Yan process dominates while
below _ the contribution from the hadronic phase is more important. The invariant
mass spectrum of dileptons between _ and 3/_b is featureless, and it is thus unlikely
"Electronicaddress: yuki_nsdssd.lbl.gov
_Addressafter October 1, 1993: NuclearScience Division, MS 70A-3307, LawrenceBerkeley
Laboratory,Universityof California, Berkeley,CA 94720
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that one can distinguish the origin of the dileptons simply from the shape of the
inwriant mass spectrum. The yield of dileptons is not conclusive, either. Since the
observed dileptons are the result of the superposition over the history of the system,
the dilepton yield does not provide a definite sign of the quark-gluon plasma formstion; large dilepton yield can mean the large volume and/or long duration time of
the hot ha&on phase instead of the quark-gluon plasma formation. To establish the
formation of the quark-ghon plasma, first we need to find what characterizes the
difference between the quark-ghon phase and the hadron phase. Then we proceed to
the problem of how the difference is reflected in the dilepton observables.
The most prominent feature that distinguishes the quark-gluon plasma from the
hadron phase lies in the degree of freedom. This is reflected in the electromagnetic
form factors. In the qusrk-gluon phase, quarks couple to the virtual photon directly.
On the other hand, in the hadronic phase the degrees of freedom are hadrons and their
couplings to the virtual photon are modified from the bare ones, which reflects the
compositeness of hsdrons. This simple fact makes it possible to distinguish dileptons
from the two phases using the Mr scaling. We shall discuss the relation between the
form factor and the Mr scaling in the next section.
Another trivial but interesting point is that if the quark-ghon plasma is created in
heavy ion collisions, the system eventually must return to the normal hadronic phase.
In this course, a phase transition takes place. Phase transition is characterized by
the singular behavior of order parameters.
If phase transition is first order, order
parameters are not continuous at the phase transition point. If phase transition is
second order, it is tb._ first derivative of order parameters that is not continuous at
the phase transition point. In this case, the order parameters are continuous, but
change very rapidly around the phase transition point, as a result of the singularity
in their first derivative. Let us take entropy density as an order parameter. The lattice
calculation by the Columbia group shows a singular behavior of entropy density at
the phase transition temperature. Entropy must be at least conserved during the
phase transition. Therefore, once a large amount of entropy is created in the quarkgluon phase, the system must expand to decrease entropy density en route to the
hadron phas e. Because of the singular behavior of entropy density around the phase
transition temperature, temperature does not change much while the entropy density
of the system changes considerably. This feature, the existence of a period with almost
constant temperature, is characteristic of the quark-gluon plasma formation in the
laboratory; if the quark-gluon plasma is not created, no phase tra_asition occurs, which
leads to no period with constant temperature. We propose to confirm the existence
of this constant temperature period with a double peak structure of the phi meson in
the dilepton invariant mass spectrum. We shall discuss this point in section 3.

2. Mr SCALING
In principle,

the dilepton spectrum from nuclear reactions depends on both the

transverse momentum qr and the transverse mass Mr = _/M 2 + q_., where M is the
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invariant mass of the pair. Under general conditions, however, it has been shown that
the lepton pair spectrum depends only on the transverse mass [5, 11], i.e.,
dN
dM_dydq2r ffi F( Mz),

(1)

where y is the rapidity of the pair and the function F is only a function of MT. In
other words, at a fixed Mr, the differential yield does not depend on qT. We note
that in deriving the above results, the small lepton mass is neglected. The assumptions invoked in deriving the Mr scaling are (i) thermalization and the Boltzmann
approximation (M ::_ T), (ii) boost-invariant one-dimensional flow [12], and (iii) no
other scales than T. The condition (i) is plausible considering the recent estimate of
the equilibration time, only 0.5-2 fm [13, 14]. Since the quark-gluon plasma formed
in the initial stage of ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions is not expected to have an
appreciable transverse expansion or other mass scales either, the conditions (ii) and
(iii) are also approximately satisfied, so the dilepton spectrum from the quark-gluon
plasma will show the Mr scaling. But this scaling is broken at the later stage of the
time evolution when the transverse expansion becomes appreciable and extra mass
scales appear in the electromagnetic form factor in hadronic matter because of the
vector meson dominance.
In lowest order, dilepton production from a cylindrical boost-invariant system
which undergoes the transverse expansion is given by [7, 11]

dM_dydq_

=

18,r'

fq(p, r)Io

+2-_r2F'(M)

qT T

Mr cOShT
(

f f"(p'r)l°

T

Ko

T

prdpdr,(2)
!

where a is the fine structure constant of QED; p is the radial coordinate, r the proper
time; _ is a parameter which characterizes the transverse expansion and is related to
the transverse velocity v_ by v_ = tanh_; fq(p, r) and A(P, r) are the volume fraction
of the quark-gluon phase and hadronic phase at (p, r), respectively. In eq. (2) we have
included only the two massless u and d quarks in the quark-gluon phase and have
assumed that the hadronic phase is a pionic gas. We have neglected the small pion
mass. For dilepton production from the pion-pion annihilation, we include vector
mesons p(770), p'(1450), and p"(1700) [15]. The pion electromagnetic form factor
F,(M) can thus be written &s
rn 4

F,(M)=

_

p,--.p,pO

p_t

(m_,

_

Np, o,
M2)_+

(3)
2 2'

TI_ pd F Pt

where Fo = 153 MeV, Up, = 237 MeV, and Fp,, = 235 MeV; Np, No,, and Np,, have
values 1, 8.02 × 10-3, and 5.93 x 10-3, respectively.
In the case of vanishing transverse expansion (_ = 0), we easily see from eq.
(2) that the dilepton distribution from the quark-gluon plasma depends only on the
transverse mass and shows thus the MT scaling. For finite transverse expansion,
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i.e., for positive _, the dilepton distribution also depends on ¢r through lo(x). Since
10(z) is positive definite and monotonously increasing, the dilepton yield at a fixed MT
increases with qT. Similarly, the NIT scaling is broken in the hadronic phase with finite
transverse flow. In the hadronic phase, the MT scaling is further broken by the pion
electromagnetic form factor Ff(M). This is because F,(M) decreases monotonously
above the f(}700) peak (practically above the p peak), so for invariant masses M in
this region and at a fixed MT, it increases with qT. Consequently, the breaking of the
MT scaling by the transverse expansion in the dilepton spectra is further enhanced
by F,(M). The pattern of the MT scaling breaking is thus unique in this region, i.e.,
.tile larger qT is, the larger the yield at a fixed MT.
To see if the MT scaling can be realized in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions,
we have carried out the boost-invariant hydrodynamical calculations with transverse
flow for a hot dense system that is expected to be formed in central collisions of
197Au+197 Au at RHIC. We have taken the initial proper time r0 = I fro, the critical
temperature Tc = 180 MeV and the freezeout temperature T! - 120 MeV. The initial
temperature _ is varied to get different charge particle rapidity density dNdd_/. The
range of dNddy in Fig. I corresponds to 130MeV to 410MeV in T/.
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dNc/dy
Fig. 1 The ratio of the differentialdilepton yield dN/dM_dydq_ at qT = 2 GeV
to that at qT = 0 in a central 197Au+197 Au collision. MT is fixed at 2.6GeV.
Parameters are given in the text. The solid curve is the results with the initial
state in the quark-gluon phase if temperature is above the critical temperature,
while the dotted curve is obtained by assuming that the initial state is always
in the hadronic phase [16].
In Fig. 1, we show by the solid curve the ratio R of dN/dM_dydq_
for fixed
MT = 2.6 GeV at qT = 2 GeV to that at qr = 0 as a function of dNc/dy. The
initial radial velocity at the surface of the cylinder is chosen to be v0 = 0. We have
taken these values of qr so that the corresponding values of M are in the continuum
region. If the Mr scaling is realized, this ratio should be 1. For low rapidity densities
corresponding to initial temperatures below the critical temperature, the system starts
in the hadronic phase and remains so during the expansion. In this case, the ratio R
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is about 30 and there is no MT scaling. This Mr scaling breaking is mainly due to
the pion electromagnetic form factor, i.e., the existence of extra mass scales. In other
words, the MT scaling breaking is primarily due to the hadronic degrees of freedom.
The region of rapidity density between about 25 and 300 corresponds to the case
in which the system is initially in the mixed phase. For higher rapidity densities,
the initial temperature is above the critical temperature. We observe that even a
small fraction of the quark-gluon phase decreases the ratio R dramatically, i.e., once
the quark-gluon plasma is produced, the ratio R is about 3 and the Mz scaling is
almost realized. If we assume that the initial state is in the hadronic phase even
if temperature is above the critical temperature, the ratio R is large as shown by
the dotted curve, and the Mr scaling is badly violated. The MT scaling restoration
is mostly due to the dominance of the leptons from the quark-gluon phase and has
little to do with the dynamics in the hadronic phase. Thus, we believe that this
phenomenon, the My scaling restoration due to the quark-gluon plasma formation,
is insensitive to the details of the equation of state and the phase transition.
We have seen that in the continuum region the MT scaling is broken by both the
transverse flow and the pion electromagnetic form factor. Also we have observed that
the effect from the latter is considerably large. Therefore, if the observed dilepton
spectrum shows even approximate MT scaling and the yield is considerably larger
than that expected in the Drell-Yan process, then the quark-gluon plasma formation
can be unambiguously established. By carrying out the hydrodynamical calculations,
we have found that if the quark-gluon plasma is created in ultrarelativistic heavy ion
collisions, this MT scaling will indeed be observed. In conclusion, the MT scaling is
a credible signature for the formation of the quark-gluon plasma in ultrarelativistic
heavy ion collisions.

3. DOUBLE

PEAK

STRUCTURE

OF PHI MESON

In hot hadronic matter the phi meson mass is expected to decrease as a result of
the partial restoration of chiral symmetry [17-19]. If a phase transition occurs in heavy
ion collisions, a low mass phi peak besides the normal one will appear in the dilepton
spectrum. This is due to the nonnegligible duration time for the system to stay
near the transition temperature (about 10 fm/c in boost invariant hydrodynamical
calculations with transverse flow) compared with the lifetime of a phi meson in the
vacuum (.,. 45 fro), so the contribution to lepton pairs from phi meson decays in the
mixed phase becomes comparable to that from phi meson decays at freezeout.
According to QCD sum rule calculations, the phi meson mass decreases at high
temperatures [20]. The decrease of phi meson mass is mainly due to the presence of
strange particles, which have larger strangeness content than nonstrange particles, in
the hot matter. Because of the relatively small number of strange particles in the
hot matter, the reduction in phi meson mass is less than that for the rho meson.
Studies based on QCD sum rules [21] show that the temperature dependence of the
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rho meson mass is approximately
mp(T)lrap(T

given by
ffi 0) _ [1 - (YlTc)'] '/6 ,

(4)

where Tc is the critical temperature for the chiral restoration transition. However, the
omega meson mass does not change much with the temperature as it has a different
isospin structure from that of the rho meson [22]. We shall thus in the following
assume that the omega meson mass is independent of the temperature.
We note that calculations based on effective hadronic Lagrangians often give rather
different behavior for the vector meson masses at finite temperatures [23, 24]. However, recent lattice QCD calculations [25] show that both rho and phi masses are
reduced at high temperatures. Our scenario is thus likely to be correct.
To calculate the dilepton yield from the hot hadronic matter, we assume the same
dynamics as in section 2, and thermal and chemical equilibrium. The number of phi
mesons that decay into lepton pairs per rapidity is given by
dNlt
dM dy

= g--*
_r ffh(p,r)Tm(T)ru(T)F(M,m(T))K

(m_(T)/T)rpdrdp,

(5)

where g, = 3 is the degeneracy of the phi meson; F_t(T) is the temperature-dependent
decay width of the phi meson into a lepton and is proportional to the phi meson mass.
The total width of a phi meson in hot hadronic matter is expected to change as well
mainly due to its scatterings with pions, kaons, rho mesons, and phi mesons in the
matter. It is found, however, that the width of a phi meson is less than 10 MeV
below the critical temperature.
Also, the experimental mass resolution in dilepton
measurements at RHIC is about 5 ~ 10 MeV around the phi meson mass [26] and is
comparable to the phi meson width discussed in the above, we have thus introduced
in Eq. (5) a normalized smearing function Fi,(M,m,(T))
of the Gaussian form with
width 10MeV. We also include dileptons from phi meson decays at freezeout. For a
transversely uniform system with a freezeout hypersurface r = rl, this contribution
is given by
dNlt
g_'r2r T m_BuFc,(M,m,_)K2
dMdy---2"_ ! ! !

(mc,/TI)

(6)

where r/is the radius of the system at freezeout, Bit is the branching ratio of a phi
meson decaying into a lepton pair.
The contribution to dileptons from omega mesons and rho mesons can be similarly
evaluated. We include dilepton production from the phi and omega decays, the _rr
annihilations, and the q_/annihilations in the quark-gluon plasma.
In Fig. 2 the dilepton spectrum in the rho, omega, and phi region is shown by the
solid curve for the standard initial temperature Ti = 250 MeV. The other parameters
are the same as in section 2. We indeed see a second phi peak around 880 MeV
between the omega meson and the normal phi meson. We note that it is exclusively
from phi meson decays in the mixed phase. Due to its temperature-dependent
mass,
the rho meson peak not only shifts to lower masses but is also much broadened. Also
shown in Fig. 2 by the dotted curve is the result from the hadronic scenario in which
the initial state is taken to be a hot hadronic matter at a temperature just below To.
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In this case, the dropping phi meson mass only leads to a slight enhancement of the
low mass side of the phi meson peak. Because of the shorter lifetime of the hot phase
in this scenario, the dilepton yield is also seen to be substantially reduced.
Our results remain essentially unchanged if we use the same critical temperature
but different initial temperatures. In addition, our results on the double peak structure is not modified even if the mass shift of the phi meson is not so large as QCD
sum rule calculations predict. In our study, we have assumed that the rho meson
mass vanishes at the critical temperature as shown in Eq. (4), and there is thus no
dileptons from rho decays in the mixed phase. If the rho meson mass remains finite
at this temperature, there will also be a low mass rho peak in the dilepton spectrum.
However, to observe it will be difficult as its invariant mass is quite low and there
is also a large dilepton background. In our calculation, we have used the normal
Maxwell construction to determine the volume fraction of the quark-gluon plasma
and the hadronic matter in the mixed phase. Including the effect of supercooling
[27] would increase the duration time of the mixed phase and make the double peak
structure of the phi meson more prominent. In the calculation., we have used the bag
model equation of state with a first order phase transition. It is, however, obvious
from the argument in the introduction that similar double peak structure exists if a
phase transition occurs regardless of the order of the phase transition.
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Fig. 2 The dilepton invariant mass spectrum at the central rapidity. The
solid curve is the result from the hydrodynamical calculations with the initial
temperature Ti = 250 MeV. The dotted curve is obtained from the haxironic
scenario assuming that the initial phase is a hadronic matter with Ti = 179MeV

[28].
In summary, due to the dropping phi meson mass in a hot matter, a distinct low
mass peak besides the normal one appears in the dilepton invariant mass spectrum
if the phase transition from the quark-gluon plasma to the normal hadronic matter
occurs. This low mass phi meson peak is a viable signal for the phase transition from
the quark-gluon plasma to the hadronic matter. Furthermore, although I could not
discuss this point: the measurement of the transverse momentum distribution of these
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low mass phi mesons allows us to determine the transition temperature
between these
two phases of matter very accurately.
The details will be published elsewhere [28].
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Abstract

We consider time-scales of first-order deconfinement or chiral-symmetry
restoring phase transition in high energy heavy ion collisions at RHIC
and LHC energies. Recently it was shown that the system must supercool below Tc before the nucleation of hadronic bubbles is sufficiently
rapid to overcome the expansion rate. It is shown here that the expected time-scales of high energy heavy ion reactions are sufficiently
short to prevent the reheating of the system to near To. If quark-gluon
plasma is produced in these collisions, it may have to hadronize from
a supercooled state and the hadrons produced during rehadronization
may freeze-out almost immediately.

INTRODUCTION
Recently large experimental and theoretical programmes were launched for studying the properties of Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) at high temperatures and
energy densities [1]. At Brookhaven National Laboratory, reactions of gold nuclei
with 100 GeV/nucleon cms energy are expected to create a hot blob of gluons and
quarks, while lead nuclei are to be collided at the CERN LHC with 3 TeV/nucleon
*To appear in the Proceedings of the Workshopon Preequilibrium Patton Dynamics, August
1993,LawrenceBerkeleyLaboratory,Berkeley,California(ed. X. N. Wang)
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energy in the c.m. frame. According to the standard picture [2], the colliding nuclei pass through each other at such high energies, leaving behind a highly excited
volume filled with gluons and quarks, which then expands mainly along the beam
axis. Numerical simulations, based on perturbative QCD and relativistic transport
theory, confirmed this picture predicting a nearly equilibrated and baryon-free plasma
of about 150 fm 3 with an initial temperature of 300-350 MeV [40].
The dynamics of the rehadronization of the expanding and cooling plasma phase
is very sensitive to the formation rate of hadronic bubbles inside the plasma. The
characteristic nucleation time as a function of the temperature was found to be of the
order of 100 fm/c for a longitudinally expanding gas of gluons and massless quarks
rehadronizing into a massless pion gas, see fig. 1. of ref. [4]. The input to the
calculation was the calculation of the rate for the nucleation of the hadronic phase
out of the plasma phase, which can be written as [4, 5, 6]
I = Ioexp(-AF./T),

(1)

whereAF. is the changein the freeenergyofthe systemwiththe formationofa critical sizehadronicbubble,T is the temperatureand Io is the prefactor.The prefactor
has recentlybeen calculatedin a coarse-grainedeffectivefieldtheory approximation
to QCD [7],and wasusedin the calculationofthe nucleationtime. The characteristic
nucleationtime, 100fm/c is rather longcomparedto the typicalhadronictimescales
of 1 fm/c.
One has to distinguish between the nucleation time and the time actually needed
to complete the transition, [8]. In Fig. 2. of ref. [4] the temperature as a function of
(proper)time was presented based on the integration of coupled dynamical equations
describing bubble formation and growth in a longitudinally expanding Bjorken tube.
Let's recite the results of these calculations which we need for our considerations
about the time-scales of the ultra-relativistic
heavy ion collisions. If the plasma is
first equilibrated at a temperature To = 2T_ at time to = 3/8 fm/c as suggested by
the uncertainty principle and by detailed simulations [40], then the plasma will cool
according to the law T(t) = To(tot) _/3 until tc = 8t0 = 3 fm/c. The matter continues
to cool below T_ until T falls to about 0.95 Tc when noticeable nucleation begins.
When the temperature has fallen to a "bottom" temperature,
Tb = 0.STc, bubble
formation and growth is sufficient to begin the reheating the system. This occurs at
about tb = 7 fm/c. When the temperature exceeds about 0.95 Tc nucleation of new
bubbles shuts off. The transition continues only because of the growth of previously
created bubbles. However, the temperature must remain somewhat below Tc in order
for these bubbles to grow. Compared to the idealized adiabatic Maxwell-Boltzmann
construction which assumes phase equilibrium at Tc the finite transition rate delays
the completion of the transition by about 11 fm/c, yielding a completion time of
t_omp_= 50 fm.
Detailed calculations including dilution factor for the bubble formation, spherical expansion, bubble fusion and varying the values for the surface tension do not
change the qualitative behaviour of the rehadronization process. According to the
calculations in [9], the time-scales become somewhat shorter, due to the fusion of
the bubbles which increases the speed of the transition. Thus bubble fusion brings
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the temperature versus time curve closer to the Maxwell idealization. A spherically
expanding system cools faster than a longitudinally expanding one, and in both cases
the average bubble radius eventually exceeds the radius of the expanding nuclear
matter, [9]. Starting from Ti - 2To at 3/8 fm/c, the bottoming out of the temperature is achieved by the time of about tb --7 to 10 fm/c, with a minimum temperature
of Tb ---0.7 --0.9 To, [9]. These numbers are rather insensitive to whether the matter expands spherically or longitudinally and to the precise numerical values of the
parameters [9].

INDICATIONS

OF SUDDEN

FREEZE-OUT

Present experiments indicate early freeze-out: i) HBT results, ii) strange antibaryon enhancement, iii) high effective temperatures and iv) unchanged hadronic
masses.
We estimate the time-scales available for the rehadronization process at RHIC and
LHC using data taken at present energies and extrapolating them to higher energies.
How can we measure the freeze-out time? The most detailed information available about the freeze-out surface can be obtained by studying the sideward, outward
and longitudinal components of the Bose-Einstein correlation function (BECF) at
different rapidities and transverse momenta of the pair[14]. We can measure the
longitudinal radius, RL which is proportional to the freeze-out proper-time ty! This
is because the BECF measures only a piece of the longitudinally expanding tube.
Within this piece the rapidity distributions belonging to different spatial rapidities
have to overlap, so that pions with similar momenta could emerge. The size of this
region is characterized by Ar/the width of the rapidity distribution at a fixed value of
the spatial rapidity [15, 16]. For one dimensional expansion, the length of the region
with a given spatial rapidity width is just tar/. The hydrodynamical formalism of
Bose-Einstein correlations gave the result [19]
_L

-- tfA_7

(2)

-_ tf_/Yf/mT,

where T! is the freeze-out temperature and mT is the transverse mass of the pions.
The sideward component, RT,side measures the geometrical radius of the pion source
at the freeze-out time. The radius in the outward direction, RT,o_ is generally bigger than the sideward radius since it is sensitive also to the duration of the pion
emission [22, 16]. In Gaussian approximation for the transverse distribution of pion
emission and for the proper-time distribution of the pion emitting source they are
related by [16, 18]
J_,OU'

---

. j_
+

2

A T2

,

(3)

where /_T= (PT,_ -t-pra)/(E_ -t- E2) is the transverse velocity of the pair in LCMS
[14], and we have assumed that the BECF in terms of the momentum difference of
the pair, Q, is parametrized in the form
C(QT,,ide,

QT,ota,

QL)

= 1 + _ exp(

_

2
2
_ RT,o_QT,o_t
2
2
_RLQL)2
_
RT,_id_QT,_id_
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(4)

At CERN SPS energies (20 GeV/nucleon in the cms), preliminary data of NA35
collaboration indicate that the pion emission might be fully chaotic for S + Au collisions [20]. This is also supported by the RQMD simulation, which describes both
the NA44 and NA35 data using a fully chaotic source, when effects of long-lived resonances as well as particle mis-identification and detection efficiency cuts are taken
into account [21]. Thus the above parameterization of BECF-s is to be considered as
a phenomenological one where the intercept parameter, _, takes into account effects
coming from particle mis-identification, acceptance cuts, long-lived resonance effects.
According to recent NA35 preliminary data (NA35 contribution to the Quark
Matter '93 conference) RQMD overestimates the RT.S- Rr, out by 1. - 1.5 fm/c in the
Kt - 200 - 300 MeV/c average transverse momentum interval. The duration of pion
production in RQMD is about 3-5 fm/c, thus one may estimate the duration of pion
production in the NA35 experiment to be about 2-4 fm/c which includes resonance
decay contributions. If one distinguishes between the width of the freeze-out times
for directly produced pions and resonances, and the broadening of the width of pion
emission due to the resonance decays, one arrives to the conclusion that the duration
of freeze-out for the directly produced particles must be very short, of the order of 1
fm/c.
Both NA35 and NA44 found that the side, out and longitudinal radii are equal
within the experimental errors [12, 13]. This indicates that the duration of particle
emission is short, _rAr < 1 fro, cf. eq.(3). This is very surprising since the resonance
decays are expected to create a larger width of pion emission [16, 17]. If a strong
first order phase transition is present in the reaction, the system has to spend a long
time in the mixed phase to release latent heat and decrease the initially high entropy
density. This in turn would imply a very large difference between the side and out
radius, [18, 22].
It was observed that the transverse radius parameter of high energy BECF's scales
with the rapidity density as
.dn±)l/3
RL

"- RT,side

"" RT,out

-" C( _

.

(5)

This scaling was shown to be valid for the transverse radius independently of the type
and energy of the reaction including UA1, AFS, E802, NA35 and NA44 data and can
be related to general freeze-out arguments [23]. The exponent (1/3) indicates that
pions freeze out at a given critical density and the longitudinal radius is proportioL'al
to the transverse one. The coefficient turned out to be 1, within NA35 and NA44
errors, as we mentioned before.
We use this trend in the data for estimating the freeze-out proper-time for RHIC
and LHC energies. The proportionality constant, c, was determined to be 0.9 when
using the C = 1 + Aexp(-R2Q2/2)
convention for the transverse radius [24]. Thus
for our case the proportionality factor is decreased by V_ which yields c = 0.64.
The charged particle rapidity density is about 133 at midrapidity for central
32S +23s U collisions at CERN SPS corresponding to RL "- 4.5 4-0.5 fm implying
a freeze-out time of t! = 4.5- 6.5fm/c.
The charged particle rapidity density was
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shown to scale with the projectile mass number in case of symmetric collisions as
dn _d-'_ - 0"9A° in(v_/2mp),

(6)

where the exponent a was found to be in the region 1.1 _<a _<4/3 [25]. Combining
these equations the target mass and energy dependence of the freeze-out time, t l, is
given as
t! = 0.58Aa/a_/mT/Y!

lnl/a(V_/2mv).

(7)

For different high energy heavy ion reactions we estimate the freeze-out proper-time
using a - 1.3. The varying transverse mass of the pions and the unknown value
for the freeze-out temperature increase the uncertainty in our estimate. However,
the number of pions with a given mT is exponentially falling for large values of mr
and then the relative number of pions with mT >_ 2T 1 is rather small, giving a
_/mT/T _ 1.- 1.4.
i) Summarizing the above, according to eq. (6), the rapidity density for CERN
SPS lead on lead increases by about a factor of 3.5 when compared to the S + U
reactions at the same energies. Extrapolating this finding, at RHIC gold on gold
reactions the rapidity density increases by a factor of about 7, at LHC lead on lead
collisions by a factor of 13, when compared to the S + U reactions at CERN SPS. This
in turn implies scaling factors of 1.51, 1.91 and 2.35 for the estimate of the increase of
the freeze-out proper times. As a result we obtain for the freeze-out times 6-10 fm/c
at CERN SPS with lead on lead, 8-13 fm/c at RHIC gold on gold and 11-16 fm/c at
LHC lead on lead collisions.
Comparing the time-scales necessary to complete the QCD phase transition with
the time-scales obtained from extrapolating present interferometry data to RHIC and
LHC, we observe very interesting coincidences. If one starts with an initial state as
suggested by the patton cascade simulations in ref. [40], the critical temperature is
reached by 3 fm/c after the collision. By 10 fm/c time, which is about the freeze-out
time according to the interferometry estimate, the system is far from being completely
rehadronized, according to the calculations in [4, 9]. At this time, the system is still
very close to the bottom of the temperature curve.
ii) In terms of particle composition, the idea that the quark-gluon plasma has to
hadronize suddenly in a deeply supercooled state has the consequence that the strange
particle composition [26] and especially the production rate of strange antibaryons as
suggested by [27, 28, 29] could become a clean signature of the quark-gluon plasma
formation at RHIC and LHC energies as well as at the present CERN SPS energy.
The WAg5 collaboration found large production rates of strange antibaryons at CERN
SPS sulphur + tungsten interactions [28, 29]. The ratio for E-/A observed by WA85
was found to be compatible with those from other interactions. However, the ratio _-/A was found to be about five times greater than those obtained by the AFS
collaboration, corresponding to a two standard deviation effect. Rafelski was able
to reproduce this enhancement only by assuming sudden rehadronization from QGP
near equilibrium, which would not change the strangeness abundance [27]. Really,
the long time-scale of the nucleation compared to the short time-scales of the pion
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freeze-out times at CERN SPS energies support the coincidence of the maximal supercooling of the QGP with freeze-out time of 4.5-6.5 fm/c, leaving very short time
for the strange antibaryons for reinteraction in the hadronic gas already at CERN
SPS energies. Spacelike detonations and spacelike deflagrations from a supercooled
baryon rich quark-gluon plasma were related to strangeness enhancement at CERN
SPS energies in ref. [35].
iii) The latent heat during such a sudden breakup might be released _s high kinetic
energy of the hadrons in a timelike deflagration [36]. This is in qualitative agreement
with the observation that the multistrange antibaryons observed by the WA85 collaboration are all at transverse momenta above 1.2 GeV/c, and show an effective
Tjiope > 200 MeV. Insert starts hot fireball where resonances (deltas) are in thermal
equilibrium, after the freeze-out and the resonance decays the effective temperature
for the protons (baryons) will be larger than those of pions [38]. Further, the effective
slope of the baryons will be about 10% lower, than the freeze-out temperature. Thus
we may expect that the slope parameters of the multistrange antibaryons provide
more information about the freeze-out temperature than those of the pions (which at
the present CERN experiments come out with more moderate slope parameters).
iv) In dense and hot hadronic matter hadronic masses are expected to decrease
considerably, [37]. Nevertheless, in the dilepton spectra the observed masses of
hadronic resonances (e.g. ¢ ) were identical to their free masses in heavy ion reactions
at CERN SPS energies. This also can be attributed to simultaneous hadronization and
freeze-out, where the medium effects are ceased to exist, when hadrons are formed.
Thus from trends in interferometry data the freeze-out time scale is short enough
to prevent reheating and the completion of the rehadronization of the quark-gluon
plasma through bubble formation in the supercooled state. This in turn implies that
other mechanisms mus_ dominate the final stages of the hadronization.

DYNAMICS

OF SUDDEN

FREEZE-OUT

Usingtheparameters
of[4]thevalueofthebag constantisB I/4= 235 MeV,the
critical
temperatureisgivenby Tc = 169 MeV and the pressure
of thesupercooled
QGP vanishes
atT = 0.98Tcalready.
Accordingtotheaboveconsiderations
and ref.
[9]the temperature
ofthesysteminthesupercooled
phasereachesT = 0.7- 0.9Tc-_
120- 150 MeV.
Observe,thatat sucha low temperatures
the pressure
of the QGP phasetakes
largenegative
valuesin the bag model. Systems with negativepressureare mechanically
unstable,
either
theydon'tfill
theavailable
volumeor theyspontaneously
cluster.
In themany dimensiona3
spaceofcoordinates
corresponding
topossible
instabilities
aftercrossing
the borderline
of stability
on the phasediagramthereisalways
one channelwhichopensfirst.
Thisusually
corresponds
tospherical
configurations
of
instability.
A deeperpenetration
intothesupercooled
regionmay leadtotheopening
ofotherchannels
ofinstability.
Theseotherchannels
may include
string-like,
orcylindrical
instabilities
and later
layered
instabilities
orspinodal
decomposition.
Thus the
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calculated nucleation rate gives an accurate description of the initial hadronization
at small supercooling. Furthermore, the nucleation rate calculated was dominated by
thermal near - equilibrium processes and by the thermM interaction of the neighboring
particles, or thermal damping. This is a valid assumption when the critical temperature is reached, but after further expansion and a considerable supercooling, e.g.
30°£ or more, the matter is not so dense any more and the collective near-equilibrium
interaction with the surrounding matter may not be the dominant process. Instead
quantum mechanical processes including very few particles may dominate the transition. For the complete study of the reaction dynamics and hadronization all these
aspects should be considered and the final conclusion may be very different for different collision energies and different nuclei.
The mechanical instability of the QGP phase below 0.98 T, on one hand and the
typical 100 fm/c nucleation times on the other hand are the basic reasons for the
sudden rehadronization which we propose. It is understood, that the expansion in
an ultrarelativistic heavy ion collision is so fast, that the temperature drops below
Tc by 20-30 % before nucleation becomes efficient enough to start reheating the system. By that time, the QGP phase is far in the mechanically unstable region. The
transition proceeds from a mechanically unstable phase to a mechanically stable and
thermodynamically (meta)stable phase, the (superheated) hadron gas state.
Let us consider the sudden freeze out from supercooled QGP [31, 32, 33]. The
baryon free case was discussed in [32] in detail including the possibility of converting
latent heat to final kinetic energy locally and instantly [in timelike deflagration],
while [33] did not include this possibility. Although in ref. [32] it is argued that a
superheated hadronic state is not realizable as final state [because one has to pass the
mixed state on the way], this restriction does not apply for sudden freeze-out which we
consider as a discontinuity across a hypersurface with normal A_ (A_A, = +1). We
can satisfy the energy and momentum conservation across this discontinuity expressed
via the energy momentum tensors of the two phases, T "_, (T_ _ - T_V)A_ =
with entropy production in the Q _ H process.
Relativistic timelike deflagrations are governed [32] by the Taub adiabat,
P, - Po

x, - Xo

=

w,X,

- woXo

x, - Xo '

0,

(8)

the Rayleigh-line
Pl - P0

Xl - Xo = ,,'o

(9)

and the Poisson-adiabat,
a--_2
= ----,R2
a°2

_._1

(10)

"_'10JO

where wi = ei + pi denotes the enthalpy density and the quantity Xi is defined as
Xi = wi/wo. The index 0 refers to the quantity before the timelike deflagration, while
1 refers to after deflagration. If we suppose that the flow will be given by a scaling
Bjorken-expansion before and after the timelike deflagration, one may simplify the
equations governing the relativistic timelike shocks, introduced in ref. [32]. For the
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scaling ld expansion the Taub adiabat reduces to the equality of the energy densities
on the two sides of the timelike hypersurface
el =eo,

(11)

the RAyleigh-line becomes an identity and the Poisson-adiabat simplifies to the requirement that the entropy density should not decrease during the transition
O"1

R = -- > o.
O'o

If we start the timelike deflagration from a 30% supercooled state the initial state is
a mixture including already 15-25% h_dronic phase. Indicating the volume fraction
of hadrons in the initial state by h, the initial energy density is given by e0(To) -h_H(To) + (1 - h)_Q(To) and the expression for the entropy densities is similar. In
the bag model, the energy densities are given as _Q = 3aQ T_ + B, EH = 3all T_,
erQ -- 4aQ T_, au = 4all T_ with coefficients aq = (16 + 21nF/2)lr2/90 and aH 31r2/90. The quantity r = aQ/aH gives the ratio of the degrees of freedom of the
phases.The temperatures of the initial and final state can be determined from the
Taub and Poisson adiabats as

=
To

= To 3(1-

'

= TQ = Tc I 3(1 -(R4x)
x-1

-1/3) ]'/4 (zR)-I/3'

(13)

where the ratio of the effective number of degrees of freedom is given by
z=h+r(1-h).

(14)

These equations provide a range for possible values of TH and TQ for a given initial
hadronic fraction h. These bounds are given as

1/4 -<: _Tc

-<: [ 3(1-'_r

=i/3)

0 -<T.T_.q
Tc -< [ 3(x z-1
4/3-x)

1_/4
]1/4 '

(15)

which are visualized on Figure 1. Note, that the largest possible values for the temperature of the hadronic phase as well as the minimum degree of supercooling in
the initial phase-mixture corresponds to the adiabatic (R = 1) timelike deflagrations,
while entropy production in the transition decreases both the final and the initial temperatures at a given hadronic fraction h. If the transition starts from a pure quark
phase, the initial temperature must be at least 0.7 Tc according to Fig. 1. However,
as the initial hadronic fraction approaches unity, the maximum of the possible initial
temperatures for timelike deflagrations approaches Tc the critical temperature. Another interesting feature of Figure 1 is that for large initial hadronic fraction, h >_ 0.9
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Figure 1: Temperature limits for the initial and final state for a timelike deflagration
from supercooled Quark-Gluon Plasma to hadron gas, r = 37/3. Solid line indicates
the upper limit for the temperature of the initial QGP phase mixed with hadronic
bubbles occupying volume fraction h. Dashed and dotted lines stand for the upper and
lower limit of the temperature of the hadronic gas state after the timelike deflagration,
respectively.
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timelike deflagrations to final hadronic state with TH _<0.8 Te becomes possible. At
TH ffi 0.8 Tv the hadronic phase is already freezed out.
Although it was pointed out that timelike deflagrations to a pion gas at freeze-out
temperature is in principle possible even in the Bjorken model with bag equation of
state, the initial temperatures necessary for such transitions are rather low. However,
only the effects coming from the admixture of hadrons to the initial state and the
effects related to possible entropy production in the timelike deflagrations were taken
into account up to this point. The following mechanisms may make such a sudden
freeze-out more feasible:
- As it was much discussed during this workshop [39, 40] the quark degrees of
freedom equilibrate much slower than the gluons during the first 3 fm/c at
RHIC or LHC energies. A hot glue scenario [41] is also discussedwhere a hot
gluonic plasma develops from the preequilibrium parton collisions. In such a
plasma the number of degrees of freedom is less then in a quark-gluon plasma,
and so the released latent heat in a timelike deflagration is also less. For the
same initial supercooling, cooler hadronic gas states are reached. This effect
is shown in Figure 2, where the limiting temperatures are shown for the final
hadronic phase as well as for the initial supercooled phase mixture for a pure
gluonic plasma with r = 16/3.
- Time is needed for the completion of the microscopic quantummechanical processes that lead to the sudden timelike deflagration. The deflagration front will
have a timelike thickness of about 1-2 fm/c, which leads to a further dilution of
the matter.
- The process of timelike deflagration may convert part of the latent heat to the
collective kinetic energy of expansion instead and not into the internal thermal
energy of the hadronic phase [36], leading to the development of a collective
transverse flow. The effective temperature of the hadrons, as measured by the
transverse momentum distribution, will be larger than the temperature because
of the transverse boost by the flow. For example, a freeze-out temperature
of T! _ 140 MeV with a transverse flow of _r = 0.4 results in an effective
temperature Tel! _, V/(1 . _r)/(1

-- BT)T! = 210 MeV.

- The inclusion of more realistic equation of state in the hadronic and in the
partonic phases might further change the amount of the latent heat which together with the transport coefficients and the surface tension are playing a major role in determining the nucleation dynamics. The amount of the latent heat
strongly influences how large initial supercooling is necessary to reach a given
final hadronic state. Inclusion of higher hadronic resonances further decreases
the ratio of the number of degrees of freedom, r.
- the sudden freeze-out will lead to a baryon excess and particularly to a strange
baryon excess compared to thermal and chemical equilibrium in the hadronic
phase. This reduces the number of light mesons with high thermal velocities
and thus, advances freeze-out in the hadronic phase also.
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Possible mechanisms for such a non-equilibrium scenario were considered in the
combinatoric brea_-up model [26]. Other models like [34] and [35] are not providing
faster hadronization than [4, 9]. The elaboration of the further details of the sudden
rehadronization of QGP in a supercooled state is needed, especially the study of
transverse flow effects and the quantum processes which might govern the timelike
deflagration.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we considered the time-scales of rehadronization for a baryon-free
QGP at RHIC and LHC energies. Pion freeze out times are estimated based on the
analysis and extrapolation of present high energy HBT data. We found that the timescale for reaching the bottom of the temperature curve during the cooling process via
homogeneous nucleation [4] is surprisingly close to the time-scale of the freeze out.
We argued that the QGP has to complete rehadronization in a 10 - 30 % supercooled
phase quite suddenly, and we have shown that such a sudden process is possible and
satisfies energy and momentum conservation with non-decreasing entropy.
This rehadronization mechanism is signalled by a vanishing difference between
the sidewards and outwards components of Bose-Einstein correlation functions, in
the observation of the free masses of the resonances in the dilepton spectra, and in a
clean strangeness signal of the QGP. Detailed calculations have to be performed for
making more quantitative predictions.
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Abstract
i
Densityfluctuations
insmallphasespacebinsforcentrally
produced
particles
(mainlypions)areconveniently
parametrized
by a Gaussian
freeenergyfunctional
ofthedensity
fluctuation
field.
Thisobservation
leadsto the investigation
of the O(N) linear
a-model;the O(4) versionmay represent
theQCD chiral
orderparameterinthe caseoftwo
approximately
massless
quarkflavours.
We derivea non-perturbative
and finite
equation
foritsfinite
temperature
effective
actionintermsof
scalar
and pseudo-scalar
iso-vector
(meson)fields.
Inthelarge-Nlimit,
well-knownresults
on thenatureofthephasetransition
arerecovered.
Thus, we obtainthe Ginzburg-Landautheoryfora QCD system in
thermodynamicequilibrium.

1. INTRODUCTION
Experimental studies of many-particle correlations in high-energy heavy-ion collisions are motivated two-fold (see e.g. Ref. [1] for recent status reports): i) BoseEinstein correlations reflect the space-time geometry of the particle source; ii) nonstatistical multiplicity fluctuations originate in the dynamical evolution of the nonequilibrium system [2]. Various models have been proposed to explain the experimental results on cumulant or factorial moments of multiplicity distributions, but
there is no consensus on a definite theory. Earlier we proposed a statistical approach
[3] (see also further references there) in the tradition of the Feynman-Wilson patton
gas picture as elaborated by Scalapino and Sugar and others. The promise of such
Ginzburg-Landau
type models is that they can be derived from a microscopic theory
(Section 3).
"Worksupported by the HeisenbergProgramme (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft).
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Our ansatz is dictated by simplicity and its success in representing the heavy-ion
data. We define a Gaussinn free energy functional of a random scalar field describing
the one-particle density fluctuation around the event, average as a function of the
kinematical variables y, pr,_, ¢ - (pl/(pl)) - 1. Here pl measures the total multiplicity (mainly pions). Contrary to ordinary field theory, our ansatz is essentially
local in momentum space; it is not a free-field theory in terms of a field amplitude.
Together with the parameters a2, p2, p (kinetic and mass terms, momentum scale)
determining the free energy [3], this implies a particular encoding of the collision
dynamics. It needs a deeper explanation, if the model stands further tests against
new data. Ideally, one would find systematic dependences on control parameters for
central collisions (CM energy, mass number, etc.). The main results of our model are

[3]:
k2(1,2) -

p2(1,2)
(p_(1)p_(2))-

1 = (0(1)0(2))

=

1
e_R/_
87ra2R
,

(1)

which is the two-particle cumulant correlation function with _ - a/p, R - [(yl Y2)2 + (ffTl- f'a'2)2/P2] 1/2. Higher-order cumulants vanish, kp_>3 = 0, in agreement with the data.
The integrated moment 1(2 shows a power law behaviour,
K2(Sy, Spr, 6_b) "_ _y-_ for 1 >> 6y >> 8pT/P ._ 6¢. The model predicts a Gaussian multiplicity distribution depending on the average total multiplicity and K2.
Having summarized available heavy-ion data on multiplicity fluctuations in the
above simple picture, one may wonder whether eq. (1) also fits Bose-Einstein correlations of, say, like-charge pions (taking proper care of cross correlations etc.). This
raises the question of the microscopic origin and nature of hadronic correlations,
which after convolution with the collision dynamics reappear, e.g. in the form of eq.
(1) or one of the common parametrizations
of Bose-Einstein correlations [1]. As a
tool to calculate pion correlation functions in configuration space, we want to derive
an effective action from the relevant field theory. Its non-perturbative
study is the
subject of this contribution.
The translation into momentum space, which is needed in order to apply our
results to experimental data, can only be performed thoroughly in a non-equilibrium
extension of the formalism presented here. At least one needs a detailed mapping of
configuration onto momentum space, such as the Bjorken scenario, which models the
collision dynamics in a simplified way. We leave these considerations for future work.

2. MODELLING

THE CHIRAL

QCD

ORDER

PARAMETER

hFrom the above we are led to study a model of interacting pions and heavier
mesons. The a-model satisfactorily describes low-energy phenomenology.
Lattice
studies of correlation functions close to the finite temperature QCD phase transition
("PT") reveal that quasiparticles with hadronic quantum numbers also play an important role there [1, 4]. Furthermore, as shown by symmetry arguments, the 0(4)
a-model describes the chiral order parameter of QCD with n! = 2 approximately
massless quarks [5].
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One may argueas follows(seeRefs. [5]forfurtherdetails).
In QCD withn/
flavours
ofm! _ 0 quarksthereisno simpleorderpaxameterfortheconfinement
PT
suchasinthepuregluetheory.Thereis,however,a global
chiral
and vectorbaryon
number symmetry,whichallowstheconstruction
ofan orderparameterforthechiral
PT. In thisPT the symmetry breakingpatternis
SU(n/)L × SU(n/)R x U(1)L.R _

SU(nj)L.R x U(1)L.R

,

withthe larger
symmetry beingrestored
fortemperatures
higherthan the PT temperatureTo.Then,an ansatzfortheorderparameterintermsofa generalcomplex
matrixM isgivenby

M'J

.

(2)

Considering for simplicity n/= 2, under independent L, R unitary transformations U
and V the 2x2 matrix in this case transforms as M --, U+MV. Thus, one generates
a U(2)L x U(2)R symmetry, which is too large. Restricting M to a special unitary
matrix, the order parameter finally can be parametrized by

M = a.1 + i_._,

(3)

with the usual Pauli matrices and a quadruplet of scalar and pseudo-scalar iso-vector
fields,

-

.....
,-

,

corresponding
to theexpectation
values(vacuumcondensates)
{_q)and (#Ts_q).
In
thisway thesymmetry isdescribed
by internal
O(4) rotations,
forwhichtheHeisenbergferromagnet
orlinear
c-modelrepresent
a well-knownrelated
dynamicalsystem.
Generally,
inordertoderive
an effective
3d Ginzburg-Landau
theory("GLT'),we
therefore
startwith the4d Euclidean(finite-temperature)
actionoftheO(N) linear
cT-model
withspontaneous
symmetry breaking(p2< 0)"

SE[]=

/

+ 1.2_2+ ,

(_2)2) , _

--

,...,N
•

(4)

For N=4 thefield
can be identified
withsigmaand pionfields,
_ = ((7,
5). Our aim
istocalculate
thecorresponding
effective
action(forstatic
fields),
whichcontains
all
theinformation
on (spatial)
correlation
functions.
Inthe resulting
GLT theoriginal
mass and dimensionless
coupling
constant
willbe replaced
by temperature-dependent
parameters,
seeeq. (16)below.Closeto the PT, the relevant
parameterisTc and
the theoryisspecified
completely,
e.g. by fixingitsvalueand the dimensionless
ratio of the effective pion mass at a temperature T' over T_. Thus, we can relate
GLT to results of QCD lattice calculations. Finally, having identified the chiral order
parameter _, no more quark or gluon fields appear in eq. (4). But how "stable" is the
(effective) action against perturbations by other (quasiparticle) modes of the system?
Universality [5] implies only that the non-analytic part of the total free energy can be
obtained from eq. (4) and only sufficiently close to the PT. Comparing the number of
degrees of freedom in an ideal gas of massless (for T _ T_) pions and "sigmas" with
those in an ideal quark-gluon plasma, 4 vs. 37, we expect to represent at best 10% of
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the action. Nevertheless, close enough to To, pions should be described correctly in
accordance with universality.

3. EXACT

EQUATION

FOR THE O(N) EFFECTIVE

ACTION

It is well known that calculations of the effective potential and, thus, of the effective action in theories with massless modes are seriously hampered by corresponding
infrared problems. This section reports first results of a new approach to solve them.
To control the infrared behaviour, we introduce a regularizing "mass" (ms __ 0),

understanding that m s --_ 0 in the end. Following the standard procedure as applied
to S, one defines the generating functional for connected Green's functions. The
associated effective action results from a Legendre transformation. Next, we can make
use of the regularization parameter, treating it as a "running mass", and calculate
the dependence of the effective action on ms. After a suitable subtraction of the mass
term, we finally obtain an ezact non-perturbative equation for the effective action F

(a,- _2a_,),
o,r = ½m_/d
_,{a,r/6_' + _}-'

=it' 0 Tr In {6sF/6_os+ m2} ,

(6)

where Ot on the r.h.s, does not act on F TM- 6SF/6_ 2. F(m s --, 0) is the generating
functional of the 1PI vertex functions. Up to this point our considerations are analogous to the study of the evolution of the "average action" [6]. Here, however, we
formally integrate eq. (6) from infinity to some finite m s,
F -

SE + ½Trln{621'/6_o 2+m s} + AF

,

(7)

using F(m s --_ oo) -- SE. Note that replacing F by S_ and AF - 0 on the r.h.s.
in eq. (7) yields the l-loop effective action, which can always be used as a check in
subsequent calculations. The difficulty of eq. (7), of course, lies in the full 2-point
function on the r.h.s, and the correction term AF. The latter arises due to the
fact that F(s) does depend on m s and, thus, the Tr-ln-term in eq.(7) does not fully
represent the integral of eq.(6). One finds that AF is determined by

a,ar

= -½ Tr { r(',+m,
O'F(s)} '

-_m
, 2 Tr{ I'(_)+m_
'
T_
" Tr I'(2fym_ }

,

(8)

where we used eq.(6) to rewrite the result in a more explicit form, from which further
considerations may proceed. We will simply neglect z_r in the following.
Considering the long-wavelength limit, we use the general parametrization of F,

r[_] = / d'_{U(p)
+ _z(p)(O_)
'
_+ _r(p)(op)
_+o(o')} ,
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m)

where p _ ½_2. Then, anticipating later partial integrations, 62F_ 62Fa+ 62F,, with
62r'......-_a
6_2 = V' + _Z'(O_) 2 + ¼r'(ap) 2 - zo 2

(10)

which applies for the N - 1 Goldstone modes, while for the radial mode

62r--_'= 62r---q°
+ 2pU"- #YO2
&_2

6_2

+

+2z,-Iy)(a )2
+(y,+

,

andwhereprimesdenote_. WithtileSchwinger
propertimemethod,
the r.h.s, of
en. (7)¢_ nowbeeva_u_ted
similarlyto l-loop background
fieldcalculationsat
r =0performed
e_rlierbyBrown_ndDuff.Thegeneric
formoftheresulti_:
Tr ln...

oc _oo

j0oo sl+d/2
ds exp (-m2s

-(2_'n/#)2s

+ f(s))

,

(12)

where d _ 3 in the end (dim. regulariz.), the Matsubara sum arises as usual, and
where f(s) is an explicitly calculated function depending on _ essentially through
62Fo and 62I'r, respectively. A Poisson summation separates UV-divergent T - 0
terms from finite T _ 0 contributions. Then, the proper time representation from eq.
(12) allows us to read off the UV singularities and to construct counter-terms: we
subtract at _ = 0 and calculate to O(02) consistently. Thus, we achieve an implicit
renormalization of the effective action to all orders, since the counter-terms depend
themselves on F by eqs. (7)-(12). Further implications of this new non-perturbative
renormalization certainly should be studied. - Here we obtain the renormalized equation for F (omitting # f d3x):

v + ½z(o_)
2+ Iv(ap)2 = ½(o_)
2+_,2p
+ 1_p2+ _N-1
x
+

×

{3_(M2 + 0)2 -_]M' - 20(M2- K)+2(M2+O+2K)(M2+O)InBM}
radial mode + finite- T corrections ,

whereM2= m2+ U'(0),0 - U'(p) - U'(0),K - __Z'(oO_
, )2 + ½Y'(Op)2;
for

(13)

the radial
mode replace N- 1 _ 1, Z -2 ---, (Z + oY) -2, b" --., f] + 2pU", and K --_ K+ terms
¢x (cg_)2,(onp)2 from the r.h.s, of eq. (11). In eq. (13) we accounted for cancellations
against finite-T corrections generalizing an observation by Dolan and Jackiw in the
l-loop calculation of the effective potential; analogous (derivative) terms cancel to all
orders. Besides well-known l-loop results, eq. (13) yields the large-N limit, as we
shall see shortly. Since P is parametrized by three scalar functions of the invariant
p, we decompose eq. (13) into three coupled equations by choosing suitable field
configurations: i) for the effective potential U via _ -const, ii) for the wave function
renormalization factor Z via spin waves with _. O_ = Op = 0, and iii) for Y via
arbitrary _.
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Thus,inthehigh-Tlimit(appropriate
forstudyingthe PT atsmallcouplingA)
withm _ 0 we obtaine.g.forZ,Y _constand takingone extraderivative,

U' = /_2+IAp

+

N- 1 T2 U"[+2U" + 2pU']
24 ..........
_ Z[+pY]
.........

-

N-1T

s,

(U'[+2pU"])*I2(U"[+2U"
........................

+ 2pU"])

'

(14)

where the terms in [... ] would have to be added for the radial mode with N- 1 --, 1.
In the large-N limit we truncate eq. (14) by U" _, 0, i.e. U" _ A =const. Then, the
critical temperature is determined by U'(p = 0,T = To) = 0, i.e. vanishing of the
effective mass,
T_ = 24(-P2)Z
N
A "

(15)

Solvingeq. (14)forU',integrating,
and calculating
U" and A self-consistently
yields
A - A/3.Similarly,
onesolves
theequations
forZ and Y, whichgiveZ --I and Y = 0
in the presentlimit.In general,
the determination
of the integration
constants
for
theseequations
isnon-trivial.
Summarizing,forT _ Tc we obtainthe universal
part
of the large.N effective action, which characterizes a second-order phase transition:

r[v]
= /

{i() + "(92 2+

s.,(NT)-2(%o2)3}

(16)
with 0 - (T 2- T_)/T. Equation (16) coincides with the result obtained in [7]. At Tc
the effective mass and (_)2 coupling vanish, which explains the difficulties of ordinary
perturbation theory close to the PT. Below Tc the effective action is minimized by a
non-vanishing __2 _ p0 -const. Furthermore, the critical exponents following from
eq. (16) agree with those obtained by other methods for the large-N limit [7].

4. CONCLUSIONS
Motivatedby the searchfora theoryof hadronicmultiparticle
correlations,
as
a first
stepwe derivedherea Ginzburg-Landau
functional
forinteracting
pionsand
"sigmas".
Thisisachieved
throughthederivation
ofan exactequationforthe O(N)model effective
action("EA').The non-perturbatively
renormalized
equationinthe
long-wavelength
limit,
inparticular,
allowsus to circumventthe infrared
problems
due to masslessmodes. We solvedthe equationat largeN to obtainthe EA, eq.
(16),whichisapplicable
closetothe second-order
phasetransition
at hightemper>zture.
The EA beingthe generating
functional
of the IPI vertices
of the theory,
one can calculate
the multiparticle
correlations/n-point
functions
essentially
by functional
differentiation
ofeq. (16).Smalldeviations
from thermodynamicequilibrium
in the sense of linear response theory are described by eq. (16) as well: allowing a
(Euclidean) time-dependent _oreplaces 3 f d3z ---, f d4x in the final result; then, the
imaginary time n-point functions give the real time ones by analytic continuation as
USUal.
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The next step is to calculate the EA for finite N, the O(4)-model representing
the chiral QCD order parameter (see Section 2); one has to face the problem of
non-analytic terms arising in the high-T expansion of eq. (13). Apart from phenomenological applications mentioned in the Introduction, it is most interesting to
also incorporate into the O(4)-model the scale (non-)invariance properties of QCD
[8]. In this case, the interplay between chiral symmetry restoration and deconfinement can be studied in a well-founded low-energy approximation to QCD by the
non-perturbative method presented here. A challenging task is to generalize this forrealism for non-equilibrium systems, which is what is really needed for the study of
ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
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Abstract

The importance of understanding soft interaction is discussed. It is
shown how the Geometrical Branching Model can reproduce all the
low-pT data on hadronic collisions, including fluctuations. Arguments
are given on why intermittency data on nuclear collisions can reveal
signatures of collective behavior. Scaling properties of hadronic observables when a quark-gluon plasma undergoes a phase transition are
shown to possess a universal feature independent of unknown details of
the system. The problem of cluster growth is also considered, and the
possibility of a novel signature of quark-gluon plasma is suggested.

INTRODUCTION
In this Workshop on Pre-equilibrium Parton Dynamics there has been a
great deal of emphasis on hard processes calculable by perturbative QCD. It
conjectures up in one's mind the picture of a person looking for a lost article
under a lamp post. Are we focusing on hard processes because pQCD is the
only reliable tool that can shed light on the subject of heavy-ion collisions?
Is soft interaction so much in the dark that one gives up totally looking into
the subject? These questions are relevant since soft interaction processes
will dominate heavy-ion collisions in the foreseeable future until LHC starts
running.
There are people who think that soft interaction means strings and ropes,
and that there is nothing more to say about it. They are out of date. That
is why I am giving this talk. There are recent advances in theory and experiment that rule out the string model for being inadequate in reproducing
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the data on multiplicity fluctuations at varying resolution scale. And there
is something better than the string model. Thus in the first place I want to
illuminate the axea outside the reaches of pQCD. The importance of getting
multiplicity fluctuation correctly is emphasized because I shall then argue
that it can be used as a diagnostic tool to detect signals of quark-hadron
phase transition. I shall derive a numerical exponent that characterizes the
scaling properties of h_dronic observables in phase transition. My final topic
will be on cluster production, which is somewhat novel and speculative, but
not less pertinent than the conventional theory on bubble growth.

INTER.MITTENCY

AND

ECCO

To focus on soft interaction we consider hadronic collisions at x/_ < 100
GeV. There is now a Monte Carlo code ECCO (Eikonal Cascade Code)
version 2.0 for multiparticle production in soft interaction [1]. It is based
on the geometrical branching model (GBM) [2], as in the first version [3].
GBM has the attribute that it incorporates, is consistent with, or generates
most features of soft interaction commonly regarded as conventional wisdom.
Those features are: geometrical scaling, KNO scaling, eikonal formalism,
Regge-Gribov formalism, patton model and branching dynamics. When the
branching part is developed into a Monte Carlo code, we can calculate the
multiplicity fluctuation. It is then found that we can reproduce the intermittency data without readjusting parameters that are already fixed by the
global features of particle production. Those global features are In), Cq,
KNO scaling, dn/dy, do'/dp_., etc. Even to get (n) correctly from x/_ - 10
to 100 GeV is nontrivial, when the only essential parameter to adjust is that
which controls the cluster distribution at every step of branching. Thus it is
hard to avoid the feeling that GBM-ECCO contains the essential elements
of the physics most important for soft production.
Let us go directly to the heart of the problem. Soft interaction means low
virtuality, say Q2 < 1 GeV 2. That means in turn that the resolution is not
good enough to distinguish individual partons when there are many of them.
However, we can consider the invariant mass M of a cluster of patrons
M2=

pupu,

pu = _p,_,
i

(1)

where the sum is over all partons in a cluster. In the branching process we
shall consider the evolution in M 2 analogous to the study of evolution in the
virtuality Q2 in hard processes.
How does M 2 evolve? Suppose that we have a pp collision. Leaving
aside the question of leading baryons in the fragmentation region, a subject
treated separately in [1] in connection with the nonoverlapping regions in the
transverse plane, we focus on the partons that give rise to hadron production
in the central region. Those partons form a color neutral system that is
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initially very dense. We may assign an initial mass to the systen., which is a
dense patton cluster whether or not creation of more partons and annihilation
take place within the cluster. As the cluster expands in the longitudinal
direction (there being very little transverse expansion since pr is small), at
some point a breakup of the cluster into smaller clusters (a fission process)
must occur, since we know that at the very end many separate noninteracting
hadrons are formed and fly away in free streaming. A fission occurs when
the original cluster can be partitioned into two color-singlet subsets. Being
color neutral those subsets have no color force between them, so they separate
from each other. Where the fission occurs is indeterminant; thus the invariant
masses of the two daughter clusters are arbitrary except for some constraints
that we wish to discover. The key point here is to recognize that at each
fission we can identify three meaningful quantities, the masses of the mother
and daughter clusters, whatever the details of the soft-interaction dynamics
may be at that phase of the evolution. No virtuality is involved. Instead,
masses are meaningful variables for soft interaction.
Let D (m, ml, m2) denote the probability that a mother with mass m can
branch into two daughter clusters with masses ml and m2.
We do not know what it is from first principles. However, we know that
if the final particles are to fluctuate in phase space in a self-similar way, no
scale should be introduced to destroy the possibility of a scaling behavior
in the output.
That suggests that D(m, ml,m2) should depend only on
the mass ratios ml/m and m2/m. Furthermore, we expect that the way in
which a color-singlet cluster fissions should not depend on the number of
partons in a cluster, so long as there are many of them. Thus we require that
D (m, ml, m2) be the same distribution at every stage of the branching until
m becomes small enough to be in the resonance region.
It should be emphasized that our model of successive branching is different from the successive breaking of a string in, for example, the Lund model
[4], even though there is superficial resemblance. In our model we have no
color flux tube being stretched by color charges, and, more importantly, we
have no dimensionful quantity such as the string tension to characterize our
fission process.
We have parametrized D (m, ml, m2) in the form
D(m, ml,m2)

= (ml+m2)"
m

(2)

where _/is the only essential parameter in the problem. We have tried some
other forms, but they did not work. There are some other parameters in the
code to put the particles produced in the right part of the phase space, such
as small PT, but those have less dynamical significance. _/controls the length
of the branching evolution and therefore plays the dominant role in determining both the global properties, such as (n) at any energy, and the local
properties of multiplicity fluctuations, specifically the intermittency pattern.
-y is determined by fitting both the normalization and the s dependence of
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(n) (s); it turns out to be 1.0. Fig. 1 shows the tree dial,- _n representing
branching in cluster masses (plotted verticaJly) versus rapldity (plotted horizontMly). The branching takes place in 3 dimensions, and Fig. I shows
only the longitudinal projection. Note how the lines crisscross one another,
indicating how an ancestraJ cluster on the left may have descendents on the
right. This is a feature that is not likely to occur in most other types of
branching for soft processes, such as a string model [4].
The other essentiM part of GBM is the eikonM formalism. That part has
been discussed thoroughly before [2]; a reader interested in a quick review of
the basic formMism need only read the short summary in Ref. [I]. The basic
formula is
OO

Pn =

J dR 2 _

_r, (R)B_

(3)

where

(4)
There are only two inputs: the eikonM function f_(R) and the branching
function B_ for/_ "cut Pomerons'. The former is the geometrical component
of GBM and can be taken from the analysis of elastic scattering. In so doing
GBM integrates elastic and inelastic collisions into a coherent treatment of
multiparticle production. The latter B_ is the probability of producing n
particles in the pth order term in the eikonal expansion in (3). Analogous
to the pth order term in the Born series expansion in potential scattering,
where the potentiM V is the basic quantity generating rescattering # times,
here the basic unit is the chain of branching processes that we have discussed
earlier. Thus B_ consists of p branching trees as shown in Fig. 1, connected
in parallel such that

W(R)=

iffil

E,

=

i--I

(5)

where W (R) is the total CM energy involved in central production (the
residual being spent on the leading particles), Ei is the CM energy of each
family of branching processes, and ni is the number of hadrons produced in
that family.
Since the formalism involves the scaled impact parameter R in the simulation of every collisional event, the transverse momentum distribution is
paxarnetrized in a way that depends on R _s follows:
dN/dt_r
where ao and
Eq.(6) exhibits
overlap of the
variables that

= f0exp [-p_/2

(_0 + c_1R)2]

(6)

al are two adjustable parameters to fit the p7 distribution.
our view that pr of the produced particles and. the transverse
incident particles (large overlap at small R) are conjugate
are related to each other as in uncertainty relationship. The
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values of a0 and al turn out to be ao = 0.01 GeV/c and al = 0.4 GeV/c
(R is the scaled impact parameter, thus dimensionless), the former being of
little importance except in the rare cases where the simulated value of R is
extremely small.
In the successive branching processes energy-momentum conservation is
imposed at every stage, where the daughter clusters satisfy (2) and (6) dis}ributions. This procedure is followed until a cluster mass reaches the range
0.8 < m < 2.8 GeV. At that point we regard the cluster as a generic resonance and abandon (6) in favor of an isotropic decay distribution. When m
reaches the range 2m_ < m < 0.8 GeV, we regard m as a 2_r resonance and
require ml = m2 = m_ instead of (2). Although the resonance may be a vector meson, the indeterminancy of its polarization justifies our use of isotropic
decay. Any mass generated in the range of 0 < rn < 2rn_ is regarded as that
of a pion and set equal to 0.14 GeV with no further branching thereafter.
Our code does not takeintoaccountaccurately
allpossible
resonances
thatcan be produced.But as a first
trial
totestthesoundnessofthebasic
branchingdynamics,we haveput inenoughtoconfront
theglobal
features
of
multiparticle
production.
Furtherrefinement
can,ofcourse,
be carried
out
later. We have been able to fit all the data on (n), Cq, (n) P_, &tidy and
&r/dfT [5]-[8]. The first criterion for any model on multiparticle production
in soft hadronic collisions to be taken seriously is to be able to reproduce
these data. But the crucial determinating factor is still to come.
After the global features above are shown to be correct, we then consider
local fluctuations in smaller and smaller parts in phase space without adjusting any more parameters. We calculate the normalized factorial moments Fq
to check intermittency [9]

=

1

1)...(nj--q+

_-_ Inj(nj-

1))

j-1

(7)

where ni is the multiplicity in the jth bin and .h4 is the total number of bins.
This has been done for 1, 2; and 3 dimensions. The results are compared
to data [10], as shown in Fig.2. The character of intermittency is clearly reproduced by our simulation. This result strongly suggests that GBM-ECCO
contains the right physics to describe soft interaction. To our knowledge we
are unaware of any other model that has attempted to confront these data
on intermittency.

MULTIPLICITY

FLUCTUATIONS

IN HEAVY-ION

COLLISIONS

Once a reliable model is constructed to explain intermittency in hadronic
soft collisions, as we have in GBM-ECCO, it can be applied to the heavyion collisions. In treating many-nucleon collisions care must be taken to
account for the broken nucleon effect, i.e., after a nucleon makes a collision
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upstream, what can take place in a subsequent collision downstream would
not be the same. In the eikonal formalism it means that for subsequent
collisions the eikonal function is modified. The data that determine the
degree of modification are on the A dependence of the multiplicity (nip A of
charged particles produced in pA collisions. The problem has been carefully
treated in [11, 12]. Intermittency pattern can then be calculated for heavy-ion
collisions, and it is found that the intermittency indices _q in the power-law
behavior
Fq c_ A4 _'

(8)

are very small for q = 2,..., 6 [12]. The physical reason for it is that the
fluctuations arising from the many collisions among the unbroken and broken
nucleons tend to cancel one another when added, resulting in much weaker
signal of interrnittency.
That is, however, not the end of the story. When we looked at the
histograms of the exclusive distribution of the individual events generated
by ECCO, we found large fluctuations in dn/dy from bin to bin, larger than
what statistical fluctuation can account for. We then realized that for SAu collision at v/s - 20 GeV, for which (n) is around 300, the average
multiplicity per bin even at 6y = 0.1 is around 8. Thus for q < 6 nearly all
bins contribute to Fq, drowning any effect from large spikes that are rare.
It suggests that Fq should be calculated to much higher q in order to reveal
intermittency in heavy-ion collisions. This is carried out in [12] and indeed
_q values > 0.05 emerged for q > 10. This is a feature about heavy-ion
collisions that should be checked at RHIC.
What do we learn if the RHIC result confirms or disagrees with the predictions. Confirmation would suggest the validity of the model based on
superposition of independent collisions without collective flow, which would
smear out the fluctuations.
Intermittency analysis will be a very effective
method to verify how much of the properties at the nucleon level is preserved at the nuclear level. If no features of the hadronic fluctuations show
up and there is gross disagreement with the predictions of [12], then it is reasonable to suspect that there is significant collective behavior not accounted
for in the model. That would be an important milestone to confirm.
Even if collective behavior is found to be present, that still does not mean
that the system exhibits critical behavior, since the quark-gluon system may
be thermalized and carry out hydrodynamical expansion all at T < T_. If T
goes above T_, and the plasma goes through phase transition to hadrons as
it cools below To, then even newer and unusual phenomenon should occur.
Would there be intermittency associated with phase transition?
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A UNIVERSAL
SCALING EXPONENT
FOR
QUARK-HADRON
PHASE TRANSITION
In condensed matter physics it is well known that a system at the critical
point exhibits large fluctuations. If there is a similar phenomenon in quarkhadron phase transition, the fluctuations that one looks for can only be found
in the hadron multiplicities. Present theoretical studies of quark-hadron PT
do not deal with multiplicities: at the microscopic level lattice gauge calculations cannot treat global properties adequately, while at the macroscopic
level hydrodynamical calculations treat average quantities with deliberate
intention to ignore the fluctuations. What we must do is to consider the
problem at an intermediate level where hadron multiplicity is a variable in
the theoretical fraraework as well as a measureable quantity whose properties
can be predicted.
Among the formalisms that have been developed in the past for critical
phenomena, the one most suitable for our use is the phenomenological theory
of Ginzburg and Landau (GL) [13], which correctly described the behavior of
superconductivity before the emergence of the BCS theory. The application
of the GL theory to particle production has been considered before [14]-[17],
but each for a different purpose, and none for a quantitative prediction of
multiplicity fluctuations related to PT. We report here our attempt to study
intermittency in the GL theory and our discovery of the scaling exponent v,
even though there is no intermittency in the strict sense [18]-[201.
The GL free energy density is

= al¢l + bl¢l4 + cl0¢/al 2
where ¢ is an order parameter, and z is a
in d-dimensional space. The parameters
in the neighborhood of the critical point.
approximately constant near To, while a

(9)

spatial variable representing a point
a, b, and c characterize the system
Generally, b and c are positive and
changes sign as

a(T) =a'(T-Tc)

(10)

with a' > 0. The first two terms of _'[¢] describe a stable minimum at ¢ = 0
when a > 0, but the minimum moves to
I_01= -a/2b

(11)

with indeterminant phase when a < 0. This is the behavior of a second-order
PT where the order parameter is zero in one phase (T > T_) and nonzero in
the other (T < T_).
Our problem in applying this formalism to quark-hadron PT in heavy-ion
collisions is firstly to identify the order parameter and secondly to calculate
an observable quantity. For the former we draw an analogy between pion
production and photon production in lasers, where I¢12is the photocount rate
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[21]. k_eed, in the laser problem _b(z) is the eigenvMue of the annihilation
operator whose eigenstate is the coherent state I¢). This formalism was first
adopted in [14] to treat particle production. We follow the same procedure
and recognize a pure coherent state as having a Poissonian distribution of
particle multiplicity n in a volume V
1

The observed multiplicity distribution P,, is, however, the thermodynamical
average of P., when ¢ is allowed to vary in accordance to what the GL free
energy prescribes:
1 f _DCk,,[_]e_fd,_[4,]

(13)

where Z = f Z)¢e- f dz_[¢l. Thus the dynamical component of the fluctuation
in n is totally controlled by _'[¢]. A measurement of that fluctuation should
therefore reveal the central features of the PT. Eq. (13) may alternatively be
regarded as the starting point of our approach without the derivation from
coherent states; in that approach one simply assumes that P_ is a convolution
of the statistical fluctuation described by P_ and the dynamical fluctuation
specified by the Boltzmann factor involving f[¢].
To establish
a closer
connection
betweenfluctuations
and _'[_],
letus
consider
thefactorial
moments

fq=

_'_ (n-°°
n'q)!p,,

n--_q

='ZI /De

(Iv dz[¢[') qe-fd='['l

(14)

If V is taken to be a d-dimensional cell of 6 on each side, i.e. 6d, then
_fqdepends on a, b, c, d, 6 and q. Some of the integration factors can be
eliminated if we consider the normalized factorial moments
Fq= fq/f_

(15)

In the simple case c = O, which we examine first, it turns out that Fq depends
on only one variable x [18, 19]
a26d
X=2b

(16)

besides q, when a < 0, the hadron phase. The question then is whether Fq
exhibits intermittency [9], i.e. power-law behavior in z
Fq(x) cx x -_

(17)

when x is small. Since F_(x) can be exactly calculated, the answer can be
determined unambiguously. It is found that there is no extensive region of x
in which Fq behaves as in (17), except in the limit z _ 0 for which _ has
the uninteresting value 0 [18].
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The absence of intermittency in the usual sense does not mean the lack
of scaling behavior in general. With the Ochs-Wosiek plot [22] in mind, we
examined the dependence of Fq on F2 and found that there is linear behavior
in the log-log plot for every q, implying the scaling law

To a very good degree of accuracy [20], flq is independent of x. This is
important because we do not know the parameters a, b and c at all for
quark-haxtron PT. What is even more amazing is the fact that flq can be
described by a very simple formula [18]
&=(q-l)

v

(19)

with a fixed exponent v; it satisfies the trivial constraints at q = 1 and 2. As
Fig. 3 indicates, all the values of _q shown can be very well fitted by (19)
with
v=1.304

.

(20)

Thus we have discovered a numerical constant that is a consequence of the
Ginzburg-Landau theory of second-order PT. It is not derived from any numerical input, since it is independent of a, b, d and 6 (for the case of uniform
¢, i.e., c = 0). The universality of v is what makes this result particularly
attractive. Since there is no way to control temperature around the critical
point in heavy-ion colliisons, there is no way to tune the parameters in the
GL free energy. Nevertheless, the universality of v renders that deficiency
unimportant.
It implies that despite our ignorance about those parameters
we can use the explicit value of v to serve as a criterion to determine whether
the hadrons produced are a result of the type of PT that we have considered
here.
In general, c in (9) is not zero. The kinetic term makes the problem much
more complicated. In [19, 20] we considered some approximations and found
that the result is not affected too much by the c[O¢/Oz[ 2 term. The scaling
law (18) is still valid, and (19) is still good with
tJ --- 1.316 :t: 0.012

(21)

for all values of c.
Current data on multiparticle production in pp and AA collisions can all
be described by (18) and (19). In Fig. 3 are shown some data points from
nucleus-emulsion experiments [23, 24] with t, = 1.55 4- 0.12. The NA22 hh
data [25] can be well fitted by (18) and (19); the result on the y distribution
gives the value t, = 1.454-0.04 [26] (note the small error). Higher dimensional
analyses as well as in the Q2 variable give higher values of v [26]. We may
conclude that current experiments on hadronic and nuclear collisions show
no indication of PT according to our criterion, which is not a surprise.
It would be more satisfying if the predicted value of t_ can be verified
by experiment. Unfortunately, any heavy-ion experiment that can possibly
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lead to phase transition will have to wait for the completion of RHIC or
LHC, which will be many years from now. Yet, fortunately there is another
realm of physics in which an experiment can readily be carried out to test
our theory. That is the production of photons at the threshold of lasing
in quantum optics. It is known that the behavior of the laser system near
threshold is analogous to a second-order PT describable by the GL theory
[27]. Thus the fluctuation of the photon number should be as discussed
above; in particular, the moments Fq of the number of photons emitted near
threshold should satisfy (18) and (19). An experiment on this has been
carried out recently [28]. The result for a homogeneous laser (c = 0) yields
a value of v in perfect agreement with (20), as shown in Fig. 4. With the
verification of our scaling prediction and its universality property, we now
feel more emboldened to propose that the scaling exponent should be used
as a criterion to test in heavy-ion collisions the proximity of the quark-gluon
system to the GL type of PT.

.SCALING

DISTRIBUTION

IN CLUSTER

PRODUCTION

If the PT is first order, then there is a mixed region of quarks and hadrons.
Those hadrons are not the same as the ones that end up in the detector since
they are at finite temperature To. Furthermore, the hadrons in the mixed
region can stick together and grow. The growth process can depend on many
factors. In cosmic PT the hadronic bubble can grow to a very large size, the
dynamics being determined to a large extent by the surface tension and the
pressure difference at the quark-hadron interface. In heavy-ion collisions all
scales concerning QCD, hadron mass, cluster size, and even nuclear radius
are of the same order of magnitude. In that case one certainly cannot justify
hydrodynamical
treatment of the bubble boundary.
Indeed, the bubbles
need not be spherical, since dendretic structure of hadronic clusters cannot
be ruled out on the basis of energy and pressure considerations at the quarkhadron interface. The problem seems untractable and very different from
that of the second- order PT discussed above.
Despite the lack of a formalism that can be used to treat the problem
quantitatively, we can approach the subject at the qualitative level first and
ask some leading questions. If hadronic clusters are formed in the quark
system, do they change in size, and if so, what mechanisms influence the
change? What aspect of the PT can best characterize the transition? Is it
observable?
The usual reason for bubble growth is that the negative volume term
overcomes the positive surface term in the free energy difference from the
quark to haxiron phase. This is a consideration of the statics of the problem concerning pressure difference, and can provide a basis for the study of
the dynamical change of the average size of the bubbles. Since the conventional approach does not give a realistic treatment when the bubbles are not
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large and are irregular in shape, we have to abandon asking the conventional
questions, but ask instead whether the fluctuations of the cluster size from
the average can reveal other interesting aspects about PT relatively independent of what controls the shape and average size of the clusters. Since
the hadronic clusters are subject to collisions by quarks and gluons in the
mixed region, they behave like Brownian particles performing random walks
around a drift motion toward the boundary. They can therefore collide in
their random motion, whereupon the clusters can coalesce, breakup, or scatter elastically. Successive coalescence would lead to large clusters -- rare
but possible. Thus the shape of the cluster-size distribution P(S) can reveal
the dynamical process that the clusters go through before emerging from the
plasma.
We have put these ideas in a cellular automaton and simulated the cluster
growth process [29]. We found that for various values of the coalescence and
breakup probabilities we can get scaling behavior in P(S), i.e.
P(S) o¢S -° ,

(22)

except when S gets too large and the finite-size effect causes P(S) to deviate
from (22). This is shown in Fig. 5. On the basis of this result we suggest
that the detection of cluster sizes should be emphasized in future experiments
on heavy-ion collisions. The experimental discovery of a scaling distribution
such as (22) would undoubtedly stimulate a great deal of excitement in the
field.
Apart from the phenomenological question of how to identify the clusters,
there is also the interesting theoretical observation that cluster formation in
our problem is analogous to the avalanche in the sand-pile problem [30].
The latter is an example of self-organized criticality. For more discussion on
the similarity between the two problems, an interested reader is referred to
Ref.[29].

CONCLUSION
We have shown that the Geometrical Branching Model that is now implemented by ECCO can account for all outstanding features of multiparticle
production in soft interaction; in particular, it alone can generate the degree
of fluctuation necessary to fit the intermittency data. When applied to nuclear collisions, we found that no significant intermittency pattern is to be
expected until the rank q of the factorial moments becomes large.
We have also discussed possible observable consequences of quark-hadron
PT. In the case theft the PT is second order we have studied the Fq moments
in the framework of the Ginzburg-Landau theory and found a scaling behavior characterized by an exponent v, whose value can be calculated. Its value
for a homogeneous medium is 1.304, and has been verified experimentally
to be correct for photocount at lasing threshold. We propose that the same
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v should be used as a criterion to determine whether hadron production in
heavy-ion collisions has gone through a GL type PT.
If the PT is first order, then we suggest that the relevant observable is
the cluster size. A simulation of the cluster formation and growth process
indicates that one can expect a scaling distribution of the cluster sizes. Experimental investigation of that possibility is therefore strongly urged. Any
nontrivial distribution would suggest something unusual and therefore interesting.
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Figure

Captions

Fig. 1 A sample cascade tree diagram showing y projection of cluster mass
branching in 3d, as simulated by ECCO.
Fig. 2 One, two, and three-dimensional intermittency plots. Date are from
P_f. [10].
Fig. 8 13qversus q. Data are from Refs. [23] and [24].
Fig. 4 Data points are from laser experiments [28]; solid line is as in Fig. 3.
Fig. 5 Cluster-size distribution (Figure is shown under Fig. 1).
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Abstract
We investigate lattice data for the thermodynamical functions of the
SU(3) pure gauge theory and propose a phenomenological equation of
state which is able to reproduce these data. Our results suggests that
even at high temperatures only gluons with large momenta are deconfined, while gluons with small momenta cluster into glueball states.
Therefore, the gluon plasma is not an ideal gas of gluons, but rather a
"gluon-cluster" plasma.

INTRODUCTION
Quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is supposed to be the fundamental theory of
strong interactivns." Unfortunately, QCD can be perturbatively solved only in the
region of asymptotic freedom, i.e. for high momenta [1]. For small momenta, the
expansion parameter of perturbation theory, the strong coupling constant as, is of
the order of unity, and one is forced to use non-perturbative
methods. One of the
most successful :,_-.-perturbative approaches are lattice gauge calculations [2]. These
calculations are _opecially suitable to study perturbative as well as non-perturbative
effects in QCD. The presently available lattice data mostly concern the simulation of
SU(N) pure gauge theory [3]. Therefore, we also restrict ourselves to gluons in our
present considerations. Moreover, only in the pure gauge case one believes to have
lattice artefacts well _ ..,er control [4]. Thus, only in this case we are able to draw
conclusions for the continuum theory from the lattice data.
One of the most interesting features of lattice simulations of SU(3) pure gauge
theory is an - apparently first order - phase transition from a phase of confined gluons
"perm.address: Institute for Theoretical Physics, Kiev, Ukraine
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("glueballs") to deconfined gluons (=gluon plasma") [3]. This leads to a sharp rise
in the energy density as a function of temperature at a phase transition temperature
In a recent work [5], available data on a (N_ x N,) = (163 x 4)-lattice for the
energy density and pressure of the SU(3) pure gauge theory were re-analysed using
a modified relation for the QCD//-function
[6]. In this talk we want to present a
phenomenological model equation of state for the gluon plasma which quantitatively
reproduces these data. The aim is to understand the lattice data in simple physical
terms and to supply dynamical models for the simulation of heavy-ion collisions with
a realistic equation of state for deconfined matter. Only then these simulations allow
for a reliable study of signals for the deconfinement phase transition in heavy-ion
collisions.
The outline of the talk is as follows: in the next section we review lattice data for
thermodynamical functions of the SU(3) pure gauge theory and discuss how they can
be compared to a continuum model. Then we develop a continuum model equation
of state for the gluon plasma and compare it to the lattice data. Finally, we interpret
our results, draw conclusions for experimental signatures of the quark-gluon plasma,
and give an outlook for further investigations.

LATTICE

DATA FOR SU(3)

PURE

GAUGE

THEORY

The energy density and the pressure of SU(N) pure gauge theory can be deduced
from the Wilson action [2] on the lattice as functions of _ - 2N/? 2, where g is the
coupling constant, provided the QCD/_-function /_g= -adg/da
is known. Assuming
that the coupling is weak, _
can be perturbatively calculated [1]. However, in
numerical studies of the Monte Carlo Renormalization Group one observed violations
of this perturbative scaling relation at smaller values of /_, near the phase transition
[7]. Therefore, in Ref. 8 a QCD _-function was proposed which accounts for these
scaling violations, but simultaneously reproduces the perturbative form at large/3,
dg

g3

= bo (1

(1 - al g2)_ + a_g4

+ b/2bo]9) + 3g' '

(1)

where for SU(3) pure gauge theory the valuesal = 0.853572, as = 0.0000093, a3 =
0.0157993 were suggestedin Ref. 8. In turn, a re-analysis [5] of the lattice data for
the energy density and the pressure with this non-perturbative/3-function
yielded
dramatic changes in the Monte Carlo results, especially in the phase transition region.
In order to prepare these improved data for a comparison with a continuum model,
we have to perform two steps. First, we have to transform the/3-scale into a temperature scale. Integrating the//-function
(1) yields a as a function of /3 = 2N/9 2 ,
for instance
a - F(/3) [6]. This function is uniquely determined up to a multiplicative constant
AL , the lattice scaling parameter. To el;inmate this constant,
we take ac = F(_qc) , the lattice spacing at the well-known phase transition point
B= ( _- 5.6925 for SU(3) on a (163 x 4)-lattice), and calculate the ratio a/a¢ ,
where AL cancels out. Since a/ac =_ F(_)/F(_)
and T =_(aN_) -l, we obtain
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[8]. The last equation is a relation between the temperature in
units of the deconfinement temperature T, and #, and thus represents the required
scale transformation.
The second step concerns the observation [4] that the calculation of a thermodynamic quantity on a finite lattice yields a different result than in the continuum.
For instance, the value of the energy density of an ideal massless Bose-gas (i.e., of
a Stefan-Boltzmann
gas) on a (163 x 4)-lattice is eLss = 1.4922175 ess , where
eSS = 7r2(aN_)-4/30
is the corresponding continuum energy density [4]. For the
pressure of an ideal massless Bose gas, the relation p = el3 still holds on the lattice
[4], consequently pLss/PSB = eLsB/eSB. In order to eliminate these finite size effects,
it is common practice to normalize lattice data for the energy density e L and pressure
pL of SU(3)-gluons to the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann
values for gluons on a
lattice of the same size. We mention, however, that this prescription is accurate only
up to the order of 5% [8]. The resulting data for e/esB and p/pss [5] are shown in
Fig. 1 as functions of T/Tc (full squares and circles).

A MODEL

EQUATION

OF STATE FOR THE GLUON

PLASMA

Let us now construct a phenomenological equation of state for the gluon plasma,
which fits the lattice data. One observes two important features of the data above
Tc (Fig. 1):(a) For T/T¢ "_ 1+ 2.2 there is a difference between e/esB and p/psB •
This means that the relationship between energy density and pressure is not that of
an ideal gas of massless particles, e = 3 p . Since ess = 3 pss one would have
e/ess = P/PsB for such a gas. (b) Even above T/Tc _- 2.2, the energy density and
the pressure do not assume the corresponding Stefan-Boltzmann
values, we rather
have e __0.7 ess and p "_ 0.6 PsB and the rate of increase with T is small. This
behaviour is in striking contrast to the SU(2) case [9].
To explain the first observation (a) we have to assume that, in the vicinity of the
phase transition point ( T/Tc "_ 1-- 2 ), effects from non-perturbative
interactions
(which render a gas non-ideal) are still large. QCD suggests that gluons with small
momenta are subject to confining interactions, which bind them into (colour-less)
"glueball" states with a comparatively large mass Mgb ,-- GeV, while gluons with
large momenta are asymptotically free. Following Refs. 11 - 13, we introduce a momentum K which separates these two regions in momentum space. Although an
appreciable part of momentum space is occupied by the gluons with small momenta
(the glueball constituents), their contribution to the thermodynamic functions is far
smaller (suppressed due to the large glueball mass Mgb) than that of the massless,
asymptotically free gluons. Therefore, we may safely omit these states with momentum k --_[k[ < K in the following (a more thorough investigation of the influence of
glueballs is given in R.ef. 10). Hence K , which we take as a free parameter in our
model, is also called "cut--off" momentum in the following. Such a "cut-off model"
has been proven to be rather successful in describing lattice data for the thermodynamical functions [9] and the heavy-quark potential in an SU(2)-gluon plasma

[ll]
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Figure 1" Full lines: fit of P/PsB and e/esB to the lattice data (full circles and
squares), A = 2.1 Tc , K = 4.0 Tc, B 1/4 = 0.8 T_ .
To implement the second observation (b) in our model equation of state for the
gluon plasma, we must reduce the energy density and pressure of an ideal (StefanBoltzmann) gluon gas by a factor which is (apart from the T4-dependence)
very
slowly varying with temperature. Such a factor is for instance given by including the
first order of the standard perturbative loop expansion of the pressure [12] into our
model equation of state. To see this, we remember that these correction terms to
the pressure are proportional to as -- g2/4r . If we use the expression for as as
improved by the Renormalization Group analysis, we obtain a logarithmic dependence
of as on the renormalization point [1], and therefore on the temperature of the gluon
gas, if we take this point as the mean thermal momentum in the gluon system [12].
Hence, the first order perturbative corrections to the pressure have the required weak
(i.e. logarithmic) temperature dependence.
However, let us emphasize that a purely perturbative treatment of the gluon
plasma (with K - 0 ) will not be reasonable. To describe the data in the interval T/Tc = 1 - 2.2, the corrections to the Stefan-Boltzmann
values have to be of the
same order as these values themselves. Consequently, the convergence of the series
of perturbative corrections to the Stefan-Boltzmann
values is questionable. On the
other hand, for a non-vanishing K we treat only the interaction between gluons with
momenta larger than K perturbatively. The perturbative corrections thus apply to
an already non-perturbative reference state. As we will see, the corrections are by far
smaller in this case and hence a perturbative treatment more reliable.
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Finally, we note that the true QCD vacuum state is non-perturbative,
with an
energy density which is about B lower than for the perturbative vacuum. B is
assumed to be constant and can thus play the same role as the bag constant in the
MIT-bag model [13].
Hence, our equation of statereads as follows
p(T) = p0(T) + pt(T)-

B .

(2)

19ois the pressure of an ideal gluon gas, however, where gluons with momenta smaller
than K are excluded,

po(T) = 2 Ng T
Here NB is the Bose-Einstein

3k3 In {1 + NB(k; T)} O(k(2r)
distribution

K).

(3)

function
1

Ne(k;T)

=

exp(k/T)-

(4)

1

The term pt in equation (2) is the first order correction to the ideal gas pressure
according to the perturbative loop expansion. In the case of a gluon plasma, only
graphs with gluon and ghost lines are to be considered in the calculation of pt [12].
Since there are neither gluons nor ghosts with momenta less than K , we arrive at
the- as compared to Ref. 14 slightly modified- result

pt(r)

= 92NcNg

{(j
-3

d3k I Ne(k;T)O(k(2rr)3 k

+

49_-/d3t:,d3k2(2rr)
6 k,k---_l
Ns(k,;T)Ne(k2;T)O(k,

_

1[ d3_:,d3/_, I__Ns(kt;T)Ns(k2;T)O(k,_
4J
(27r)s klk2

It')

/

(5)

- K)O(k2 - K)O(If¢, + k2l- It')
K)O(k2-

l()O(]k,-k21-

K)_

J

The evaluation of (5) is slightly more complicated as compared with the analogous
calculation in Ref. 14. Details are presented in Ref. 10.
As mentioned above, we use a Renormalization Group improved expression for
the coupling constant as ("running coupling constant"). For the sake of simplicity
we take the usual expression obtained by solving the Callan-Symanzik equation for
_u at the renormalization point M [1]
as(M _) -

g2
4_"
47r 11 In (M2/A2)

"

(6)

Since A is also taken as a free parameter in our model, we argue that any changes
of this relation due to the modified momentum spectrum can be absorbed in this
parameter. We now have to relate M to the temperature, i.e., to the independent
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variable of the equation of state. For the sake of simplicity we decided to choose the
relation
M 2 = T2 + K 2 ,

(7)

which is motivated by considering that the smallest possible gluon momentum in the
cut-off model is of the order of K . To include temperature effects, the most simple
way is to make the Ansatz (7). Let us mention that more sophisticated choices [12]
lead to quantitatively comparable results [8]. Therefore it is sufficient to use (7).
The energy density can be calculated from the pressure according to the thermodynamical relation
dp
e(T) = T-_-_ - p(T).
(8)
We finally mention that, for a fixed A, as(T) as given by equations (6), (7) is much
smaller than in the common perturbation expansion of pl • This is due to the fact
that M 2 is always larger for finite K than for K = 0. Finally, also the coefficients
resulting from the evaluation of the terms in (5) are smaller in the case K > 0, due
to the restricted integration over momentum space. Consequently, a perturbation
expansion of Pl in the framework of the cut--off model seems to be more reliable.
Higher order perturbative effects, which may be large in the case K = 0 , are now
absorbed in the non-perturbative
parameter K.

COMPARISON

TO LATTICE

DATA

We now adjust the free parameters of our phenomenological model equation of
state, K, A, and B , to fit the lattice data for the energy density and pressure of
SU(3)-gluons.
The first question is whether all parameters are necessary to produce
a reasonable fit to the data or whether some are redundant. To clarify this question
we discuss three different cases:
(a) Assuming K = A = 0 , we arrive at the _tandard Bag model equation of state
without perturbative corrections. This equation of state cannot reproduce the lattice
data, since e = ess + B > ess , while e < ess for the data. Nevertheless, it is used
for most predictive calculations concerning quark-gluon-plasma
signatures.
(b) For B = A = 0 we obtain the "cut--off" model in one of its earliest versions [9,
14, 15]. This model reduces the Stefan-Boitzmann energy density and pressure by the
energy density and pressure.of the low momentum modes. Moreover, thermodynamic
consistency requires a term in the pressure which ensures that p is not simply related
to e by the usual ideal gas formula. However, a quantitative agreement with the
data cannot be obtained, mainly because the correction terms have not the required
weak temperature dependence observed in the data at higher T.
(c) For B = K = 0 we arrive at the ast.onishing result that the qualitative behaviour
of the lattice data can be quite well reproduced for A __ 0.5 Tc [8]. However, the first
order perturbative correction to the pressure is too large in this case. Consequently,
the loop expansion for pt is not reliable and we cannot draw physical conclusions
from the agreement with the data.
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Nevertheless, the discussion of the preceding case has shown that we have to
assume A _: 0 to obtain (at least qualitative) agreement with the data at larger T.
Furthermore, K must not be too small, since then the perturbative corrections to the
pressure are smaller and the reliability of the loop expansion is improved. In Fig. 1
we show a fit for A = 2.1 Tc, K = 4.0 Tc, B 1/4 = 0.8 Tc, which produces reasonable
agreement, especially for the pressure. In this case, the perturbative corrections to
the pressure are indeed small, especially at lower temperatures, due to the diminished
momentum space in the integrals in (5). The reproduction of the energy density is
worse in the immediate vicinity of Tc. The reason is that not only the pressure itself,
but also its derivative enters the calculation of the energy density, equation (8). Thus,
differences between the pressure of the continuum model and the data are enhanced
in the energy density. Astonishingly enough, if T_ __ 180 MeV, the required value
for B is of the order of the MIT bag constant as obtained by fitting properties of
hadronic particles [13].
Three final remarks are in order:
(i) Up to now we have omitted the contribution of glueballs to our model equation of
state. As was shown in Ref. 10, their influence on the thermodynamic functions is due to the large glueball masses - only of the order of 10% in the respective temperature range. By a suitable adjustment of the parameters of the model, agreement with
lattice data can be re-obtained.
The respective change in the numerical values of
the parameters is also o_ly on the 10% level, which gives some confidence concerning
their general order of magnitude. However,
(ii) due to the fact that lattice artefacts cannot be completely eliminated from the
lattice data (see discussion above), the actually obtained values for K, B, and A
must not be taken too literally.
(iii) Finally, the parameters
K and B may not be independent variables. The
bag constant is related to the energy density of the vacuum in the absence of colour
charges, which is determined by non-perturbative
gluonic modes. On the other hand,
in our model K defines which modes are perturbative or non-perturbative.
Thus,
K and B are certainly related, but this relationship is not yet clear to us.

CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, lattice data for the thermodynamical functions of the SU(3) pure
gauge theory suggest that even at temperatures of several Tc the gluon plasma is
not at all an ideal gas. In order to understand the underlying physical principles,
as well as to enable an implementation of the quark-gluon-plasma
equation of state
into a dynamical model, we have .discussed a phenomenological equation of state
for the gluon plasma, which reproduces the lattice data. The basic idea of this
equation of state is a separation of the momentum scale into a perturbative and
a non-perturbative
regime (similar as in the resummation method of Braaten and
Pisarski [16], although there the temperature is assumed to be much larger).
From a technical point of view, the introduction of the cut--off momentum
K
is crucial in the sense that the perturbative loop expansion of the pressure is now
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performed around a non-perturbative
reference state, which renders higher order
terms small as compared to those in the conventional expansion around the ideal gas
pressure and thus improves the reliability of the expansion.
From the physical point of view, the gluon-plasma phase is an admixture of deconfined gluons with momenta larger than a cut-off momentum
K and of massive
quasi-particles
("glueballs'), constituted by gluons with momenta smaller than K
(due to the large glueball mass their contribution to the pressure is considerably
smaller than that of the free gluonic modes). In a thermal excitation spectrum of
gluonic momenta there are considerably more gluons with low momenta. Thus, the
larger part of all gluons present at a given temperature are bound into glueball states.
Consequently, the gluon plasma is not an ideal gluon gas but rather a state con:;isting
mainly of "gluon-clusters" and a few deconfined gluons (which nevertheless dominate
the thermodynamic properties of the system).
Such a state bears much resemblance to hot and dense hadronic matter. In fact, we
could extend our considerations to quark degrees of freedom. Then, the massive states
constituted by gluons and quarks/antiquarks
could be identified with hadrons present
even well above the deconfinement transition temperature (similar ideas are quantified
in Refs. 19 and 20 and references therein). Consequently, one might suspect that the
physics of the quark-gluon plasma is not very much different from hadronic physics
at high temperatures.
If this interpretation is correct, an experimental distinction
between hot hadronic matter and the quark-gluon plasma will become extremely
difficult. In turn, it becomes questionable whether the proposed signals for the quarkgluon plasma (strangeness abundance, dileptons, photons, strangelets,...)
will survive.
For instance, it was suggested that, in case a quark-gluon plasma is produced in
a heavy-ion collision, the abundance of strange quarks and antiquarks should reach
its equilibriium value due to the short equilibration time scale in a hot quark-gluon
plasma [191. In Fig. 2 we show the sg-creation rate due to gg- and qt]-reactions,
if there are no coloured objects with momenta smaller than K = 4 Tc • As one
observes, the rate decreases by about two orders of magnitude (at T = 160 MeV)
as compared to the case K = 0 . Correspondingly, the equilibration time scale
will increase. However, to draw definite conclusions on the role of the strangeness
abundance as signature for the quark-gluon plasma is difficult at this stage, since
up to now this simple consideration neglects the influence of the hadronic modes on
the sg-creation.
Moreover, the lattice data can be also interpreted assuming that
the gluons acquire a (thermal) mass instead of having no gluons with momentum
below K [20]. In this case, these massive gluons may additionally decay and the
equilibration rate even increases.
Nevertheless, supposing the validity of our result that there are no free gluons
with low momentum, one would expect a decrease in ani_tequilibration rate with
gluons in the ingoing channel. Hence, even the thermal (not only the chemical [21])
equilibration of gluons in the very early, gluon-dominated
stage of an ultrarelativistic
(i.e. RHIC or LHC energy) heavy-ion collision [22] is questionable on the available
time scale. Further investigations are mandatory to raise our understanding of the
dynamics of the initial stage of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion collisions beyond the level
reached so far via simple patton cascade models.
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Figure 2: s._-pair creation rate as function of T, M, = 150 MeV, as = 0.6. Full line:
K = 4 Tc (To = 180 MeV), dashed line: K = 0.
Finally, definite conclusions on the appearance of the quark-gluon plasma should
not be done prior to an analysis of lattice data for full QCD, which is - due to poor
statistics and difficulties with the treatment of fermions on the lattice [2] - not yet
available. However, first lattice results [23] indicate a strong rise in the gluon energy
density (even well above the Stefan-Boltzmann
value) at the expense of the energy
density of the quark degrees of freedom. This result does not yet invalidate our above
analysis, it rather indicates that there is a,_ ambiguity whether the interaction energy
between quarks and gluons should be included in the gluonic or the quark part of the
total energy density [24]. It is exactly tl-e above analysis of the pure gauge theory
that may help to decide this question.
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Abstract

We study the evolution of colour confinement in hadron-nucleus collisions and determine the resulting XF dependence for the suppression of
quarkonium production on nuclear targets. The Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect applied to colour bremsstrahlung is shown to play a considerable
role in the form of the suppression.

The production of heavy quark ("quarkonium')
resonances in hadron-nucleus collisions provides a crucial test of our understanding of colour confinement in QCD. The
intrinsic masses of c and b quarks are sufficiently large to expect perturbative QCD
to be applicable for the initial quark-antiquark
formation process in most of phase
space [1, 2, 3]. At the time of its formation, such a QQ system is generally not colour
neutral. Confinement certainly requires the final quarkonium state to be a colour
singlet, but the time needed for the neutralisation of colour can be much shorter than
the formation time for the physical resonance. Up to what time and size can a system
remain coloured? The obvious way to measure the colour neutralisation scale is to
send a QQ system through extended matter susceptible to colour interactions and see
when this matter becomes transparent to the probe. Since the passage of a nascent
QQ pair through a nucleus can bring it close to the coloured partonic constituents of
several spatially separated nucleons, quarkonium production in p-A collisions seems
the ideal tool for such studies.
The argument may also be turned around. The suppression of quarkonium production can provide a signature for deconfined matter produced in high energy nucleus293

nucleus collisions [4]. An essential prerequisite for this is an understanding of the
colour confinement scale in the corresponding hadron-nucleus process. The matter in
a nucleus is not deconfined, and to attest deconfinement, the life-time of the coloured
state in nuclear collisions must therefore exceed that in h-A collisions.
To discuss a specific case, let us consider J/¢ production, first in hadron-hadron
collisions. We separate the process into a perturbative (gluon fusion) production stage
(see Fig. la), resulting in a coloured ca pair. This is followed by the emission or absorption of a further gluon, leading to colour neutrality and the correct (3S1) quantum
numbers. The final step is the evolution of this nascent J/¢ into a fully grown physical
charmonium resonance, with its given size and decay patterns. For J/¢ production
at large transverse momenta, this process can be viewed as perturbative three-gluon
fusion [5]; the third gluon can be attached to either projectile or target constituents.
In the low PT region, in which we are here primarily interested, the colour neutralisation process may be arbitrarily soft and can also involve the emission of several soft
gluons; in any case, its effect cannot be calculated in a perturbative framework. We
shall here assume a phenomenological extension into the non-perturbative
soft-gluon
regime, keeping the structure of the process as schematically illustrated in Fig. la.
In principle, the soft gluon could also be attached between the two hard ones, as
shown in Fig. lb. However, the soft gluon in this diagram couples to a quark which
is far off-shell; this introduces an additional suppression factor in the amplitude, due
to the extra quark propagator.
In contrast, in the amplitude of Fig. la, the quark
after the third gluon is kept essentially on mass shell by the J/¢ wave function; if
the gluon is soft enough, the intermediate quark propagator is also close to its pole
and hence no strong suppression of the amplitude occurs. The amplitude of Fig. la
will therefore provide the main contribution in soft gluon emission.
The validity of gluon fusion dominance in quarkonium production is supported by
two recent experimental observations [6]. The cross-sections for J/¢ production by
_r+, _r-,/_ and p beams of 300 GeV/c, incident on a Lithium target, are approximately
equal in most of phase space, indicating that gluon fusion indeed is the dominant
mechanism. The measured ratio of ¢' to J/¢ production is correctly described by
the ratio of the corresponding wave functions for on-shell c_ systems [3]; since the
geometric sizes of _,' and J/¢ are quite different, this indicates that the interaction
leading to colour neutralisation occurred well before the quarkonium states were fully
formed.
Turning now to hadron-nucleus interactions, we note that the virtual colour-octet
state in Fig. la will experience colour interactions in nuclear matter, provided it is
present in the medium over a distance exceeding the characteristic scale of a single
nucleon; the range in which these interactions will play a role depends on the characteristic lifetime of the coloured state and on the time between successive collisions
in the medium.
To estimate how long the colour octet state will live, we first note that the J/¢
wave function keeps the charmed quarks close to their mass shells; we have thus
p2 __ m_2 (see Fig. 1 for the notation). The intermediate quark with four-momentum
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k = p + q is off-shell by an amount
A = (p+ q)2 _ mc2 = 2pq,

(1)

where q is the momentum of the third gluon; in the spirit of the parton model, we
take all gluons to be on-shell. The proper lifetime of the virtual state is given by the
uncertainty principle as

"-'

(2)

It is clear from eqs. (1,2) that the colour-octet state carl propagate over a long distance
only if the third gluon is soft enough, in the rest frame of the J/tl,, the lifetime of
the colour-octet fluctuation,
r0 " (2m_w) -'/2,
(3)
is determined by the energy w of the third gluon.
The properties of gluon propagators in the infrared region are still poorly known
(see [7] for a recent discussion); it is nevertheless clear that gluons cannot propagate
over large distances in a confining medium, be it the QCD vacuum or nuclear matter.
Therefore one expects the existence of a cut-off factor wo, with only the frequencies
w > w0 allowed. The cut-off parameter w0 should be at least of the order of R_ D
AQVD _--0.2 GeV, which gives us
ro _ (2mcAqcD) -1/2 "_ 0.25 fm

(4)

for the proper lifetime of the colour octet state. This estimate for the value of the
colour octet c_ lifetime is in good agreement with that extracted [8] from the data on
J/@ production in muon-nucleon interactions "
Let us note at this point that the break-up of the c_.pair into an open charm DD
state,
_0 _ (2MD - Mj/¢) -1 "" 0.31 fm
(5)
is essentially of the same size. We can thus say more generally that after the formation
of the coloured c_ pair, a characteristic time of about 0.3 fm is needed before a colourneutral object can appear.
In the rest frame of the target nucleus, in which the produced c_ pair is generally
fast, the proper time is Lorentz-boosted by the factor

= _E

=

1 + _-_
(P2)

1/2 ,

(6)

with
p =

XF_...s.S4m
14- l+--_f_],

*The authors of [8]. assume that confining force acting between colour
as between quarks, and from the analysis of J/@ rapidity distributions
r0 = 0.7 4- 0.2 fm. As we shall discuss below, the string tension for colour
larger than that for colour triplets [9, 10]; with this correction, the result of
fm, in reasonable agreement with our estimate (4).
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(7)
octet states is the same
they then get the value
octet states is 9/4 times
[8] becomes r0 _- 0.34-0.1

and the positive (negative) sign for ZF > 0 (ZF < 0). In eqs. (6) and (7), M is the
mass, E the lab energy and P the lab momentum of the quarkonium; s is the total
incident energy in the hadron-nucleon center of mass system and m the nucleon mass.
The Feynman variable is defined as ZF = 2Pcm/v_, where Pc_ is the longitudinal
momentum of the produced quarkonium in the projectile-nucleon center of mass.
The c_ pair becomes colour-neutral after a time r0, measured in its own rest
frame. In the target rest frame, we have correspondingly the time to - "yr0; the
distance (again measured in the target rest frame) which the pair travels during this
time from its point of creation will be denoted by so ---(P/M)ro - (E/M)to.
We now come to the evolution of the c_ system in the target. It depends crucially
on the time between two successive interactions, compared to to. The reason for
this is the QCD-extension of the well-known Landau-Pomeranchuk effect [11]. An
electron scattered in the field of an electric charge requires a certain characteristic
time rb for the resulting bremsstrahlung - a photon - to be formed and emitted.
If during this time, the electron undergoes further interactions in the medium, the
bremsstrahlung does not have time to develop and the clock me&_uring rb is set back
to zero after each interaction. As a consequence, an electron which in traversing the
medium suffers n successive scatterings, at time steps less than r0 apart, will only
radiate one photon, which is emitted when the electron leaves the medium. To see
how this effect is relevant in our case, we picture the process shown in Fig. la in a
slightly different way (Fig. 2a). The initial gluon gl fragments into a colour octet c_
pair and subsequently interacts with the colour charge g2. This causes in general a
deflection of the colour orientation of the c_ state, leading as a consequence to the
emission a third gluon (colour bremsstrahlung).
We are interested here at the moment
only in the case in which this second deflection results in a colour neutral state. Just
as above in the electric bremsstrahlung, the emission of the colour bremsstrahlung g3
requires a certain characteristic time r0, and if the colour octet c_ undergoes successive
interactions, then _hese set the clock here also back to zero and the colour-neutralising
gluon is emitted only when the c_ leaves the medium. The occurrence of successive
interactions in a dense medium thus retards the emission of the bremsstrahlung
and
hence in our case the onset of colour neutralisation.
As noted, the criterion for this
effect is that the mean free path of the colour octet in the medium, which we shall
denote by ss, is less than the distance so the pair would travel before it can undergo
colour neutralisation,

>

=

(8)

Here no = 0.17 fm -3 is standard nuclear density and as the cross section for interactions of the colour octet with the nuclear medium. What can be said about such
interactions? The small size of the QQ pair is certainly no longer any reason for weak
interactions; even a pointlike colour charge will undergo strong interactions in nuclear
matter. It is difficult to estimate of the size of as without referring to some particular
model. To get some idea, let us assume that the overall colour neutrality is provided
by a comoving light q@pair. The interaction cross section can then be defined for the
colour neutral four quark qclQQ system. Its size is determined by the size of the light
q_ pair, so that the corresponding cross section should be the same as that for light
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qq mesons. We thus conclude that the qqQQ, system should scatter on intranuclear
nucleons with a cross section of the order of
as _- U,_N_--20 mb,

(9)

which is about ten times larger than the cross section of a physical J/¢ on nucleons.
This gives us in turn for the mean free path of a colour charge in nuclear matter the
value ss _- 3 ft.
The evolution of the ca thus leads to several distinct time or length scales; let
us consider all as measured in the target rest frame. The ca system becomes colour
neutral after a time to, in which it has travelled a distance so. It continues to expand,
and after time tI > to (or distance sl) it has become a resonance (J/¢,_')
of final
physical size. Competing with these scales is the time ts (or distance Ss) between two
successive scatterings of the colour octet in the medium, and the time tA (distance
LA) after which c_:pair has left the target.
According to the relative values of these scales in different kinematic situations,
we encounter several physically distinct regimes.
1. The resonance regime.
When the distance travelled by the c_"during the time needed for the formation
of the physical quarkonium state is less than the intranuclear separation, the
state will interact with its physical cross section over its entire path through the
nucleus. This implies in particular that ¢' suppression must be stronger than
J/¢ suppression, since the ¢' is larger than the J/¢ and hence has a larger
absorption cross section. The resonance regime is thus fully attained when

where z0 is the average intranuclear

distance.

From the average nuclear density
while nucleonic hard-core estimates
give z0 -_ 1.2 fro; we shall here use the latter value, since it is the smallest
distance at which the interaction with another nucleon can start. The J/¢
formation time can be determined through charmonium spectroscopy [1.2]as well
as from the separation of J/¢ and ¢' masses [13], resulting in 7/__ 0.4 - 0.5 fro;
the c_"pair thus needs about twice as long to become a fully established J/¢ as
it needs to neutralise its colour. Using these values together with relations (6)
and (7), we find that for energies V_ = 20- 40 GeV, the physical resonance
interaction regime is fully developed for ZF _-- --0.5 or smaller.
PO = 0.17 fin -3, we get z0 _ po 1/3 "_ 1.8 fro,

2. The colour regime.
When the distance travelled by the c_"during the time needed to neutralise its
colour exceeds the length LA of its path through the medium, it will experience
colour interaction throughout the entire target. If the initial gluon fusion occurs
at a random point inside a nucleus of radius RA, then LA = 3RA/4. For a
standard heavy nucleus of A = 200 and with RA "- 1.12A 1/3, this gives us
LA _ 5 fro. With a proper colour neutralisation time TO= 0.25 fm, the relation
so >_ LA,
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(11)

then implies that the c£"will remain coloured on its entire path for XF > 0.2
at V/_ = 20 GeV and for z! >_ 0 at x/_ = 40 GeV. In obtaining this estimate,
however, we have ignored the Landan-Pomeranchuk
effect, which makes the
colour regime in fact start at much lower z F. As soon as
,So_> as,

(12)

the c£"will undergo further and further scattering in the medium before it has
had a chance to neutralise its colour, and the clock measuring the time until
colour neutralisation is set back to zero. As the c_ continues on its path, this
effect will repeat itself again and again, and hence the c_ will (on the average)
traverse the entire medium as a colour octet. Using the value ss _ 3 fm obtained
above together with eq. (12), we thus obtain that the c_ will leave the target as
colour octet for zF>O at x/_ = 20 GeV and for :r.F> -- 0.2 at X/_ = 40 GeV.
The resulting resonance and colour interaction regimes are illustrated in Fig. 3. The
two are separated by a transition region which for x/_ _ oo and with rf = 0.5 fm
becomes the interval -0.55 _<xr _<-0.27; for x/_ = 40 GeV, this is almost reached.
In this transition regime, the system on its way through the nucleus is partially a
small colour singlet, below the physical J/¢ size, and partially a colour octet. For
s! > LA, which means for XF > 0 at X/_ = 20 GeV and for xF > --0.1 at X/_ = 40
GeV, the c_ will not have reached the full J/¢ size when it leaves the medium; hence
for positive ZF, there should be no difference between J/¢ and ¢' nuclear suppression
as effects in the transition region are colour transparency [14], gluon shadowing [15]
and the onset of colour octet interactions [16]. We now want to consider in more
detail the form of colour octet interactions and the resulting behaviour for ZF >_ O,
i.e., in the region in which the colour neutralisation distance exceeds LA.
One crucial feature of the interaction of the colour octet c_:in the target medium
is that it cannot lead to a break-up of the pair. We had seen above that the break-up
process with subsequent DD production takes the same length of time (% __0.3 fro)
as colour neutralisation; it is also of the same type (colour bremsstrahlung), as seen in
Fig. 2b. Successive interactions of the c_ in the medium thus leave the pair together
for the same reason they leave it coloured, and it can fragment into a DD only when
it leaves the medium. Thus an increase in the number of interactions will not increase
the suppression of the J/¢.
The second decisive feature is that the coloured pair in traversing the nucleus runs
into bubbles of physical vacuum situated between the individual nucleons. These collisions "stretch a string" between the pair and the nearest nucleon, and the stretching
of this string over the mean free path s8 -_ 3 fm of the colour octet inside the target
causes the c_ to lose energy step by step along its path. If the pair initially has the
momentum P, then in the collision this will be shifted by
P

---* (P-

_ss),

(13)

where m denotes the hadronic string tension. The next collision will have the same
consequence, and on leaving the target after n successive collisions, the momentum of
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the pair has been degraded by tcnss = x(La - zo). This means that a J/¢ observed
at a given ZF comes from a pair originally produced at the higher value XF/a, with

c_-

(P-

p - zo)) .
x(LA

(14)

The resulting normalised xF-distribution FA (XF ) _ (1/A)(daha..,j/¢/dz
duction in h- A collisions thus becomes

FA( 'F)-- WoF0( F)
+ (1 Wo) Fo( /a) e(1 Here Fo(ZF) is the xF-distribution

F ) for die pro-

(15)

in h - p collisions and

Wo xp{-(LA-

(16)

gives the probability that the c_:pair will not undergo any scattering on its way out of
the target; thus W0 = 1 implies no nuclear J/_ suppression. The second term it. eq.
(15) gives the effect of the n coherent scatterings in the medium, with the resulting
shift in xf. The factor 1/a assures that the distribution remains normalised. Note
that the fate of the cg"pair for XF >_0 as described here does not imply any integrated
J/g2 suppresion: the production is simply shifted from larger to smaller XF.
To determine a, we need the hadronic string tension, which in lattice gauge theory
is found to be around 1 GeV/fm for the force between static quarks, i.e., between
colour triplets. The confining force between colour octet objects has been studied in
lattice QCD [9] as well as in analytical approaches[10]. In the latter case the string
tension appears to be proportional to the quadratic Casimir operator of SU(N¢)
colour group; for the ratio of the "adjoint" to "fundamental" string tensions we have
_;_aj
t_fund

2N_
= _.
N 2 --

(17)
l

In the large N_ limit, the ratio (17) becomes 2, in agreement with 1/N_ factorization
[17]; for real QCD, Arc= 3 and hence the string tension between colour octet states
is 9/4 times larger than that between quarks. This property of the confining force
was in fact observed in lattice Monte Carlo calculations [9]. We use therefore in the
following the value x = xs = (9/4)x3 -_ 9/4 GeV/fm.
Dividing eq. (15) by the xf-di:tribution
for h-p collisions, Fo(xf), gives us the
experimentally measured ratio of h - A to h - p distributions,

RA/,(XF)

= Wo + (1 - W0){ Fo(xv/a)

}aFo(xv)
0(1 - xf/c_).

We use the values of the different parameters as obtained
for a typical heavy nucleus of A = 200, ss _- 3 fm from a
cross section of 20 rob, an intranuclear distance z0 _'2 1.2
tension x __ 9/4 GeV/fm. This gives us the dependence
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(18).

above, i.e., LA -_ 5 fm
colour octet interaction
fm, and an octet string
on xF shown in Fig. 4

for three different beam energies. We note that on nuclei, compared to nucleons as
target, J/¢ production is shifted to lower xF, essentially because of the momentum
degradation of the colour octet in passing through the medium. This momentum
loss is Ap = _(LA -- z0) _--8.fi GeV and thus fixed (see [18] for a similar discussion
in case of a coloured parton passing through a nuclear medium). As a consequence,
the relative shift in xF decreases with increasing beam energy, and hence the effect
of the medium disappears for x/_ -. oo, when R.4/v _ 1 for 0 < xF < 1. While
the general pattern seen in Fig. 4 agrees with that found experimentally [19, 20],
the colour interactions do not lead to the observed suppression. As has been noted
[15], the actual suppression well outside the resonance region is largely due to gluon
shadowing. In this work, such shadowing was found to have the form
R_h/v = 1 + a In x2 In A,
where

x,-

1
_ _/(4M'/s)+

(19)
N

x_-

XF)

(20)

denotes the Bjorken x of the target.
Assuming all xF-dependence in the region
xF _< 0.5 to be due to gluon shadowing gave a __ 0.021. We saw in the present
study that colour octet interactions do give a further x F-dependence in the region in
question. This will somewhat weaken the shadowing and thus bring it closer to the
behaviour found for quark shadowing [21]. We shall therefore assume the same slopes
in (In xa In A) for gluon shadowing as found for quark shadowing in the relevant xa
region; this suggests a - 0.018 instead of 0.021. In Fig's. 5 and 6 we compare the
resulting suppression
_a
(21)
SA/p(T,F)
_
RA/p
X RA/v,
as function of xf to data from pion and proton beams at different energies incident
on heavy targets. The agreement is seen to be quite good, in spite of the rather rough
way we have treated the nuclear geometry of the problem. At the lowest pion beam
energy (P = 150 GeV, i.e., x/_ = 17 GeV), we note that the predictions appear to
somewhat overshoot the data. This is not unexpected, since outside the resonance
regime, there will still be some absorption of the nascent c_ pairs. This effect can
take place only as long as

where ro is the break-up time defined in eq. (5). For v_ = 17 GeV, this region extends
to XF '_ 0.25; for higher energies, it moves to lower XF. Such absorption, as well as the
proper nuclear geometry, must be taken into account in a really quantitative study
of the problem; this is underway.
We conclude here that the combination of colour octet interactions in a nuclear
medium, taking into account the Landau-Pomeranchuk
effect, and nuclear gluon shadowing of the same functional form as found for quarks, accounts quite well for the
observed J/¢ suppression in p- A and _r- A interactions.
Let us note briefly that the picture proposed here is consistent with colour transparency [14]. According to QCD factorisation, the cross-section for the hadroproduction of heavy quarks is given as a convolution of patton structure functions and the
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patton fusion cross section. If the momentum transfer in the parton fusion process
is large enough (hadroproduction
at high transverse momentum), one expects that
a colour-neutral quark pair is produced in an almost pointlike state and hence final
state nuclear effects should be small (colour transparency).
On the other hand, if
heavy quark pairs are produced in colour octet states, they interact immediately, so
that no colour transparency is expected. Nevertheless, there is no contradiction here,
since the lifetime r0 of the colour octe_ state is inversely proportional to the mass
of the heavy quark m 0 (see Eq.(4)). Therefore, when m 0 _ oo (which implies an
increase of the momentum transfer in parton fusion), r0 --_ 0 and the heavy quark
pair traverses the nucleus in a colour neutral, pointlike state: colour transparency is
recovered. For finite mQ = rnc(mb) and/or large xf, however, the pair traverses the
nucleus in a coloured state with string interaction, and hence colour transparency
does not set in. These considerations also throw some light on the the relation between perturbative QCD and the string picture(see [22] and further references given
there) of hadroproduction on nuclei.
In closing, we want to comment briefly on the problem of Q(_ production in the
high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. If such collisions lead to the production of a
deconfined medium, how this would influence the production of quarkonia according
to the picture presented here? To answer this question we note that in deconfined
matter, in contrast to the nuclear matter considered so far, gluons can propagate over
large distances, with R9dec _ 5- 10 fm, as determined by the size of the system. The
cut-off on the energy of the gluon can therefore be as low as w0 -_ 20 MeV. This value
leads with eq. (3) in the case of c_ states to
v0dec_- 0.8 fm

(23)

for the proper lifetime of the colour octet state. While in nuclear matter the time
needed to neutralise the colour of the ce state was about one-half that needed to
form the physical resonance, it has now become about 2r]. This in turn implies that
at the time when colour neutralisation would normally set in, the c and the _ have
separated by twice the distance they are apart in the physical resonance. Hence in
general they can no longer bind to form a J/¢, and we thus confirm on a microscopic
basis the earlier claim [4] that the suppression of quarkonium production can provide
a signature for deconfinement. It thus appears that charmonium production in h - A
collisions (and for x f >_ 0) tests the fate of a colour octet c_ in a confining medium
(the target nucleus), while such production in high energy nucleus-nucleus collisions
collisions (and xf --_0) probes its fate in a deconfining medium.
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FIGURES

I. J/_ productionthrough gluonfusion.
2. Colour bremsstrahlungleadingto Jill'production(a)and to a DD

pair(b).

3. Differentinteractionregimesfor Jill,production in p- A collisions
at two
different
energies:resonanceregime (RR) and colourregime (CR) with (LP)
and without (NO LP) Landau-Pomeranchuk effect.
4. The effect
ofcolouroctetinteractions
on the zF distribution
forJ/_ production
inp- A collisions
at threedifferent
energies.
5. The XF distributions
forJ/_ productionin_r-- A interaction
at threedifferent
energies[5],compared to the predictionfrom colourinteractions
(solidline).
6. The XF distributions
forJ/_ productioninp- A interactionat two different
energies[6],compared to the predictionfrom colourinteractions
(solidline).
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Abstract
The quantum statistical concepts of coherence and chaos used to describe fluctuations in multiparticle production processes are incorporated in a generalized Monte Carlo version of the Interacting Gluon
Model (IGM). The two components in the multiplicity distributions
found previously are identified as originating from the two components
of the energy flow existing in the IGM: the one provided by the interacting gluons and the other related to the initial valence quarks of the
projectiles.

INTRODUCTION
The quantum statistical (QS) notions of coherence and chaos have been introduced some time ago in [1] as useful phenomenological concepts in the description of
high energy multiparticle production processes. The rationale was that qualitative
features of strong interactions, which involve very many degrees of freedom can only
be revealed by using statistical ("macroscopic") concepts related to order (coherence)
and chaos. Recent analyses of data on multiplicity distributions P(n) performed
along this line [2] indeed suggest that the produced secondaries are emitted from
two different kinds of sources, one mainly chaotic (characterized by a very broad
thermal-like multiparticle distribution P(n)) and one essentially coherent (for which
P(n) approaches a Poisson-like form).
*Presentedby G.Wilk;e-mail: wilk@fuw.edu.pl
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However, such approaches are always strongly biased by the problem of the essentially unknown initial conditions one has to employ [3]. These contain a large
portion of the dynamics of the reaction (like the actual number, masses and distribution in phase space of the sources producing the finally observed secondaries) and
therefore introduce new unknown parameters. Also the possible dynamical origin of
the coherence and chaoticity was not discussed so far.
In this talk we would like to present the dynamical model for such initial conditions which at the same time defines also, in a natural way, coherent and chaotic
components introduced in [2]. It is based on the model for the distribution of the
energy flow in high energy reactions (and its energy dependence) developed some
time ago [4]. This model is based on the conjecture that the central rapidity region
of production processes is dominated by the gluonic interactions [5] (therefore its
name: Interacting Gluon Model (IGM)) whereas the fragmentation regions (containing leading particles) are populated by the jets of valence quarks. In this way the
phenomenology is related to the microscopic concepts of parton-parton cross sections
and structure functions and to different randomnization properties of the gluonic and
quark components of hadrons which are then supposed to be responsible for the coherent and chaotic properties of the interaction.

SUMMARY

OF THE IGM

The IGM can be summarized as follows [4]:
(i) The two colliding hadrons are represented by the valence quarks carrying their
quantum numbers plus the accompanying clouds of gluons (which also include
the sea q_ pairs and should thus be regarded as effective ones). In the course
of the collision gluonic clouds interact strongly and form mini-fireballs (MF's)
which are supposed to populate mainly the central region of reaction.
(ii) The valence quarks (together with the gluons which did not interact) get excited
and form leading jets (LJ's) (or beam jets) which are supposed to populate
mainly the fragmentation regions of reaction.
The incoming hadrons are pure states and thus have each information entropy
S = 0. After the interaction these pure states "break up" into the two components
mentioned above. It is natural to expect that the valence quarks and the associated
LJ's retain the property of minimal entropy while the MF's have S _ 0. On the
other hand it is known that coherent states in the QS sense have also the property
S = 0 while chaotic systems have S _ 0. We therefore postulate that the leading jets produce multiplicity distributions which are coherent while the MF's lead to
chaotic distributions. The picture of interacting gluons can be regarded as a suitable modification of the gluonic cluster model proposed some time ago [5]. It is also
consistent with the intrinsically chaotic properties of the non-Abelian gauge fields
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found recently [6]. It suggests a more rapid dissipation of the kinetic energy of the
colliding gluonic clouds and its redistribution among collective excitations on a time
scale much shorter than that provided by perturbative QCD. On the other hand the
behaviour of quarks is remarkably different [7] as they show a much smaller degree of
randomization suggesting therefore that the presence of initial valence quarks in the
system tends to preserve the original minimal entropy of the colliding projectiles.
The IGM as formulated above provides then the initial conditions for any statistical and stochastic models of multiparticle production. To demonstrate its ability
to describe the present data we combine it here with the Sequential Decay Model
(SDM) [8] for fragmentation of LJ's and the Maximalization of the Information Entropy (MIE) scheme [9] for the decays of MF's (cf. [10] for details).

THE MONTE

CARLO

EVENT

GENERATOR

ALGORITHM

FOR IGM

Following Ref. [11] we represent a colliding hadron Ih) by a fixed number n of
valence quarks and by a number m of gluons which fluctuates from event to event
(with xi's and y_'s being their respective energy-momentum fractions):

Ih)-C"

z,

• 1-

i=1

x,
i----1

.

[y_'.(1-yj)n].,5
"=

"

1-_E]x,-Eyj
i=1

(1)

5=1

_From the expected (x, y) _ 0 (Regge) and (x, y) _ 1 (counting rules) behaviours of
the single valence quark and gluonic distributions and assuming for simplicity only one
flavour, one gets: e = -0.5, 7 = -1,/_ = 2 + 3 and r/_ 3 + 5. (We neglect all masses
and transverse momenta of the colliding objects and work in the hadron-nucleon c.m.
frame). We calculate now the energy-momentum fractions of the projectile (P) and
target (T), qP,T = 1- _'=1 xi, left for gluons by sampling x's from eq.(1) and replace
P and T by two sets of equivalent effective gluons Gp and GT (from now on {xi}
and {y_} denote the gluonic fractional momenta in P and T, respectively):
{P}

=_

Gp({xi};i=l,...,Np) =

[Xl,X2,...,XNp];

{T}

=_

GT({yj};j

[yl,Y2,...,YNT].

They are sampled

= 1,...,NT)

from the distribution

P(rj)

2

=

:=

(1,,_),
with rj = {xj,yj}
rj

(2)
e

(K,_i,_, 1), K,_i,_ = -_
(i.e., only gluons which can produce at least one MF of mass
M >_Mmi,_ are considered) and _ rj _< q.
As the collision is now supposed to proceed mainly between the gluonic clouds Gp
and GT, to model it we have to specify the nature of gluonic interactions in our model.
We shall assume that in every g-g interaction a MF can be formed through a gluonic
fusion process represented summarily by the cross section agg. Because both agg and
eq.(1) are defined at a scale Q "_ 1 GeV, no perturbative QCD predictions are possible
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and _g_ must be considered as a phenomenological function to be determined by fitting
multiparticle production data. Introducing now the (unnormalized) probability of
interaction between gluons with zi E Gp and yj E GT, Pij = _gg(M2=x'_s)_,..,,,
(were _hN-inei
"hN
I,_I
is the experimentally measured cross section) we continue in the following way: For
every gluon from the projectile with the fractional momentum zi E Gp and for every
2
2
gluon from the taxget with yj E GT such that ziyj >__K_i_ - M_i,/s (i.e., for all pairs
of gluons from P and T capable of producing at least one MF of mass M _> M_i,)
we check if [random number] < Pij. We collect then all gluons from P and from T
for which the answer is positive and which are linked together in the course of this
checking process. We shall have in general a number k of such groups which we now
identify with k mini.fireballs (MF) of masses Mk and rapidities Ak:
Mk
xk

=
=

1 _k
Ak = _In--;Yk

_/_:Yk's,
_

zi,

_k =

ziEkthMF

_

(3)

_/j,

k=

1,...,NcE

[0, Min(Np,NT)].

yjEkthMF

Gluons which did not interact at all join the corresponding valence quarks of P
and T and together with them form two leadin9 jets (LJ's) with the corresponding
energy-momentum fractions equal to ZL -- 1 -- _k=lNc Xk and YL --" 1- _Nc 1 Yk. In contradistinction
to the original IGM [4] each LJ's is now supposed to produce both the
leading particle LP and some other secondaries, i.e., its mass MLj has to exceed the
nucleon mass YFtL and we ensure this by allowing for a fractional longitudinal momentum transfer//between LJ's formed above (which is assumed not to interfere with the
collision process proceeding between gluons) [12]. It leads to substantial excitations
of both LJ's. If the produced LJ's are to remain in their respective hemispheres of
reaction we find the following limits for 6:
4rn_
=

--

¥

,9

<

6

<

_ma=(ZL)"--

ZL

m

Min(xL,YL).

(4)

FoUowing again Ref. [12] we choose (_¢is a free parameter)"

This leads to M_j ~ x/_ (notice that 6 = 6_i,, _ MLj "_const, i.e., essentially
no fragmentation is possible whereas _ = _,_, _ MLj "_ V_ and fragmentation
dominates completely the collision process). The four-momenta PLJ, invariant masses
ML.] and rapidities YLJ of the LJ's are then equal to:

pLj=

--,
VG2[ZL,0,._(ZL--_)],

MLj = _1 _/S_(2ZL

-- 6),

YLJ

"- __ln 2ZL

_--

,

(6)

where zt. = zL(_/t.) and g = +1 for P and T, respectively.
This completes the description of the IGM proper, i.e., description of the formation stage of the collision process and provides the necessary initial conditions for
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statistical
and stochastic
modelsofmultip_aticle
production
processes
intheformof
distdbution_
ofthenumber ofclusters
(i.e.,
sourcesproducingsecondaries),
Nc, their
masses,M_ and rapidities,
Ak. In itspresentversion
italsoprovidesthe necessary
information
aboutthetwo LJ's(orbeam jets)
carrying
the quantum numbers ofthe
original
projectiles
[10].
The generalization
ofthisalgorithmto N - A and A- A collisions
isstraightforward.We employedherethe ideaofconsecutive
N N collisions
ratherthan the
collective
tubeapproachusedin [4](cf.[10]fordetails).
A new elementisthepossibility
offurther
interactions
ofprodacecl
gluonic
clusters
withthegluonsofincoming
nucleons
(inN-A and A-A collisions)
orwithothergluonic
clusters
producedpreviously(inA- A collisions).
Itbringsintwo new parameters,
namelygluon-cluster
and
cluster-cluster
crosssections,
%c and occ.In thoseinteractions
clusters
aretreated
simplyas massivegluons.Thispicture
does not takeintoaccountexplicitely
such
features
likerescattering
and cascadeeffects
(whichareimportantat presentaccessible
energies)
and a possible
additional
energy-momentumtransfer
fromthevalence
quarkstogluonstakingplacebetweenthe successive
collisions.
To correct
foritwe
shallmake some smalladjustments
of parameterswhen goingto nuclearcollisions
[10].

OF NUMERICAL

EXAMPLES

RESULTS

All the results presented here (for PLAB "- 200 A.GeV) were obtained for projectiles
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a nucleon which populates mainly the forward cone (i.e., D(x,,,ci) ". (1 - :r,.,,,ci)IN
with fN -- --(0.65 + 0.0561n X/_/20) and which transverse momentum is (fie)N =
1.2 + 0.4 In X/'s/20 GeV. The pions originating from LJ's have, on the contrary, f_ = 0
and (fie), = 0.3 + 0.044 In x/_/20 GeV. The gluonic MF's decay in thermal-like lash2
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ace = 20 " q99 and we have
from the LJ's to the gluonic

(Me)(PN)

Table I

accounted
for the possible
transfer
of energy-momentum
MF's taking place during the propagation
of LJ's through
the percentage
Two

differents
"flow"

of energy
sets

effects

of results
being
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momentum
are shown

imposed

on the

allocated
here.

to gluons
The

lr's produced

full line
from

target LJ's (via f_ = fp and by allowing _r's to follow the direction of emitted nucleons only) whereas the dotted line corresponds to fluctuating sizes of the interacting
nucleonic tubes o = (1.1 =1:0.55)O'NN
i,_t and includes interactions between gluons and
clusters moving in the same direction. Table I summarizes the collective characteristics of the collision: the mean number of MF's, (Arc), and their mean masses,(Mc),
the (mean) chaoticity parameter (PN) = (Nj,.o,,gt_,o_,o)/(Ntot_,t)and the gluonic inelasticity (PE) = (El,.o,,,,gt=o,,,.)/v/_ for different combinations of projectiles and targets
(the first and the second lines correspond to the two sets mentioned above).

SUMMARY

AND

OUTLOOK

The two-component model of ReL [2] uses chaoticity and coherence as "macroscopic" characteristics of the collision process [1] without specifying their dynamical
origin. The phenomenological picture of the gluonic dominance of inelastic collisions
presented here attempts to fill this gap and allows for much more detailed studies of
multiparticle production processes in both hadronic and nuclear collisions in the approach based on the concept of chaoticity and coherence. Our Monte Carlo generator
is thus the first MC algorithm which tries to implement the notions of coherence and
chaos to multiparticle production processes. As one can see it can describe the bulk
of present experimental data and makes our previous conclusions about chaoticity
and coherence more reliable.
The incoming hadrons are necessarily coherent (in the previously mentioned sense
of being states with entropy S = 0) and it is reasonable to expect that the produced
LJ's, which contain after all essentially all their quantum numbers, preserve at least
some of this property and that they maintain it also in the bremsstrahlung-like
processes of their fragmentation.
However, colliding hadrons do lose coherence in the
strong gg multiple collisions leading to the formation of MF's. But even here the resultant state cannot be regarded as being totally chaotic because the produced MF's
turns out to be themselves distributed in a Poisson-like fashion (with (Ne) c¢ Ins
growing slowly from __ 1 at 20 GeV to __ 3.5 at 1.8 TeV) and only their masses follow
a thermal distribution (with (Me) v¢ s°'3e growing from __ 3 GeV at 20GeV to __ 80
GeV at 1.8 TeV). In effect the corresponding P(n) is not exactly thermal but of a
slightly narrower NB type (cf. also the last paper in [2] where such a possibility was
already mentioned and investigated by introducing two chaoticity parameters instead
of one).
The above discussion is restricted to single particle distributions. In this sense it
provides a necessary condition for describing coherence and chaos but not a sufficient
one. To make progress in this direction one has to consider two-body correlations, in
particular the Bose-Einstein correlations which would constrain our model (especially
the fragmentation process) further [1]. We intend to address this problem in future.
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EXOTIC CHARMED
BARYON PRODUCTION
IN ULTRARELATMSTIC
HEAVY ION COLLISIONS

J.Zimanyi,T. S.Bird,P. Ldvai
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H-1525 Budapest 114. POB. 49., Hungary
Abstract

We investigate multi-heavy baryon formation in Au + Au collision using an extended version of the combinatoric break up model for rehadronization.
A penalty factor, p, is introduced to characterize the
coMescence probability of a light quark with a heavy one. At LHC
energy large production rate is found for certain multi-heavy baryons
and mesons such as f/coo, _¢c, J/_ and supression for A_, D. We speculate also on the possible existence of a heavy bottom-charm six-quark
baryon. A semiclassical and a gaussian estimate reveal that the octetoctet bbb-ccc configuration can be energetically favored with respect
to the singlet-singlet one.
This lecture summarizes the results of the papers P. Ldvai, J. Zim£nyi
[1] and W. S. Bird, J. Zim£nyi [2].

PART I.
QU,kRKS

THE PRODUCTION

OF BARYONS

CONTAINING

HEAVY

The production of flc_ was already mentioned in 1985 by Bjorken in single elementary proton-proton collision [3]. The estimated rate was very-very small, one
event in 109 collision. However, in heavy ion collisions the perspectives maybe much
better. Namely, the single c- _ production in nucleon-nucleon collision has a high
probability and in a central heavy ion reaction we have about 200 simultaneous collisions in a small space-time volume. Thus some of the indepedently produced charmed
quark may join to form an exotic heavy baryonic object.
In order to calculate the multi-heavy baryon yield in heavy ion collision we shall
use an extended version of combinatoric break-up model [4,5] for the description of
hadron formation and for the prediction of the coalescence probability of two or three
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charm quarks. (We mention here, that the combinatoric break-up models conserve
the entropy during phase transition, as it was shown e.g. in Ref. [6].)
The combinatoric break-up model needs the quark and gluon content of the very
high energy densittt_matter before rehadronization, as an input. We start with the
patton numbers Ni with i - q, _,s,_, c, _,g, which can be taken from the prediction
of one of the models for reaction mechanism of heavy ion collision [7,8,9]. The input
quark and antiquark numbers Ni for the combinatoric break-up model are then given
as follows:

where fq = 0.85, f, =- 0.15, fc -" 0 and _ is the gluon absorption coefficient.
According to the combinatoric break-up model the number of a given hadron
species formed from the quark matter, will be proportional to the product of the
numbers of the quarks or antiquarks from which the given hadron consists. The
proportionality factor depends on the number of quarks to coalesce and in the original
model [4] it was denoted by a for mesons, while the corresponding factor for baryons
(or antibaryons) was denoted by _. The conservation of the given quark and antiquark
numbers in the rehadronisation leads to equations from which the _ and _ parameters
can be determined [4].
Because of the presence of the charmed quarks, the above recapitulated combinatoric break up model will be extended as follows. For the mesons and baryons
containing charmed quarks or antiquarks the formation proportionality factor will be
different from the ct and _ values described above because of the heavy mass of c, _.
They will be denoted by _ and T/.
We shall introduce a penalty factor, p, for forming a hadron containing one light
(or strange) quark beside two charmed quarks and the square of this factor for hadrons
containing two light (or strange) quarks beside one heavy charmed quark. (We shall
estimate the value of p later in this paper.)
According to the above argumentations the number of the different hadron species
is given by the set of expressions given below.
Mesons
N_

=

aNqN_

N_ - aN_N-_

(2)

-"

aNqN-i

N-_ = _N_N,

(3)

NK

Nj/¢-No

_NcN-_
=

(4)

p. "yNcN_

= p.

N-fi = p. 7N_Nq

(5)

N-e,= p .

(6)

Baryons:

Ns = NqNqNq/3!

Nr

N_

=

_N,N, Nq/2!

Nn = 13N,N,N,/3!

Ny.

=

p2 . rlgqNqNc/2!

ga_ - p2 . _?g,g,g_

Nn< =

p2 . _Tg,g,N_i2!

N_<<= p. _?gqNcg_/2!

g,..

= p.

NoN/2!

- BN, NqNqi2!

g,.o. = ,TNoNoNo
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(7)
(S)
(9)
(10)

(11)

A corresponding set of expressions is valid for the antibaryons. The number of a
given type of quark is assumed to be the same in the haAron side as it was on the
quark matter side (this is the basic assumption of the combinatoric rehadronisation
model). Therefore the following equations have to be fulfilled:
Nq

=

N,, + NK + N-g + 3Ns + 2Nr + 2Nro + N_ + N_., + N=_,,

(12)

N, = N, + NTr+ Nv. + 3Na+ 2Nz+ 2Na.+ Nr + N_°+ Nn°.

(13)

N_ =

(14)

Nj/_ + No + No° + 3Nn,,_ + 2N_,, + 2Nn,, + Nr, + N_%+ Am,

N_ = Nj/_ + NV+ Nv.+ 3N_ooo
+ 2N_o°+ 2U_°°+ Nv. + Nz°+ N_o
N_ = N®+ NK+ N_,.+ 3Nr_+2Nz+ 2Nn°+ Ny+ N=..+ Nnoo

(15)
(16)

N-_ =

(17)

N,_ + N-K + ND + 3N_ + 2Nv + 2Nvc + N_ + N= + NLo

Inserting the expressions (2)-(6) and (7)-(11) into eqs. (12)-(17), one obtains only
four independent equations for the four coalescence factors a,/_, 7, 7?[1]. The penalty
factor p remains a free input parameter.
Using these values for a,f_, 7 and r/one obtains the number of different hadrons
produced in the process of the rehadronisation.
We note here, that the above described model has the following reasonable property: if all quark number is multiplied
by a constant, then all hadron numbers will also increase to this constant times their
original value. Thus, if the rapidity distribution is uniform, then the number of heavy
hadrons in a unit rapidity interval can be obtained from the total values by dividing
with the corresponding total rapidity length of the produced particle distribution (i.e.
about 16 for LHC and 10 for RHIC data).

FINAL PARTONS
<Ng)
(Nq + N_)
(Ns + N_)
<No+ N_)
FINAL HADRONS
(Nh.drons)

R_2"¢
TO/2"C
Parton Combinatoric
cascade 9
model

£9/(7
£7"/(:
Parton Combinatoric
cascade 9
model

14813
3282
1008
222

-21413
4207
222

38335
8604
2454
652

11482

11485
(_=0.720)

35700

-66932
12747
652
35702
(_= 0.895)

Table I.
To carryouta calculation
formulti-heavy
baryonproduction
oneneedsthedifferent quarknumbers appearingin theaboveexpressions
forcentral
Au + Au collision.
For thenumericalcalculations
inthepresent
paperwe shall
borrowthepartonnumbervalues from the parton cascade calculation [9], as an intermediate value between
the limiting cases. We recapitulate these numbers in Table I. at RHIC and LHC
energies for Au + Au collisions. We modify the quark numbers with the contribution
from the gluon absorption (_). The obtained quark numbers are then used as input
for the combinatoric break up model. These numbers are also displayed in Table I.
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Using these numbers, we obtain from the combinatoric break up model the number
of different hadrons produced in the heavy ion collisions. The number of heavy and
multi-heavy hvxirons are displayed in Fig.1. at the LHC energy, as a function of the
penalty factor, p. Since the number of hadrons containing only light and strange
quarks are order of magnitude larger then hadrons containing charm, their number
will not be sensitive to the penalty factor, p.
Fig.1. shows that if the penalty factor is very small, then the charm and anticharm
quarks mix among each other only. As the penalty factor is less prohibiting for making
groups with light and heavy quarks, ( i.e. p is increased toward 1), than the light
and strange quarks begin to have a chance to stick to the heavy quarks: first the
number of Y.ccincreases, and later the number of Ac and that of D mesons. Finally,
as the penalty factor reaches the value 1 (no prohibition), then practically all c and
is attached to light and strange quarks, since they are in overwhelming majority.
Thus in this case the expected number of multi-heavy baryons vanishes.
For the estimation of this penalty factor we give the following argumentation. We
shall assume that hadron formation from quarks is similar to a coalescence process.
In Ref. [10] it was shown that in the non-relativistic limit the coalescence probability
is proportional to the square of the absolute value of the overlap of the initial and final
state wave functions. In the present case we shall assume that the initial state wave
function is a plane wave corresponding to two quarks with relative momentum k. The
final state is the bound sate of the two quarks as described by the non-relativistic
potential model.
According to the potential model of the hadrons, the attractive potential between
the constituent quarks is a Coulomb potential. If, as a first approximation, we neglect
the confining linear potential, then the non-relativistic Hamiltonian for a two quark
system is equvivalent to a Hamiltonian for the hydrogen atom. One has to change,
naturally, the coupling constant from the electromagnetic to the strong one, and also
the proper reduced mass has to be used.
The wave function of such a system is given as
1
_bound(
where

a is the "Bohr-radius"

r ) --" -_v

--

3
2 cl- _ e-_

of the system,
h¢ 1
a=
mc 2 rl

(18)

(19)

with 7/ = (e2/lic) = 1/137 for the Hydrogen atom and r] = a, = 0.46 for the
bound hadron state; rn is the reduced mass of the system.
Thus while for the Hydrogen atom the "Bohr-radius" is a = 0.53 105 fm, for the
c - _ "atom" a = 0.56 fm and for the c - _ system (rnq = 0.3 GeV) a = 1.68 fro.
(R(J/¢) - 0.45 fm)
After integrating over the angles only the j0(kr) spherical Bessel function remains
from the initial state plane wave. Thus the overlap integral is given as

Z(ak) = 2a-] ]o°° sin(kr)
kr
e-;r2dr
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(20)

Performing the integration one obtains
4
Z(ak) = _- . 32k2)2
(21)
Thus the ratio of the overlap integral of the light-charm quark system to the
overlap integral of charm-charm quark system, with relative momentum e.g. k =
0.2GeV/c = l fro -1 is the following:
Z(a(m = 0.3). k)
Q = :Z'(a(m = 1.5). k) = 0.118

(22)

Thus here the penalty factor is very small, p = Q2 = 0.014. From this considerations we suggest a penalty factor of the order of 10-2.
Additionally, we point out a mechanism, which may have an effect on the number
of multi-heavy hadrons. Namely, the heavy quarks will move much slower than the
light and strange quarks. Thus we may assume, that the light quarks will run away
leaving behind a piece of matter enriched strongly in heavy quarks and antiquarks.
Due to the large difference in their masses, the dragging of the heavy quarks by the
light ones is very ineffective [1 I].

PART

II.

EXOTIC

MULTI-HEAVY

BARYONS

In this part we speculate about a confined bottom-charm six-quark system (multiheavy dibaryon), which may be in an octet-octet Cblor state of the bbb core and ccc
shell quarks, respectively. Such 'higher order' heavy baryons could not necessarily be
observed up to now, since the heavy quarks decay weakly into light quarks destroying
the (possible) bound state of six quarks into two 'normal' baryons. The only way to
produce them seems to be a relativistic heavy-ion collision in the LHC energy range.
It is challenging also on its own right to investigate non-minimal color multiplet
arrangements of several quark systems in order to gain a new insight into the nature
of strong color forces in the non-relativistic (heavy quark) regime and learn so about
nonperturbative
and slightly collective QCD systems as well.
In this part we estimate the energy of the six-quark bbb-ccc system treating the
bbb core as one very heavy particle, which can either be in a color octet or in a color
singlet state being the total six-quark system a color singlet. This way we compare
the relative strength of the singlet and octet confining force as well - a problem also
addressed in lattice QCD potential calculations [12] and recently in heavy meson
physics [13].
The basis of our estimate is a simple non-relativistic potential model [14] of heavy
quark systems, like the J/¢ meson. The Hamiltonian to be used has the general form

H=_mi-_/
i

'

Ai-_'qji<j

0rij

riJ

,

(23)

where mi is the quark rest mass, Ai is the Laplace operator acting on the coordinate
r, of the i-th quark, rij is the relative distance of the quarks i and j and finally q,. q'_
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isa symbolicnotationforan Ising-type
SU(3)color-color
interaction.
& and & are
phenomenological
potentiMparameters,
whichwe can connectto thestringtension
_rand colorcouplingstrength
a usedinheavy-mesonphysicsby applyingtheabove
Harniltonian
(23)tothe J/_l,
system.
Inour model we assume an arrangement,
inwhichthreecharm quarkssurround
a compactbbbcore.
Beforepresenting
some estimates
we wouldliketoemphasizethatthekeyphysical
reasontoexpecttheexistence
ofheavymultibaryons
isthatina heavyquarksystem
the quarksaxemuch nearerto eachotherthan inlightquarksystemsand therefore
theyfeelmuch stronger
attractive
colorforcethan thelight
quarks.
The details
of the semiclassical
model and itsimprovedGaussianversionisdescribedin[2].
We presentthecalculated
mass valuesfortwo different
parametersets:
a) a=0.47,

_=0.19GeV

2, rn_=1.32GeV

b) a=0.54,

o'=0.22GeV

2, m==1.32GeV

J/_k:
f/c:
bbb- ccc(8,
6):
bbb - ccc(8, 3):

a)
3.09 GeV
4.54 GeV
4.57 GeV
4.74 GeV

b)
3.09 GeV
4.54 GeV
4.51 GeV
4.71 GeV
Table II.

The results
are presentedin TableII.,whichshows thatthe singlct(ccc)+
singlet (bbb) is energetically favorable over the octet - octet coupling for parameter
seta),whileitisenergetically
unfavorable
forparametersetb).Thus in thelatter
casethe heavyhexa-baxyon
couldexist.
Sincethereissome freedomin choosingthe parameters,
we plottedin Figure
2. the masseswithfixedstring
tensiona = 0.192GeV 2 and withvaryingcoupling
strength,
ao. In Fig.2. one can identify
a critical
rangearoundc_a= 0.5wherethe
bbb- cccsystemmay or may not be colorbounded.
Summarizingthispart,we investigated
whetherthe heavybbb-cccsix-quark
system can be energetically
favoredwith respectto two separateheavy baryons.Although we have not yet found a decisive
quantitative
result,
a semiclassical
and a
gaussianestimateshow thatthispossibility
cannotbe excludedon thebasisofphenomenological
knowledgeabout heavy meson masses,likeJ/_b.Sincesuchexotic
heavybaryonsareinprinciple
produceable
inrelativistic
heavyioncollisions
atLHC
energies.
We do thinkthata concise
futureinvestigation
ofthisproblemwithmore
advancedcalculations
isdesirable.
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FIGURES:

Fig.1.

Number of hadrons containing charm quarks (f_cc_,-,c, A_, J/¢, D, D,) as a
function of penalty paramter, p, obtained in the present combinatoric break-up
model for Au + Au collision at LHC energy.

Fig.2.

The phenomenological energy of a c_"and a ccc heavy quark system in a singlet
or in an octet state bounded to an octet bbb core.
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BOSE-CONDENSATES
COLLISIONS"

IN HIGH

ENERGY

NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS
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b Physics Dept., Philipps-Universit/_t, Marburg, FRG
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Abstract
The conditions necessary for the formation of a superfluid component
in an expanding system of excited matter created in nuclear collisions
are investigated. For a realistic resonance gas equation of state, it is
found that the decoupling from local chemical equilibrium must occur
at high temperatures and baryon number Jensities for a sizable amount
of condensate to be formed.

THE QUESTION

OF CHEMICAL

EQUILIBRIUM

The experimental observation[2] of a low-p± enhancement of pions produced in
ultrarelativistic nuclear collisions has triggered a burst of research activity concerning the question of local chemical equilibrium in the expanding system of excited
hadronic matter created in such reactions. Fits of the data which were based on the
assumption that the pions are in local thermal, but not in local chemical equilibrium
when they decouple from the dense matter yielded values up to ~ 120 + 130 MeV
for the pion chemical potential #_ [3, 4]. While a new comprehensive analysis of the
data has shown that the effect appears to be reduced compared to the original reports
and concentrated in the projectile and target fragmentation regions [5], it remains a
challenging problem, both on the experimental and on the theoretical side, to determine if and to what degree the excited matter produced in high energy nuclear
collision experiments can be considered as a system in (local) thermal and chemical
equilibrium.
In particular, there exists the exciting possibility that the pion chemical potential becomes equal to the pion mass and a pionic Bose-condensate is formed, which
*The results presentedhere havein part been publishedin [1].
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should be observable, among other things, in a reduced intercept of the two-particle
correlation function of identical pions [6]. For an expanding system, this would imply
the presence of a superfluid component which carries no entropy.
Recently, the possibility of a partially coherent production of pions in nuclear
reactions has been studied in a different (but, as we shall see, related) context in
Ref. [7], where the chances of creating a pioaic hser were considered. In [7], the
pions were taken to be emitted according to a Poisson distribution with a mean value
r/. S(p, z) (where p and z correspond to the particle's four momentum and the spacetime coordinate of the source element from which it is emitted, respectively, and
S(p, z) is a source function normalized to unity) and then in a second step the effects
of the enhancement due to Bose symmetry were taken into account. In particular,
the case of a non-relativistic Gaussian thermal distribution,
S(p,:r)

oc exp

_ 2roT

2-_-2

6(x0)

(1)

was considered. It turns out that the mean multiplicity (n} obtained after taking into
account the effects of Bose symmetrization diverges ((n} _ oo) as 7?approaches a
critical value r/c from below. While this is not explicitly stated in [7], it is clear that if
the notion of thermal equilibrium is taken seriously, r/¢x exp(p_/T), and the critical
behaviour could be expected to occur at/_
= m_, at which point the pions would
accumulate in the ground state and a Bose-condensate would be formed.
To address the important question under what conditions a superfluid component
could be produced one needs to adopt a specific scenario which allows a quantitative
description of the time evolution of the system of excited matter and its approach
to, or departure from, local chemical equilibrium. There exist, at present, two major
scenarios:
(a) In [4] it is assumed that the expanding system of excited matter exists as a
hadronic resonance gas in local chemical and thermal equilibrium at some (early) time
after its formation. The authors argue that as the system expands and cools down
the baryonic and mesonic resonances may decouple from local chemical equilibrium
but still remain in local thermal equilibrium. Since the resonance production rates
fall drastically after their decoupling from chemical equilibrium, the remaining shortlived resonances would then rapidly decay into pions. As a consequence, the pions
may acquire a non-zero chemical potential/_
which leads to a softer p±-spectrum.
(b) A different possible explanation for the absence of local chemical equilibrium
of pions in the final (decoupling) stage was proposed in refs.[8, 9] where it is assumed
that the pions are initially created out of local chemical (and even thermal!) equilibrium. The initial conditions are paramatrised by taking pp data as input, and the
time-evolution is described by a type of Boltzmann equation. Typically, it turns out
that the system never reaches complete local chemical equilibrium[8, 9].
In the remainder of this paper, we investigate the scenario of ref. [4], where it is
assumed that the dense matter reaches local thermodynamic equilibrium in an early
stage of the expansion. We address the question, if and under what conditions the
decay of short-lived resonances can lead to the formation of a pionic Bose condensate,
and what happens to the condensate in the subsequent expansion until the system
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decouples from local thermal equilibrium and the final state particles are emitted. To
do so, we explicitly consider the transition from a resonance gas to a gas of stable
and long-lived particles for a hadronic equation of state which contains the known
resonances up to masses of 2 GeV, imposing constraints from the conservation of
energy-momentum, baryon number and strangeness.
There remain a number of crucial problems concerning the possibility of actually
creating a condensate (i.e, a macroscopically occupied quantum state) in a nuclear
collision. Thus, it is not clear at all if the time-scales of the expansion process allow
particles not only to remain in local themal equilibrium but also to accumulate in
a single state. Furthermore, one may have doubts whether the remaining elastic
interactions between pions are strong enough to maintain local thermal equil!brium
once the resonances start to decay.
In what follows, our calculations will we be based on the assumption that the
expanding dense matter remains in local thermal equilibrium long enough for the
condensate to be formed. In this manner, we shall obtain upper limits for the amount
of condensate which can be formed through the mechanism described in [4]. Of course,
such a procedure does not in any way imply that the above-mentioned important
general problems concerning the formation of a condensate can be considered as
solved.

THERMAL

VERSUS

CHEMICAL

FREEZE-OUT

In order to investigate the conditions necessary to form a condensate, let us first
consider a system in local thermodynamic (i.e., thermal and chemical) equilibrium.
The medium is then completely described in terms of its equation of state (EOS)
which can be expressed in the form
_1t = f(rJl, P_t)

(2)

where elt is the energy-density of the fluid, Tj_ the temperature, and the quantities #_
are the chemical potentials related to conserved charges Qk (such as baryon number
B and strangeness S). The index fl refers to quantities which describe the fluid.
During a heavy ion collision we expect under certain conditions the formation of a
system of hot hadronic matter or a QGP described by eq. (2) which is in chemical and
thermal equilibrium. The system then undergoes a.phase of hydrodynamic expansion
until it has become so dilute that the interactions are no longer strong enough to
maintain local equilibrium. This final stage, when the collective behaviour terminates
and particles decouple from the dense matter, is referred to as freeze-out.
The scenario of ref.[4] differs from most of the other hydrodynamic descriptions of
heavy ion collisions in so far as in [4] the dense matter is assumed to go out of chemical
equilibrium but remain in thermal equilibrium for some time. Or, to put it differently,
there will be a "chemical freeze-out" independent of and prior to the "thermal freezeout". As was mentioned above, the transition out of chemical equilibrium leads to the
decay of short-lived resonances and the appearance of a non-zero chemical potential
of the pions.
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Below, we shall assume that the chemical freeze-out, just like the thermal freezeout, occurs "instantaneously" (i.e., on a three-dimensional hypersurface characterized
by a condition such as T(z, t) - const.). This seems a reasonable assumption since
the relevant time scales are the decay times of the short-lived resonances which are
on the order of _. 1 fm/c.
It will be assumed that the fluid freezes out into "stable" lr's, K's, nucleons, A's
and the long living resonances w and r/. The term "stable" here means that the decay
of the particle or resonance occurs only after the complete (thermal and chemical)
freeze-out of the system. In particular, the contribution of w's and r/'s to the pion
chemical potential is zero. Nevertheless, their later decay leads to a non-thermal
component of the pion spectrum which is determined by the decay kinematics [10] .
The system of chemically frozen out particles can be described by a chemical
decoupling temperature T oh'I",chemical potentials for baryons and strange particles,
pB and ps, and a pion chemical potential, p_, which describes the overpopulation of
pions due to the decoupling of resonances. The chemical potentials are determined
by the requirement that the energy density _1t, the baryonic density bit and the
strangeness density sft - 0 of the fluid are equal to those of the system after chemical
freeze-out. We obtain the following system of equations:
eI,

=

¢2""(#_,Tch'f
+

') + m=n_°"e(rn. -- p_)

_

e_h""(#S, #S, T _h'L)

(3)

i--K,N,A,w,_ ....

bit

-

s1, =

_ Bk n_h""(#S, #S, #., T "h'1")

(4)

_ S, n_"'"(#s,/_s,

(5)

k

k

#., T 'h'1") = 0
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th_rm t
Fti
(Ps,

T)

=

PB,p_, T)

=

2r
2g''£i
]
g____i
f

. .El

(6)

/_1

(7)

axe the thermal parts of the energy density and the number density of particle species
i, and where we have used the notation
k

for the chemical potentials. Note that on the r.h.s, of eq. (8) the charges Qk include
the pion number N_ which is a conserved quantity after chemical freeze-out.
In eq. (3) we have introduced a term n_" that describes the condensed component
of pions which will appear if the pion chemical potential reaches the pion mass. In this
case pions will be forced into the ground state, thereby forming a Bose condensate.
The fluid then consists of a thermal component and a superfluid component. The
latter moves with the rapidity of the fluid, whereas the thermal pions have on top of
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the fluid rapidity a thermal distribution. The resultant single inclusive distribution
of pions emitted from a hydrodynamically expanding source
1 dn
P.Ldydpx

g,, [
-" ' (2_') :3L

Pi_dau
exp\

rt,

+ f_ n_'u_,daU6(y-

)-I
tanh (Ull/UO))_'(/_± - m,if±)

(9)

where y and p± axe the rapidity and transverse momentum of the emitted pion, u u
is the four-velocity field and a is the freeze-out hypersurface. The first term on the
r.h.s, of (9) is the thermal contribution given by the relativistic invaxiant Cooper-Frye
formula [11], and the second term is the condensate contribution.
The coupled system of nonlinear of equations (3)-(5) have to be solved in order
to determine from the fluid variables eft, nit and slt = 0 the quantities #s, ps and
p_ (for p_ < m_), or ps, pv and n__ (for #_ = rn_) which describe the system after
chemical freeze-out.

CONDITIONS

NECESSARY

TO FORM

A CONDENSATE

Let us now investigate under what circumstances the system will develope a superfluid component. To this end, we apply a hadronic EOS which contains all the
important resonances and a treatment of compression effects, thus retaining the essential features of nuclear matter near the ground state [12]. In addition to the
work presented in [12] we take into account the effects of finite baxyonic and mesonic
masses, use Fermi statistics for the baryons and include mesons up to masses of 2
GeV.
Fig. 1 shows the thermal and the condensate component of pions at chemical
freeze-out, and the chemical potentials p,,, Pb and p,, as functions of the temperature
T oh's"that characterizes the decoupling from chemical equilibrium, for three different
values of the baryon number density b. It can be seen how the baxyonic and strange
chemical potentials, Pb and p,, decrease with increasing temperature T ch's'. Clearly,
the strange chemical potential induced by the finite baryon number never execeeds
150 MeV. As the amount of heavier resonances increases with temperature, the pion
chemical potential p_ grows with T ch's'. It becomes equal to the pion mass in the
temperature region 170-200 MeV; the value of T oh's"where _t_ = m. depends on the
baxyonic density. This behaviour is also reflected in the dependence of the thermal
and condensate densities of pions on the temperature and baryon number density at
chemical freeze-out. It can be seen that at sufficiently high baxyonic densities and
temperatures the condensate contribution to the chemically decoupled pions becomes
significantly large. It is noteworthy that the condensation effect is enhanced if the
density of the strange particles has not yet reached its equilibrium value. In this case
the remaining energy is distributed among the non strange resonances, and this leads
to an enhanced production of particles in the condensate.
Finally, we need to discuss the question whether or not the condensate survives
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the time period between the chemical and the thermal freeze-out. This is of paxticulax
importance if the dense matter decouples from chemical equilibrium at temperatures
T oh'f"_ 170- 200 MeV which axe considerably higher than those usually associated
with the thermal freeze-out, T thJ" -._m_. After decoupling from chemical equilibrium,
the system of stable and long-lived particles continues to expand until it has cooled
down to the temperature T thJ'.
For a one-dimensional scaling expansion[13], the evolution of the system is determined by the equations
sr

--

const.

(10)

b_" =

const.

(11)

se r

=

const.

(12)

n_ r

=

const.

(13)

na r

=

const.

(14)

which describe the conservation of entropy Se, baryon number B, strangeness S and
pion number N, (se, b, s and n, being the corresponding densities, respectively). The
index a labels those of the stable particle species (K, N, A,w, 7/,...) which also have
decoupled from chemical equilibrium. For the gas of stable particles and long-lived
resonances, the thermodynamic quantities are given by the expressions on the r.h.s.
of eqs. (3) - (8), with se = F.,i(_i + P_- [tini)/T. Energy density and number density
_r)cOn'
of the pions consist of a thermal and a condensate component, c_ = -_the_'_+ _r)
"-_'-_
and n_ = "-lrntherm
"4" ""_r
,,co_, respectively. Note that the condensate does not contribute
to the entropy. Consequently, the cooling of the system - i.e., the function T(r) does not depend on the superfluid component.
In particular, we are interested in the time dependence of the fraction of pions in
con
therm
con
the condensate, fc_ - n, /(n,,
+ n, ). Eqs. (10,13) imply that for the fraction
of thermal pions, fth,,.,,, = 1 -- f_on,
_

a

he,,, = J,he,,, (n_e,_/se)l:h.S.
where the labels th.fi and ch.f. refer to thermal and chemical freeze-out as before.
The condensate survives until thermal decoupling if the r.h.s, of eq.(15) remains
below 1. For the two limiting cases of a non-relativistic and of an ultrarelativistic
gas, f_(r)
=const., i.e., the fraction of particles in the condensate does not change
during the expansion. For the pion gas, it turns out that in the temperature range
between 200 MeV and 150 MeV, fray,.,,,varies by less than 10%.
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Abstract
A summary of the present data on fight ion collisions at the CERN SPS is
followed by a presentation of the new generation of experiments which will
utilize the 160 AGeV leadbearn due in November 1994. An outlook is given
into the heavy ion programat the Large Hadron CoUiderLHC at CERN. The
plans for the dedicated Heavy Ion Detector ALICE are described.

INTRODUCTION
The primary goal of relativistic Heavy Ion Physics is to study strongly interacting
matter under extreme conditions. In the collision of two large nuclei one hopes that a
thermodynamical state is formed characterized by its volume, lifetime, density,
temperature, chemical potential and pressure. One assumes that no such thermalized state
can be produced in e+-e- or p-p collisions. 'Extreme conditions' are those as in the early
state of the Universe, about 10-6 s after the Big Bang. Before then, the Universe consisted
of strongly interacting proto-matter which could not have been in the form of individual
hadrons. We believe that the Universe was in the molten state of quarks and gluons. The
expansion of the quark-gluon dominated Universe ends when the temperature decreases
sufficiently to permit hadronization, i.e. formation of the hadronic particles (mesons and
baryons).
The question arises whether or not the nuclear dimension of r = 7 fm is big enough
and the collision time of 2-4 fm/c is long enough for the formation of a thermalized state.
(At energies up to 1 AGeV at the Bevalac at Berkeley, nuclei were found to stop each other
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and one agrees that thcrmalized states at more than twice nuclear matter densities are
formed at these energies. This corresponds to values as they are of importance in
supernova explosions and in neutron stars). Upon identification of such a state of matter it
is then the ,_cond aim to study its Equation of State, especially to look for any phase
transition. Such a phase transition is predicted from Lattice QCD calculations to take place
at a density of a few GeV/fm3 and a temperature of 160 MeV when the Quark Gluon
Plasma changes into Hadronic Matter (another phase transition is to occur at lower
temperature and densities, e.g. 0.16 GeV/fm3, when nuclei are formed).
in the following, a short review of the results from the light ion program at the CERN
SPS is given, followed by short presentations of the planned experiments with truly heavy
ions at the SPS and the experimental plans for the heavy ion program at the CERN LHC in
the next millessimum.
I
l

THE LIGHT ION PROGRAM AT CERN
The light ion program at the CERN SPS has been started 1986 with beams of 160,
followed by beams of 32S a year later. Very intensive studies - more then 400 persons
have been involved in that experimental program - have led to a good understanding of the
collision geometry, and have shown many of the signals claimed to be the ones proofing
the existence of a Quark Gluon Plasma. Many of these signals, however, have been seen
also as A-dependence phenomena in ha&on-nucleus collisions. All in all, several
indications for a highly compressed reaction zone have been extracted from data, necessary
conditio,ts are fulfilled for a thermalized system but not sufficient ones to clearly declare the
discovery of the QGP. It is clear by now that rescattering phenomena must be introduced
into any event generator in order to compare successfully with the data. A linear
superposition of n-n data is not sufficient.
New data have been reported from several groups, using beams of protons and 32S,
on the following signals and topics:
Di.Muons
The J/_ suppression [ 1] was heralded as one of the QGP signals but some of its observed
strength can be related to similar phenomena observed in ha&on-nucleus collisions. New
data arc available from both di-muon collaborations NA38 and NA34/3. Both have studied
intensively p-A data. Both agree on the JAIJsuppression quantitatively.
Both agree on the _/o>+p qualitatively, with NA34/3 having made a detailed study of the
_/o_-p on Pt, Nc, and y- dependence.
Both have reported a non explained excess di-muon yield in the invariant mass region
between the _ and the J/_. To claim this, NA34/3 has compared their hc_,.Jyion data to the
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Charm and Drdl-Yan cross section normalized to the p/coregion measured in their p-A
experiment. They find a five fold increase over their predicted mass distribution. NA38 has
nonnaliz.ed to the Drell-Yan cross section and the D, 13cross section measured also in p-A
collisions and claims an increase of 50% over their no-new-physics expectation. There is a
difference in the momentum acceptance between the two experiments, with NA38 having a
higher Pt cut.
NA38 furthermore observes a decrease in the ratio W'/J/q.

This is extremely

important in view of the fact that this ratio has not shown any A-dependence in p-A data.
However, also this is only valid if the A-dependence of the Drell-Yan process is well
understood.
Photons
Thereto1photons may be seen as an indication of a high temperature of the plasma. The
hadronic sources, however, will obscure this signal. It is therefore necessary to identify the
neutral pion and 11contribution in the photon spectrum to a level of better than a few
percent.
WA80 in its search for thermal photons has reconstructed in a 3750 lead#ass
spectrometer neutral pions and _'s down to low pt's of 200 MeV/c (500 MeV/c for TI).
They find rl/no-mt scaling fulfilled down to these momenta.
Strangeness Production
The strangeness enhancement was the first predicted signal for a QGP phase transition
[2]. Increased K+ht+ ratios had been reponed from experiments E802 at the AGS and
NA35 and WA85 at the CERN-SPS. New results from WAS5 on the production of multistrange particles, especially f_- add to this and will certainly stimulate the strangeness
discussion. The other strangeness data points have seen some change in value and one
observed a consolidation of the strangeness data form the different groups.
Bose Einstein Correlations
A similar consolidation was seen in the measurement and interpretation of the source
sizes as measured via Bose Einstein correlations (HBT). New high statistics data from
NA44 are studying various collision systems with x+x + and K+K + correlations and
looking into their dependence on Pt and on rapidity. The extracted radii were found to be
much smaller than earlier radii from NA35, whose new results agree with NA44. Both
collaborations report a strong Ptdependence with radii getting smaller as the Pt of the pair
gets larger. This revives the hope to be able to study the dynamics of the collisions.
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THE Pb BEAM PROGRAM AT CERN
A leadbeaminjectoris underconstructionat CERNto providebeams of the heaviest
nuclei [3]. This should increasethechance to producea thermafizedstate in the nuclear
coUisions.
From the existing data of 160 and 32S induced reactions we have not yet a clear
picture on the stopping power of lead nuclei. There are predictions ranging from
transparencyto full stoppingof thebaryonsin Pb + Pbcollisions. The nuclearstoppingis
of importancetocalculate thereactionvolume, theenergydensity andthe baryo-chemical
potential.Thereforean accuratemeasurementof theprotondistributionis on the top of the
prioritylist of severalexits.
The list of interesting signals for the productionof the QGP has not been changed
much andthe ensembleof theLeadBeamexperimentsis covering nearlyall of them, from
the hadronicto theelecuonutgneticprobes.
As of now, data analysis concentrated on inclusive data, or mean values of
observables, like Et, dNc/d_, K/n ratios, etc., but only few data have been analysed
looking intothe distributionof the observablesmeasuredevent by event (like multiplicity
fluctuations...). The large numberof producedparticlesin a Pb + Pb collision of up to
more than 2000, and the large numberof participantnucleons of up to 400 in a central
collision invite just doing that,not so muchto studyrareevents butto understandbetterthe
underlyingphysics.
To sharpenup ourexperimentswe thereforewantto look simultaneouslyinto several
signals and study their correlations.Therefore,two experiments (NA49 and WA98) me
tryingto measurea largefractionof all particlesevent by event.
Proposed Experiments
NAOI:This experimentis focusingagainon thecorrelationof well identifiedparticles.
It will be upgradedfor a largerparticlefluxin the detectors.
NA49: This experimentis basedon the experienceof NA35 and putsspecial emphasis
on the event-by-eventanalysis of globalobservableslike _--_- Bose Einsteincorrelations,
the nman transversemomentumor temperatureT derived from pion Pt spectra,the K/_
ratio at mid-rapidity,andthe rapiditydistributionof the netbaryonnumberdensity derived
fromthe p and 1yrapidityspectra.A coverageof morethan 50%of kinematicalphase space
is envisaged. The phase space forwardfrom mid-rapiditywas chosen in order to obtain
approximatelycompleteazimuthalcoveragewith minimumdetectorsize.
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A combination of two 4.2 Tin magne_ in either a 'sweeper-rebender'or a 'sweepersweeper' configuration dislributes the track density properly for a charged particle
identificationin a distance of 10 m andfor neutralstrangeparticledecay detection at 5 m
downs_
of theLm'SeL
Themajordetectorsfortrackingandparticleidentificationare:
(a) a largevolume Time ProjectionChamber_
with a totalof about100 000 channels
of electronicreadout,
Co)a high resolution,intermediatesize TPC for V0 (neutralstrangeparticledecays) vertex
tracking.The hadronidentification is via the relativistic rise in the dE/dx in the TPC
requiting an accuracy of 3.5 -4.0%. Where needed a TOF is to support the mass
identification.
The experiment has the standardcentrality trigger system measuring the forward
energy flux (relatedto the numberof projectilespectators)in a Zero-DegreeCalorimeter
and the Etrelatedtransverseenergy flux in a ringcalorimeter.Inthe analysis lateron, one
expects to haveself analysingeventdata,e.g., event-by-eventBose Einsteinanalysiscould
allow to sorteventsas to theirHBTradius.
.

NAS0 will measuredi-leptonsvia _t'_- correlationsand speciallythe spectralanalysis
of ce'states (like u:e J/_ suppression).In comparisonto its predecessorNA38 it will be
equipped with a new Zero-Degree Calorimeter which permits propergeometry event
selectionas in mostotherexperiments.
NA$2: This experiment is looking for the predicted 'strangelets'which may be
produced due to the strangenessenhancement in collisions with high baryon stopping.
Strange matter is to consist of ca. equal numberof up, down, and strangequarks, in
contrastto nuclearmatter.C. Greineret al. [4] assume that the baryonrichcentralregion
is cooled down by pion andkaon emission, with more K+(u_)than K-(slr)being emitted
due to the excess of u quarksfrom the nucleons. In this strangeness enhancedand cooled
system coalescencecan leadw theformationof multi-strangeobjectsandhypemns.
The proposedapparatusis to identify long-lived particles with a low charge to mass
ratio as predicted by C. Greineret al. [4]. This experiment will use a high resolution
calorimeter at a distance of 250 m downstream from the target, upgradedwith a high
resolutionTune Of Flight(TOF)system.The mass will be determinedfl'omthe energy and
theTOF measurement.
WA97: to look for multi-strangeand for charmed particles by using a novel highly
granulatedsilicon strip telescope positioned insidethe magnet OMEGA.
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WA98: This is a large acceptance experiment for performing high statistics, high
precision measurements of hadrons _d photons at beam energies from e.g. 40 to
160 AGeV. The ex_rnental tools and methods are mostly based on the WA93 and
WA80 experiments.Its goalsareas follows:
Via hadronicsignals:
(a) to measure the nuclearstoppingpower by the baryoncontent at mid-rapidityand to
study the reaction mechanismby detecting protonsover a large region of rapidityfrom
- 1.6 <y<2.6,
Co)to studythede_'ee of thermalisafionandof chemic_ equilibriumby comparingthe ratio
of cross-sections and the momentumdistributionsof well identified panicles like x+, x-,
K+, K-, p,p',d, _i',
(c) to measure sourcesizes via two-pioncorretationsandt_vo-kaoncorrelationsas function
of the momentum of the pair(P.L< I GeV/c) down to AQ = 2 MeV,
(d) to determinethe charged particlemultiplicityandpseudo-rapiditydensitydistribution
andrelar_ifluctuationsin SiliconDriftChamber(SDC).
(a), (b), (c) will be achievedby an upgradedWA93 trackingsystem, based on Multi Step
Avalanche Chambers,together with a new TOF wall at mid-rapidity, as well as with the
Plastic-BallSpecm_meterinthetargetrapidity.
Via electr0magneficsignals:
(a) to carry out high precision measurerncnts of the production of _0's and Tl's (with
transverse momenta of 0.7 OeV/c up to 4.5 GeV/c for x0's) with a 10 000 modules
Lead-GlassPhotonSpectrometer,
(b) to search for a photon enrichmentin each event or in an event class by measuringthe
photon multiplicity in the forwardhemispherein a Pad-PreshowerPhoton Multiplicity
Detector and comparing it with the multiplicity of charged panicles, as measured by the
SDC,
(c) to determine the thermal and direct photon production with an accuracy of
o(¥/_-0) -=0.06 and NT/Nc_.0.05 for the momentum range of 0.7 to 4.5 OcV/c in the
Le_-Glass PhotonSpectrometer.
In addition,theeventswill becharacterizedglobally by:
(1) the number of participantsand the impact parameter via the forward energy flow
measurement (Zero-Degree Calorimeter)and the charge measurement (Total Internal
Reflection C.crcnkovDetector)of the projectilespectators,as well as the energyflow in the
target rapidityregion(Plao_c-BallSpeca'omcter),
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(2) the energy density by measuring the electromagnetic energy flow (Photon Multiplicity
Detector) and the hadromc eacrgy flow (Mid-Rapidity Calorirnc_),
(3) the entropy density derived from the charged particle density as function of pseudorapidity (SDC) and scaled with the number of participants.

LEAD IONS IN THE LHC
In Europe, the heavy ion option of the
performance of the SPS lead beam intensity by
and using accumulation schemes in the CERN
PS itself, or a combination of all these _ures

LHC requires a further upgrade of the
a factor of about 10. Improving the source
low energy rings (LEAR, AAC) or in the
is leading to an increase of even a factor of

30. Having therefore no unsurmountable problems in delivering the neccessary intensifies
from the injectors there are, however, other limiting factors which cannot be overcome so
quickly [5].
Luminosity Limits
At the beam inter_'_ion, the Electromagnetic Dissociation Weizaecker-WiUiams (WW)
of the ions is a very strong process estimated at more than 170 b in cross-section. Due to
the high electromagnetic fields of the lead ions they excite each other, loose one or several
nucleons and are therefore not anymore on the correct beam orbit.
Another process, the Pair Production, limits further the luminosity of the ion beam in
the LHC: the pair production leading to an energy loss of the ion followed by an Electron
Capture (EC) which leads then to the final loss of the ion. Both processes, WW and EC,
are leading to a luminosity decrease by a factor of two after about 11 hours. These two
effects cannot be influenced by modifying the parameters of the beams, but have to be
tolerated and taken into account properly.
The Intra Beam Scattering (IBS), however, is a limit which can be fought against to a
certain degree. IBS is the Coulomb Scattering of the ions within the bunch leading to an
emittance growth in all the three phase planes of each beam. For a given ion only the
number of ions per bunch can reduce this beam blow up, but in order to keep the number
of colliding ions the same the number of bunches needs to be inc_.
With 560 bunches
foreseen in the LHC and 9.4 x 107 ions/bunch a 10 hours half-life of the beam due to IBS
was calculated.
Expectations
The data of the TEVATRON at the Fermilab at a _/S of 1.8 TeV have arrived just in
time to give some guidance. The importance of mini-jet production is being emphasized at
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this much higher energy compared with RHIC, leading to much shorter thermalisation
times and much larger temperatureestimates than previously considered.
Event generators differ in the maximum particle density by a factor of more than 3, i.e.
they predict charged particle density values from 2000 to more than 7000 [6]. Any
calculation of the energy density reached is therefore affected by a large uncertainty. But, at
the LHC the energy densities expected are considered by many as high enough to be way
above the critical energy density for deconfinement and probably high enough to produce
an asymptotically free QuarkGluon Plasma (QGP).
Furthermore, one expects collective flow of the expanding dense matter produced in
the collision. At these high energies, there is big hope for the thermal photon signal from
the QGP itself in events with a large particle density. Finally, the design luminosity is so
high that it should allow a full spectral analysis of c and b bound states.
Universal Detector
There is a consensus that one universal detector must be built to study all possible
correlations of potent signals, known today or presented tomorrow. It should allow for
special runs with specific experimental programs. Having more than one active intersection
region will kill the luminosity faster due to the processes mentioned above.
The detector specifications, like size, length, number of channels etc., are determined
by the large multiplicities encountered in the Pb + Pb collisions at a fairly low luminosity
of L= 1027 cm-2sec-land by the high luminosity of L= 1031 cm-2sec-I in the p + p
mode, i.e. low multiplicity but much higher rate. The detector must measure the rathersoft
physics below a Pt of I0 GeV/c not covered by the p + p detectors.
ALICE
The designpresented
ina Letter
ofIntent
[7]by theALICE collaboration
isshown in
figsI,2 and 3.Itisbasedon themodification
oftheexisting
L3 experiment
presently
runningatLEP atCERN. Itcontains
oneofthelargest
magnetssofarwithaninnerusable
diameterof I1.4m and a length
of 12m. The field
can bc as highas0.5T butforthe
majorrunningwithheavyionsitwouldbe reducedto0.12T. The polefaceshavean
openingpermitting
toaddforwardspectrometers
tothecentral
barrel
andtocoverthis
way
therapidity
regionof11> 2.2.
The central
detector
istomeasurehadrons,
photons,
electrons
and V0'sintwo units
of
rapidity.
An electromagnetic
calorimeter
withclose
to4x coverage
overnearly
8 units
of
rapidity
istomeasureenergyflow,distribution
ofphotons,
measureand identify
leading
photonsand pionsabovea momentum of,e.g.,
3 GeV/c,and tolookformulti-particle
correlations
among highPtparticles
inanevent.
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A barrel of Silicon Pixel Detectors at ca. 7.5 cm distance from the vertex followed by
at least 3 cylinders of Silicon Drift Chambers form the f'u-stpan of the tracking of charged
particles which is continued in a TPC within the magnetic volume.
The TPC is expected to provide good particle identification in addition to tracking via
dE/dx measurement in ca. 500 000 readout channels, The long drift time in the TPC is not
yet a serious problem at the luminosities foreseen. The readout of the immense quantity of
data, however, is posing a large challenge.
A further hadron identification is neccessary where the dFddx method stops working.
Here we discuss to use Ring Imaging Cerenkov Detectors or a TOF measurement. The
development of large scale high resolution (below 80 ps) TOF detectors and their
electronics has been started.
A parallel plate spark chamber developed by Y. Pestov many years ago is being
investigated for large scale production. Ca. 500 000 channels are needed to cover the full
barrel at a radius of ca. 4.5 m.
Thermal Photons are a probe for the very hot QGP. Their study requiresthe very
precise determination of the x0 and the ri yield. For this purpose, a precise photon
spectrometer of ca. 50 000 crystals (like, e.g., PbWO4) with a high resolution in the
detection of photons is foreseen allowing the reconstruction of decayed resonances _0's
and rl's.
To the right and left of the barrel one finds special electromagnetic calorimeters
positioned between 1 < T1< 4. They measure individual photons complementing the
global event characterization and the thermal and direct photon hunt, an idea developed in
the WA93 experiment at the CERN SPS. At the same time these calorimeters measure
local electromagnetic energy flow.
The calorimeter coverage over nearly 8 units of rapidity should allow to study multi jet
correlations via high Pt n_'s and photons and uncover features of the possible underlying
panon cascade.
The radial dimensions of this detector is determined taking into account the highest
particledensities to be expected in view of the recent predictions.

SUMMARY
The future of Relativistic Heavy Ion Physics is very bright if all the planned concepts
are realized. Its community of scientists will be able to choose doing experiments at
_/S = 5-16 AGeV at the SPS, _/S = 60-200 AGeV at RHIC and _S = 6000 AGeV at the
LHC.
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FIGURES

Figure 1: Cut-away view of the ALICE detector concept. The L3 magnet in its present
position at the LEP beam allows a wanted asymmetry in the use of the large magnetic field.
Schematically shown are the Time Projection Chamber (TPC), the Time-of-Flight barrel
(TOF), the silicon Tracker and the ElectroMagnetic (EM) calorimeters. Missing are the
silicon pad detectors at large rapidity and the fight side EM calorimeter as well as the ZeroDegree Calorimeters 100 m to both sides of the intersection region.
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ALICE

ALICE
Figure 3: Crosssectionthrough thecentralpart of the ALICE concept,showingthe high
resolutioncrystaldetectorat _hcbottomof the barrel.
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Abstract

Later this decade the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) will be
built at Brookhaven Natl. Lab. Its goal will be to accelerate and collide
Au beams at 100 GeV/c in an attempt to create a Quark Gluon Plasma
(QGP). The PHENIX detector aims to detect the QGP through its leptonic and h_dronic signatures. We describe here its physics capabilities
and the details of the apparatus designed to pick out rare leptonic signatures from among hadronic multiplicities of up to 1500 particles per
unit of rapidity.

INTRODUCTION
Many experimental signatures for the QGP have been proposed, both hadronic
and leptonic in nature. The advantage of leptons is that they emerge from the plasma
untouched and give a direct picture of events that have happened in the plasma itself.
Hadronic signature& axe more indirect, since they are affected by what happens as
the plasma cools and hadronizes, and emerging hadrons will themselves have interactions. Phenix aims to look for purely leptonic signatures, purely hadronic ones,
and for hadronic signatures through leptonic measurements.
The detector is being
designed to measure electrons, muons, charged hadrons, and photons. With these
data we will study single charged particle production rates, compare production of
strange to non-strange hadrons, study production and possible mass-shifts of vector
mesons through their leptonic decays to electron pairs and muon pairs, look at thermally produced electron pairs, and search for an enhancement of the direct photon
production expected in a plasma. This search is not intended to be done with exclusive measurements, (ie. event by event) since some of the leptonic signatures are
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rare and rates are insufficient for this. Instead we will take a semi-inclusive route
and characterize and classify events through calorimetry, multiplicity, and the energy
and identity of the incident colliding systems. We will then search for simultaneous
occurances of several of the QGP signatures in these different event classes. To identify and separate electrons from the more plentiful hadrons, Phenix is using a varied
array of detector technologies with strengths in different kinematic regions.
Phenix currently has > 300 collaborators from universities and national laboratories throughout the United States, and from Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, India,
Japan, Korea, Russia and Sweden.

PHYSICS
Table 1 summarizes the PHENIX physics agenda. The probes PHENIX will use
to study the QGP include electrons, photons, and muons.
Thermal electrons are formed by q_ annihilation and emerge as a dilepton pair[l].
The rate of production is predicted to have a strong dependence on the plasma "temperature _, which can be extracted from the slope of the PT sum of the pair. But
there are relatively few electrons among the numerous hadrons produced in an ultrarelativistic heavy ion collision and so Phenix requires electron/pion separation capabilities of approximately 1 part in 10,000. Also, there are 10 to 20 electrons/event
from "background" sources such as _r° _ -ye+e- (Dalitz) decay and photon conversion _/--_e+e -. Measuring the dilepton spectrum is therefore difficult at invariant
masses below 700 MeV/c 2 because the combinatoric background from the Dalitz
electron pairs dominates. The optimum PT interval for measuring the vector meson
resonances is between 1 and 3 GeV/c 2.
We are looking for the p, w,¢, and J/¢ mesons via their decays to e+e - and _+p-.
These decay modes are not prime modes for any of these mesons and typically have
branching ratios of 0.01% except for the J/¢. The need to capture both of the decay
products is what dictated Phenix's appearance, with two arms 135° apart in azimuthal
angle. Of the vector mesons, the ¢ is the most interesting since in addition to the
possibility of QGP formation there is a prediction that chiral symmetry restoration
may occur and we could see this through the change in the strange quark masses and
the resulting mass shift of the ¢ meson [2]. We will be able to detect such a change
in the position of the narrow ¢ mass peak. Also since the Q-value of the ¢ _KK
channel is so small, a change in Kaon masses would strongly affect the ¢ decay rate,
which would manifest itself as a change in the width of the mass peak. Being able
to resolve this is one of the main issues driving the tracking system design. Strange
quark production [3] is another quantity that can be measured through the ¢, by
comparing, say, the production of ¢/(p -{-w). The J/¢ production [4] is sensitive to
the Debye screening length of the plasma, and QGP formation is expected to result
in a suppression of J/¢ production. Phenix will primarily look at this through the
p+/_- decay, (although some e+e - decays will be visible). The heavier ¢' and the T
mesons will also be seen through the muon decay channels. Since all of these mesons
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Table 1: Physics issues to be addressed by the PHENIX detector.

QGP PhysicsIssues

........

Probes

Debye Sc_CD
Interactions
...........
• r(T) --0.13fm< r(J/_b)
- 0.29fm< r(¢')= 0.56fm
J/,I,
_ e+e- aty __0.
Electrons
J/_ _ #a+/_
- aty __2.
_, T _ _+_- at y __2.
Muons
ChiralSymmetry Res.toration
...........
• Mass,Width, BranchingRatio:_--_e+e-,K +KElectrons
withAm < 5 MeV.
Hadrons
• Baryon Susceptibility:
Productionofantinuclei.
• Narrow _-meson?
Thermal Radiationof.
Hot Gas
....
• Prompt % Prompt -y"_ e+e-.
"7,
Electrons
Deconfinement:
NatureofthephaseTransition
• First-order:
Entropy.lump_ Secondriseinthe < PT >
Hadrons
spectraof_r,K, p.
• Second-order:
Fluctuation_ N(_r°)/N(Tr
+ + ¢r-),d2N/dr/dc_.
Hadrons,"7
Strangeness
and Charm Production
• ProductionofK +,K-, K_.
Hadrons
--_e+e-,K+K - at y __0,
Electrons
q__/_+/J- at!/_-2.
M uons
D-meson:e/Jcoincidence.
JetQuenching
.....
e High Fr jetsviaeadingparticle
spectra.
. Hadrons ....
Space-TimeEvolution
• HBT correlations
for7rTr
and KK.
Hadrons

have different radii, their production rate should be affected to different degrees by
the Debye screening.
Photon production in heavy ion collisions comes from several sources, depending on the kinematics of the photon. Several of these are of interest. At high PT
(>5 GeV/c) photons from hard scattering of initial state quarks are expected. At
slightly lower values (pz ,,,2-5 GeV/c) photons from pre-equilibrium collisions, and
from (PT ,-,0.5-2 GeV/c) emission of photons from a thermalized plasma is expected
to be significant. These signals must be separated from the background of 7r° --, 77
decay, and will then yield information on the initial plasma temperature, as well as
on the plasma critical temperature.[5]
Measurement of QGP signatures of a hadronic nature in conjunction with leptonic
signatures is desirable. For hadronic measurements Phenix will study single particle
spectra to search for a rise in the mean particle PT, indicative of a first-order phase
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Figure 1: Isometric view of the PHENIX detector.
transition, two-particle Bose-Einstein correlations to determine formation time plus
the size of the interaction region, and strangeness production, through Kaon and
(through ¢ --,K+K- ) production.
DETECTORS
The PHENIX detector is shown in Figures 1 and 2. The detector will be located
in RHIC's Major Facility Hall. It has two central arms, centered about the collision
region, for detection of electrons, photons and hadrons, and a muon detection arm
at higher rapidity. These two divisions operate more or less independently of each
other, with separate sub-detectors and magnets.
The central arms view central rapidities, with a field of 77= +0.35, and 90° of
azimuthal coverage each. A magnetic field (described in next section) extends from
the beamline out to a radius of _3m. The detector components of the central arms
are outside the field (or in its fringes) and consist of drift chambers, pad chambers,
a time expansion chamber (TEC) (these 3 are collectively referred to as the tracking
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Figure 2: Side view of PHENIX with the Central Magnet detector array removed.
system), a Ring-lmaging Cerenkov detector (RICH), an Electromagnetic Calorimeter
(EMCaJ) and a scintillator-based Timeof Flight (TOF) system. Each of these systems
has a strength, be it accuracy in track reconstruction, particle identification, low
occupancy rate (hence an ability to reduce the number of tracking ambiguities for
another detector), or a fast time response (making it attractive to use from a triggering
point of view). Figure 3 and Table 2 show these detectors in order of increasing radius,
and summarizes their functionality.
Our intention is for these detectors to work
together, combining their strengths to provide either track reconstruction information,
particle identification, or both, over a wide range of particle momenta.
The muon arm views higher rapidities, covering 0 from 10° to 35° in polar angle,
and consists of several .'racking detectors, and a streamer-tube based muon identifier. It has its own magnet system, and uses the central magnet pole-face as a particle
filter that allows muons to pass through while stopping a large fraction of the hadrons.
Magnets:
CentralMagnet: The magnet system forthe centralarms providesan axially
symmetricmagneticfield
parallel
tothebeamline,
by means oftwo pairs
ofHelmholtz
coils.
Two innercoilshave radiiof _0.75m and are placedat z=+0.6m from the
central
collision
point,
and perpendicular
to thebeamline.The two outercoils
have
radii
of,_1.75mand areplacedatz=q-l.0m.The reasonfortwo pairsofcoils
instead
ofjustone isto allowforthe possibility
of runningthem eitherwith theirfields
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adding or opposing. In the latter mode, there will be a field-free region from the
beamline to about Im radius, which we would use to identify electron pairs that
arise from Ir° Dalitz decay, a major source of background. Since Dalitz pairs are
produced with a small opening angle a field-free region would result in their emerging
unseparated and we could identify them by looking for e+e - pairs close together.
The actual construction of the inner coils has been deferred and Phenix will start up
with only the outer coils. The magnetic field will primarily have only a z component,
with an integrated field strength of 0.78 Tesla-meters. The radial profile of B= is
approximately Gaussian with FWHM=2.65rn.
Muon Magnet: The muon magnet system starts immediately behind one of the
central magnet pole-faces. The prominent feature here is a large 400 ton steel piston
4m long, stretching from z=2m to z-6m from the collision point, and tapered, having radius 0.35m at the small end and r=lm at the large end. Two coils are wound
around the piston causing a solenoidal B field to flow through it along the z direction.
Part of this field radiates away from the piston creating a radial B field with a field
integral of _0.72 Tesla-meters at 15 degrees from the beam axis and decreasing at

Detector

BBC

Table 2: Phenix detector parameters
.........
Solid
Radial
Spatial
Angle .
Allocation
Resoluion
.......Ay
A¢
(c m) .........
':j:31"'i"-4.0
360°
'
'" 25mm

MVD
DC
PC1

:1=2.7
4-0.35
4-0.35

360°
5-20
90° + 90° 205.0-245.0
90° + 90= 247.5-252.5

RICH
PC2

=1:0.35
4-0.35

900 + 90°
90° + 900

257.5-410.0
415.0-421.0

TEC

4-0.35

90° + 90°

421.7-491.0

PC3

+0.35

90° + 90°

491.0-498.0

TOF

4-0.35

300

503.0-518.0

EMCal Pb-Sc

4-0.35

90° + 45°

503.0-593.0

EMCal Pb-Gl

4-0.35

45°

523.0-613.0

Muon Trck.

1.15-2.35

360°

-

Muon ID

1.15-2.35

360°

,
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Figure 3: The Central Magnet modules shown arrayed around the beamline. The
dimensions are in millimeters.
larger angles. The muons pass through this radial field for momentum and charge
analysis.
Tracking System:
Drift Chambers: As a particle travels from the collision point outward it first
encounters the drift chamber system, placed between r=2.05m and 2.45m, with ,7
and ¢ coverage over the whole arm. There are 32 wire planes with wire directions
either parallel to the z axis (which gives the ¢ information), or inclined at =1=5
° to this
direction (to give approximate information on the z coordinate). In addition to the
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Figure 4: Mass resolution as a function of PT for the 4, and J/_.
cathode, field, and anode wires found in a conventional drift chamber, there are also
channel wires and guard wires whose respective functions are to shape the cathodeto-anode drift field, and to block off the drift entirely from one side of the anode wire.
Since drift electrons can now only approach the anode from one direction, the leftright ambiguities (and their combinatorics) inherent in conventional drift chambers
no longer exist. The price for this is that the number of true hits is reduced by a
factor of two, since every alternate wire will be blind to a given track. In an attempt
to reduce the occupancy rate because of the long cell length in the z direction, instead
of single wire from z--1.8m to 1.8m there are two wires, one for positive z and one
for negative, both terminated at z=0 on a thin support structure.
Pad Chambers: The tracking detectors that resolve the occupancy problem are
the pad chambers. These are planar, and have the same acceptance/coverage as
the drift chambers. There are 3 pad chambers, placed between the drift chambers
and the RICH, between the RICH and the TEC, and again between the TEC and
the TOF. On the surface of each are thousands of chevron-shaped pads, (each with
its own electronic readout) providing the 3 dimensional location of a hit and crude
time of flight information. The pad chambers require a large channel count, but our
computer simulations have shown that it is necessary in the tracking system to have
some detector with non-projective geometry to reduce combinatorics of hits when
doing pattern recognition. Also the pad chamber response is fast and can be used in
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triggering. Within each chevron pad unit there are cathode wires, and the chevron
itself serves as anode, both in a gas volume. The pads are sized so that the signal
covers a few pads, making it possible using a centroid, to calculate the hit position
to an accuracy better than the pad size itself. In analysis the pads will provide track
points to assist the drift chamber tracking. Since the occupancies expected in all
3 pad planes are similar, the chevron pad sizes in planes 2 and 3 are scaled up with
their distance from the beamline, so that each of the planes has about 16000 channels.
TEC: The Time Expansion Chamber provides tracking information and particle
identification, allowing e-/Ir separation between 0.25 GeV/c and 3.0 GeV/c. It is
placed with the inner and outer radii at 4.!m to 4.6m. In principle it is similar to
a TPC. Within the chamber are a 3cm ionization volume filled with an argon gas
mixture, a cathode wire plane, and an anode wire plane. A charged particle creates
ionization sites in the gas and the resulting secondary electrons drift onto the anode
wires. Fast clocked electronics digitize the drifting ionization signal in time slices so
that position information and integrated charge can be extracted later. From this,
track points and hence a short 3 dimensional track vector are reconstructed. The
charge deposited is used for dE/dx estimate in the particle identification.
These three detectors working together form the Central Magnet tracking system.
They are capable of a vector meson mass resolution which is better than 0.5% at all
transverse momenta below 2 GeV/c. The mass resolution as a function of pr is shown
in Figure 4.
Ring Imaging Cerenkov:
The RICH is the primary device for pion rejection. It is placed immediately behind the drift chambers, with inner and outer radii of 2.6m and 4.0m. Only e± (or
pions with momentum greater than _4 GeV/c) will radiate Cerenkov photons. Large
spherical mirrors on the outer face reflect this radiation to 4 arrays of 1 inch diameter
photo-multiplier tubes (PMT) (two arrays for each arm, mounted on the pole-faces
of the central magnet containing a total of 6400 tubes). The gas volume and pressure
are chosen so that the number of photons is sufficient to make a ring image in the
P MT array after various efliciencies and losses have been considered. A focussing
mirror (Winston Cone) is mounted on each PMT, so that only photons incident from
a restricted angular range can enter. It is then possible to approximately calculate the
direction vector of an electron and associate it with a track measured more accurately
from t_,e drift chambers. The mirrors are constructed from a lightweight carbon fiber
onto _:hich a reflective surface is deposited.
Time of Flight:
The TOF system is a particle identification system for charged hadrons, whose
main purpose is to differentiate between charged lr± and Ki. It is an array of long
scintillator slats oriented in the r - q_direction. A P MT is connected to the end of
each slat. The array is located at r-Sin from the beamline, between the TEC and
the EMCal. By reading both PMT's one gets the particle time of flight and the position along the slat at which it passed through. Only a portion of one of the central
arms is given TOF coverage. This is still sufficient to measure single charged particle
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Figure 5: A typical Time of Flight array element.
production rates and also to reconstruct high PT _bmesons decaying to K+ K-. The
time resolution of the slats is or=80 pico-seconds. With this it can resolve 2.4 GeV/c
_r from K at a 4a level. A typical TOF slat is shown schematically in Figure 5.
Electromagnetic
Calorimeter:
The EMCal is located immediately behind the TOF wall. It is used to measure the
energies of electrons and photons by causing them to form electromagnetic showers.
Two different technologies are used. The EMCal is divided into 4 sections, two in
each central arm. Three of these use modules composed of alternate layers of lead and
scintillator, in which secondaries produced in lead produce light in scintillator. The
fourth uses lead-glass modules in which Cerenkov light from electron induced showers
is gathered. Hadrons too will deposit energy in the EMC, but generally this will be
only minimum ionizing energy; much less than an electromagnetic shower. Even in
the cases where a hadronic shower is produced, this has very different longitudinal
and transverse profiles than an electromagnetic shower.
The Pb-scintillator portion will be 18 radiation lengths thick, with module faces
square, 5.25cm to a side. This small size is needed to keep the occupancy low. A
total of _18000 modules will be used. Wavelength shifting optical fibers will skewer
each module longitudinally and light produced in the scintillator layers will find its
way into the fibers and from there to the readout PMT's.
The Pb-glass modules are already built and are being used by the WA98 experiment at CERN. After that they will be given to Phenix. Each module presents a 4cm
by 4cm face to the oncoming particles. The thickness is 40cm, 16 radiation lengths.
The EMCal will be used to provide a trigger for single, high-momentum electrons
and photons, giving the particle energy, and modest time of flight information. A
more global characterization of the event will also be made by looking at the total
transverse electromagnetic energy of the whole event.
Muon Detector:
The muon detector is located behind one of the central magnet pole faces and has
complete azimuthal coverage about the beam line, from polar angle #=10 ° to 35°.
The major physics goal is to measure the p± pairs that result from the decays of the
J/_, _b'and T mesons, as well as from the Drell-Yan process. The problem faced
here is to identify and measure relatively few muons from among a large number of
charged ha(irons. Since the p and lr are very close in mass (0.106 GeV and 0.139 GeV
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respectively), techniques like time of flight measurement and Cerenkov discrimination
will not work. There is also a large background of muons from _r decay. The main
components of the muon detector are (starting from the collision point) a copper
cone mounted on the inner side of the central magnet poleface, the poleface itself,
3 tracking chambers in a radial magnetic field formed by the muon magnet and the
muon identifier, composed of several layers of shielding and streamer tube detectors.
These function as follows: The purpose of the copper cone is to slow down or destroy _r± before they have a chance to decay to muons, since once formed, a decay
muon is almost impossible to distinguish from one in which we are interested. The
cone extends as close as possible to the central collision point as can be done without creating extra backgrounds that affect the central arm detectors. The cone and
poleface are also used to reduce the number of hadrons that reach the drift chamber
tracking system. The intent here is to reduce them only to the point where the hit
combinatorics can be resolved by our pattern recognition programs and tracks can
be accurately measured. This is because muons too suffer energy loss and multiplescattering as they pass through the shielding, and we want the degradation of their
momentum measurement to be minimized. There are 3 drift chamber stations that sit
in the muon arm magnetic field. Downstream of these is the muon identifier. These
are streamer tube detectors arrays placed behind steel absorber walls. It is here that
the same tracks that were momentum measured in the drift chambers are checked
for penetrability. Muons will be more penetrating, and also will produce only one hit
per streamer tube whereas hadrons will interact, shower, and produce multiple hits.
At this point the multiple scattering and energy loss effects of the shielding are not
so important as we already have the momentum measurement. It is only necessary
to follow the particle through and associate it with a track measured in the drift
chambers upstream.
The Inner Detectors:
Phenix contains a set of detectors close to the central collision point to provide the
position of the collision point, a time of flight start signal, multiplicity measurements,
and a multiplicity trigger. The inner detectors consist of a silicon based Multiplicity
Vertex Detector (MVD) and Cerenkov based beam-beam counters (BBC).
The MVD has two concentric hexagonal barrels about the beamline with an endcap at each end. The barrel radii are 5cm and 8cm, and they are composed of Si
strips of length 5cm and 8cm respectively, with a strip pitch of 200pro. The endcaps
are disk-shaped and here the Si is in the form of pads, ranging from 2ram per side
squares near the beam to 5ram squares at the outer edges. Both the strips and the
pads will be used for multiplicity measurements, with rl coverage =1=2.7.The strips
Will also be used for the collision vertex determination, which the Phenix computer
simulation packages (Pisa/Pisorp) show can be done to 165pro in AuAu collisions.
The BBC elements are Cerenkov detectors, with quartz radiators glued to PMT's
and arranged in concentric rings around the beamline. The goal is to achieve lOOps
timing resolution for the time of interaction. If the difference of times from the BBC's
at either end is taken the position of the collision vertex can be obtained to _2cm
and can be used for the first level trigger. This information will be used by other
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detectors and higher level triggers as well.

Summary
Phenix is well on its way to being a fully designed, workable, experiment. Over
the next few years detector R & D will continue, to be gradually replaced by actual
construction. When the accelerator and detector turn on later this decade, we expect
to be able to sustain a high event rate and explore the newly opened realm of ultra
high energy and matter densities that has been made available to us.
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Abstract
An overview of the Solenoidal TrackerAt RHIC (STAR) experiment
and the anticipated physics program is presented. The STAR
experiment will concentrate on hadronic observables over a large
solid angle at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider in order to
measure event-by-event characteristics of the collisions. STAR will
search for signatures of the Quark-Gluon Plasma and investigate
the behaviour of strongly-interacting matter at high energy density.
IN'I_ODUCTION
The primary motivation for studying nucleus-nucleus
collisions at relativistic
energies is to investigate partonic, hadronic and nuclear matter at high energy densities
(s > I-2 GeV/hn3). Recent theoretical developments have brought us to the present, still
infan_ state of understanding 1 of the behavior of highly excited matter in relativistic
nucleus-nucleus collisions. Understanding the early stages of these collisions is the
subject of this workshop. This knowledge is fundamental to understanding the
subsequent evolution of the system and determining the existence and type of phase
transitions between partonic and hadronic matter.
The early dynamics of these collisions involving hard parton-parton interactions can
be calculated using perturbative QCD. 2 Various theoretical approaches result in
predictions that highly excited (Teffective~ 500 MeV), predominantly gluonic matter will
be formed rapidly, within the first 0.3 fm/c of the collision process. 3 The system then
evolves through subsequent interactions and reinteractions, effectively cooling and
expanding. The most important question affecting potential phase transitions between
partonic and hadronic matter is whether chemical and/or thermal equilibrium are
reached among the partonic degrees of freedom. Answering such questions requires a
detailed understanding of the partonic content of the incident nuclei. Obtaining this
information is of interest to both nuclear and particle physicists and will require
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measurements at various accelerators, including proton-proton and proton-nucleus
measurements at high energy colliders.
QCD lattice calculations 4 exhibit a phase transition between a QGP at a temperature
near 250 MeV and hadronic matter. An important question is whether such excited
states of matter can be createdand studied in the laboratory. The Relativistic Heavy Ion
CoUider (RHIC) is being constructed and the Large Hadron Collider is being considered
for construction and injection with heavy ions in order to investigate these new and
ftmdamental properties of matter.
THE STAR EXPERIMENT
The STAR experiment s will concentrate on measurements of hadron production
over a large solid angle to be able to study observables on an event-by-event basis.
STAR will search for signatures of QGP formation and investigate the behavior of
strongly interacting matter at high energy density. Since there is no single definitive
signature for the QGP, it is essential to use a flexible detection system at RHIC. STAR
will simultaneously measure many experimental observables to study signatures of the
phase transition and the space-time evolution of the collision process. This requires an
understanding of the microscopic structure of hadronic interactions, at the level of
quarks and gluons, at high energy densities.
The experiment will utilize two aspects of hadron production that are f_mdamentaUy
new at RHIC: correlations between global observableson an event-by-event basis and the
use of hard scattering of patrons as a probe of the properties of high density nuclear
matter. The event-by-event measurement of global observables - such as temperature,
flavor composition, collision geometry, reaction dynamics, and energy or entropy
density fluctuations - is possible because of the very high charged particle densities,
drkh/d_ _, 1000 expected in nucleus-nucleus collisions at RHIC. This will allow novel
determination of the thermodynamic properties of single events. Correlations between
observables made on an event-by-event basis may isolate potentially interesting events.
Measurable jet yields and high Pt particle yields at RHIC will allow investigations of
hard QCD processes via both highly segmented calorimetry and high Pt single particle
measurements in a tracking system. A systematic study of particle and jet production
will be carried out over a range of colliding nuclei from pp through p-nucleus up to AuAu, over a range of impact parameters from peripheral to central, and over the range of
energies available at RHIC. The pp interactions will help establish the gluon structure
functions, the p-nucleus interactions will be used to study the nuclear gluon
distributions and thus the extent of shadowing of gluons in the nucleus, while the
nucleus-nucleus interactions are essential to determine the degree of quenching of hard
scattered partons in the surrounding nuclear, hadronic, and partonic matter.
Measurements of the remnants of hard-scattered partons will be used as a penetrating
probe of the QGP, and will provide new information on the nucleon structure function
and pat-ton shadowing in nuclei.
Measurements will be made at midrapidity over a large pseudo-rapidity range ( 1111
< 1) with full azimuthal coverage (A_ = 2x) and azimuthal symmetry. The detection
system is shown in Fig. 1. It will consist of a silicon vertex tracker (SVT) and time
projection chamber (TPC) inside a solenoidal magnet with 0.5 T uniform field for
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tracking and momentum analysis over Ill I < 2, and particle identification via dE/dx at
low Pt; a time-of-flight system surrounding the TPC for particle identification at high
momenta; electromagnetic calorimetry just inside the solenoid to trigger on and
measure jets and the transverse energy of events; and external time projection chambers
(not shown in Fig. 1) located downstream outside the solenoid to extend the tracking
coverage to Ill I ,- 4.5. Additional fast trigger detectors will be installed to trigger on
collision geometry and the position of the primary interaction vertex.
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BEAM PIPE
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_
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_
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{

EMC ELECTRONICS

Figure 1. Schematic layout of the Solenoidal Tracker At RHIC.
PHYSICS OF STAR
Patton Physics from Jets, Mini-Jets and High pt Particles
The early stages of the collision process can be studied by measuring the products of
QCD hard scattering processes. The partons in a single hard scattering, whose products
are observed near midrapidity, must traverse distances of several, fermi through highly
excited matter in a nucleus-nucleus collision. The energy loss of these propagating
quarks and gluons is predicted 6 to be sensitive to the medium and may be a direct
method of observing the excitation of the medium. Passage through hadronic or nuclear
matter is predicted to result in an attenuation of the jet energy and broadening of jets.
Relative to this damped case, a QGP is predicted to be transparent and an enhanced
yield at a given transverse energy is expected. The yield of jets will be measured as a
function of the transverse energy of the jet.
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Mini-jets are expected to be produced copiously in collisions at R_C.7_ Similar to
the case for high Pt jets, the observed yield of mini-jets is expected to be influenced
strongly by the state of the high density medium through which they propagate. It is
important to study the degree of fluctuation of the transverse energy and multiplicity as
a function of rapidity and azimuthal angle (d2Et/dyd_ and d2n/dyd4)) event-by-event,
which should be strongly affected by the presence of mini-jets.9.
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RAB(pt)istheratio
oftheinclusive
pt
distribution
ofchargedhadronsinA+B nuclear
interactions
tothatofp+p (seeRef.10).
The inclusive
Pt distributions
and rapidity
distributions
of hadronswillalsobe
influenced
by jets,
mini-jets,
gluonshadowingand quenching14
ascanbe seeninFig.2.
A systematic
studyofpp,p-nucleus
and nucleus-nucleus
collisions
willbe necessary
to
unravelthedegreetowhich shadowingand quenchingcontribute
to thespectra
of
particles
innucleus-nucleus
collisions.
The expected
ratesformeasuringvarioushardscattering
processes
inSTAR aregiveninTable1.
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Particle Spectra
As a consequence of the high multiplicities in central nucleus-nucleus events, the
slope of the transverse momentum (Pt) distribution for pions and the <Pt> for pions and
kaons can be determined event-by-event. Thus, individual events can be characterized by
a pion slope parameter To (effective "temperature") or <pt>, and a kaon <pt> in order
to search for events with extremely high temperature, predicted 11 to result from
deflagration of a QGP. The accuracy of measuring <Pt> per event as a function of the
Table 1
Rates for hard QCD processes exj3ectedin STAK. ..........
Observable
_Snn
Colliding
Luminosity
(GeV)
System
_f (cm-2s"1)
jets,
200
pp
5 x 1030
(inclusive)
I_ 1<0.5
p Au
3.2 x 1028
(min. bias)
Au Au
2 x 1026
(central)
500
pp
1.4 x 1031

_o, it+, or 7t" 200
(inclusive)
I1]I<1

500

pp

5 x 1030

p Au
(min. bias)
Au Au
(central)
pp

3.2 x 1028
2 x 1026
1.4 x 1031

Pt Range
(GeVlc)
> 20
> 40
> 20
> 40
> 20
> 40
> 20
> 40
>60
10 + .5
15 _+.5
10 + .5
15 _+.5
10 + .5
15 ± .5
10 ± .5
20±.5
35 ± .5

STAR Rate
(#/10 7s)
2.3 x 106
4.2 x 103
2.8 x 106
5.0 x 103
5.5 x 105
1.0 x 103
1.1 x 108
2.5 x 106
1.3'x 105
4.8 x 104
1.5 x 103
5.8 x 104
1.8 x 103
1.2 x 104
-350
4 x 106
3x 104
-1.2 x 103

charged particles measured per event is displayed in Fig. 3a. The determination of <pt>
for pions can be made very accurately on the single event basis in this experiment, over
the expected range of muItipticities in central collisions from Ca + Ca to Au + Au. For
kaorm,with - 200 charged kaons per event in the acceptance for central Au + Au events,
<Pt> can be determined accurately for single events.
Inclusive Pt distributions of charged particles will be measured with high statistics to
investigate effects such as collective radial flow and critical temperature at low Pt, and
mini-jet attenuation 12 at high Pt. The Pt spectra of baryons and anti-baryons at
midrapidity are particularly interesting for determining the stopping power of quarks.
Measurements of the net baryon number and net charge are important for establishing
the baryo-chemical potential _tB(y)at midrapidity.
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Strangeness Production
One of the first predictions of a signature for the formation of a QGP was the
enhancement in the production of strange particles resulting from chemical equilibrium
of a system of quarks and gluons 13. A measurement of the K/n ratio provides
information_
_ on the_relative concentration of strange and nonstrange quarks, i.e. <(s
+ s)/(u + u + d + d)>. This has been suggested 14as a diagnostic tool to differentiate
between a hadronic gas and a QGP, and to study the role of the expansion velocity. The
K/_ ratio will be measured in STAR event-by-event with sufficient accuracy (see Fig. 3b)
to classify the events for correlations with other event observables.
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Figure 3. Plotted as a function of the charged-particle multiplicity measured in an event
are the standard deviations of a) the measured <pt> for single events generated with a
Boltzmann distribution with temperatures of 150 MeV and 250 MeV (corresponding to
<pt> = 375 and 610, respectively) and b) the ratio K/_ assuming that <K/_ = 0.1.
Another unique_feature of STAR is its ability to measure strange and anti-strange
baryons (e.g. KOs, A, A, E-, ,=-, f_-) over a wide rapidity interval about midrapidity.
Enhancements to the strange antibaryon content due to QGP formation have been
predicted, is Furthermore, the multiply-strange baryons (.=.-,--,
=- f_-) may be more
sensitive to the existence of the QGP. 16
The production cross section of _-mesons can be measured inclusively in STAR via
the decay _ _ K+ + K-. Measurement of the yield of the (_,which is an ss pair, places a
more stringent constraint on the origin of the observed flavor composition17 than the
K/it ratio and is expected to be more sensitive to the presence of a QGP. The (_
production rate is also expected to be extremely sensitive to changes in the quark
masses18,19due to a possible chiral phase transition at high energy densities.
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Hanbury-Brown and Twiss (HBT) Intefferometry
Correlations between identical bosons provide information on the freezeout
geometry, the expansion dynamics and possibly the existence of a (_p.20 It will be
unprecedented to measure the pion source parameters via pion correlation analysis on
an event-by-event basis and to correlate them with other event observables. In an
individual event with 1000 negative pions within I_ I < 1, the number of n'_- pairs will
be n_(n_-l)/2
ffi500,000. This is similar to the accumulated statistics published in most
papers on the subject.
The correlations of like-sign charged kaons or pions will be measured on an inclusive
basis to high accuracy. The dependence of the source parameters on the transverse
momentum components of the particle pairs will be measured with high statistics.
Measurement of correlations between unlike-sign pairs will yield information on the
Coulomb corrections and effects of final state interactions. The KK correlation is less
affected by resonance decays after hadronic freeze-out than the _ correlations. The K's
are expected to freeze out earlier21 than n's in the expansion. Depending upon the
baryo-chemical potential and the existence of a QGP, the K+ and K- are also expected to
freeze out at different times.
By reconstructing the decay topologies of Kos-->n+n-, STAR will be able to measure
KosKos correlations. 9 In this case the absence of Coulomb repulsion, as compared to
like-sign charged particle correlations, will enable a more precise measurement of the
large source dimensions expected at R_C. Since the KOsis not a strangeness eigenstate,
the KOsKOs correlations will contain an interference term which should provide
additional space-time information and exhibit strangeness distillation effects in regions
where the baryochemical potential is significant. _
Electromagnetic/Charged Partide Energy Ratio
The measurement of EM energy vs. charged-particle energy is an important
correlation to measure in the search for the QGP and other new physics. The
unexplained imbalance between charged particle and neutral energy observed in
Centauro and other cosmic ray ._vents emphasizes the need for EM/charged particle
measurementS, z3
Fluctuations in Energy, Entropy, Multiplicity and Transverse Momentum
It has long been known that a prime, general indicator of a phase transition is the
appearance of critical dynamical fluctuations in a narrow range of conditions. Such
critical fluctuations can only be seen in individual events where the statistics are large
enough to overcome uncertainties (_N) due to finite particle number fluctuations. The
large transverse energy and multiplicity densities at midrapidity in central collisions
allow event-by-event measurement of fluctuations in particle ratios, energy density,
entropy density and flow of different types of particles as a function of pt, rapidity, and
azimuthal angle. Fluctuations have been predicted to arise from the process of
hadronization of a QGP. 24
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SUMMARY
It should be emphasized thatthe capability
of measuring severaldifferent
observables
event-by-event
isuniquetoSTAR. Eventscan be characterized
event-byeventby theirtemperature,
flavorcontent,
transverse
energydensity,
multiplicity
density,
entropydensity,
degreeoffluctuations,
occurrence
ofjets
and sourcesize.
The
presence
ofa QGP isnotlikely
tobe observed
inan averageevent,
norisitexpectedto
be observedin a largefraction
ofevents.
Sincethereisno single
clearly
established
sig_nature
of theQGP, accesstomany observables
simultaneously
willbe critical
for
identifying
therareevents
inwhichaQGP isformed.
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